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FOREWORD

The Third Workshop on Radiofrequency Superconductivity was held at
Argonne National Laboratory from September 14-18, 1987, three years after the
second workshop organized at CERN. The workshop was attended by 125 people
from 14 countries.

The proceedings are organized with the papers in the same sequence as the
oral presentations. At the end of the proceedings several papers are included
that were submitted for publication only.

We thank the program committee for their efforts in organizing the
workshop, the authors for their excellent talks and timely delivery of
manuscripts, and the conference secretary, Mrs. Rose Lorenz, for preparation
of the proceedings. We also acknowledge the financial support given by the
Argonne Division of Educational Programs for this workshop.

K. W. Shepard
Argonne National Laboratory
January 1988
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Our present understanding of the fundamental nature of matter is embodied in the
standard theory. This theory views all matter as composed of families of quarks and
leptons with their interactions mediated by the family of force-carrying particles.
Progress in panicle accelerators has been a vital element in bringing about this level of
understanding.

Athough the standard theory is successful in relating a wide range of phenomena, it
raises deeper questions about the basic nature of matter and energy. Among these are:
why are the masses of the various elementary particles and the strengths of the basic
forces what they are ? Other unanswered fundamental questions are:

How many generations of quarks and leptons are there?
Are the quarks and leptons really elemenentary?
Can the strong force be unified with the electromagnetic and weak forces?
Can gravitation be treated quantum mechanically as other forces are, and
can it be unified with them?

We expect that over the next decade a new generation of accelerators spanning the
100 Gev mass range will shed light on some of these questions. These accelerators,
which are listed in Table 1 will provide the means to thoroughly explore the energy
regime corresponding to the mass scale of the weak interactions to reveal intimate
details of the force carrying particles, the weak bosons, Z0 and W+-. Superconducting
rf technology will feature in a major way in the electron storage rings listed in this
Table.

Table 1.

Tevatron storage ring pp- collider 2 TeV
LEP storage ring e-;-e- collider 100 - 200 Ge V
TRISTAN storage ring e+e-collider 54- 70GeV
HERA storage ring e p collider 30 on 800 GeV
SLC linear e+e-collider 100 GeV

Current theoretical ideas predict that to make further progress towards a more
fundamental theory of matter, it will be necessary to penetrate the TeV energy regime.
At this scale a whole new range of phenomena will manifest the nature of the symmetry
breaking mechanism that must be responsible for the differences we observe in the
familiar weak and electromagnetic forces. History has shown that unexpected
discoveries made in a new energy regime have proven to be the main engine of
progress. The experimental challenge to accelerator designers and builders is clear.

How to Meet the Need

Colliding beam accelerators have proven their great kinematic advantage in pushing
the energy frontier. The cleanest interactions are provided by collisions between
elementary particles such as electrons and positrons. When e- and e+ annihilate each
other they give all their energy to the production of new particles. Unfortunately we do
not have in our grasp today the technology to accelerate elementary particles to TeV
energies. The success of superconducting magnet technology at the Fermilab Tevatron,
however, demonstrates that we have the knowledge and experience needed to build a
storage ring p"p collider that will probe the TeV energy scale. Proton-proton colliders
require more total energy than the mass of the particle produced because the production
process actually occurs through collisions of a single quark or gluon in one proton with
another quark or gluon in the other proton or anti-proton). On the average a single



constituent carries only 1/10 the total energy. As a rough rule therefore, proton beam
energies must exceed the wanted elementary interaction energies by ten times. The SSC
is an accelerator system designed to produce 40 TeV proton-proton collisions using
storage rings with state-of-the-art superconducting magnet technology. Before the turn
of the century, this pioneering effort will provide the capability needed to continue
important advances in elementary particle physics.

Full understanding of the new perspectives stemming from such a proton collider
will require a cleaner view that can only be made available through illumination with
e+e- interactions. In a lepton collider, the total event rate at a given luminosity is much
lower than for a proton collider, so that the interesting events stand out more clearly
above the competing background. Although the electron storage ring is the favored
technique to explore the 0.1 TeV mass region, it is not an economically viable avenue
for the future. The dominant problem is energy lost to synchrotron radiation as
electrons are forced into circular orbits. Electron storage ring technology has advanced
to the point that performance and cost can be predicted with reasonable confidence. It
is generally agreed that, after optimizing both the construction and operating costs, the
size and cost increase with the square of the beam energy. Several studies of alternative
approaches have been made with the conclusion that a significant increase in beam
energy beyond 0.1 TeV will require a new approach that will drastically lower the cost.
The most practical approach now known uses linear colliders which avoid the
synchrotron radiation problem. Figure 1 compares the cost of e+e- storage rings with
the cost of colliding linacs[l]. The comparison is made both for accelerators based on
conventional room temperature cavities as well as those based on superconducting
cavities. While it is clear that above 0.1 TeV, linear collider technology is
economically favored over storage rings, it is equally clear that an extrapolation of the
present state of the an of either normal or superconducting technology to 1 TeV /beam
yields excessive cost.

TeV Linear Colliders

The challenge to the superconducting rf community is therefore to provide a
technically and economically viable TeV linear collider te -hnology. The basic terms of
that challenge are set forth by the physics needs and economical reality. A multtTeV
electron linear collider must have the highest possible luminosity, with 10 (cm sec"
*•) as a minimum requirement. Given the probable high cost of such a machine, a high
luminosity goal is necessary to ensure productivity on the basis of now recognized
physics principles. As a frontier physics instrument, a linear collider should satisfy the
following requirements:

E > 1 TeV/beam, L > 1033 cm"2 sec"1, Energy spread < 10%.

Such a machine would be complementary to the SSC, and as such cannot be more
expensive to build and operate. These considerations impose certain economic
boundary conditions:

C < 3 x l O 9 $ , P a c <200MW

Because of the high capital investment that such a machine will involve, it will be
important to ensure that the design energy and luminosity fully meet physics needs.

Optimization of linear collider design is a science still in its infancy in which the
balance of machine physics, practical engineering and economics is carried out. Deeply
involved are the physics of the beam-beam interactions with its self-focussing and



intense collective bremsstrahlung effects, beam-structure interaction which limits
achievable beam brightness, final focus possibilities which will influence the beam
current, efficiencies of various components and systems, etc. The first attempt (the
SLC at SLAC) to achieve e+e- collisions with a linear collider is on the way, albeit at a
low energy of 0.05 TeV/beam. The results will be crucial in guiding future optimization
studies. A 1 TeV/beam collider will require significant extensions of accelerator
physics and technology beyond the SLC. It will involve substantially higher beam
power and panicle density at the collision point. The high beam powers involved
demand suitable power sources and high efficiency of conversion of line power to beam
power. The high particle density requirement demands that source brightness,
alignment tolerances, beam stability and beam-beam interaction effects be pushed well
beyond the limits tested at the SLC. An accelerating mechanism with high gradient is
clearly desirable to limit machine length, but the highest gradient technically feasible
may not fall at the economic optimum. The efficiency with which a bunch can extract
stored energy from a cavity falls with increasing gradient and the peak power demand
grows. The choice of operating wavelength needs thorough exploration as this interacts
both with the beam dynamics questions as well as with the availability and efficiency of
power sources and efficiency of accelerating structures.

In our judgement, these complex interacting issues are likely to remain unresolved
until a viable accelerating system emerges that can serve as a focus for further study and
optimization.

In recent years a number of new acceleratior concepts have been put forward and are
being studied. Among these are the plasma beat-wave accelerator, the plasma wake-
field accelerator, the grating accelerator, the various 'two beam' accelerators, the
switched power accelerator, etc. The physical mechanisms involved in any of these
novel methods will take several more years of study. Technologies that employ rf
power sources driving near field accelerating structures are most developed. In this
traditional method, a longitudinal electric field for acceleration is engendered by the
configuration of the surrounding conducting device. While no one knows for sure,
today it seems likely that the next linear collider will be built with some version of this
technology which is already well along in development. Laser, beam-excited plasma-
accelerators, etc. will not come along fast enough to compete.

All of the "classical" technologies have potential for improvement and are being
studied. The rf superconductivity community should not be laggard in accepting the
challenge.

Comparison of Suggested Systems

The unique advantage of rf superconductivity is its potential gain of a factor of 10^
or more in the surface losses. Even though the refrigerator efficiency reduces the
effective gain, the net advantage remains substantial and can be exploited in several
ways simultaneously. Most obviously the need for expensive, complex, ultra high peak
power rf sources is eliminated. In addition one can exploit the ability to store rf energy
for many rf cycles to enhance both the efficiency of energy transfer to the beam and
increase the average beam current. The operating cost for a high luminosity machine
with useful energy resolution can thereby be held to an acceptable value. These
considerations provide more flexibility in optimization of the overall machine and allow
greater simplicity in the design by comparison with other schemes.

Figure 2 compares the principal elements of a 2 TeV cm. linear collider in three
versions of paper concept designs that have been put forward. The injector sections in



all versions have very similar features. All must make provisions for positron
production and damping rings to provide a low source emittancc. For the normal
conducting versions depicted in (a) and (b), substantial improvements over the SLC
etnittances are essential. The main accelerating structure must provide a high gradient
with a high efficiency of conversion of energy supplied into beam energy without
creating intolerable wakefield effects. Focussing elements must be interspersed within
the main linac to control the beam emittance. A sophisticated final lens system is
required before the collision point to focus the beams to submicron transverse
dimensions to achieve the required luminosity.

The "standard" linac (version a) capitalizes on high gradient normal conducting
structures. Recent experiments have achieved gradients of 200 MV/m in short disk
loaded structure segments at pulse lengths of 1.5 - 3 fisecs.[2] The principal difficulty
with the standard linac version is the magnitude of the rf drive system. If an
acceleration gradient of 167 MeV/m is required at 2.63 cm wavelength in a normal
conducting structure, then the peak power that must be supplied over a fill time of the
order of 0.1 jisecs would be 5 Terawatt [3]. In one scheme, which consists of klystrons
and pulse compressor units, each delivering over 400 MWatts peak power, over 104

such units will be required. Several klystron designs are being studied at SLAC which
might deliver 100 MW peak power at 3 -4 x SLAC frequency. In addition
gyroklystrons and lasertrons are also under consideration as high peak power sources.
Formidable technical problems need to be overcome to make these schemes achieve the
needed peak power output at an acceptable price.

Discrete microwave power units is one of the ways that have been proposed for
producing the required rf peak power to drive high gradient normal conducting
structures. Various two beam acceleration schemes form the basis of an alternate
strategy. Here rf is produced by a high current drive beam running parallel to the main
accelerator. Along the driving beam, transfer elements periodically extract rf energy,
which is delivered through waveguides to the structures of the main accelerator. These
elements may be free electron lasers (FEL) or RF decelerating sections. The first option
limits the drive beam energy to 100 MeV and presents phasing problems between the
two linacs. In the second version, phasing is assured by the highly relativistic beam.
Interspersed with the transfer elements are re-acceleration elements, which put energy
back into the driving beam. In one example the output port of each main accelerating
section is connected to the input port of the following transfer section, permitting
recovery of left-over energy. The recovery pulse has to be phased for acceleration in the
transfer structure and deceleration in the drive structure, increasing the complexity of
the scheme. Superconducting rf cavites are proposed as drive beam re-accelerators in
both versions of the two beam schemes. The current level of performance achievable
with superconducting cavities would be adequate to fulfil the need. Paper design
examples for two beam accelerators have been worked out. The only prototype
experiment is at a very short wavelength (0.8 cm), but has demonstrated > 1 Gwatt peak
power capability using an induction linac to accelerate the drive beam. A disc loaded
accelerating section has been constructed and fed with power from the FEL to achieve
high gradients[5].

Power consumption is a major concern related to the operating cost for both normal
conducting versions. Structures and RF power sources must be capable of efficient
conversion of energy from the wall-plug to the beam. The incentive for efficient
extraction of the energy stored in the structure pushes structure wavelengths to values
substantially lower than 10 cm, exacerabating wakefield effects and the problem of
achieving acceptable fabrication tolerances. The same incentive promotes closely
spaced multiple bunches within each RF pulse. This approach is restricted by long



range wakefields and complications in the final focus that could compromise the
physics potential of the machine.

To keep the operating cost at an acceptable level there is a real premium in
minimizing beam power. Reducing the beam power in turn demands an infinitesimal
collision spot size to reach the desired luminosity, so that a source with emittance
several orders of magnitude lower than presently achieved for the SLC is required,
coupled with a sophisticated final focus system.

Version (c) is a fully surperconducting linac approach. Use of superconducting
cavities allows the filling time to be increased by many orders of magnitude, effectively
eliminating the need for ultrahigh peak power sources. In the example presented, 100
klystrons delivering 1 Mwatt peak power would adequately fill the need. Such
klystrons are readily available today. Superconducting cavities are ideally suited for
efficient conversion of wall-plug to beam power. High efficiency is achieved by
accelerating many bunches in each RF pulse without concern for degradation by long
range wake fields. Ratios > 104 can be achieved between the Qs of the accelerating and
the higher order modes responsible for the long range wake so that bunches can be
separated by long intervals during which the higher mode fields die out. There is no
longer a high premium on reducing beam power or in using ultra-short wavelengths.
This scheme is inherently simpler; it can be based on beam emittances, focussing
parameters and structure wavelength which are near to those already realized with the
SLC.

A (Superconducting linear collider is dominated by the structure. Even at Q values of
3xl09to 10 l u , refrigerator associated capital and operating cost can be reduced to a
small fraction of the overall costs by running at a duty cycle as low as 1% without
compromising the extraction efficiency or the luminosity[6]. These Q values are
achievable with current technology, albeit at gradients of 5 -10 Mev/m. Thus the
challenge for the fully superconducting machine is to reduce the capital cost of the
accelerating structure while achieving higher accelerating gradients.

The threshold gradient for a TeV superconducting linac to be competitive with a
proton storage ring such as the SSC can be estimated as follows. Equating the
momentum (GxLxc/c) achieved in the linac with gradient G and length L to 1/10 the
momentum (exBxR) achieved in a proton ring of radius R, where B= 6.6 Tesla, we
obtain GxL = 31.5 Mev/m x(2xpixR). This simple comparison reveals that for a linac
with total length comparable to the SSC circumference, a minimum gradient near 30
Mev/m is needed. Fig 3 compares a superconducting accelerator structure[7] with a
superconducting magnet[8], showing that cavities are inherently no more complex than
magnets. SSC magnets weigh 200 Kg/m, use 7 Kg/m of Nb-Ti superconductor and,
with economies of scale, are expected to cost $10K/m. It is reasonable to expect that, as
cavity technology continues to mature and the technological and application base
broadens, unit costs should approach the magnet costs quoted above.

Nb cavity technology is an attractive option for further advances in achievable
voltage at reasonable cost for future accelerators. The inherent properties of Nb imply
the potential for an order of magnitude improvement beyond current capabilities of 5
Mev/m and Qs of 3xl0y - 1x10 . At this conceptual stage, it appears that even Nb can
satisfy the needs for a fully superconducting linear collider.

Obviously, if gradients can be increased, costs go down in proportion. For linear
collider needs, it will be important to assess the potential of high Tc superconductors.
Very recently, intrinsic properties of the new superconductors measured on single
crystals reveal possibilities cf spectacular gains over the superconductors in use today.



For application to accelerator cavities, the discovery that the energy gap to critical
temperature ratio is 2X that of Niobium[9] opens the exciting possibility of operating
superconducting accelerator cavities at LN2 temperatures. Earlier measurements on
ceramic forms showed much lower gap ratios, indicating that even though the dc
transition was at 90K, if applications would be restricted to temperatures below 40K,
when a sufficient number of current carriers have frozen into pairs, and losses presented
by the remaining normal carriers would become negligible. Another exciting property
derived from single crystal measurements is that the thermodynamic critical field of the
new superconductor is a factor of 13 higher than for Nb[10]. Once again, the impact for
accelerator cavities could be striking. Rf surface magnetic fields that approach the
critical field at which superconductivity breaks down would allow gradients in
accelerating structures as high as 400 MeV/m. It should be emphasized that no
predictions of inherent surface resistance is available. Loss measurements to date show
very high Rs values by comparison with Nb. Considerable improvement in sample
quality is needed before there is confidence that inherent values are being measured.

We must keep in mind that significant R&D effort will be required to prove whether
the superior intrinsic properties recently discovered do indeed offer the expected
advantages. If the basic properties can be verified, several years of additional R&D will
be required to exploit these advantages. In particular, field emission at high surface
electric fields will need to be understood and controlled before the advantages inherent
in the high critical magnetic fields can be realizedfl 1]. In the meantime, Nb retains its
superiority for exploration of field emission, surface resistance and structure
optimization.

Concluding Remarks

Current ideas predict a rich world of new phenomena, central to the resolution of
very basic questions about the physical world that can be explored for the first time by
accelerators at the TeV mass scale. Further advances in rf superconductivity may
provide the basis for powerful accelerators that can explore at this energy frontier.

This community of superconducting RF accelerator developers has achieved major
successess in the last five years, with major benefits to high energy and nuclear physics
accelerator technology. Oppportunity knocks again.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 (Refs. 1) Comparison between costs of electron-positron storage
rings and colliding linacs. Accelerators based on conventional room
temperature cavities as well as accelerators based on superconducting cavities
are considered.

Fig. 2 Comparision of schemes for TeV linear colliders, (a) "standard
linac" (b) a two-beam accelerator (c) a fully superconducting linac.

Fig. 3 Comparison of a superconducting cavity acclerator assembly
(Refs. 7) with a superconducting magnet assembly (Refs. 8).
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INTRODUCTION

Development of rf superconductivity for high energy accelerators has been a robust
activity at the Cornell Laboratory of Nuclear Studies (LNS) for many years. In order to
realize the potential of rf superconductivity, we have always followed a two-pronged
approach. On the one hand we selected accelerator applications where the existing
state-of-the art of superconducting rf is competitive with alternate technologies, then
engaged in a program to design, construct and test suitable superconducting cavities,
culminating in a full system test in an operating accelerator. On the second front we
have aggressively pursued the discovery and invention of ideas, techniques and
materials required to make superconducting rf devices approach the ideal in
performance.

Starting with the development of superconducting cavities for high energy electron
synchrotrons, we extended the technology to high energy e+e" storage rings. In 1975, a
60 cm, S-band superconducting cavity was successfully operated at 4 Mev/m, and Q=
1x10 , accelerating a 110 jxa beam to 4 Gev in the Cornell Electron synchrotron[l]. In
March 1982, we tested in CESR a one meter section of 1500 Mhz muffin-tin cavities
equipped with high power fundamental and higher order mode couplers[2]. Upto 12 ma
of beam current was held in the storage ring with the superconducting cavity operating
at 1.8 Mev/m and an overall Q of 10 . Both tests were firsts for high energy electron
machines. In Nov. 1984, we conducted our second storage ring beam test in CESR[3],
this time using an improved storage ring cavity design, the LE5 elliptical cavity, as well
as higher purity Nb material to achieve higher gradients. The better of the two cavities
reached 6.5 MeV/m at a resdual Q of 5x1 Cr; this is the highest gradient reached in a
storage ring test of a superconducting cavity. The cavities were operated successfully in
CESR with 22 mA beam current.

The LE5 cavity design has now been adopted for use in the Continuous Electron
Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). When completed, this project will be one of the
largest applications of SRF technology, using 440 LE5 modules[4]. In the last two
years, we have successfully transferred to industry and to CEBAF the cavity design and
the technology. Cornell has tested the early industrial prototypes and cavity
pairs[5,6,7]. LNS has developed, in collaboration with CEBAF, designs and
procedures for cavity pair and cryomodule assembly and testing[8].

Advanced research for future electron accelerators is badly needed if particle
physicists hope to expand the energy frontier. Superconducting cavity technology
continues to offer attractive opportunities for further advances in achievable voltage at
reasonable cost for future accelerators. For Nb, the full potential implies an order of
magnitude increase over current capabilities. The SRF research effort at Cornell LNS is
devoted to the goal of continuing to improve performance and cost levels to the point
that the technology may serve in future TeV scale e e" linear colliders. Towards this
end, the principal objective of the continuing program will be to study the causes of
limitations on the accelerating fields and quality factors of superconducting cavities.
The recent breakthrough discoveries of high Tfi superconductors [9] offer a spectacular
factor of 3 improvement over Nb in theoretically acheivable accelerating voltage at a
factor of 10 increase in operating temperature. Significant R&D will be required to
prove whether the intrinsic properties of the new superconductors do indeed offer these
expected advantages. If the basic properties are verified, several years of additional
R&D will be necessary to exploit these advantages. Realization of these capabilities,
however, would make rf superconductivity the leading competitor for collider
technology beyond the SSC. Our current program is geared to exploring the high T_
materials and exploiting any superior properties discovered.
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The Second Storage Ring Beam Test in CESR

At the end of 1984, soon after the 2nd Workshop, a two-week beam test was
conducted of two five-cell, 1500 Mhz elliptical cavities equipped with fundamental and
higher order mode (HOM) couplers[3]. Fig. 1 shows the cavity pair. The thermal
conductivity of the cavities was increased by a factor of 3 over that of standard reactor
grade Nb using yttrification[10], reaching a RRR ~ 100.

Fig. 1 LE5 elliptical cavities used in the
Cornell Electron Storage ring beam test.

The better of the two cavities reached a field of 6.5 MeV/m; this is the first
demonstration of the possibility of reaching the 5 Mev/m accelerating gradient which
has become the objective of several laboratories. The second cavity reached 2.4
Mev/m; the cause of this limitation has been identified as a dirt spot in the center cell
and was removed after the beam test by rinsing with detergent, water and methanol, but
no acids. After the rinsing, tfie cavity reached 11 Mev/m at a Q value of 6xlOy and 12
Mev/m at a Q value of 2x10 , when substantial field emission loading, but no
breakdown was encountered.

The residual Q of both cavities during the beam test was 5x10 . The input coupling
system delivered 27 Kwatts to the beam without posing a significant cryogenic load.
The HOM coupling system extracted beam-induced power with 99.9% efficiency and
provided adequate damping to suppress beam instabilities induced by HOMs up to the
expected beam current. Over 280 watts of HOM power was generated and successfully
extracted. The maximum current with which the cavities were operated was 22 mA
(with feedback) and the measured threshold currents for beam instabilities agreed within
a factor of 2 with Monte Carlo calculations of multi-turn instabilities in storage rings
based on bench measurements and computer calculations of cavity intrinsic impedances
and external Q's. This agreement is evidence that that no significant omissions or errors
occurred in identifying and determining the properties of the HOMs. The CESR beam
test results showed that the Cornell LE5 elliptical cavities are well-suited to a high
energy electron storage ring.

Multiturn transverse instabilities involving internal motion of the bunch were a
particular concern during the beam test. Computer simulations and analytical estimates
of the effect of Landau damping associated with the curvature of the RF potential
showed that this damping greatly increased the threshold of the transverse instabilities
associated with internal bunch motion, but had negligible effect on those associated
with rigid bunch motion. The results of these simulations and calculations were
supported by the absence of any transverse internal motion instabilities in the beam
test[ll].
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Substantial effort was devoted to designing and building cryogenic and microwave
support equipment necessary for the beam tests in CESR. This includes the main beam
line cryostat, cavity tuners operated by stepping motors immersed in liquid He, as well
as necessary superconducting waveguide components, microwave windows and heat
exchangers for interception of heat flow along input and output waveguides and along
the beam line[12]. We installed and operated a 130 Ft liquid He transfer line with
pressurized liquid nitrogen, helium pumping systems to lower the bath temperature
from 4.2 to 1.8 K, and associated piping and controls. A refrigerator supplying liquid
He was operated in closed loop during the tests.

Assistance to CEBAF

Cornell has interacted closely with four companies (Interatom, Dornier, Babcock &
Wilcox and TRW) which were involved in manufacturing LE5 cavities for CEBAF.
Five of the cavities manufactured by industry were processed and tested at
Cornell[5,6,7J. For these cavities, field values ranged from 6-12 Mev/m, (average 8
Mev/m), and the resdual Q's averaged 1x10 . Two cavity pairs have been assembled
and tested (See Fig. 2) A special apparatus for testing cavity pairs has been designed
and tested[8]. The pair tests showed performance values comparable to or higher than
the individual 5-cell tests. After the pair tests, the cavities are continuously kept under
vacuum so that they may eventually be installed in accelerator cryostats without further
exposure, and so minimize the difficulty of reliably assembling a string of cavities.

Fig. 2 Pair test for CEBAF.
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RF Superconductivity for TeV e+c" Linear Colliders

There is a consensus emerging among particle physicists that the natural complement
to a very high energy proton collider (SSC) is a machine that can collide electrons and
positrons at a center of mass energy of a few TeV. The conceptual design of such a
machine is based on a pair of linacs that accelerate electrons and positrons in opposite
directions to an energy on the order of 1 TeV. The very high energy beams are then
focussed to a spot with transverse dimensions of a few microns or less and brought into
collision. The concept of colliding linacs is an attractive alternative to the storage ring
which is not cost effective at energies much beyond 100 GeV. However, a tractable
technology for the accelerators capable of very high energy and high repetition rates has
not yet emerged.

The costs of a linear collider are associated with the particle sources, physical length,
RF power sources, beam power and average operating ppwer. A machine based on state
of the art normal conducting technology as realized in the SLC is unacceptably
expensive. The capital cost is dominated by the high peak power RF sources and
related hardware. In addition the average power required to yield useful luminosity
leads to excessive operating costs. The practical realization of a machine based on
normal conducting cavities depends on minimizing the beam power by the reduction of
number of particles in each bunch, and then the development of very low emittance
sources to achieve the high bunch charge densities consistent with high luminosity. The
development of accelerating structures and RF sources capable of efficient conversion
of energy from wall plug into beam power is required.

A high energy linac based on present-day SRF technology would also be
prohibitively expensive. However, if the capabilities of SRF technology continue to
advance, such a machine can be built at reasonable cost. The superconducting
approach offers real advantages with respect to peak and average power requirements
because long rf pulses and multiple bunches can be used. In a superconducting linac the
excellent coupling of the energy from the RF source into the beam limits the need for
excessive AC power. Because the energy is stored in the accelerating structure with a
long dissipation time, the demand for peak power is negligible. The challenge to the
superconducting design is to reduce the capital cost of the structure by a combination of
higher gradients and economical fabrication.

Technical considerations and costs associated with e+e~ linear colliders employing
superconducting Rf have been explored. Following a study of the capital and power
costs of TeV scale cw linacs as a function of performance levels[13], superconducting
linacs in which the rf is duty cycle modulated were considered[14]. A cost optimization
was performed for a 2 TeV superconducting linac with 1 0 ^ luminosity (cgs units), in
which the the rf is operated with a pulsed duty cycle. It is shojwn that the costs decrease
steeply as the gradients approach 30 MeV/m. With Q's of 10 , and a short duty cycle
(1%), capital costs for refrigeration form a small fraction of the overall costs. Using
cost coefficients derived from present experience in manufacturing superconducting
cavities on the scale of 1 -10 meters, the capital cost of such a machine has been
estimated to be close to the estimated SSC capital cost. Further reductions can be
expected as the structure costs are lowered.

For application of rf superconductivity to a modulated superconducting linear
collider, an S-band rf frequency (3000 Mhz) is judged more suitable than the 1500 Mhz
chosen for storage ring and recirculating linac service. As discussed above, in a
modulated superconducting linear collider, the rf is turned off after the beam bunches
are run through the cavity to allow a substantial savings in operating refrigeration cost.
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At frequencies lower than S-band, the cost of dumped stored energy (to room
temperature sinks) at the end of each if pulse increases substantially. At higher
frequencies, emittance growth (-f4) during acceleration becomes an important issue.

As a first step in the development of structures suitable for service in a fully
superconducting modulated linear collider, we plan to construct and test 3-cell S-band
cavities from high purity Nb. To this end, new dies have been fabricated, Nb half-cells
have been deep drawn using the new dies, and electron beam welding parameters have
been developed. We have taken this opportunity to incorporate techniques that will
ultimately reduce cavity fabrication costs, such as: reducing the wall thickness by a
factor of 2 to save material, eliminating one stage of the forming operation, simplifying
the costly machining operations at the mating surfaces between the cavity parts and
perfecting beam welding parameters that allow all cylindrically symmetrical welds to be
carried out in a single pump-down of the weld box. The latter is a substantial gain over
current welding practice in which weld sequences are frequently interrupted by
parameter and fixture changes, repeated inspections and repeated mechanical and
chemical work over joint areas.

Toward the objectives of advancing the performance of cavities, we have invested
heavily in resources for basic studies that seek to characterize the detailed nature of field
emission and surface resistance. We have developed advanced thermometry based
diagnostic systems for locating residual losses and field emission sources. We have
constructed a clean UHV furnace facility for heat treating cavities upto 1470 C, and
installed a SEM/EDX system for dedicated use on SRF topics.

Field Emission Studies

Emitters have been studied using high purity Nb single cell 1500 Mhz cavities
equipped with the new thermometry system (Fig. 3) which has 684 sensors capable of
scanning the entire outer surface of the cavity within a few seconds[15]. Operation of
this rapid temperature mapping system in superfluid He has been an important advance
over customarily used subcooled He diagnostics, allowing high fields to be reached
without thermal instabilites initiated by the poor heat transfer of subcooled He. A large
number of emitters have been located and a detailed study of their emission undertaken.
The effect on emission of cycling to room temperature, exposure to clean filtered air, rf
and He processing is in progress. Among the salient features, we have frequently
observed emitters that switch to a highly emissive state after the rf field has been on for
fractions of a second. Regions that emit strongly in one test become significantly quiet
after the cavity is warmed upto room temperature and cooled down without breaking
vacuum or creating mechanical disturbances.

A large ultra-high-vacuum furnace has been designed, constructed and
commissioned (Fig. 4). To protect the cavity surfaces from exposure to dust after firing
this furnace will be housed inside a Class 100 clean room, interconnected with the
present clean room for attaching cavities to the rf test set-up for immediate evacuation.

Tests have been conducted on the effect of firing high purity Nb in our new UHV
furnace. A 1200 C, 1 hour heat treatment decreased the RRR of a Nb sample from 380
to 290, corresponding to 5 ppm O pick-up. Such a drop would not appreciably degrade
the stabilizing property of high thermal conductivity Nb against thermal breakdown due
to defects. However a 2 hour heat treatment at 1470 C lowered the RRR from 390 to
60, which is unacceptable. Further tests are planned to determine if shorter heat
treatments at the higher temperatures will be tolerable.
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Fig. 3 Thermometry system for field emission studies.

Fig. 4 Cornell UHV furnace for heat treating cavities to 1500 C.
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Two single cell 1500 Mhz cavities have been fired for two hours each in our new
UHV furnace, one at 1100 C and one at 1200 C. The first cavity showed a small
decrease in RRR due to high temperature firing, starting at a RRR = 300 - 400, whereas
the second cavity showed a drop in RRR to ~ 100, at least within the rf surface layer.
Fortunately this was not significant or deep enough to trigger a thermal breakdown
during the rf test. RF testing was carried out in conjunction with our high speed
superfluid thermometry diagnostic system to provide detailed information on field
emitters. Significant field emission activity was present in both fired cavities, but after
short periods of He processing (5-15 minutes) maximum surface electric fields of 33
Mv/m (825 Oe) could be reached in both cavities at Q values of 2 -3 xl0y . Both tests
showed improvement over the emission limited field values achieved when the same
cavities were prepared by standard chemical treatment and without any firing (21 and 26
MV/m). Fig 5 compares temperature maps between fired and chemically prepared
surfaces for the same field level. For a multi-cell cavity with the same geometry and
beam hole opening, the maximum surface electric (magnetic) field reaced would allow
accelerating fields of 13.5 (17.6) Mev/m. Both tests on fired and unfired cavities were
limited by frequent trips of the radiation detectors, due to the intensity of high energy
X-rays emanating from the cavities. Further tests are planned to ascertain whether the
suggested benefit due to heat treatment can be realized on a more statistically significant
sample, and whether prolonged He processing or high temperature firing can be used to
reach even higher fields.

Residual Surface Resistance Studies

A lower limit of 1-2 nft has been ascertained for the contribution to the residual
resistance of naturally occurring oxides of Nb[ 16]. 8.6 Ghz cavities have been fired at
1400 C to dissolve the oxide layer into the bulk, as confirmed by companion Auger
studies on Nb samples, and are sealed to maintain the oxide free state. RF tests in this
state show a residual resistance level of 5 -10 n£2. Oxide layers, subsequently grown on
these "clean" surfaces by controlled exposure to 0.1 torr oxygen for two days, do not
show any increase in residual losses. The definitive presence of oxide on the surface is
established by reabsorbing the oxide at 300 C within the first few jxm of the rf surface
and observing correlated changes in the electron mean free path, transition temperature
and the residual resistance. For eg, heating an oxidized surface to 300 C decreases the
electron mean free path by a factor of 10, increases the residual resistance by 40 nQ and
lowers T c by 0.4 K. Oxide free surfaced show none of these effects on heating to 300 C.
The nature of the 5-10 nfll losses on the oxide free surface remains unknown, however.
These losses are equal in magnitude to losses expected from the BCS theory at 1.33 K,
and are roughly 1/3 the value that is usually obtained with standard chemical cleaning
techniques.

To systematically investigate the spatial distribution of the residual resistance and its
dependence of surface treatments, a demountable flat end-plate of a TEQIJ cavity has
been scanned with an array of 100 super-sensitive thermometers(Fig 6). Temperature
maps have been attained in superfluid He at 1.5-K. (See Fig. 7) 50 nfll lossy regions can
be located, corresponding to a Q value of 6x10 . Three kinds of losses have been
distinguished: localized spots, wide patches and losses due to spurious RF currents
crossing the indium jointf 17].

For these surface resistance studies, we have developed very sensitive thermometers
for use in superfluid He. Key ingredients have been the ability to isolate the
thermometer from the superfluid bath and to establish intimate contact between the
sensor and the outer cavity wall. By incorporating a phase-lock technique the detection
sensitivity has been improved 3 orders of magnitude over subcooled He diagnostic
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Fig. 6 Thermometry system for surface resistance studies
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Fig. 7 Temperature map from surface resistance study.
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techniques. IOJXK temperature increments are now measurable, so that nQ residual
losses are discemable if 200 Oe magnetic fields can be imposed on the rf surface.

These improvements in the sensivity of spatially resolved thermometry indicate that
the time is ripe for correlating rf losses located by thermometry with a characterization
of local surface condition with a surface analytical tool. To study lossy areas detected
by thermometry systems we have installed, in a class 1000 clean room, a scanning
electron microscope /energy dispersive X-ray elemental analysis system. The
microscope is equipped with a large (28x28x28 cm) chamber so that any point on the
surface of a 15 cm diameter disk can be viewed in a single pump-down through
available stage motions which are motor controlled and programmable to allow
systematic searches . The chamber is turbo-pumped so that surface cleanliness can be
maintained. The X-ray system permits quantitative analysis down to atomic number 5
which will prove crucial for sorting out the role of various mechanisms responsible for
residual losses : processing residue, surface dust, chemical and physical
inhomogeneities of the bulk or inclusions in the base material.

High Purity Nb Studies

We have continued to stimulate the Nb producing industry to maintain the recent
progress in commercially available high purity Nb. We have performed calculations on
the kinetics of oxygen and nitrogen outgassing during electron beam melting, as well as
detailed analysis of residual impurities found in commercial high purity Nb from
various suppliers[18]. The unreliability of traditional methods of light interstitial
element analysis at the 1 to 10 ppm level has spurred us to fulfill the analytical need by
a treatment and measurement program that estimates the impurity levels by measuring
the RRRs after selectively removing oxygen by solid state gettering, and after removing
nitrogen by outgasing at 2200 C in an ultra high vacuum. These studies reveal that
oxygen is still the major culprit and that total nitrogen and carbon contents below 10
ppm are now achieved on an industrial scale[18]. For the Nb producing industry, these
studies signify that after the first few melts in the electron beam furnace, the pay-off in
higher RRR is more likely to come from improving the base vacuum rather than by
increasing the number of melts. In view of the persistent prevalence of oxygen, the
technique of solid state gettering, applied at CornellflO] continues to provide substantial
gains in purity after production. RRR values upto 700 have been obtained after
yttrifying 1/8" thick Heraeus Nb.

The solid state gettering purification technique for Nb, originally discovered with
yttrium has been extended to be used with titanium[19]. Both single cell as well as 5-
cell cavities have been treated with Ti after fabrication and measurement. In all cases
field values improved substantially after thermal conductivity improvement with Ti
treatment, and thermal breakdown was never observed after the treatment.

High Purity Nb 1-cell Cavities and 5-celI Structures

Cavities have been manufactured from high purity Nb from most major suppliers, as
well as after further purification by solid state gettering with Y or Ti. Both single-cell
cavities as well as full scale structures with couplers have been tested. 14 high purity
Nb 1-cell cavities and eight high RRR 5-cell structures have been tested extensively.
The RRR values ranged from 100 - 400. Single cell cavities reached surface fields
between 15 and 42 Mv/m (375 and 1050 Oe) and 5-cell cavities reached accelerating
fields between 5 and 15 Mev/m. Residual Q values between 3xl0y and 3x10* 1 are
achieved. A selection of results is shown in Fig 8 for 1 cells and Fig 9 for structures.
The spread in the low field residual resistance values is shown in Fig. 10 .
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Bronze-Processed NbjSn

lp.m thick stoichiometric and homogeneous Nb^Sn surfaces with onset Tc of 17.7 K
and ATC as low as 200 mK were prepared on Nb substrates by the bronze method. The
samples were prepared by depositing layers of Cu, Sn and Cu on chemically polished
Nb substrates using electron beam evaporation. The composites were subsequently
reacted at 800 C. Application of this process to 3 mm thick sheet, high purity Nb
substrates (RRR = 200 - 600) resulted in no significant loss of RRR, because the
reaction temperature is 800 C instead of 1100 C. However prelimnary rf results were
not encouraging because not all areas of the cavity could be uniformly covered. [20]

Studies on the New High T c Superconductors

The exciting discovery of high Tc superconductors [9] has naturally opened
exploration on the possibility of application of oxide superconductors to microwave
cavities for particle accelerators. We are collaborating with the Cornell Physics and
Applied Physics Departments which have supplied us with 1/2" diameter pellets of
single phase Y-Ba-Cu-0 superconductor and single crystal flakes. We have performed
inductive measurements of the superconducting transition on the pellets showing an
onset of 92 K and a transition width of 2 -3 K. SEM studies show the material to have
grain size of 5-10 |J.m. Quantitative EDX (energy dispersive X-ray) elemental analysis
show that the average compositions of Y, Ba and Cu correspond to the correct
stoichiometry for the YjBa2Cu3 superconducting phase.

A special test vehicle has been constructed for evaluating the microwave properties
of high T c disk shaped samples upto 0.5" diameter. (Fig. 11). A 6 Ghz Nb cavity of the
TEQJJ type has a cut-off tube into which a sapphire rod carrying the sample on one end
is inserted, until the sample is flush with a current carrying surface. As the test cavity is
maintained at 4.2 K, it's Q remains high, while the temperature of the sample can be
varied independently between 300 and 4.2 K by heaters at the opposite end of the
sapphire rod. The Q of the Nb test cavity with the sapphire rod/heater/thermometer
assembly, but without the sample, is measured to be 7x10' at 4.2 K, close to the
expected value. The Q further increased by a factor of 4 " when the cavity was cooled
to 2 K. A Nb pellet identical in shape to the sintered powder pellet showed no
measureable effect on the cavity Q at 4.2 K, demonstrating that the residual resistance
contribution of the teflon holder used and the small spot of Apiezon N grease placed
under the pellet for thermal bonding is negligible. With the Nb pellet at 300 K and the
rest of the cavity at 4.2 K, the surface resistance of Nb is used to calibrate the fields at
the pellet. Between 10 and 6 K it was possible to measure the decrease of Nb surface
resitance from the normal conducting value 1.2 xlO"^ Q to 5xlO"3 Q. By cooling the
test cavity to 2 K, we expect to be able to measure Rs values as low as lxlO"5 £2 in 1/2"
diameter sample, if the need arises by the availability of good material.

A calorimetric technique for determining low values of R§ was also demonstrated.
Using RF power alone, it was possible to maintain a differential between the pellet and
bath temperatures of 0.5 K. The amount of power required to achieve the same
temperature increment was then determined by using the heater alone. From this power
and the high temperature field calibration, the Rs value of Nb at 4.7 K was meausured to
be 1.6x10^* fl!. Given our capability to reliably measure a 0.1 K temperature
differential, we expect that the calorimetric method can yield values of Rs as low as
3x10'° £2 with the test cavity operating at 4.2 K.

Our first rf test on a 1/2" diameter pellet of Y-Ba-Cu-O has been carried out. At 6
Ghz, the surface resistance dropped by a factor of 60 between 90 and 4.2 K, reaching a
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Fig. 11 Test cavity for high Tc material.

residual resistance of 0.02 A. As the applied field was increased between Vj. and & Oe,
, the resistance increased sharply to*SQ.

10 small single crystal flakes which have the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the
flake were glued with paraffin on to the end of the sapphire rod and inserted into our
TEQ J I high T_ test cavity. A superconducting to normal transition could be measured
around 80 K. In the normal state of the flakes, the Q of the 4.2 K Nb cavity was
lowered by only a factor of 28 instead of a factor of 640 drop obtained with the normal
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conducting, larger area sintered pellet. Because of the reduced sensitivity (reduced
area), the Q of the test cavity returned to the full Q of a 4.2 K Nb cavity when the flakes
were cooled to 4.2 K, so we were unable to determine the full improvement factor.
Since we obtained the full Nb Q at 4.2 K, we judge that the paraffin glue did not cause
significant if losses.

A larger single crystal flake (3mm x lmm) was then inserted into an 8.6 Ghz Nb
elliptical cavity. The flake was placed in the highest magnetic field region of the cavity
(at the equator) and the cavity was tested in the horizontal position, so the ftake would
not dislodge. Before insertion of the flake, the cavity reached a Q of 2 x 10 , and after,
it reached a Q of 2 x 10° at 1.5 K. A similar size flake of highly resistive normal
conducting material in a copper cavity was used to calibrate the effect on the Q of a
copper cavity. From this calibration, we ascertain the resdual resistance of the single
crystal Y-Ba-Cu-O flake to be < 9.7 xlO'5 Q. This is a factor of 200 lower than the
residual resistance of the sintered powder pellet we measured.

SEM studies of the flakes showed some aluminum contamination probably from the
alumina boat, while EDX studies showed the correct YjBa2Cu3 stoichiometry, as well
as good agreement with the stoichiometry of the sintered powder pellet. In the future
we hope to further improve the flake by annealing in oxygen.

Future Activities

Soon after completion of our second storage ring beam test, we embarked upon a
program to address the dominant problems in rf superconductivity. Our primary
objective is to advance the current capabilites of superconducting cavities from 5-10
Mev/m to the needed capabilites of E > 30 Mev/m at Q values over 1O10 for TeV scale
linear colliders.

Our future program will heavily utilize the system*; we have built to study field
emission and surface resistance and to study the influence of various surface preparation
techniques. We hope to seek ways to upgrade performance. We also plan to extend our
program of accelerator physics and design studies on structures for superconducting
TeV linear colliders. Twin objectives of a suitable structure design will be to fulfil the
requirements imposed by beam dynamics, and to incorporate simplifications that would
reduce unit costs. Improvements in fabrication technology that permit high quality
cavities to be made more easily and cheaply will be pursued. Although our main effort
will focus on Nb, exploratory work on the new high Tc superconductors will continue.
As a next step we are preparing to measure epitaxially grown films as well as single
crystals. Measurements will be made at various frequencies from 1.5 to 12 Ghz.
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Storage Ring Beam Tests

D. Proch

DESY, MHF.NotkestraSe 85
2000 Hamburg 52, West-Germany

1. Introduction

Storage ring beam tests since the Second Workshop on RF-
Superconductivity (July 1984) are discussed in this report. The
experiments are listed in chronological order. Details depend on
information given in papers and/or by private communication. A
review of earlier tests is given by R. Suhdelin in (1).

2. Overview

"Year

1982

1982

1983

1984

1984

1984

1985

1986

1987

1987 ?

1987 ?

Laboratorv

Cornell

Karlsruhe

CERN

KEK

KEK

Cornell

DESY

KEK

CERN

KEK

DESY

Rinff

CESR

PETRA

PETRA

TAR

TAR

CESR

PETRA

TAR

SPS

TAR

PETRA

Cells

2 x 5

1

5

3

3

2 x 5

9

5

4

2 x 5

2 x 4

f MHz

1500

500

500

508

508

1500

1000

508

352

508

500

MV/m

1.9

2.3

2.1

3.5

4.1

6.5
2.4

2.5

3.5

Limitation Ref

MP

MP

Q

Vac.

coupler

FE
Q

Q

FE

Tab. 1: List of storage ring beam tests(MP = multipacting,
Q = quench, Vac. = vacuum leek, coupler = excessive heating at
coupler, FE = field emission)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 j

input |

Tab. 1 presents an overview of storage ring beam tests carried out
so far. The CERN 1987 beam test was under operation during the week
of the workshop and the 1937 KEK and DESY beam testa were scheduled
for October /November of this year. The maximum accelerating
gradient as seen by the beam is listed as MV/m.
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3. fi^scription of Beam Tests

a. 1984 KEK Beam Test

In 1984 a 3-cell 508 MHa cavity has been tested twice in the Tristan
Accelerator Ring (TAR). Three individual 1-cell cavities have been
fabricated and tested. Afterwards a 3-cell cavity was produced using
these three cells. A coaxial loop-coupler was mounted to the middle
cell for input coupling (see Fig. 1). In total three higher order
mode (HOM) couplers were mounted to the end cells:two antenna
couplers and one loop coupler (see Fig. 2). Both types of couplers
use a tuned stub to supress the fundamental mode frequency. The
three cell cavity is assembled in a horizontal cryostat (see Fig.
3). Tuning is accomplished with a mechanical and two piezo electric
tuners at room temperature. A refrigerator is used for cool down and
1000 LHe deware bufferes pressure oscillation during operation.

A: Caraale wlndov
8: N] (a* cooling pip*
C: Upptr placa of cryostanc
D: Ha ga* eooltd coupling

loop
E: Cavity

H.O.M. Anlcm
Coupler

Fig. 1: Input loop coupler Fig. 2: Two types of HOM
couplers
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Fig. 3 Cross section of 3 cell KEK 1984 cryostat

Resonance frequency
number of colls
active length
r/Q
E peak/E(acc)
H peak/E/(acc)

fundamental coupler
Q(ext)

508 MHz
3
0.88 m
389 Ohm
1.89
39.6 Gaus/MV/m

coaxial loop at middle cell
2.2 x 10« test » 1
1.3 x 107 test # 2

HOM-couplers 1 x loop coupler, end cell a
2 x antenna coupler, end cell b

typical HOM damping
of dominant modes

TMon
TM020
TM021
TEm
TMiio
TMm
TE112

3
1
5
2
1
2
1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

104
106
10<
105
105
105
104

tuning:

pressure dependency
measured pressure fluctuation

cryostat

static loss
rf loss

mechanical +/- 250 KHz
piezo +/- 1.5 KHz

56 Hz/mbar
1 mbar

diameter = 1.1 m
L = 2.1 m

12 W
34 W at 3.7 MV/m

Table 2: Parameters of the KEK 3-cell cavity used in the 1984 beam
test
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First 1984 KEK beam test

The first beam test was carried out in May 1984. At an accelerating
gradient of 3.5 MV/m a single bunch of 4.2 mA was captured at 2.5
GeV and accelerated to 5 GeV. At an increased gradient of 4 MV/m
(without beam) a vacuum leak developed at the input coupler. Due to
insufficient cooling overheating resulted in opening up a leak:
dirty air, He-gas and water spoiled the cavity; in addition copper
sputtered the input part. After the accident the coupler was
repaired and the cavity was cleaned by H2SO4 rinsing in HF, H2O and
methanol.

Second 1984 KEK Beam Test

After the repair of the coupler a second beam test was carried out
in July 1984. The maximum values reached were:

E(acc) = 4.2 MV/m limited by heating at input coupler
P(beam) = 4 kW; limited by heating at input coupler
I(beam) = 10 mA; limited by heating at gate valve

The HOM-behavior of the cavity was studied with single bunch
operation:

- the HOM-power of longitudinal modes was measured and agreed
with SUPERFISH calculation

- a transverse instability due to a TEm-mode was observed
at 3 mA which is slightly higher than predicted.

During the above mentioned measurements the HOM-modes were tuned to
resonance (if possible) by moving the fundamental mode tuner.
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b, Cornell Beam Test

At Cornell elliptically shaped 5 cell cavities at 1500 MHz have been
developed for a possible use in CESR II. Input and output couplers
are rectangular waveguides. Two windows, one Teflon window at room
temperature and one ceramic window at LN2-temperature seal the input
waveguide. The HOM couplers were sealed by Kapton windows at 2.3 K
and by Teflon windows at room temperature. The cavities were
fabricated from RRR ca 100 Nb-material. Because of the high
frequency of 1500 MHz the working temperature was 2.3 K. During the
beam test in Nov/Dec. 1984 in CESR the following maximum data were
reached:

E(acc) =6.5 MV/m cavity # 1, limited by field emission
=2.4 MV/m cavity # 2, limited by quench

P(beam) = 27 kW limited by coherent longitudinal dipol instabilities
I(beam) = 22 mA

The HOM power with single bunch operation was measured to 0.66 W per
(mA)2 as compared to 2.3 W/(mA)2 by calculation. This discrepancy is
explained by HOM-radiation into the beam line. The threshold of beam
instabilities during tuning the cavity in 400 increments has been
measured and compares reasonable with calculations. A motor at LHe-
temperature was used to squeeze the input coupler waveguide, thus
changing the coupling strength.

Tiflon Window

FMd Wivtguida

Ctrimic Window

Liquid NitrsgMi Shiild

Vacuum V M » I

Indium Seals

— Supw'nsuUlian

Liquid Htlium

Bum Pip*

Typical BtamijM
H*«t E«chin«w

Niobium CnitiM

Kapton Window

Typkil Wtnguidt
Htt l Excnmgtr

HOM Wmguid* Locdf

Tiflon Window

Kig. Gross section of 1984 CORNELL beam test cryostat
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Fig. 6: CORNELL cavity during assembly
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Fig. 7: Beam test cryostat of 1984 CORNELL test
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After the beam test the low field cavity was inspected and a "dirt
spot" (copper particle?) was detected. The cavity was cleaned by
rinsing with detergent, water and methanol, but no acids. After the
rinsing this cavity reached E(acc) = 12 MV/m limited by field
emission loading.

resonance frequency
number of cells
active length
r/Q
E peak/E(acc)
H peak/E(acc)

fundamental coupler

Q(ext)

Window

HOM-coupler

typical damping of
dominant modes

tuning:

pressure dependency

TMoii
TM020
TElll
TM110

measured pressure fluctuation

cryostat

static losses
rf losses

Table 3: Parameters of the
beam test

CORNELL

1500 MHz
2 x 5
2 x 0.5 m
2 x 959 Ohm
2.56
46.8 G/MV/m

rectangular waveguide

3 x 105

Teflon (300 K), ceramic (2.3 K)

rectangular waveguides

0.8 x 103
2 x 103
3 x 103
6 x 103

motor and gear box at 2.3 K

+/- 0.5 mbar at 50 mbar

diameter = 1.3m
L = 2 m

5.4 Watt at 2.3 K
5.5 W at 6.3 MV/m, one cavity

5 cell cavity used in the 1984

CALCULATED

MEASURED

to 100 mA

Fig. 8: Calculated and measured instabi l i ty probabilities (CORNELL
1984 beam tes t )
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c_: _ 1985 Peam Test at PETRA

9-cell 1 GHs cavities have been developed at Desy to explore the
possibility of upgrading the PETRA-beam energy. The cavities were
fabricated from RRR = 25 Niobium. Fundamental and HOM-couplers used
rectangular waveguides at both ends of the structure. The
fundamental mode frequency is suppressed by cut off damping of the
HOM coupler-waveguide. The HOM-power transmitted into the input
waveguide is absorbed in a broad band feed line absorber. The input
line window consists of a ceramic disk and a broad band transition
from rectangular to circular rigded waveguide (see Fig. 1C).

The cryostat containes two nine cell cavities (see Fig. 9). Each
cavity is tuned lengthening or shortening the structure with a
hydraulically driven system at room temperature. Due to a leak at an
input coupler weld only one cavity was assembled for the beam test.

During the beam test the following maximum data were reached:

E(acc) = 2.5 MV/m limited by quench
P(beam) =27.5 kW'limited by sparking at feed line absorber
I(beam) = 8 mA (cavity active) limited by sparking at feed line

absorber

The measured HOM-power at 12 mA (4 bunches, NL-cavities active, SL-
cavity detuned for the fundamental mode) of 280 W agreed with the
calculated value of 300 W (TBCI). One transverse instability was
observed during the change of the Petra frequency (during ramping
from 7 GeV to 21 GeV): one polarisation of the TEill family showed
insufficient damping (Q(ext) ca. 10?) so that the beam was lost by a
quench of the cavity (beam dump by cavity interlock). This problem
could be overcome by changing the PETRA-frequency fast enough during
crossing the HOM-resonance.

Fig. 9: Cross section of the 1 GHz DESY cryostat
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RIDGES MATCHING FROM

B!SM£IRCU

RECTANGULAR WAVE GUIDE
FLANGE (VACUUM)

REMOVABLE COPPER VACUUM
SEAL AREA
IRCULAR FLANGE

RECTANGULAR WAVE
GUIDE FLANGE

CONTINOUS TRANSITION FROM
CIRCULAR TO RECTANGULAR
WAVE GUIDE

REPLACABLE CIRCULAR
CERAMIC WINDOW
SOLDERED TO COPPER

Fig. 10: Broadband wave guide rf power feed window

Resonance frequency
number of cells
active length
r/Q
E peak/E(acc)
H peak/E(acc)

fundamental coupler

Q(ext)

window

HOM-coupler

typical damping
of dominant modes

tuning:hydraulic drive

TM011
TM020
TE111
TM110

pressure dependency
measured pressure fluctuation

cryostat

static loss

rf losses

1 GHz
9
1.35 m
1000 Ohm
1.8
43 Gaua/MV/m

rectangular waveguide at beam
Pipe

1.3 x 105

disk in waveguide, 300 K

rectangular waveguide at beam
pipe

5 x 10*
1 x 10<
3 x 10»
4 x 10*

+ 300 KHz, - 130 KHz

- 23 Hz/mbar
+/- 30 mbar/30 min

diameter = 0.86 m
L = 4.0 m

14 Watts

16 W (at 2.5 MV/m/1 x 9 cell

Table 4: Parameters of the DESY 9-cell cavities used in the 1985
beam test.
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Fig. 11: 9 cell DESY cavity during rf measurements

Fig. 12: 2 x 9 cell DESY unit with quench detector system
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Fig. 13: 1 GHz cryostat during installation in PETRA

After the beam test the cavity stayed cold (4.2 K) in PETRA during
regular high energy physics runs for 16 weeks. The superconducting
cavity was detuned and unpowered at the fundamental mode frequency
because the klystron power supply was used to drive NL-cavities.
Every 2 weeks maximum E(acc) and Qo values were measured. After a
total of 20 weeks in PETRA the properties of E(acc) =2.5 MV/m and
Q(residual) = 2.3 x 109 remained unchanged. The experiment was
stopped due to a breakdown of the refrigerator.
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d. KEK 1986 Beam Test

Fig. 14: Cross section of 1986 KEK beam test cryostat

As compared to the 3-cell KEK cavity (beam test in 1984) this
resonator showed the following design changes:

- 5 cells (instead of 3 cells)
- RRR ca. 100 (instead of 60)
- input coupler is a coaxial antenna at beam pipe (see Fig.
15)

- higher order mode couplers are of coaxial antenna type, two
are placed at beam pipe, two are placed at one end cell (see
Fig. 16)

The high power input window is a coaxial disk at room temperature.
This window as well as the complete inner conducter are cooled by
water. Tuning of the cavity is done by a coarse and a fine
mechanical tuner as well as by a piezo tuner. The cryostat has a
length of 1.9 m and a diameter of 1.1 m. The static losses were
measured to 13 W. A Permalloy cylinder at the radiation shield
decreases the ambient earth magnetic field to 40 mG. The cryogenic
system was the same as in the 1984 beam test.

During the beam test the following maximum values were reached:

E(acc) =3.5 MV/m limited by field emission
I(beam) = 29 mA captured, limited by two high reflected cavity power
P(beam) = 13 mA accelerated, "
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Fig. 15: KEK input coupler Fig. 16: KEK HOM-coaxial antenna

It turned out later that the excessive reflected power was caused by
misstuning of the cavity voltage feedback loop. After the beam test
the rf processing of the cavity was continued and a field of Eacc =
4.5 MV/m could be reached. Under those conditions the input coupler
was loaded with 82 kW forward power (total reflective condition).

During the beam test a detailed study of longitudinal HOM-resonances
was not done because high impedance longitudinal modes were outside
the tuning capability (to be tuned on resonance). Transverse modes
were tuned to resonances and a vertical betatron oscillation at
twice the predicted current (3 mA) was observed.
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Resonance frequency
number of cells
active length
r/Q
E peak/E(acc)
H peak/E(acc)
fundamental coupler

Q(ext)

window

HOM-coupler

typical damping of
dominant modes

tuning

pressure dependence

measured pressure fluctuation

cryostat

static losses
rf-losses

508 MHz
5 j
1.5 m ]
600 Ohm !
1.97 i
40.6 G/MV/m \
coaxial antenna \
1.2 x 106 )

coaxial disk at room temperature ,

2 x coaxial antenna at beam pipe j
2 x coaxial antenna at end cell !

TMon
TM020
TE111
TM110
TM111

6
3
8
4

1-1

X
X
X
X
X

103
104
10<
105
10*

mechanical coarse
mechanical fine 35 KHz
piezo tuner 2.5 KHz

72 Hz/mbar

1 mbar

diameter = 1.1 m
L = 1.9 m

13 W
42 W at 3 MY/m

Table 5 :Parameters of the KEK 5-cell cavity used in the 1986
beam test
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e 1997 CERN SPS Beam Teat

A 4-cell cavity with 358 MHz resonance frequency (LEP-design) was
fabricated from RRR 100 Nb material. The cavity was equipped with
HOM couplers according to the LEP conditions. In addition damping at
the fundamental mode frequency was foreseen to lower the cavity
impedance during the passage of the intense p-bunch of the SPS:

- active foodback (cavity at 4.2 K and superconducting)

- passive damping by a detuned input coupler line (cavity at
room temperature but still in SPS).

The purpose of this beam test experiment is:

- to test a fully equipped LEP-cavity for a long period under
operating conditions

- to accelerate e+/~ and study the LEP injection

- to study the beam-cavity interaction

In previous tests the cavity showed an accelerating field of E(acc)
=7.3 MV/m. This cavity was installed in the SPS during August 1987
and the beam test is being carried out during the week of this
workshop. Latest results: see H. Lengeler, this workshop.

Fig. 17: Cross section of the CERN 1987 beam test cryostat
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4. Resume E(ace). V f aoc)

Eight storage ring beam tests with superconducting cavities
(f = 500 - 1500 MHz) have been carried out since 1982. The following
limitations have been observed:

tiipijtation Remarks

multipacting 2 x solved by geometry
local heating, quench 3 x better cleaning and welding

use of higher RRR
field emission 2 x dust?, complexity?

general surface phenomena?
coupler heating 1 x better design
vacuum failure 1 x better design

An accelerating gradient of larger than 5 MV/m has been reached
(only) once, the accelerating gradients demonstrated in a beam test
are generally smaller (up to a factor of 2) as compared to
laboratory test. Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show the progress in time of
E(acc) and V(acc). Although there is a tendency of increasing
E(acc),the most progress is clearly gained in V(acc)), that is in
the installed "superconducting" voltage. That means that the beam
tested cavities became larger and more complex. Generally the time
to prepare and process a beam test module is reported to be too
short. Unforeseen difficulties and a fixed time window for the beam
test force a non-optimal treatment of the cavities.

Eacc(MV/m]
7

4--

3--

2-

1-

X

X

«—:±i 1 1 ±: +: + - Time
55 <96 87

Fig. 18: Accelerating gradients measured in beam tests
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6

5--

4-

3-

2-

Fig. 19: Accelerating voltage produced in different beam tests

5. Resume' Input Coupler

Beam pipe couplers are generally adopted to couple the klystron
power to the cavity. Rectangular waveguides are used at higher
frequencies (CORNELL: 1500 MHz; DESY: 1000 MHz) whereas at lower
frequencies coaxial lines are preferred (KEK, DESY: 500 MHz; CERN:
352 MHz). Transmitted rf power of 27 kW and reflected rf power of 80
kW are reported to work without problems. Simple joints (no choke
joints) work with acceptable dissipation. Windows of different
design are used. No brake of a high power window during operation
with subsequent beam vacuum failure has been reported. Only in the
early Karlsruhe test (1982) the window at 77 K became leaky but a
second window at room temperature saved the beam vacuum.
Nevertheless, a break of the input window is considered to be the
most likely and also most dangerous accident. Experiments at
Karlsruhe (13) and at Argonne (14) showed that in case of a beam
vacuum failure all the LHe is evaporated within 20 sec. Because of
these consequences the failure rate of input windows for normal
conducting cavities would not be acceptable for a large
superconducting rf-section.
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The development of a high reliable input window section appropriate
for high rf-power is an urgent demand. In the case of HERA and TMR
the transferred beam power per input window is rather large. In Fig.
20 the maximum value for E(acc) vs. beam current is plotted. At 100
kW transferred power per input window the accelerating gradient is
limitted to values smaller than or slightly above 5 MV/m in case of
HERA or TMR, respectively. This indicates the need of a input window
for P(generator) > 100 kW.

•3CC

10--

[MV/m]

HERA (TMR)

LEP

Ih[ir.A]

Fig. 20: E(acc) vs. I(beam) with 100 kW rf power per cavity (= per
input window)

Input couplers with variable (or easily adjustable) coupling is
another need for an effective use of superconducting cavities in
storage rings (see Fig. 21). For a fixed generator power the cavity
voltage depends strongly on the beam loading. At a given coupling
value matched conditions can be reached for a certain beam current
Io. For currents smaller than Io the cavity voltage increases with
decreasing current which could be adjusted by decreasing the
generator power. For current larger than Io, however, the cavity
voltage drops to zero at twice the value of Io (see Fig. 21). To be
prepared for a different beam current as originally designed or to
match the natural decay of the beam current between storage ring
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matched condition

Fig. 21: E(acc) vs I(beam) with constant input coupling and constant
generator power

generator-
current

source

Ib

1

•cavity-

matched means:

rcss\ Ic = Ib

beam
current

source

Fig. 22: Lumped circuit equivalent of beam loaded cavity
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filling cycles, a variable coupler is needed. The CORNELL input
coupler was squeezed at the long side of the rectangular waveguide
(Niob at 2.3 K) to change the coupling to the cavity. At Desy an
adjustable transformer is used in the rectangular waveguide beyond
the coaxial window and outside the cryostat. The coupling can be
changed in the range 0.1 to 10 according to the standing wave
pattern in the window section (1987 beam test).

6. Resume HOM coupler

Beam pipe couplers with coaxial antennas or loops at lower
frequencies (CERN, DESY, KEK) or waveguide couplers at higher
frequencies (CORNELL, DESY) are generally adopted. Dominant HOM-
modes (i.e. those, who have high values of R/Q) in superconducting
cavities are equal or even stronger loaded as those HOM modes in a
pure Cu-cavity.

In beam experiments individual HOM-modes behave as predicted by
bench measurements or by calculations. The measured integral HOM
power extracted by HOM couplers is smaller, however, in most cases
as compared to TBCI calculations. This is explained by not measured
power radiating into beam line or into fundamental coupler line.

Instability thresholds have been observed by tuning distinct dipole
modes to resonance. On a statistic basis, however, all HOM-
impedances have to be summed up. The drive term of a certain
multiturn instability results as the difference of all HOM
impedances at two distinct frequencies (according to the mode of
instability) incremented by the revolution frequency. The result of
this calculation is a probability function of the onset of
instability vs. beam current. These calculations have been compared
carefully with measurements during the 1984 CORNELL beam test (see
Fig. 8) and agreed within a factor of two.

It should be mentioned that the instability probability has a
different interpretation for superconducting as compared to normal
conducting cavities. Normalconducting cavities change their HOM-
spectrum during operation: increased heating with increased field
level, changed temperature of cooling water and changed ambient
temperature result in changes of dimension. As result a storage ring
might change from stable to unstable condition (or vice versa). In
this sense, the instability probability for normalconducting
cavities predicts the stable or unstable operating condition of a
storage ring over a long time. In the case of superconducting
cavities, however, the working conditions at cryogenic temperatures
are rather stable. As consequence the stable or unstable operating
condition will be preserved over a longer time. Only permanent
detuning of the dangerous mode will change this condition. In this
sense, the instability probability for superconducting cavities
predicts stable or unstable operating conditions of a storage ring
for different sets of produced cavities.
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All reported experiments show no evidence of so called "trapped
modes". These modes concentrate the stored energy in the middle
cells (or around the middle irises) so that it would be difficult to
damp them by beam pipe couplers.

7. Resume crvostat

Horizontal LHe-bath cryostats are used for beam tests. Different
techniques are applied to close the inner LHe-vessel: Indium joints,
brased or welded connections. The standby losses range from 3 W/m to
6 W/m. These numbers are high as compared to typically 0.5 W/m for
superconducting magnets.

Considerable safety problems exist at DESY and KEK applying the
rules of the high pressure vessel index. This situation was
described by Y. Kojima, KEK: "According to the rules Niobium at 4.2
K does not exist." The lack of mechanical data of Niobium at
cryogenic temperatures is not only a problem of "legal safety".
These data are a need for cryostat engineering under safety aspects
("real safety") and more attention has to be payed to this field.

Superconducting magnets can withstand pressure up to 15 bar because
of their tubular construction. Superconducting cavities might
collapse above 3 bar. This results in big vent-lines and low
pressure safety valves. One way out of these problems is the
consequent application of pipe cooling to superconducting cavities.

8. Resume long time experience

Two cavities stayed longer in the storage ring than the usual 1 to 2
weeks of test procedure. The 1983 CERN cavity remained 8 weeks in
PETRA after the beam test. The cavity was kept at 4.2 K but was
detuned and unpowered. After this period the accelerating gradient
of 2.1 MV/m was unchanged, the Q value dropped from 1.7 x 109 to 0.6
x 109 .

The 1985 Desy 9 cell cavity stayed 16 weeks in PETRA after the beam
test. This resonator was kept at 4.2 K and was unpowered, too. Every
two weeks the maximum accelerating gradient of 2.5 MV/m and the Q
value were measured. The gradient and the residual Q of 2.3 x 109
stayed constant over the whole period.

The second experiment proves that the degradation of Q as observed
in the first experiment is not a typical consequence for a cold
cavity in a storage ring. It should be noted, however, that both
cavities stayed in this ring under non operating conditions. In both
cases the klystron power was needed to supply normalconducting
cavities. Furthermore the control of such a complex experiment would
have absorbed too much manpower. A simple cavity (single cell ?)
with diagnostic and automatic control would be an interesting
experiment to gain more information about long time degradation
effects.
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9. Final Remarks

Planning, preparation and performing a storage ring beam test needs
a great deal of time and manpower. So the question is allowed, why
to carry out a beam test at all. Several answers are usually given:

- Demonstration of max E(acc)
The value of max E(acc) as seen by the beam is considered to be the
most important output of a storage ring test. These values are
usually smaller as those obtained in laboratory tests. But here two
experiments of quite different complexity are compared. A beam test
SRF-module has to be completed in every aspect (high input power
line, cryogenics, controls, interlocks e.t.c.) whereas in a
laboratory test a lot of accessories are missing. A complete 8RF-
modul can be tested outside the beam and can demonstrate the maximum
accelerating gradient as well.

- Check of instability behaviour
The beam-cavity interaction is well understood. Predictions by
careful bead-pull measurements and code calculations are verified by
beam experiments, so far. A newly developed HOM-coupler scheme
should be tested by beam exitation, of course. But this can be done
at any value of E(acc).

- Check of high power input coupler
The high power behaviour of the input line can be tested outside the
ring under total reflective conditions or with two couplers cascaded
under matched conditions.

- Get operating experience
This also can be done outside the ring with a completed SRF-module.

- Long time contamination effects
A possible contamination of a SRF module in a storage ring has not
been investigated over a long enough period of time under operating
conditions. Usually a beam experiment is much too short to get
valuable data.

All beam tests have been prepared under heavy time pressure. Usually
it is the beam test itself, when the complete system works together
for the first time. More operating experience is urgently needed and
can be gained outside the storage ring. This experience together
with the results of a storage ring beam test are needed to make a
SRF-model to an accepted design.

SRF MODULE

BEAM TEST OPERATING
EXPERIENCE

ACCEPTED
DESIGN
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All reported experiments show no evidence of so called "trapped
modes". These modes concentrate the stored energy in the middle
cells (or around the middle irises) so that it would be difficult to
damp them by beam pipe couplers.

7. Resume crvostat

Horizontal LHe-bath cryostats are used for beam tests. Different
techniques are applied to close the inner LHe-vessel: Indium joints,
brased or welded connections. The standby losses range from 3 W/m to
6 W/m. These numbers are high as compared to typically 0.5 W/m for
superconducting magnets.

Considerable safety problems exist at DESY and KEK applying the
rules of the high pressure vessel index. This situation was
described by Y. Kojima, KEK: "According to the rules Niobium at 4.2
K does not exist." The lack of mechanical data of Niobium at
cryogenic temperatures is not only a problem of "legal safety".
These data are a need for cryostat engineering under safety aspects
("real safety") and more attention has to be payed to this field.

Superconducting magnets can withstand pressure up to 15 bar because
of their tubular construction. Superconducting cavities might
collapse above 3 bar. This results in big vent-lines and low
pressure safety valves. One way out of these problems is the
consequent application of pipe cooling to superconducting cavities.

8. Resume long time experience

Two cavities stayed longer in the storage ring than the usual 1 to 2
weeks of test procedure. The 1983 CERN cavity remained 8 weeks in
PETRA after the beam test. The cavity was kept at 4.2 K but was
detuned and unpowered. After this period the accelerating gradient
of 2.1 MV/m was unchanged, the Q value dropped from 1.7 x 109 to 0.6
x 109 .

The 1985 Desy 9 cell cavity stayed 16 weeks in PETRA after the beam
test. This resonator was kept at 4.2 K and was unpowered, too. Every
two weeks the maximum accelerating gradient of 2.5 MV/m and the Q
value were measured. The gradient and the residual Q of 2.3 x 109

stayed constant over the whole period.

The second experiment proves that the degradation of Q as observed
in the first experiment is not a typical consequence for a cold
cavity in a storage ring. It should be noted, however, that both
cavities stayed in this ring under non operating conditions. In both
cases the klystron power was needed to supply normalconducting
cavities. Furthermore the control of such a complex experiment would
have absorbed too much manpower. A simple cavity (single cell ?)
with diagnostic and automatic control would be an interesting
experiment to gain more information about long time degradation
effects.
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RADIO FREQUENCY SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AT CERW: A STATUS REPORT
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G. Passardi, J. Schmid, R. Stierlin, J. Tiickmantel and W. Weingarten
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1. INTRODUCTION

Up to 1984 the efforts in superconducting (s.c.) cavity development at

CERN were mainly concentrated on 500 MHz cavities [1], leading to the test

of a 5-cell, 500 MHz cavity at PETRA [2]. The results confirmed that the

achievable accelerating fields do not decrease at lower frequencies as

strongly as previously suspected. Therefore, it was decided in 1984 to

concentrate efforts on 352 MHz cavities [3,4]. This frequency choice is

suggested by the fact that LEP will be equipped at the beginning with

128 Cu cavities at 352 KHz which will bring up energies to 55 GeV/beam [5].

There is an obvious interest to install at a later stage s.c. cavities with

the same frequency and to use at maximum the existing installation of radio

frequency (r.f.) power sources. With the installed r.f. power of 16 MW,

LEP could be upgraded to ~ 90 GeV by using s.c. cavities [6]. This will

require the construction, testing and installation of several hundred of

s.c. cavities, therefore arguments of economy and reliability are of out-

standing importance.
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D - Friedrichshafen
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The LEP programme asks for many additional items and substantial work

has gone into the development, construction and testing of cryostata, main

couplers, Higher-Order Mode (HOM) couplers and frequency tuners.

Besides the main line based on Nb-cavities another development has

been pursued and that is the deposition of a thin niobium layer on copper

cavities [9-12]. Results look very promising but more efforts will be

needed to reach the same level of know-how as for Nb cavities.

2. RESULTS WITH 350 MHz-Nb CAVITIES

In the following the main experimental results are given which led us

to the final layout of a LEP prototype cavity.

A new cavity geometry (fig. 1) has been developed with the following

features [13] in comparison to our previous 500 MHz, 5-cell design:

- The iris thickness and diameter have been modified to obtain a higher

cell-to-cell coupling for all modes yielding a lower sensitivity to

manufacturing tolerances.

- A "multimode" end-cell compensation for the most important HOM assures

a sufficiently high field at the coupler location on the cut off tubes.

We decided to use 4-cell units for the application in LEP. This

results in cavities which fit into the existing machine lattice [6] and

which do not show significant mechanical tolerance problems.

A few cavity parameters are collected in table 1. For testing this

design five mono-cell cavities and three 4-cell cavities [7,8] have been

constructed. They are fabricated from 3 different types of Nb material

(RRR = 40, 110 and 156).

A great effort has since been devoted at CERN to develop new and

improved facilities for cavity spinning, welding, surface treatments and

to test installations. With the know-how accumulated at CERN several LEP

prototype cavities have been designed and constructed [7,8]. Two more

cavities with cryostats of our design have been ordered at industry.
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TABLE 1

A few parameters of 4-cell LEP cavities

Frequency f

Cavity active length

Iris hole diameter

Shunt impedance/quality factor r/Q

E /Ep ace
H /Ep ace
Geometry factor G

2(f - f )/(f + f )
ir o * o

- Af/Ap

Af/Afc

f (low field) - f (5 MV/m)

(a) 2.13 at beam-tube iris,
(b) Inside prototype cryostat.

352.209 MHz

1.70 m

241 mm

276 Ohm/m

2 . 3 U )

39 G/(HV/m)

280 Ohm

1.76%
(b)

~ 2 Hz/mbar

45 Hz/vim

< 200 Hz

In table 2, the main results obtained with mono-cell and 4-cell

cavities are presented.

In fig. 2 the final Q values as a function of accelerating field are

given for the 4-cell cavities LEP 0 and LEP 2. They have been obtained

with a shielding of the external magnetic field compensated to

H . £ 140 mG. This increases low field Q values at 4.2°K typicallyext
by more than a factor 2 compared to the uncompensated case.

From the measured Q curves at different bath temperatures, Q___ and
(*)residual resistances could be derived. Values obtained with LEP 0

(RRR = 112) are

QBCS = x 10* at

R =17 nOhm for H . < 100 mG.res ext

(*) Measured values at 500 MHz for similar material are Qgcs = 3>1 x 10*»
Rres * 18 nOhm [ ]
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TABLE 2

A few typical results for 350 MHz cavities**)

v©

Cavity
type

Mono-cell
Mono-cell

4-cell

LEP 0
LEP 2
LEP 1

Material
RRR

40
110

112
156
40

V*
at 4

Low
field

3.14-4.1
2.9*6

4*5.5
5*5.8
6

10*)

.2°K

5 MV/m

2.2*2.9
1.6*3.1

3.1*4.7
3

Vx
at 4.2*K
(MV/m)

5.8*10.3
5.4*9.4

7.5
7.3
3.4

Most common
field

limitation

Localised defect
NSEL

NSEL
NKEL

g at weld

Remarks

Results obtained with 5 mono-cell
cavities, 2 with and 3 without
coupling ports

Poor material, no push for higher
fields

(*) Standard surface treatments
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In fig. 3 the measured temperature dependence of R is shown. The

measured Q values at 5 MV/m reaches ~ 50% of the value of

Q B C S 280
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T[K]

0.1

Tc/T
Fig. 3 Measurement of RBCS<T>

 f o r 4-cell cavity LEP 0 (RRR = 112,
6 = 280). For 4.2°K one has RB C S = 45 nOhm, QgcS = 6.2 X 10*.
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Th* long-term performance of the cavity LEP 0 (without power and HOM

couplers) was tested in the laboratory for:

- a high field operation (CW) of 2200 h.

- an estimated total radiation dose at the cavity surface (during 73 h of

He processing) of ~ 1 Hrad.

- a few short warm up cycles to ~ 300*K.

No degradation of Q values and fields have been found during this

long-term test (fig. 2).

A test of a fully equipped cavity is under way in the CERN SPS

accelerator.

All cavities fabricated from Nb material of RRR 2 110 needed no

guided repair of defects to reach fields above 5 HV/m. We therefore

believe that one can get with our present fabrication methods and surface

treatments in a reliable way fields well in excess of the design value of

5 NV/m for LEP 4-cell cavities equipped with all coupling ports.

Fields reached after exposure to dry dustfree air or nitrogen lie in

the range of 6 to 9 MV/m and were almost always limited by non-resonant

electron loading (NEED and/or by the available r.f. power.

In fact, accelerating fields in 350 MHz cavities are very often

limited by NREL and very long He processing is sometimes needed to reach

high enough fields. A review of all our measurements shows that coupling

ports on the beam tubes influence this behaviour strongly.

For mono-cell cavities without coupling holes fields above 9 MV/m

have been reached after a short (< 1 h) r.f. processing demonstrating that

our surface treatment and assembly methods and in particular the final

rinsing with ultrapure water is satisfactory. For cavities with coupling

ports at the beam tubes, high fields could only be achieved after a He

processing of many hours and whose duration increased also with the number

of cells.
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The most plausible explanation it tht increased risk of contamination

by dust particles in cavities with coupling ports (which nod additional

assembly procedures) and/or a lets efficient rinsing.

Multipactor has been observed nearly always starting sometimes at

field levels as low as 0.1 HV/m and up to ~ 7 MV/m. Besides the well known

localisation of two side multipactor near the equator [IS], multipactor has

also been localised at the coupling ports, but has never been a serious

field limitation.

The room temperature field flatness of the two 4-cell cavities LEP 0

and LEP 2 was after fabrication in the range of AE/E & ± 10% and could be

easily corrected by inelastic deformation of individual cell lengths to

values below ± 4%.

These results convinced us that the cavity design is now mature for

industrial production.

3. NIOBIUM COATED COPPER CAVITIES (Nb-Cu)

Besides the development of cavities made from Nb sheet material,

another line has been pursued: the deposition of a thin (0.7-2 vim) Nb

layer on Cu cavities [9-12].

This solution presents several advantages. The high heat conductivity

of Cu (typically 450 W/m • K versus 40 W/m • K for our best Nb material)

ensures a better thermal stabilization of defects. In these cavities fast

breakdown up to accelerating fields of 10 MV/m has never been observed.

This is an obvious advantage for the LEP acceleration system where one

klystron will feed 16 superconducting cavities. Another argument in favour

of the Nb-Cu solution is a possible reduction in cavity costs. This reduc-

tion may be substantial for the large LEP cavities where the Nb material

costs represent 25% of the total costs (cavity, cryostat, couplers, tuners

and vacuum systems).

Both diode [9,10] and magnetron [11,12] sputtering have been chosen

for coatings and excellent results, comparable to those of solid Nb

cavities, have already been obtained in 500 MHz single-cell cavities. At

present magnetron sputtering is preferred because of its simpler layout
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tnd higher deposition rtte (> 1 um/h). Typical layer thicknesses range

from 0.7 to 2 vm.

Accelerating fields up to ~ 11 HV/m and low field Q values even

higher than those ones obtained with solid Nb cavities have been reached.

However, the decrease of Q values towards higher fields is stronger

than in Nb cavities and "Q switches" due to localised blistering of the

sputtered Nb surfaces are still a problem. The sputtered layers contain

relatively large impurity contents (between 0.1 and 2 at% of H, C, O, Cu

reflecting itself in the low RRR values measured; RRR = 7 * 25).

An interesting aspect of Nb coatings is the small dependence of

residual r.f. losses from the surrounding magnetic fields [14] which makes

shielding of the earth magnetic field superfluous.

Recently magnetron sputtering has also been applied to 350 HHz single-

cell and 4-cell cavities of LEP geometry [12]. As for 500 MHz cavities, Q

values at low field are higher than for solid Nb cavities and a strong

decrease of Q values at higher fields is observed.

In fig. 2 the Q curve of a magnetron sputtered LEP 4-cell cavity is

shown. Low field Q values reach values of 10 1 0. The Q value at the LEP

design field of 5 MV/m is still 6.2 X 10 i.e. more than a factor 2 above

design value. A maximum field of 7 MV/m has been reached after 32 h of He

processing and no quench due to a localised surface defect has so far been

observed, nor a "Q switch" due to blistering (for a total surface of

~ 6 m 2 ) .

It appears that the requirements for weldings of Cu cavities are at

least as demanding as for Nb cavities if porosities and blistering of the

Nb layers are to be avoided. Requirements for surface cleanliness [16]

before sputtering of thin layers also present a considerable challenge. It

is suspected [11] that already impurities of microscopic sizes (down to

tens of ym) can produce blistering or at least a poor thermal contact of

the sputtered layer with the copper substrate.

(*) It can be approximated by Q(E4CC) = Qo exp(-a Eacc> [14]; the normal-
ised decrease a/Qo is comparable.
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One should note that the sputtering approach will also be very inter-

esting for the application of alloys like Nb Sn and NbN or of the new high

T superconductors based on oxide materials which can reach T in the 90*Kc c

range. The mechanical properties of these materials make construction of

cavities from solid material impossible and deposition methods will be a

necessity.

4. OTHER MATERIALS AMD CAVITIES

4. 1 Nb3Sn cavities

Nb Sn layers have been grown by diffusion from tin vapour on a 500 MHz

single-cell cavity treated at 1O25-1O5O°C for a period of 2 X 8 h [17,18].

The low temperature applied has limited the Nb Sn thickness to ~ 0.9 pm,

nevertheless Q = 2.4 X 10 at 4.2°K, (corresponding to R =11 nOhm)

has been reached. This is an improvement of Q by a factor 7 with respect

to Nb at 4.2°K. The result confirms that R of Nb Sn decrease with
res 3

decreasing frequency [17]. Accelerating fields up to 5 MV/m have been

reached. Q curves are still characterised by a strong decrease towards

higher fields and by "Q switches" which seem to be caused by weak spots

with critical temperatures well above 4.2°K and which appear already at

very low fields. A dependence on external magnetic fields similar to the

one observed in Nb cavities is also found.

4.2 68 GHz cavities

Four 68 GHz Nb cavities for application in a two-photon transition

maser have been fabricated, surface treated and tuned to a definite

frequency [19]. First maser experiments have been made recently at Ecole

Normale Superieure (Paris).

4.3 Material characterisation

For the characterisation of thermal conductivity of Nb, Cu and other

metals at He temperatures a fully automatized test set-up has been developed

[20] as well as a test set-up for determining H (T) dependencies of s.c.

sheet material and thin layers and for evaluating inhomogeneities [21].
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5. ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR SC LEP cavities

The LEP programme asks for many additional items and in the past years

a considerable effort has gone into their design, development and testing.

5.1 Crvostats [22]

The length of LEP cavities has been chosen to place eight 4-cell

cavities [6] in each r.f. cell (24 m total length) of the LEP straight

sections. It has been foreseen to install up to eight s.c. cavities with

their He tank in one common insulation vacuum tank. A tunnel slope of up

to 1.5% has to be accomodated.

The design of cryostats [22] has been guided by the following require-

ments: cryostats should be modular in order to allow a lateral (and not

axial) removal of individual cavities and He tanks from a string of

cavities. Good access to all critical parts like couplers, tuners and

beam tube connections should be guaranteed. Assembly of cavities, connec-

tions to the beam vacuum system and local repairs should be possible under

clean and dustfree conditions and by keeping cavities under a slight over-

pressure of dry, dustfree protective gas. Finally, the choice of materials

and layout should aim for low costs.

The He vessel (fig. 4) is made of a thin stainless steel sheet and is

welded around the cavity. It has a corrugated shape which reduces the

liquid helium volume to - 200 8. and which can be easily matched to the

requirements of the coupling port geometry. The main coupler and HOM

couplers which are of a coaxial type are mounted on Conflat type flanges to

which the He vessel is welded. The longitudinal rigidity of the He vessel

is kept small enough to allow tuning by changing the cavity length. The

cold shield is made of removable Cu sheets thermally linked to a copper

tube frame by means of mechanical clamping devices. It is cooled by He gas

deviated from the main boil-off flow.

The vacuum vessel consists of a supporting frame with reinforcing

staves wrapped in a thin stainless steel sealing envelope. Vacuum

tightness is obtained by rubber gaskets. The sealing skin, staves and cold

shield can be removed laterally and provide full access to the cavity and

to all critical parts. Frequency tuning is achieved by changing the length

of three tubes anchored to the cavity end flanges and located inside the

insulation vacuum.
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Fig. 4 Photography of the cryostat for 350 MHz 4-eell LEP cavity



The cryostats are equipped with small domes for the main coupler, the

He transfer lines and for electrical and r.f. connections. They are turned

by ~ 30" from the vertical plane. In this way room for a later installation

of a proton storage ring in the LEP tunnel is left.

Two cryostats have been constructed at CERN. They have been cooled

down with a s.c. cavity a number of times and a total operation time of 9

months has been accumulated without any major failure. For one cryostat

and cavity with beam tube connections to room temperature, but without main

coupler, static losses of £ 14 W at 4.2°K have been measured. During this

measurement the cold He gas flow across the thermal shield amounted to

< 0.1 g/s.

At present improvements of the cryostat design are under study and

will be tested very soon. In particular one aims at a better understanding

of static losses and at a suppression of thermo-acoustic vibrations. The

final layout of the He transfer geometry and phase separation geometry

depends on the chosen He supply system which is presently under study.

5.2 Frequency tuners [23J

The tuning requirements for operation in LEP are a.o. determined by

the bandwidth B of the loaded cavity: for a main coupler matched to the

LEP design values (E = 5 MV/m, i. = 2 x 3 mA) this gives
ace beam

Q = 4 X 10* and B = 90 Hz.
ext

Rapid frequency changes due to beam loading, He pressure changes or

vibrations and the requirements of a fast detuning in case of a cavity

quench require a fast tuning system with a range of at least some

hundred Hz.

It is anticipated that cavities can be pretuned at room temperature so

that their frequency will be within ± 10 kHz of their design frequency at

low temperature. Tuning is achieved by a change of total cavity length

(45 kHz/mm).

A combined system for fast and slow tuning has been proposed [24] and

developed [23] using three Ni tubes located inside the insulation vacuum

and connected to the beam tube flanges of the cavity (fig. 4). By choosing
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* very rigid and symmetric construction It was possible to push up the

first longitudinal resonance of the cavity-tubs system to ~ 100 Hz and to

suppress transverse oscillations to a negligible amplitude.

Fast tuning uses the magnetostrictive effect of the support tubes:

Ni has been chosen as tube material for its proven cryogenic properties

although its magnetostrictive effect is smaller than for specially

developed magnetostrictive materials. A tuning range of ~ 2 kHz, and a

step recovery time of 20-50 ms have been measured.

For slow tuning the mean temperature of the Ni tubes is changed by an

electric heater at their centre which counteracts the cooling action of

cold He gas injected into the ends of the tubes and which flows from there

with good heat exchange towards the tube centre. A tuning range of 50 kHz

is achieved. Tuning speeds depend on the mean temperature and lie in the

range of 2 * 10 Hz/s.

At present this system is used on a 4-cell cavity installed at the

CERN 450 GeV Proton Synchrotron. Further refinements and improvements are

under study.

5.3 Main coupler [25]

Following the decision to locate all couplers at the beam tube an

antenna type, coaxial main coupler had to be developed. Its r.f. window

has been located at room temperature. A cylindrical window integrated in

the coaxial to waveguide transition as developed for the LEP Cu cavities

[26] is used. Inner and outer conductors are fabricated from stainless

steel tube plated with a thin layer of Cu. They are cooled by cold boil-

off He gas. The r.f. window and inner conductor can be replaced without

opening the cryostat vacuum tank.

A few couplers have been constructed and tested on cold cavities up

to a power level of 40 kW, Continuous Wave (CU), needed for LEP operation.

Great care has been taken to reduce contamination of the s.c. cavity by

gases desorbed from the warm coupler and window parts. Prior to final

installation and cool down couplers are baked out and conditioned (in

pairs) at room temperature on a special automatic test set-up. It takes

typically 24 h of conditioning to reach a power level of 40 kW. Coupler
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losses at 4,5*K havebeen measured at the design field of 5 MV/m. For a

transfer of 40 kW under TW conditions the losses ace 2.5 W.

5.4 Hinher-order mode (HOM) couplers [25]

As for the main coupler, the location of couplers on the beam tubes

triggered the developments of new types of HOM couplers. It has been tried

to keep them compact, demountable, tunable at room temperature and easy to

cool. Several types [27-29] have been designed and tested on cold cavities

at accelerating fields exceeding 5 MV/m. For LEP operation it is

considered sufficient to evacuate the HOM losses via type N connectors and

cables to room temperature r.f. loads. For an antenna-type coupler this

scheme has been tested with two HOM couplers on a cold cavity up to power

levels of 200 W. Coupler losses are estimated to remain below 1 W and no

measurable influence on Q values has been found.

Other coupler types based on a "lunar guide" [28] have been developed

in view of special requirements of Nb sputtered Cu cavities [29] or of

high-current linacs where a strong damping of dipole modes is essential

[30]. These types rely to a large extend on cooling by heat conduction.

The use of these couplers allows to reach for the dangerous HOM modes

cavity dampings better than naturally found in Cu cavities and specific

modes can be attenuated to Q , between 10 and 10 .

6. FABRICATION AND SURFACE TREATMENTS OF CAVITIES

The large size of 350 MHz cavities raises special problems for cavity

fabrication. Many changes and improvements were necessary to adapt

existing facilities which had previously been used for the fabrication of

500 MHz cavities.

6.1 Spinning of Nb half-cells

Spinning of half-cells has been applied for the fabrication of 350 MHz

Nb and Cu cavities. For the spinning of 3 mm sheet material a semi-

automatic procedure using an Al alloy dye and a template (but no numerical-

ly controlled lathe) is used. The final shape refinements at the equator

region are performed with the help of a second hard wood dye. The required

mechanical tolerances at the equator and the iris of a few tenth of a
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millimeter can be obtained as well as an adequate surface quality. Up to

now more than 30 Nb half-cells and more than 40 Cu half-cells have been

produced.

6,2 Electron beam welding [31,32]

Electron beam welding of Nb and Cu cavities has been improved by now

to a quality and reliability level which is satisfactory for our large

multi-cell cavities. The large openings of 350 MHz cavities allow to use

an internal electron gun. This method presents, with respect to the

normally used internal-external welding, definite advantages especially

for material thicknesses exceeding 2 mm. A full penetration of the

welding is not essential and much lower beam powers are sufficient. This

decreases the danger of damages in case of gun failure or errors. Also a

larger range of welding parameters can be tolerated. Welding seams are of

higher quality at the side where the electron beam impinges, in particular

there is less danger for projections. Mounting rigs can be simpler

(fig. 5) and welding of multi-cell cavities in a single pumping cycle

becomes easier. A horizontal position of the electron beam increases seam

quality by a better stabilisation of the welding pool.

At CERN TIG welding of Nb parts has been abandoned nearly completely

because of the insufficient reliability of inert gas protection systems for

Nb welding seams.

6.3 Brazing of Nb with stainless steel

Vacuum brazing [33] has been adopted at CERN as a standard method for

joining stainless steel flanges to Nb tubes. At present OFHC copper wires

are used as brazing alloy. Extensive tests have been performed confirming

the excellent mechanical properties and the resistance to low temperature

shock of such brazings. UHV requirements of CERN storage rings are taken

into account by using conflat flanges of forged AISI 316 LN material. It

has also been chosen because it develops particularly small remanent

magnetic field after heat treatments and cool-down cycles.

6.4 Surface treatments and assembly conditions for Nb cavities

A great effort has been made for enabling surface treatments [16] of

large 4-cell cavities under safe and reproducible conditions.
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Fig. 5 A mounting rig for cavity EB welding



Prior to all weldings, Nb parts are decreased, chemically polished

(80 tint in a standard 1:1:1 solution), anodised, inspected and eventually

reground. Welding is done in a sequence allowing inspection of all welding

seams and good access for a possible regrinding of welding seams and their

surrounding.

The sequence of final treatments of 4-cell cavities is the following:

- Degreasing.

- Chemical polishing in a 1:1:2 solution (~ 30 min. at ~ 1 ym/min; filling

and emptying time ~ 50 s).

- Thorough rinsing with demineralised water.

- Final rinsing with ~ 600 8, of ultrapure water (p = 18 Mohm/X cm; resisti-

vity decrease controlled at outflow).

- Drying of cavity by a roughing pump with baffle to avoid oil back

streaming. The cavity is dried with a 45° inclination of its axis and

heated to ~ 50°C.

For the chemical treatments a dedicated installation is used (fig. 6).

The process is controlled by a microprocessor and is done without human

intervention inside the treatment pit. Safety aspects have been of prime

importance for the design of the whole installation.

The mounting of HOM couplers, r.f. probes, coupling port and beam

tube covers is done in a dustfree laminar air flow rocm of class 100.

Final connections of the cavity with its vacuum system and/or with beam

tubes is performed in front of another large laminar flow installation of

class ~ 1000.

In the course of cavity tests, repairs of leaks at covers and r.f.

probes or additional mountings of H0H couplers were sometimes necessary.

These were done by exposing the cavity slowly (~ 1 h) to dry dustfree air

or N . Repairs were made in front of a mobile laminar air flow unit and

at a slight overpressure inside the cavity. If properly done, this proce-

dure did not affect Q values and maximum fields but an increase of
o

multipactor and NREL was often observed. It is foreseen to use a similar
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method for the mounting or removal of cavity units within a string of

cavities and cryostats at LEP and for "in situ" replacement of main

couplers.

gig- 6 Installation for chemical treatments

6-5 Inspection devices [16]

For a detailed inspection of cavity surfaces and of welding seams a

telescope on a stand equipped with a rotatable mirror is used. A direct

illumination source located near the mirror completes the layout. The

optics and mirror are far away from the inner walls and there is little
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risk to damage surfaces. Defect identification however is sometimes

difficult. In particular, small holes in the surface are hard to distin-

guish from protrusions. For a closer view of very small defects a non-

contaminating stereo optics located near to the surface would be of great

utility.

7. UPGRADING OF LEP BY SC CAVITIES [6]

As already mentioned before, the frequency for the s.c. LEP cavities

and their cell number have been chosen so as to require a minimum of

changes in the existing r.f. layouts (with klystrons, waveguides, controls)

and in the machine lattice (8 cavities per r.f. cell, fig. / ) .

It is foreseen to install and operate four 4-cell cavities, two fabri-

cated by industry and two by CERN, at the earliest possible date in LEP.

The design values for these cavities are E = 5 MV/m and Q (5 MV/m) =
ace o

3 X 10*.

A cost optimization [6] has been made for the s.c. acceleration system

including cavities, r.f. and cryogenic systems as well as operating costs

for 5 years showing that the total costs corresponding to E = 5 MV/m
ACC

exceed minimum costs (reached at ~ 10 MV/m) by only 10%. For this acceler-

ating field and for beam currents up to 2 X 4 mA, 16 s.c. cavities can be

powered with one of the existing 1 MW klystrons installed in LEP.

The LEP upgrading will ask for very large refrigeration and He distri-

bution systems. These systems are at present under study [34].

Various possible scenarios have been worked out for the upgrading

programme of LEP. In a first stage one could install 32 cavities near one

interaction region with two 1 MW klystrons and two refrigerators. Opera-

tion with these cavities alone would allow to reach particle energies (per

beam) slightly above 50 GeV, i.e. nearly as much as obtainable with the

128 Cu cavities and their sixteen 1 MW klystrons. In combination with the

Cu cavities an energy of ~ 65 GeV can be reached. This is just below the

energy limit where some machine components have to be upgraded. The con-

centration of all s.c. cavities near one interaction region would allow to

test to which extent LEP operation with a single acceleration station is
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General r.f. layout for LEP:
(a) LEP with two r.f. stations for Cu cavities (interaction

regions 2 and 6);
(b> Layout of r.f. cells at one side of an interaction point;
<c> Layout of eight s.c. 4-cell cavities in one r.f. cell

(lBff = 13.6 m, Eace 5 WV/m).

possible and could give valuable information on whether two or four r.f.

stations will be needed at the LEP design energy of - 100 GeV.
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Two scenarios can be envisaged for the final upgrading. Th« first

one foresees installation of a total of 192 s.c. cavities near two

interaction regions with twelve 1 MW klystrons and four 6 kW refrigerators

at A.2*K. This would bring up LEP energies to 84 GeV (for E - 5 HV/m)
+ ace

i.e. just above the threshold energy for VT pair production (HL, - 82 GeV).

The second scenario would be necessary if it turns out that LEP cannot

be operated with two acceleration stations only. A total of 256 s.c.

cavities with sixteen 1 MW klystrons and eight refrigerators could be in-

stalled at 4 interaction regions and would bring up LEP energies to 90 GeV.

This scenario would need additional klystron galeries and facilities near

the two new r.f. stations.

Given adequate financing, construction and installation time will

extend over a period of 5-6 years. This includes a period of 2 years for

transfer of know how to industry and for preparing fabrication and testing

at a very high rate (2 cavities/week).
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SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES FOR HERA

B. Dwersteg, W. Ebeling, W.-D. Moller, D. Renken
D. Proch, J. Sekutowicz*, J. Susta, D. Tong**

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY
NotkestraSe 85, 2000 Hamburg 52, West Germany

Summary

Superconducting 500 MHs cavities are developed to demonstrate the
feasibility of upgrading the e-beam energy of the HERA storage ring.
A prototype module with 2 x 4 cell resonators and appropriate
fundamental and higher mode couplers has been designed at DESY and
is being built by industrial firms. We report in detail about our
design and discuss the results of RF and cryogenic measurements.

Design Consideration

Cavity Parameter

500 MHa was choosen as resonance frequency for the HERA
superconducting cavities in spite of successful experiments with 1
GHs resonators at DESY /I/. The three main arguments are the lower
transverse impedance (1/10), the decreased cryogenic loses (30 %)
and the compatibility with existing high power 500 MHz equipment.
For easy exchange with normalconducting structures the free space
between quadrupoles was fixed at 5.6 m. This permits the installa-
tion of a 2 x 4 cell cavity unit. The cavity geometry follows
closely the CERN design /2/ but was slightly modified to reduce the
material stress /3/. The high design current of e~HERA implies two
stringent consequences: first a new higher order mode coupler scheme
with sufficient higher order mode damping have been developed;
secondly the operating gradient will be limited by the power rating
of the input window rather than by cavity properties. A brake of the
input window is considered to be the most likely and at the same
time also the most dangerous accident because of immediate LHe
boiloff. Consequently, we restrict the input power to 100 kW, which
limits the gradient to 4 MV/m for a 30 mA beam current (Tab. 1)

frequency
number of cells
temperature
Qo
Eac c
Pbeam
HOM-couplers
active length
shape

500 MHz
4
4.2 K
2 x 109
4 MV/m
100 kW
3 (two versions)
1.2 m
slightly changed from CERN

Table 1 Superconducting cavity for HERA

* on leave of absence from Institute of Nuclear Studies, Otwock,
Poland
** on leave of absence from Tsinghua Univ., China



Cryostat

Fig. 1 shows the main layout of the cryostat. The middle part
contains all cryogenic-, instrumentation-, nearly all RF-feed-
throughs, and also embodies the mechanical fixation point. The
radiation shield and all cryogenic transitions are cooled by 40-80 K
high pressure He gas. Frequency tuning is accomplished by room
temperature step motors and gearings at both ends. The design of the
cryostat is based on the concept of closing the beam vacuum as early
as possible so that most of the assembly can be done outside of the
clean room. All RF windows are at ambient temperature to allow an
easy exchange. All seals of the beam vacuum inside the cryostat are
looking in the isolation vacuum. There is no seal between beam
vacuum and LHe vessel.

IATH rooms input cwpttf HOHcoupUr

-*m^

«KWMI«KM< rwfttian MtU IHtveud LH«

Fig. 1 Main layout of the cryostat. The total length is 5.2 m

Bath Cooling

Fig. 2 sketches the bath cooling version of the superconducting
resonator. The LHe container is sealed without any flanges to keep
the risk of leaks from LHe to beam - or isolation vacuum small. All
parts including input and output couplers are welded by EB (niobium)
or WIG (stainless steel). The necessary transition between niobium
and stainless steel are HIP diffusion welded parts. A general safety
problem for tiny kind of bath cooling system is the lack of material
data for Niobium or Niobium transitions at LHe temperature.
Preliminary data of notched bar impact tests /4/ show brittle
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input coupler port L-He vesseHss) displacment body (All HIP-weld

mechanical fixation
flange

1700

Fig. 2 The bath cooling version of the 500 MHz cavity

behaviour for 50 % of the Niobium specimens. This area needs more
investigation if Niobium resonators shall be used on a large
scale.For safety arguments the big amount of LHe in the He-vessel is
deci-eased by displacement bodies which are fixed by Nb rods to hold
the distance to the cavity constant during cooldown. The volume of
one LHe vessel is less than 100 1.

Pipe Cooling

The Niobium cavity can also be cooled by an arrangement of cooling
pipes attached on the outer surface /5,6/. To keep the number of
pipes small an additional layer of high conductivity metal is needed
to produce transverse heat flux. Coatings of electroplated silver
and explosive bonded copper are investigated for this purpose. As
compared to the bath cooling, this system offers a considerable
reduction of safety problems. Furthermore, the cavity is decoupled
from pressure varations in the LHe system and the cryogenic system
can be simplified. Because of these strong advantages we started a
development program for pipe cooling in parallel to the bath cooling
production.
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Development and Fabrication

Higher Order Mode Couplers

Higher order modes of superconducting cavities have to be damped
because of instabilities and power transfer reasons. For a HERA beam
current of 30 mA the limit for longitudinal modes is fixed to values
of Q around 1000 because of the restrictions of total beam induced
power at below 500 watts /7/. The most dangerous transverse modes
need to be damped to Q = 10.000 because of beam instability argu-
ments /8/. Following the idea of using loaded coaxial lines with
cutoff damping characteristic /9/ we developed a two stub coaxial
coupler with an additional fundamental mode filter and capacitive
coupled output (see Fig. 3) /7/. The whole unit is EB welded to the
cavity, allowing, however, a tuning of the fundamental filter before
closing the helium container. The field profile of the higher modes
made it necessary to place two different versions of this coupler at
the beam pipe of the cavity. One is at the input coupler side, and
two are located at the other cavity end. The measured field and
shunt impedance values /10/ of the loaded resonator (Cu 1-cell and 4-
cell cavity) agree well with the URMEL /ll/ calculations. The only
exception is the TM012 mode which is highly sensitive to fabrication
tolerances but which is sufficiently damped in all cases. The
damping values of the most dangerous modes are listed in Tab. 2.
Detailed information is given in /!/.

Mode
TEm
TMno
TMon
TM012
TMoio

Frequency
650 MHz
716 MHz
910 MHs
1430 MHz
fundamental mode

Q
4000
6000
600
3000
1.0E12

Tab. 2 Quality factors Q of a 4-cell resonator damped by three
higher order mode couplers. For comparison, a Cu-resonator without
coupler has typical values of Q = 40000.

Fig. 2 Cross
section of higher
order mode
coupler,(1: beam
pipe next to
resonator, 2: two
stub coupler
element, 3:
fundamental mode
filter, 4:
capacitive
coupled output
line, 5: outer Nb-
wall)
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Fig. 4 The high power input coupler

High Power Input Coupler

The input coupler (Fig. 4) consists of a transition between
rectangular waveguide and coaxial line, a coaxial cryogenic
transition connecting 300 K and 4.2 K level and an electric antenna.
The inner coaxial conducter is cooled by He-gas from the outside and
has no connection to the LHe area. The cylindric ceramic window is a
copy of the LEP design /12/ for the normalconducting cavities. For
test purpose this input coupler was mounted on PETRA
normalconducting cavity. The power rating was limited to 150 kW by
the onset of sparking around the welded collar of the ceramic /13/.
For more security of the coupler we have developed a diagnostic
system which includes the following devices: two light detectors
outside and inside the ceramic to look for sparks, an infrared
detector to measure the surface temperature of the ceramic, a mass
spectrometer to analyse the residual gas, an UHV feedthrough to
monitor charged particles in the coupler and a directional coupler
between ceramic and cavity to observe the phase shifting over the
ceramic (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 The diagnostic system of the High power input coupler

Quench Detector

Carbon resistors for thermometry of the outer cavity surface are a
useful diagnostic tool. Our system /14/ of 60 fixed resistors around
the 4-cell cavity and the couplers is a compromise between
mechanical complexity and spatial resolution. Quench experiments
with 1 GHz resonators /15/ showed that the klystron power is capable
of driving the entire cavity normal conducting within 200 msec. The
quench location will be detected with a fast data logging system. A
data acquisition system was developed which continuosly monitors all
60 thermometers. The sensitivity is 0.5 mK at 4.2 K. In the event of
quench trigger the digital information of the 60 temperatures is
simultaneously clocked 256 times into a RAM at any speed up to 0.1
msec. The quench data is downloaded via the IEEE488 bus to a
personal computer for display and permanent storage.
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Niobium Cavities

Three 4-cell cavities (see Fig. 6) in the bath cooling version have
been ordered. They are fabricated with standard spinning and EB
welding methods. The resonance frequence, the field profile of the
cavity, and the function of the HOM couplers were measured and tuned
before closing the LHe-container. The cavity was tumbled to get rid
of welding balls and to obtain a smoother surface, cleaned by a
buffered chemistry and rinsed with dustfree water as final
production steps. After drying and bleeding with N2-gas the
resonator was shipped from the industry to DESY ready for
installation.

Fig. 6 4-cell Nb-cavity before closing the LHe container
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Niobium-Copper Qavities

For the pipe cooling
version, the brazing of
cooling pipes to Niobium and
electroplating high
conductivity silver to the
cavities has been tried
extensively. At the moment,
the silver does not always
show sufficient bonding
strength to the niobium on
the 500 MHz resonators
although smaller resonators
(1 GHz) showed no problem in
this respect. As an
alternative explosive bonded
Cu to Niobium has been
studied recently, and a 1-
cell model was built to test
mainly the fabricating steps
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 3 Pipe cooling version
of a 1 cell cavity

Cryostat

Design and fabrication of two cryostats have been ordered at two
firms. Besides standard cryogenic problems specific tasks had to be
solved:

- The mechanical fixations point in the middle of the
cryostat has to withstand a vacuum- and tuning force of 4
tons.
- The maximum axial deviation at the fix point is limited
to 0.1 mm during tuning.
- The heat input at the fix point should be kept below 3
watts.
- The sealing technique and radiation shield layout have
to meet permanent vacuum requirements.
- All materials have to have a maximum magnetic
permeability of 1.01 even after repeated cooldown to avoid
trapped magnetic flux in the cavity walls.
- All materials used have to be radiation resistant up to
10EJ rad.
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Test area

A new test area has been installed in one of the PETRA experimental
halls. This infrastructure consists of a dust free room for handling
the cavities, a mounting area for assembly of cryostat and cavities
in a vertical position, a test area for cryogenic tests, a 300 W LHe
refrigerator and a 100 kW klystron for RF power. Beam tests in PETRA
can be easily arranged because the beam line is next to the test
area.

Measured Results

Nb-Cavities

A single cell 500 MHa cavity with two higher order mode couplers was
fabricated by DORNIER /16/ and measured by DESY. The purpose of this
test at 4.2 K was:

- to check fabrication and preparation methods to produce
the three 4-cell Nb-cavities for HERA.

- to check the behaviour of higher order mode couplers in
superconducting state.

The cavity is epuipped with two higher order mode couplers (TE, TM)
according to the 4-cell design. After preparation (tumbling,
chemical polishing and rinsing with dust free water) the cavity was
shipped to DESY and immediately mounted to the vacuum system. The
fundamental mode filters of both HOM-couplers were tuned before
cooldown. During the superconducting tests the HOM-couplers showed
the expected behaviour. The maximum accelerating field was limited
at 8 MV/m by strong field emission loading (10 R/h next to the
cryostat). At 5 MV/m a quality factor Q of 2.8 10E9 was measured
(Fig. 7).

The first fabricated 4-cell resonator was installed in the
horizontal cryostat after fabrication and cleaning by Dornier. A
weakly coupled antenna was mounted at the input coupler flange to
measure accurately the superconducting losses. During the first run,
field emission loading started at 3 MV/m. After several hours of He-
processing a maximum field of 6.2 MV/m could be reached, still
limited by field emission (10 R/h near the cryostat). The three
higher order mode couplers behaved as expected.
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Fig 7 Quality factor vs. accelerating field of the 1 cell 500 MHz
cavity with 2 HOM couplers

Single Cell Nb-Cu Cavity

Within the framework of a development contract a 1-cell explosion
bonded Nb-Cu cavity without HOM couplers was fabricated at Interatom
to gain experience in the fabrication methods. Material
characteristics were measured and inspected after each fabrication
step. The thermal conductivity of the Niobium deteriorated during
brazing the cooling pipes under insufficient vacuum conditions (RRR
112 down to 58). This will be avoided in the future with adequate
provisions. Some other fabrication parameters must be optimized
based on the experienca with this model. The resonator was mounted
in the horizontal cryostat at the place of the second 4-cell cavity.
It was pipecooled by direct connection to the refrigerator transfer
line. 40 carbon resistors were mounted to the cavity surface and the
temperatures were read out with our quench location electronics. The
maximum field was limited by a thermal quench near the iris region.
An ultrasonic test showed that in this region there was no
connection between the copper and the niobium.
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Cavities

4-eell, Nb
complete

1-cell, Nb
complete

1-cell Nb-Cu
pipe cooled

max. Ea e a
MV/m

6.2

8

3.3

Q 109 at
low field

1.9

2.9

1.1

limitation

quench by field
emission

field emission

quench at iris
region

Table 2 Summary of results

Future Developement

Input Coupler

To reach higher power rating we will improve the ceramic-metal
transition. In HERA we need for maximum energy at different beam
currents a variable match (see Fig. 9, solid line), so we developed
a matching transformer in the waveguide with two capacitive plungers
which are able to change the coupling by a factor of approx. 10. For
safety reasons we tested a kapton back up window in the waveguide up
to 200 kW.

Nb-Cu-Cavity

The next 1-cell cavity is being fabricated with optimized bonding
parameters by industry.

Pilot Project for HERA

Three of four straight sections in HERA are equipped with 84
normalconducting cavities. This allows a beam energy of 28 GeV (at
30 mA) as shown in Fig. 9 /I7/. With additional 8 or 20 cryostats
the beam energy increases to 31.5 GeV respectively 35 GeV. In Fig.
10 the correlation between polarisation time and beam energy is
plotted. In 1989 we will propose to install 8 cryostats with 16
cavities and the cryogenic system in the HERA straight section west
right. This pilot project will enable us to reach a beam energy of
31.5 GeV at 30 mA and a decrease of the polarisation time from Tpoi
= 36 m to 20 min. The measured standby heat loss of the cryostat was
3 watts at 4.2 K with a test pipe installed as a dummy cavity. The
aim is to reduce this value further.
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The TRISTAN Superconducting cavities

Takaaki Furuya, Kiyomitsu Asano, Yuzo Kcjim^, Shinji Mitsunobu,Hirotaka Nakai,
Toshiharu Nakazato*, Shuichi Noguchl, Kenj i Saito and Tsuyoshi Taj ilia

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 305, Japan

1. Introduction

In KEK, TRISTAN electron positron colliding ring has been operated at
the energy of 26 GeV by using normal conducting cavities, which were installed
in three of four RF sections of Main Ring (MR). For upgrading the energy to 33
GeV, thirty-two superconducting 5-cel1 cavities are to be installed in the
last RF section and construction has been started.

For this purpose development of 500 MHz superconducting cavity has been
continued in KEK since 1 9 7 9 1 - 2 ) , the first multi-cell cavity was built and
tested in TRISTAN Accumulation Ring(AR)3»4>. The 5-ceM cavities were fol-
lowed since 19855«6). Figure 1 shows the maximum acceleration field at first
cold test of these cavities. Recent efforts are concentrated on establishing
the simple and reliable fabrication method of the cavity which has the Q-value
of 2xlO9 at the field level of 5 MV/m.

Four cavities have already been constructed and tested in a vertical
cryostat. Two of them are fabricated for the beam test in TRISTAN Accumula-
tion Ring (AR) scheduled in this October. The others are the first couple of
cavities for MR. The results of these cavities are reported in this paper.

2. Cavity

MR 5-celI cavity is shown in Fig.2. The diameters of irises are 170 mm
and those of beampipes are 180 mm. An input port, a monitor port and two HOM
ports are arranged on beampipes. Main parameters of the cavity are listed in
Table 1.

Now at Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Tohoku University,
Mikamine, Sendai, japan
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Table 1. List of the Main paraieters of TRISTAN 5-cell cavity.

Frequency
Total Length

Effective length
R/Q
GeoMetrical Factor
Eacc
E s p/E a c c

H s p/E a c c

Coupling

508.58
1953.5
1933.9
1473.7
600
269

16.55 x /PQ
1.97

40.6
1.5

MHz
MM (MR)
MM (AR)
MM
Q
Q
V/M

Gauss/MV/M

*

AR cavities have the sane shape as MR except for additional two HOM
coupler ports on an end cell and for the length of beaM tubes.

3. Fabrication process

SuMMary of fabrication process is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Fabrication processes.

Checking of Nb sheets (water dipping).
Foriing of half eel Is.

spinning for AR cavities.
deep drawing for MR cavities.

Buffing the inside surface.
Checking of surface by water dipping.
Machining of both sides of half cells.
EB welding of the equator of single cells.
Grinding the underbeads.
EB welding of irises of a 5-cell cavity.
Grinding the underbeads.
ElectropoIishing (80//M).
Vacuum heat treatment.
Pre-tuning,
Electropo I ishing ( 5 / J M ) .
Assembling in the clean room.

3-1. Material

Thickness of Nb sheets for AR cavities is 2.5 MM and 2.35 MM for MR
cavities, that is due to the difference of forming Method of the half cell.
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The surfaces of all sheets are checked carefully, bad spots such as scratches
and inclusions found by water dipping are ground off smoothly. Measured RRR
of the sheets are —100 for AR cavities and —120 for MR, respectively.

3-2. Forming and welding

While the half cells for AR cavities were made by spinning, the deep
drawing has been adopted to the MR half cells. This technique has the advan-
tage of less reduction of the thickness of the cavity wall and getting
smoother surface of the cells than those obtained by spinning technique.

After forming whole inside surface is buffed and checked by water dip-
ping. Then the half cells are dipped in HC1 to remove inclusion.

Oefocused electron beam welding from outside of the cavity has been used
to make cavities. "Rhombic raster welding"?) is now under testing.

After welding the equators, the underbeads are ground. Irises are
welded finally and their underbeads are also ground.

3-3. Polishing

Electropolishing processes are carried out twice to the fabricated
cavity. The inner surface of the cavity is polished by 80 jum at the first
electropol ishi ng CEP I). The second treatment of 5 # m (EP II) is performed
to the cavity after annealing and pre-tuning in order to remove the con-
taminants brought into the cavity during such processes.

These EP processes are performed in horizontal position instead of ver-
tical one**). The layout of the system is shown in Fig.3. A cavity is set
horizontally and pure aluminum pipe (cathode) is installed into the cavity.
All ports of the cavity are sealed off. The solution, consisting of con-
centrated H2SO4 and 40 X HF in a ratio of 85.* 10 by volume, is fed into the
cavity through the cathode up to the half level and circulated through the
storage tank and the cavity during the process. Flow rate is 60 l/min.
Electric voltage of about 25 volts is supplied continuously to keep optimum
current density at about 50 mA/cm^, and temperature is kept at -"-30 °C during
polishing. This process is done rotating the cavity at 0.4--1 rpm.

The thickness of removed layer is estimated from total current and
measured by ultrasonic thickness gauge. Typically the layer of 120 p.* was
removed at irises and 60 /zm at the equator.

After final EP, the cavity is rinsed with pure water (10 MQ*cm at the
inlet) and dipped into ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes. This U.S.B. rinsing
is repeated several times. Finally, all ports and beampipes of the cavity are
sealed with cleaned blind flanges, and the ultra pure water rinsings are made.
The cavity is opened and assembled in a clean room (class 100).
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For surface treatment of MR cavities, 30 minutes H2O2 rinsing in an
ultrasonic bath has been adopted to MR 5-cell cavities because of the follow-
ing results of surface measurements of Nb test pieces.

According to the X-ray and Auger electron spectroscopy analyses on the
Nb surfaces treated by EP, CP, OP and H2O2 rinsing8), a stable and dense Nb20s
layer of about 30A is formed on the Nb surface and this layer can be a protec-
tive film which covers the active Nb surface since no additional adsorptions
are detected after exposing to the air for 24 hours.

3-4. Vacuum heat treatment.

After EP I, cavities are annealed in a vacuum furnace in order to be
degassed and to reduce the strain received at welding. The cavity is set in a
Ti box and annealed at 700 X (900 °C for AR) for SO ainutes. Vacuum pressure
at that temperature is 5 — 1 x 10"5 Torr. Typical spectrum of partial pres-
sures is shown in Fig. 4.

The RRR of samples before and after annealing AR cavities were compared
and no change of RRR was found.

For the sake of selection the annealing temperature, some sample test is
performed. The samples were removed of 90 u m by EP and CP, respectively.
The difference of the amount of hydrogen gas from samples were compared (Fig.
5). Though the gas is more adsorbed by EP than by CP, it can be reduced by
annealing at temperature higher than 600 °C.

3-5. Pre-tuning

Before final EP, pre-tuning is performed to the cavity in order to cor-
rect the resonant frequency and the field profile of acceleration mode. This
correction is attained by deforming the cavity length inelastically.

The tuning system is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Main parameters for cal-
culation of deforming quantity are as follows.

Table 3. Main parameters for calculation of tuning

Coupling k/2
Sensitivity of each cell
Temperature dependence

Target frequency at 4.2 K

T-273K
273K-4.2K

0.00773
450
3.9
655
508.

kHz/mm
kHz/K
kHz
.16 MHz

The cavity is hung up with three springs and evacuated (~1 Torr) for
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pre-tuning in order to reduce disturbance factors such as friction, deforma-
tion caused by evacuation and so on.

Field profiles of n -mode before and after the pre-tuning are shown in
tahle 4 and Fig. 8. The profiles in lengthening the cavity up to 4 mm were
also measured, but little change was observed. To get final profile, each
cell needed a few times of deformation. Field irregularity of ± 2 0 % that the
fabricated cavity has could be reduced to ± 1 X by this system.

Table 4. Field ratio of MR la and lb.

MR-la
Cell No.

2 3 4
expected Meas.Freq. at

5 freq. at 4.2K vertical test

before tuning 0. 0.937 0.958 1.137 1.062

after tuning 0.991 0.996 1.000 1.004 1.008
lengthening 1.000 1.006 0.996 1.002 0.995

by 4 mm

508

508
508

.34

.16

.49

MH2

508. 26 MHz

MR-

before
after

lb

tuning
tuning

1

1.197
1.000

1
0

2

.136

.995

Cel

0.
0.

1 No,
3

908
999

•

0.
0.

4

901
997

0.
1.

5

880
010

expected
freq. i

508.
508.

it 4

,53
,15

.2K

MHz

Meas. Freq.at
vertical test

508. 27 MHz

The resonant frequency of flat- n -mode could be adjusted to the target
frequency within 10 kH2. There was, however, some difference between target
frequency and the measured one at cold test. This is understood as follows;
the cavity was hung vertically in a cryostat and accepted gravity and buoyancy
from LHe. This effects was estimated to raise the resonant frequency by 80
kHz using measured elastic constant of the cavity (~100 kg/mm). For this
reason the difference between expected resonant frequency and measured one is
concluded to be about 40 kHz.

Length of the cavity was measured after pre-tuning. MR-la, MR-lb are
both shorter by 7 mm than designed value at the operation frequency. This
problem will be solved by trimming half cells longer than the present size.

4. Cold test

The results of these cavities are summarized in Table 5 and in Fig.9
typical field dependence of Q-value is shown.

The Q-vaiues of over 3x10^ were obtained for all recent cavities at
first cool down test. The best value of 3.8x10^ was obtained at 2nd test of
AR-2 after warming up and baking again.
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Cavity
No.

AR 1
(106)

AR 2
(107)

MR
test 1

MR
test 2

MR la

MR lb

Structure

5-cel1

5-cel1

Single
(no port)

Single

with 4
ports on

beaapipes

5-cel1

5-cel1

Fabrication
I treatment

Spinning
EP(50tfn) to

half cells
Annealed

at 900 "C

Spinning
Annealed

at 900 *C

Deep drawing
"Rhoabic" EBW
at the equator
Annealed

at 700 °C

Deep drawing
Annealed

at 700 °C

Deep drawing
Annealed

at 700 °C

Deep drawing
Annealed

at 700 °C

Table 5.

EP solution
8 rinsing

EP 1 fresh
EP II refreshed
Ultra pure water

Refreshed
Ultra pure water

Refreshed

Ultra pure water

H202

Refreshed
Ultra pure water

EP 1 refreshed
EP II fresh
U.P.water + H2O2

EP 1 refreshed
EP II fresh
U.P.water + H2O2

SuMary of cavity tests.

Qo
at low level

x 109

3.2

3.3

3.8

3.3

3.0

2.3

2.3

3.7

3.3

W ™ Qo
MV/i xlO9

6.4 1.1

5.8 0.7

5.7 1.1

9.3 0.9

9.0 1.0

9.2 0.7

7.2 0.8

9.7 1.8

7.0 2.0

at 5 MV/R

x 109

2.5

1.3

2.0

2.6

2.6

1.9

1.9

3.0

2.8

(le4p2-5>

380

261

522

180

517

CoMents

Breakdown.

Vacuu* leak.

Baked again.

After He
process(2hrs).

After He
process(2hrs).



Maxiiui E a c c of 9.7 MV/m was obtained for MR-la without any processing.
The Q-value at this level still kept 1.8xlO9, although emitted electron was
observed. This electron current of 60 nA was measured at this field level by
pick up antenna which was set on a beaipipe flange and supplied voltage of 230
V.

Fowler-Nordheim plot on the electron current is shown in Fig.10. Though
maximum field level of AR-1 was limited by breakdown, that of the other
cavities by electron loading.

The degradation of QQ caused by electron loading seems to be due to the
contaminants in the acid used for surface treatment. These cavities are
electropolished with the same acid that had been storaged in a tank and
refreshed several times by adding HSO3F and H2O. On the other hand, MR
cavities were treated with fresh solution at the final EP. This repeated
employment of the solution might have raised up the number of contaminants.

Helium processing was tried io two single cell cavities ( MR testl, MR-
test.2) which were made by the same way as MR 5-cell cavities. Two hours of
processing had almost no effect and the QQ at low level rather damped by 10X.

5.Conclusion

The maximum Eacc of 9.7 MV/m was obtained for the first TRISTAN MR
cavity. The Q Q at this field level was 1.8xlO9. The performance of the other
MR cavity exceeded the desired Qo antl Eacc sufficiently.

All MR cavities which have been fabricated at the rate of two 5-cells a
month are going on, they are to be measured in a vertical cryostat before in-
stalling to the horizontal cryostats. The operation of the first sixteen 5-
cells are scheduled in next Autumn.
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Fig. 2. The shape of 5-celi cavity for TRISTAN Main Ring in KEK.
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Fig. 3. The layout of electropoiishing systei.

Fig. 4. Typical gas spectrum in the furnace at the pressure of 5 x 10"^ Torr.
The annealing conditions were 700 °C and 90 Minutes.
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Application of Radio Frequency Superconductivity
to Recirculating Linacs*

Ronald Sundelin

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

I. Purposes of Recirculating Linear Accelerators (RLA'i)

The recirculating linear accelerators discussed in this paper are
continuous wave (CW) devices used to accelerate electrons.
Recirculation through the RF accelerating structures is used because
it reduces both capital and operating (electric power) costs. Such
accelerators are used, at present, for two purposes: nuclear physics
and free electron laser drivers.

II. Available Technologies and Selection

Beam requirements for nuclear physics include a high duty cycle
(approaching 100%), high current (up to 200 /iA), energy between
100 MeV and 16 GeV (one accelerator will normally cover only part
of this range), a low normalized emittance (down to 2*10~
T«7»m»radians is useful), and a low energy spread (ff./E down to
2»10"6 is useful).

Beam requirements for free electron lasers include high within-
bunch peak currents (~1000 A) and low normalized emittance
(~2«10~5 T»7»m»radians).

Technologies available for producing high duty cycle electron
beams of the energies indicated include:

(1) Microtrons. This type of accelerator is excellent for the
low end of the energy range, but produces excessive emittance growth
at higher energies due to the large number of turns and the small
bending radius.

(2) Synchrotrons. Synchrotrons are low current accelerators
because the magnets must go through a full cycle for each batch of
electrons accelerated, and cycle rates above 60 Hz are difficult to
achieve. Flat-topping is required to produce a high duty cycle, and
this further reduces the cycle rate.

(3) Pulsed stretcher rings. Such rings receive electrons from
pulsed linacs. Due to the high current in the linac, the emittance is
degraded by space charge effects. In addition, an energy spread
occurs due to variations in klystron power output throughout the
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pulse. Variations within the pulse and from one pulse to the next
would require very complex circuitry in the stretcher ring to damp
out these disturbances and therby avoid an erratic output beam.
The emittance and energy spread available with a pulse stretcher
ring are significantly worse than those available from a recirculating
linear accelerator.

(4) Recirculating linear accelerator. This type of accelerator
produces a beam with excellent stability, low emittance, and low
energy spread. These properties exist because the beam has a CW
condition at all times, and there are minimal space charge effects
and very small transients. Recirculating linear accelerators are
practical only using superconducting RF because the power dissipation
associated with supplying the required CW voltage would otherwise
be prohibitive.

III. History of Recirculating Linear Accelerators

Since the existing RLA is well documented in the literature,1

and all others are discussed in other papers at this workshop,3 '*'4 '6

this paper deals primarily with general considerations pertaining to
RLA's.

The existing machine at HEPL has been extremely successful
except for its unanticipated problem with multipacting. The stability
and quality of the beam are outstanding.

The 130 MeV RLA under construction at Darmstadt has
produced a low energy beam using the first few cavities. The
construction phase of the 4-pass, 4 GeV RLA at CEBAF* began in
February, 1987. Planning and R &i D directed toward a 2-4 GeV
RLA at Saclay is well under way. Funds for construction of a 25
MeV free electron laser (FEL) driver at Frascati6 have been
approved, and higher energies appropriate for nuclear physics are
being considered.

IV. Developments in Radio Frequency Superconductivity
Important to RLA's.

The most serious obstacle to adequate gradients for many years
was multipacting, which limited gradients to around 2 MV/m/GHz.
After extensive investigation, this multipacting was identified by
Claude Lyneis at HEPL as one point multipacting near the equator
of the cell. In 1979, a 'spherically" shaped cavity developed at the
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University of Genoa6 did not exhibit multipacting. Using an
extension of Lyneis's work, the absence of multipacting in the Genoa
cavity was explained by Klein and Proch7 at the University of
Wuppertal. The "spherical" shape was further improved by Kneisel*
with development of the 'elliptical" cavity, which uses an elliptical
dorsal profile in the iris region to minimize E /E . The
'elliptical" shape also avoided a surface perpendicular to the beam
axis; this change greatly strengthened the cavity and improved rinsing
during acid cleaning.

Higher order mode (HOM) couplers are essential to prevent beam
instabilities. In their absence, the high intrinsic Q's of the HOM's
(~10B) would destroy the beam at very low beam currents. Q t

values of around 10 are needed to provide a stable beam with a
reasonable safety margin. HOM couplers which penetrate cell walls
cause enhanced magnetic fields which can result in thermal-magnetic
breakdown at reduced accelerating gradients. Such penetrations can
also induce local multipacting. Cavities in which both the
fundamental and HOM couplers are placed on the beam pipe just
outside the cell region were developed independently by Cornell and
DESYlB.

Another important improvement was in the area of electron
beam welding. A 'standard" electron beam weld uses a sharply
focussed beam which generates a vapor column in the metal being
welded. Cavities welded in this manner are commonly found to
exhibit thermal-magnetic breakdown at E - 1 MV/m. This
breakdown has been traced to two causes. One cause is that such
welds generate significant spatter; this spatter can result in small
niobium spheres fused to various places on the cavity surface. The
poor thermal conduction away from these spheres results in
breakdown at low fields. A second cause is that voids are frequently
left in the weld by the vapor column. If one of these voids is
opened but not removed by acid cleaning, enhanced magnetic and/or
electric fields at the edge of the opening result. If the void is just
below the surface but not opened, thermal conduction away from the
niobium directly above the void is severely impaired, resulting in
thermal-magnetic breakdown at a low field. Both of these problems
have been obviated by a modification of the welding technique. The
key feature of the modification is a spreading of the beam welder's
electron beam so that no vapor column results. One version of the
modified weld is the "rhombic raster," which rasters the beam at a
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mixed 4 and 5 kHz rate. Another version is a defocussed beam,
which also works well but is difficult to characterize in terms of a
well defined diameter.

Surface defects are another area in which significant progress has
been made. Such defects, which can be dielectric and/or metallic,
generate heat and initiate thermal-magnetic breakdown at £ - 5
MV/m with reactor grade niobium. The gradient limit caused by a
given defect is approximately proportional to the square root of the
thermal conductivity of the niobium. The thermal conductivity of
niobium available from niobium manufacturers has increased by a
factor of 12 above that of reactor grade niobium. This has been
achieved by an increase in the number of ingot remelts, slower
melting, carefully controlled rolling and annealing, and to a lesser
extent, improvement of the vacuum in the ingot melting furnace.
The thermal conductivity can typically be improved by an additional
factor of 2-3 by post-processing. The post-processing is accomplished
by placing a metal with high oxygen affinity, such as yttrium12,
titanium , or hafnium, in contact with the niobium surfaces and
holding the niobium at a sufficient temperature to cause the oxygen
to diffuse into the surface layer, where it is trapped. The surface
layer is then removed. It has been postulated by Kneisel that
commercial Nb with high thermal conductivity has a surface layer
with much lower thermal conductivity; this postulate would explain
some CERN results in which the Qn-O was anomalously high.
Some evidence to support Kneisel's hypothesis has been obtained by
Padamsee ; these results suggest that the low conductivity layer is
thick enough not to be removed in a normal acid cleaning. Post-
processing avoids the presence of this low conductivity layer.

Improved surface condition has also contributed to improved
gradients and Q's. This improved condition has been partially
achieved by more careful handling of the niobium. Improved
inspection procedures, including anodization to reveal surface
inclusions, rust testing to reveal iron surface inclusions, careful visual
inspections to find surface structural defects, and ultrasonic and/or
X-ray inspection to find internal foreign inclusions and delaminations,
have contributed to the improvement. Faster rinsing following acid
cleaning reduces deposition of chemical residues. Dust control
through use of laminar flow HEP A filtered cavity assembly areas, use
of filtered air during cavity attachment to test apparatus, use of
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electronic grade solvents, and use of rapid surface drying techniques,
have contributed to clean surfaces. Field emission processing using a
partial pressure of helium in the cavity was developed at HEPL17

many years ago and is still frequently used to reduce field emission
enhancement values. Hermetic assembly, a concept developed by
Kneisel , consists of testing one or more cavities in a comparatively
simple configuration in a vertical cryostat, where gravity keeps the
liquid helium in place and where Q=Q if all cavity and coupler

o

parts are Nb, of warming up the cavity and closing beam line gate
valves, and of then installing the cavity, under vacuum, with its
tuner and other complex instrumentation into the beam cryostat.
This procedure is believed to reduce the probabi l i ty tha t
contamination of the cavity will occur between the time of the first
simple test and the relatively complex test in the beam cryostat.

V. Design Considerations

An appropriate RF frequency is one of the first selections to be
made. The lowest acceptable frequency depends on the number of
experimental areas to receive alternately routed bunches, and on the
resolving time of the experimental detectors. 300 MHz is the lowest
acceptable frequency per experimental area, so that three areas, for
example, require an RF frequency of at least 900 MHz.

With couplers on the beam pipes at the ends of the cell region,
5 is presently the maximum number of cells per cavity; more than 5
cells causes unacceptable sensitivity to dimensional errors for some
HOM's, and can cause the fraction of stored RF energy in the
vicinity of the HOM couplers to be so small that the associated
HOM Q's are unacceptably high. With a relatively small number of
cells, minimization of cavity and cryostat parts and of the number of
control and interlock circuits favors large cells and, therefore, low RF
frequencies. Minimization of material consumption favors high
frequencies. Minimization of surface area per structure, and
attendant probability of defects , favors high frequencies. Data
supporting Wilson's theory is shown in Figure 1.
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Q a f~* favors low frequencies, but this effect can be
partially compensated by the fact that QBOg is an exponential
function of temperature. The geometrical shunt impedance, ZT /Q,
is proportional to f, favoring high frequencies. Q1 # i>

 t n e

temperature-independent component of the Q, is roughly frequency
independent. The static heat leak of the cryostat, the refrigerator
capital cost, and sub-atmospheric and superfluid effects must be taken
into account.

Considering all of the above-mentioned factors, a frequency of
1500 MHz and an operating temperature of 2.0K have been selected
as optimum for CEBAF.

The number of passes in an RLA is another important design
parameter. It should be recalled that the purpose of recirculation is
to minimize the length of expensive RF structure; the required length
of RF structure is inversely proportional to the number of passes.
On the other hand, the total required length of arc magnets and
associated power supplies, beam pipe, beam position monitors, etc., is
directly proportional to the number of passes. The combination of
these two considerations leads to a cost optimum and a roughly
parabolic cost vs. passes curve. However, several non-cost factors
should be considered. The emittance growth increases with an
increasing number of passes through the arcs. Clean separation of
the beamlets into their respective arc channels becomes more difficult
with more passes. Tuning of the accelerator becomes more difficult
with more passes. All of these considerations favor choosing a
number of passes somewhat smaller than the cost-optimum number.
The overall optimum for CEBAF, taking these factors into account,
has been chosen to be 4 passes.

Beam instabilities are another important design consideration .
There are three principal types of instability which affect linacs:
multi-pass, backward wave, and cumulative. Backward wave
instability current thresholds are maximized by minimizing cavity
lengths and decoupling separate cavities by using small diameter
beam pipes between them. The cumulative instability is a noise
amplification process which grows with distance along the linac and
grows toward an asymptotic limit with time since the beam was
turned on. The most serious instability in an RLA is the multi-pass
instability.
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A multi-pass instability occurs due to the following process: (1)
a beam bunch passes off-axis through a cavity on its (n+m) pass
(n>0, m>0); (2) the off-axis bunch deposits energy in a deflecting
mode of the cavity; (3) the RF energy in the cavity introduces a
transverse kick to a subsequent bunch in the beam on its n pass;
(4) this transverse kick is converted into a transverse displacement on
the (n+m)* pass by betatron oscillations; and (5) due to damping
of the RF energy in the transverse modes of the cavity by the finite
Q of these modes, there is a threshold current at which the
instability starts.

A number of factors affect the multi-pass instability threshold
current. Higher injection energies increase the beam rigidity and
reduce its ability to be deflected on the first pass. A high energy
gain per pass increases the adiabatic damping of the betatron
oscillations, and thereby reduces the transverse displacement of the
beam on the (n+m) pass. Short betatron wavelengths (i.e., tight
focussing) reduce the conversion of a transverse kick into a transverse
displacement. Low HOM Q values damp the transverse energy
faster. Low frequency RF and large holes between cavity cells
provide lower geometrical impedances. A small number of passes (at
fixed final energy) helps by increasing the energy gain per pass and
hence the adiabatic damping between passes, and by reducing the
number of passes on which a bunch can receive deflections and
deposit deflecting mode energy in the cavity. Statistical or
intentional spreads of the frequencies of the same HOM in different
cavities limit the ability of the cavities to act coherently. The
effectiveness of this spread is reduced as Q is lowered because an
increasing number of cavities then have HOM frequencies falling
within a bandwidth of each other.

RLA's normally operate with very short bunches in order to
minimize the beam energy spread associated with the curvature of
the RF sine wave. A beam power spectrum extending up to 80
GHz is typical; this spectrum can extend even higher if there is
internal transverse or longitudinal structure to the beam. Radiation
of high frequency HOM's down the beam pipe cannot be relied upon
to provide adequate damping because the beam pipe soon runs into
another superconducting cavity, and the attenuation provided by the
short length of beam pipe normally does not lower the Q of the
HOM to an acceptably low value.
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Destructive interference sometimes impedes the coupling of a
cavity mode into a certain transmission mode of a HOM coupler. If
the dimensions of the coupler opening are not very small compared
to an RF wavelength, destructive interference with respect to one
transmission line mode does not necessarily imply similar destructive
interference with respect to another transmission mode. If one
imagines that either a boundary surface near the coupler, or the
location of the coupler itself, is displaced, the voltage coupled into a
particular transmission mode of the coupler will vary as a quasi-
sinusoidal function of this displacement. The associated Q value
will thus vary in a quasi-sine-squared manner. This, of course, is a
rather crude approximation, but has an obvious physical basis. If
one now makes the further assumption that the phase angle between
the phase corresponding to maximum damping and the phase actually
occurring is random, the probability of destructive interference
suppressing transmission to a specified fraction of maximum damping
can be computed. The probability of suppression by a factor MOO is
0.06377, and of suppression by a factor £1000 is 0.02014.

Using the above information, an estimate can be made of the
importance of having multiple transmission line modes through which
a particular cavity mode can have its energy extracted. First, the
number of cavity modes needs to be determined. For this purpose,
a five-cell, 1500 MHz cavity has been simulated using five rectangular
cells coupled by very small beam holes; these cells have their TM
mode (rectangular notation) at 1500 MHz, and are half a wavelength
long.

Damping of the cavity modes is evaluated subject to two
different assumptions: one is that there is only one transmission
mode leading away from the HOM coupler at any frequency, and the
other is that the number of transmission modes available is the
number available in the HOM waveguides of the Cornell/CEBAF
cavity.

The following quant, y is now calculated: the net probability
within each 1 GHz band that no cavity mode within that band has
all available coupling line transmission modes suppressed by
destructive interference by a factor £100 (or £1000). The probability
over any frequency range of interest is then the product of the
probabilities for all 1 GHz bands within that range.
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The results of this calculation are quite dramatic:
(1) Above 5 GHz, coupling systems which provide a single
transmission mode rapidly approach zero probability that such
suppression of damping does not occur. Figure 2 shows the
probability per 1 GHz interval that a factor of 100 suppression does
not occur for damping of any cavity mode in the interval, and
Figure 3 shows the same information for a factor of 1000. Note
that the plots are semi-logarithmic. Also note that for a broader
frequency range, the net probability is the product of probabilities for
all 1 GHz intervals within the range. Each point on the plots
represents the 1 GHz interval immediately above the frequency
plotted.
(2) Above 5 GHz, coupling systems which provide the same number
of transmission modes as that used on the Cornell/CEBAF cavity
rapidly approach unity probability that such suppression of damping
does not occur. Figures 4 and 5 are the counterparts of Figures 2
and 3, respectively.

Additional information which comes out of this calculation is the
number of cavity modes per GHz, as shown in Figure 6. This mode
density is expected to be comparable to the density in the actual
cavity shape used. The total number of cavity modes below 80 GHz
is 820,000. Figure 7 shows the average number of propagating
waveguide modes within each 1 GHz interval. For a waveguide of
the indicated cross-section, there are an average of 803 transmission
modes available to each cavity mode for extraction of stored energy.

Although the calculation performed here involves some rough
approximations, the fact that the two results are so drastically
different indicates that these results are qualitatively significant. The
performance of this calculation is important for several reasons: (l)
some significant geometrical impedance values (ZT /Q) occur well
above ~3 times the fundamental mode frequency; (2) meaningful
calculations (using Superfish21, URMEL33, and MAFIA38) above ~3
times the fundamental mode frequency are extremely difficult because
beam pipe boundary conditions are undefined, mechanical tolerances
have a large effect, and available mesh densities rapidly become
inadequate; and (3) meaningful measurements (using bead pulls)
above ~3 times the fundamental mode frequency are extremely
difficult because the bead dimensions must be small compared to the
wavelength, and the associated perturbation becomes unacceptably
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small. A statistical method of establishing that these modes will not
cause instabilities is therefore important. Below "3 times the
fundamental frequency, the properties of the modes can be measured
accurately and computed approximately, making it practical to alter
coupler designs until acceptable results are obtained .

Note that a large number of transmission line propagating modes
must be maintained all the way into the load; conversion to a single
transmission mode before reaching the load could cause destructive
interference at this location, effectively reducing the number of
transmission line propagating modes available.

Another important RLA design consideration is the emittance.
An injector which provides a low emittance and a short bunch
length is essential, since no significant damping of the normalized
emittance can be provided beyond this point. The short bunch
length (<1°) is required to avoid introducing an energy spread due
to the curvature of the RF waveform.

The combination of eta and beta functions in the arcs must be
optimized so that emission of synchrotron radiation induces the
smallest practical betatron amplitude increase. The highest energy to
which the accelerator is likely to be upgraded should be considered
in selecting the arc radius.

In order to obtain an energy stability better than 1 part in 10*,
a very high quality RF control system is required. The phase
reference line must have a stability much better than 1° between any
two points in the system. Cavity RF voltage measurement must be
stable, at least short-term, to much better than 1 part in 10 ,
particularly if errors in different cavities are correlated (e.g., due to
tunnel temperature). If the long-term stability is not comparable to
the short-term stabil i ty, slow total energy feedback from a
spectrometer may be necessary.

High control bandwidths (unity loop gain at ~30 kHz) are
required to minimize the effects of cavity microphonics. This is
necessary because the fundamental mode Q value is typically
~6»10 . Alternatively, the cavity structure can be made more rigid,
but this normally is not cost effective.

Lack of cylindrical symmetry of the RF fields in the cavity input
coupler region causes differential deflection of the head and the tail
of a bunch, thereby leading to an effective emittance growth. This
effect can be compensated to first order by having input couplers
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face in opposite directions in a H—(- or +H (-•+• pattern. This
compensation is incomplete due to energy gain of the particles while
passing through a cavity set and because the cavities are normally
each set at a different gradient. A procedure exists86 for introducing
a slight change in the setpoint of each cavity, and thereby
completely compensating for these effects by the end of each turn.

If RF separators are used to divert successive bunches to
different end stations, and particularly if the separators do not
operate at (n+1/2, where n is a small integer i 0) times the
frequency defined by the spacing of the bunches passing through the
separator, minimal separator amplitudes must be used to avoid
introducing an objectionable effective emittance spread into the
bunches.

VI. Conclusions

Although an RLA was built and successfully operated many
years ago, recent developments in RF superconductivity, which
developments have raised practical gradients from 2 MV/m to 5
MV/m, have made RLA's with energies > 1 GeV economically
feasible. RLA's using present superconducting RF technology are
slightly less expensive and have substantially higher quality beams
than stretcher rings fed by pulsed linacs.

RLA's for nuclear physics are under construction at Darmstadt
and CEBAF, and are being planned at Saclay and Frascati.

Continuing progress in achieving higher gradients in
superconducting RF cavities offers promise that the accelerators under
construction can have their energy upgraded at moderate cost, after
the physics in the initially accessible energy range has been explored.
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Figure 1: Best gradient performance achieved at various labs as a function of cavity

surface area (number of cells divided by square of frequency). Note that

envelope fits 22 MV/m - 10 MV/m • log (number of cells/(frequency in

GHz) ) . C=Cornell. CE=CERN. G=Genoa. H=HEPL (Stanford). K=KEK.

Kf=Kemfor$chungszentrum Karlsruhe. S=Siemens. W=Wuppertal.
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Figure 2: L o 8 l g
 o f probability within a 1 GHz interval that no cavity mode has its

damping reduced more than a factor of 100 by destructive interference, with a
single transmission line mode available at all frequencies.
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Figure 3: Log of probability within a 1 GHz interval that no cavity mode has its

damping reduced more than a factor of 1000 by destructive interference, with a

single transmission line mode available at all frequencies.
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Figure 4: Log of probability within a 1 GHz interval that no cavity mode has its
damping reduced more than a factor of 100 by destructive interference with a
7.9 cm X 3.8 cm rectangular waveguide as the transmission line.
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Figure 5: L o * i « Q* probability within a 1 GHz intirval that no cavity modt has its
damping reducid mort than a factor of 1000 by destructive interference, with a
7,9 cm X 3.8 cm rectangular waveguide as the transmission line.
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Figure 6: Number of 5-cell cavity modes per GHz for a cavity with five X/2-long

rectangular cells having a fundamental frequency of 1500 MHz.
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Figure 7: Average number of non-cutoff waveguide modes per cavity mode as a function
of frequency.
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I. Introduction

We report here on a 130 MeV superconducting cw electron accelerator
presently under construction. This accelerator results from a cooperative effort
between the Physics Department of the Universitat Gesamthochschule Wuppertal
and the Technische Hochschule Darmstadt. The accelerator henceforth called
recyclotron for reasons which will become clear below is being installed at the
Nuclear Physics Institute at Darmstadt. It will replace the existing [1] low duty
factor ( < 10~3 ) 70 MeV linear accelerator DALINAC which is in operation since
1962 and is still used for single arm high resolution electron scattering experi-
ments. The new accelerator because of its cw beam will allow for coincidence
measurements giving a much more detailed insight into nuclear structure as
determined from inclusive inelastic electron scattering.

The choice of a superconducting accelerator and its basic design parame-
ters have been discussed earlier [2] and a first status report 131 has been given
about one year ago. Therefore in Sect. II we give only a short summary of the
parameters finally chosen whereas the present status of the construction is
presented more in detail. In Sect. Ill the development of the rf control circuits
which took most of our efforts last year is described. Results from the first
successful operation of the superconducting injector linac are presented in
Sect. IV, while Sect.V contains a short outlook how we intend to complete the
construction of the accelerator and on future developments.

II. Present Status

The general layout of the 130 MeV recyclotron is shown in Fig. 1. A dc
electron beam produced by the electron gun (1) is electrostatically preaccelera-
ted to a kinetic energy of 250 keV. After passing a chopper and prebuncher
section the beam enters the superconducting injector linac (2) and is accelerated
to 10 MeV. An isochronous 180° deflection system takes it to the superconduc-
ting main linac (3) where it gains another 40 MeV. Two beam transport systems
(4), (5) each one consisting of two isochronous 180° bends and a straight
section allow to recirculate the beam another two times through the main
itnac, yielding a maximum energy of 130 MeV. Then the beam is transported to
the existing experimental facilities (to the right of Fig. 1 and not shown there).
In the straight beamline behind the 10 MeV injector two experimental setups,
indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 1, a channeling radiation source and a brems-
strahlung facility for nuclear resonance fluorescence investigations have been
installed.

Work supported by Deutsche Farschungsgemelnschaft.
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the superconducting 130 MeV recyclotron

The main design parameters of the superconducting accelerator are given
in Tab. 1 below.

Table 1; Design parameters of the 130 MeV superconducting electron accelerator

General Beam energy (MeV) 10 - 130
Energy spread (keV) * 13
cw current ((*A> * 20

Accelerating structure Type
Mode
Frequency (MHz)
Operating temperature (K)
Quality factor
Accelerating field (MV/m)
Power dissipation (W)
Number of structures 1.00 m long
Capture section 0.2S m lone

standing wave

2997
2

3109

5
4
10
1

In the following the present status of the various sections of the recyclo-
tron is given in turn.

Room temperature injection

It consists of the electron gun, an electrostatic preaccelerator tube, rf
chopper- and prebuncher cavities, two magnetic lenses, horizontal and vertical
steerers, three viewscreens, two wirescanners and an rf beam intensity- and
position monitor. The electron gun which delivers a dc current of i < 2 mA is
mounted together with the associated power supplies and control electronics
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inside * high voltage terminal. Control of filament, beam intensity and two
steering coils which had to be Incorporated into the gun is achieved via a serial
data link, consisting of two 25 m long fibre optics. The preacceleration voltage
of 250 kV is generated by a 300 kV/S mA power supply with a short- and long
term stability of < * 10"4. The acceleration tube Is a 34 stage metal-glass
construction without O-ring seals.

The chopper section consists of one cylindrical cavity in which both
orthogonal TMncHike modes are excited and a watercooled copper orifice with
a 2 mm bore 2 m downstream the beamline. The dc beam from the gun is
chopped into segments corresponding to 30 degrees of rf phase. A standard
prebuncher cavity follows the chopper section and compresses the preformed
30 degree bunch to 6 degrees at the position where it enters the capture section
of the superconducting injection linac.

This part of the accelerator has been operated routinely over the last
year and has proved to work satisfactorily. The emittance of the 250 keV beam
has been measured to be 0.2 7t mm mrad in the vertical and 0.4 n mm mrad in
the horizontal direction, well below the design acceptance of the superconduc-
ting injector linac, which is 1.8 7i mm mrad. After the installation of a set of
Helmholtz coils for compensation of the earthmagnetic field almost no additional
steering corrections are needed in this section.

Cryogenics

As indicated in Fig. 1 the cryostats for the injector and main linac consist
of 5 identical modules each 3.4 m long, 1 short module (1.4 m long), 4 end
caps and an element connecting the two cryostats. The short module contains
the 5 cell capture section whereas each of the long modules takes two 20 cell
accelerating structures.

Fig. 2 Cross section of one half of a cryomodule with accelerating structure
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A cross section of one half of such a module is shown in Fig. 2. The
superconducting structure (6) with its tuning frame, motor driven coarse tuner
(7) and piezoelectric translators (3) for fine tuning is mounted in an aluminum
bench (not shown in Fig. 2) inside the helium tank (5). It is carried by 4 stainless
steel tubes (1), connected to the liquid nitrogen cooled radiation shield (2). The
shield itself is connected (4) to the outer vacuum jacket of the cryostat also
by stainless steel tubes, adjustable from the outside. The rf input consists of a
7/8" coaxial line. Its center conductor is formed by a thin wall copper tube,
whereas the outer conductor is fabricated from stainless steel, copperplated on
the inside. Most of the heatflow is directed via a A/4 shorting stub to the
radiation shield at liquid nitrogen temperature. Two ceramic windows, one at
room temperature, one at 2 K, are incorporated in this input line.

The present configuration consists of the injector cryostat, fully equipped
with a capture section and two 20 cell structures, one module of the main
linac without accelerating structures and the connecting element. Standby
losses at 2 K amount to slightly less than 10 W. The refrigerator has a power
of 100 W at 2 K. It has been in operation for several periods of many weeks
during the last year and it works very satisfactorily but some shortcomings of
the four stage roots pump, necessary for the 2 K operation, have still prevented
a power and final acceptance test.

Beam transport system

For the injection, the two recircuiations and the extraction a total of 22
dipole magnets and 34 quadrupoles have been installed. A collection of the
magnet data is given in Tab. 2 below.

Table 2: Properties of the dipole and quadrupole magnets

Dipole magnets Number 22
Induction (T) £ 0.7
Power consumption (kW) £ 1.9
Gap (mm) 30
Weight (t) 0.27

Quadrupole magnets Number 34
Effective length (mm) 194.3
Gradient (T/m) s; 6.5
Power consumption (W) s; 80
Aperture (mm) 40
Weight (t) 0̂ 055

The isochronous 180° bends of the injection and the first recirculation
are of the well known design using 3 dipoles and 4 quadrupoles (see Fig. 1),
whereas in the bends of the second recirculation the central dipole has been
split up into three magnets. The straight sections of the recircuiations contain
two quadrupole doublets and one triplet each. Proper reinjection of the beam
into the main linac is achieved by a chicane, using three additional dipoles. The
beam is extracted either directly from the splitting magnet behind the main
linac or from an extraction magnet in the second recirculation. For diagnostics
combinations of rf intensity and position monitors are used at each end of the
two cryostats and the straight sections of the recircuiations. Viewscreens have
been positioned in the beamline where according to the beam optics calculations
a waist of the beam is expected. The photograph in Fig. 3 shows the accelerator
as seen from the extraction side and gives an impression of the present status.
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Fig. 3 View of the accelerator as seen from the extraction aide



Computer Control

The recyclotron will be operated with 2 minicomputers (DEC LSI 11/73)
interconnected by DECnet/Ethernet. One system located in the local control
area handles all machine control interfaces. All process parameters collected
here in a central parameter data base are handled by one process control pro-
gram. All other utilities necessary for machine control like operator input,
status information, parameter display, set up save/restore facilities Interface
uniquely to this control program. This includes also remote access via local
area network necessary for a second LSI 11/73 located in the new control room
in another part of the building. Both minicomputer systems have access to the
laboratory VAX 11/750 for extended calculations and program development.

The local system is operational, all Ethernet connections are set up, the
integration of the remote LSI 11/73 (main control room) into the process control
system will be completed as soon as the interior of the new control room is
finished.

RF Transmitters

Twelve individual rf channels are provided, one for each of the 20 cell
accelerating structures, one for the capture section and one for the chopper
and prebuncher resonators. As power amplifiers watercooled klystrons type TH
2047W (5 kV/O.S A) delivering ^ S00 W of rf power each are used. Reflected
power from the superconducting structures is absorbed in watercooled isolators.
As transmission lines standard air filled 7/8" coaxial lines were chosen. For
monitoring purposes a dual directional coupler of high directivity te 45 dB) is
used in each line before it enters the cryostate. The control circuits will be
described in detail in Sect. Ill below.

III. RF Control Circuits

The properties of the superconducting accelerating structures as they
are mounted in their tuning frames inside the cryostate together with the
environmental conditions (pressure oscillations, mechanical vibrations, etc.)
determine by which way and how well a phase locked operation of several
structures can be achieved. Therefore this section describes in detail these
properties obtained from a series of rf tests and the solution for the low
power rf control circuits finally chosen.

Properties of the superconducting structures

The way the structures are fixed in their tuning frames and how mechani-
cal coarse and fine tuning is performed is shown in Fig. 4. The 5 cell capture
section has been chosen as an example because here details can be studied
best. The 1 m long 20 cell structures are mounted exactly the same way.

The niobium cutoff tubes on both sides of the structure (3) are held by
solid brass flanges. The motor driven coarse tuner (2) uses 3 axles with differen-
tial threads synchronously driven to obtain a total change in length of 2 mm.
The structure is surrounded by a titanium tube (6) and supported horizontally
and vertically at every second cell. Fine tuning is accomplished by 3 piezoelectric
translators (4) giving a length change of 40 \im/ kV at room temperature. The
left part of Fig. 4 shows the rf input coupler (1) with its ceramic window and
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niobium antenna. On the right side the end of the output coupler antenna (5) is
Indicated.

Fig. 4 Five cell capture section with couplers and tuners

Already a first rf test at 2 K [3] showed that the original concept of
dynamically fine tuning the structures (with frequencies of up to a few hundred
Hz) could not be realized. The reason is that the structures show a group of
strong mechanical resonances between 300 and 400 Hz, which cause the feedback
control circuit of the piezoelectric translators to become unstable. In late
Summer 86 the Injector linac was equipped with a new set of accelerating
structures (the ones used in the first test had suffered too much from a long
exposure to air). Simultaneously investigations and a series of rf tests at 2 and
4 K were performed to find out what caused the phase instabilities and how
they could be avoided or controlled. Table 3 gives a collection of some results
from these measurements combined with the typical rf properties of the supercon-
ducting structures.

Table 3: Typical sensitivities of a 20 cell structure at 3 GHz

Tuning range Coarse tuner (MHz)
Fine tuner (kHz)

1.2
0.3

Variations in Length (kHz/mm)
Pressure (Hz/mbar)

500
* 15

Recalling that the stability requirements for the accelerating field strength
and the rf phase are AE/E £ 10~4 and A* < 1 ° respectively according to the
design parameters of the accelerator (see Tab. 1) one can derive a phase sensitivity
A* to changes in the resonant frequency Av0 of

A*/Avo % (QL/Q0) • 90 °/Hz.

Since the attempted ratio QL /Q0 is 0.01 (at present it is about 0.05) with Qo
«s 3 • 10 9 at 3 GHz the phase sensitivity to changes in length of the 1 m long
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structure or in pressure will be A*/AL * 2 °/nm and A$/Ap * 15 °/mbar.
respectively, if the structure is driven at a fixed frequency.

The rf tests mentioned above showed clearly that at 2 K the observed
phase deviations between two structures were not caused by pressure oscilla-
tions. This Is not true for 4 K operation when the roots pump is bypassed and
a direct connection exists between the cryostat and the compressor suction
side through the low pressure heat exchangers of the refrigerator. At 2 K,
however, the distortions are due to vibrations generated by the refrigerator and
coupled to the cryostat by the helium transfer line. An attempt to improve the
situation by incorporating two bellows into the suction and pressure pipes
between the compressor and the cold box has not been fully successful.

Since the design of the accelerating structures does not allow for an
additional strong rf coupling as it would be necessary for phase control via an
external voltage controlled reactance (VCX) we decided to achieve phase control
by driving the structures with an rf input modulated in a special way which
has proven to be successful in superconducting heavy ion accelerators [4,5].
Using a phase control circuit very similar to the one described in ref. [5] a
phase locked operation of two 20 cell structures could be obtained for the
first time in spring this year. The 5 cell capture section, however, showed
much larger variations in its resonant frequency than the 20 cell structures. A
double slug tuner had to be used in the rf input line to reduce the external Q
to Qe«* S106 before a phase locked operation was possible and a beam could
be accelerated in May 87 by two structures.
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The action of the phase control loop is demonstrated In Fig. S where
the output signal of a double balanced mixer fed with the rf output signals
from the two 20 cell structures is frequency analyzed. The left part of the
figure shows the unlocked condition, when both structures are oscillating in
self excited loops. The difference in frequency is 70 Hz showing up as a pronounc-
ed "carrier frequency" peak in the spectrum which can be used as a calibration
for a 90 ° phase deviation. The right part of Fig. 5 shows a frequency spectrum
of the same signal when the two self excited loops are locked by the phase
control circuit. All the remaining amplitudes in the phase deviation signal are
at least 42 dB below the "carrier" peak of the left part, which means they are
smaller than O.S °.

Phase locked operation of all three structures in the injector linac was
achieved just a couple of weeks ago and results from beam tests are given in
Sect. IV below.

The rf control circuit
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Fig. 6 Functional diagram of the rf circuit
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In the rf and beam tests mentioned above the phase controlling element,
a complex phasor modulator (CPM), had to be Improvised using a power divider,
a quadrature hybrid and two double balanced mixers as modulators since no
CPM for 3 GHZ was commercially available, Therefore and since rf elements
for 3 GHZ are much more expensive than at lower frequencies we decided for
a final design of the rf control circuit very similar to the one described in ref.
[41 This design uses a minimum of rf components and performs all control
operations in the IF section of the circuit. A functional block diagram of the rf
circuit for one superconducting structure is shown in Fig. 6.

^ The 500 W klystron {top left of Fig. 6) drives the structure. A sample
V of the field present in the structure is fed into a vector demodulator together
with an rf reference signal. The output signals from the demodulator Vx and
Vy which describe the signal V in the rotating coordinate system of the rf
reference are taken to the IF section together with a signal proportional to the
magnitude of V which is obtained by an additional rf amplitude detector diode.
The two output signals from the IF section drive a vector modulator which
generates the drive signal for the klystron from the rf reference and thus
closes the self excited loop of the rf circuit.

All the functions performed in the IF section are listed in its box in Fig.
6. It contains the loop and reference phase shifters, feedback control for phase
and amplitude, a limiter circuit necessary in a self excited loop and delivers a
bias and feedback control signal for the piezoelectric fine tuner. A multiplexed
ADC allows digital acquisition of input, output and error signals. The IF section
is controlled by a 68000 microprocessor via VME Bus and the microprocessor
is connected via a serial link to the remote LSI 11/73 described in Sect. HI.
Eight signals from the IF section can be switched to an analog bus and are
available in the local control area as well as in the main control room for
observation on an oscilloscope.

A more detailed block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 7. All the
rf elements are contained in the left part of the figure. The vector modulator
(top) and demodulator (bottom) together with the amplitude detector diode
have been incorporated into a single stripline board. The only external rf ele-
ments needed are the reference oscillator, a small 20 dBm amplifier to drive
the klystron and the klystron itself. The right part of Fig. 7 contains the IF
section. The two signals from the vector demodulator (referred to as \^ and V
in Fig. 6) enter the circuit through variable gain buffer amplifiers and travel
through the loop phase shifter which acts as a rotational matrix. The phase
modulation circuit adds a signal in quadrature, the magnitude of which is
determined by the phase control circuit. The final modulator stage is controlled
by the limiter and amplitude control circuit to its right; the signal from the
detector diode is delivering the information about the field strength in the
cavity.

The signal for the phase control is derived from the input signals after
passing through a reference phase shifter: it controls the phase modulator and
after passing through a low pass filter it is added to the bias for the piezoelec-
tric tuner. This way manual fine tuning (by changing the bias with the control
signal disconnected) as well as automatic correction of slow frequency drifts is
accomplished. For reasons of simplicity only four input lines to the ADC are
shown and the connections to the analog bus as well as an out of lock detection
circuit have been omitted.
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At present a prototype of the if board of the circuit Is completed for
testing, whereas the board of the IF section Is still worked on.

Micro
Procmor LSI 11/73

CHfHal

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the rf control circuit

IV. Injector Beam Tests

Late in August 87 a first beam accelerated by the capture section and
two 20 cell structures was obtained. Information about its energy was obtained
in two ways: (1) the beam was deflected by a 40° bending magnet (part of the
channeling radiation source setup) in the straight beamllne behind the Injector
linac (see Fig. 1) and transported to a faraday cup. From the magnetic field of
the deflection magnet an energy of about 6.7 MeV could be Inferred. (11) A
more accurate result was obtained by using the bremsstrahlung facility at the
end of the injection beamline and taking bremsstrahlung spectra at zero degrees
with a NaJ detector.

Three such spectra are presented in Fig. 8 (please note the broken scale
for the counts). The upmost spectrum results from a beam accelerated by all
three structures and yields an endpoint energy of 6.8 MeV. The bump around
1.2 MeV results from a cobalt source positioned near the detector for calibration
purposes. The spectrum in the center was taken using only the capture section
and the first 20 cell structure, yielding an endpoint energy of 4.3 MeV. The
spectrum in the lower left part of the figure with an endpoint energy of 1.2
MeV results from a beam accelerated by the capture section only (the cobalt
source had been removed in this case).
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Superconducting Injection Linac

Zero Degree Bremsstrahlung spectra

capture section and two
accelerating structures
endpoint energy: 6.B HeV

capture section and one
accelerating structure
endpoint energy: 4.3 MeV

capture section only
endpoint energy: 1.3 HeV

4 6
Energy / MeV

Fig. 8 Bremsstrahlung spectra obtained from a beam accelerated by 1, 2. and 3
superconducting structures

Taking into account the phase slip of the bunches in the P = 1 capture
section as shown earlier [6] the beam energy of 1.2 MeV corresponds to an
accelerating field of 6.0 MV/m. Similarly we obtain 3.2 MV/m and 2.5 MV/m
for the first and second 20 cell structure respectively. These results are not
only disappointing because of the low fields but also very interesting if one
regards the history of the structures. The capture section and the second 20
cell structure are both fabricated from high purity material and yielded very
high field strengths after their first preparation at Wuppertal of 12 MV/m and
7 MV/m respectively. Then they were mounted into their tuning frames at
Wuppertal, transported to Darmstadt and mounted in the cryostat. In the
meantime they had to be disassembled and remounted two times and apparently
they suffered from this treatment. The first 20 cell structure, fabricated from
the old low purity material never showed a field in excess of 3.3 MV/m but
remained that way even though it was treated exactly like the other two struc-
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tures. Therefore one of our next steps will be trying to improve the performance
of the capture section and the second 20 cell structure by helium processing.

Up to now we hesitated to Increase the beam current to 1 > 10 itA; we
will first try to become a little more experienced in the operation of the injec-
tor by running it for several weeks.

V. Outlook

For the near future there are several goals to be reached. As already
mentioned we will try to obtain higher fields in the injector linac by helium
processing. The beam will be taken around the 180° injection bend to the main
linac side. After gaining some operation experience we will increase the current
and try to perform a few experiments. In the meantime two other 20 cell
structures will be mounted into another cryomodule and after the next warmup
they will be installed as the first quarter of the main linac. Once the prototype
boards for the rf control circuits have been tested the production for the
twelve channels needed for the accelerator can start. So if we do not encounter
unexpected severe problems we could have 5 structures in operation by the end
of this year.

Then the main linac has to grow in steps of one cryomodule containing
two 20 cell structures at a time. Since the installation of the two recirculations
is almost finished as can be seen in Fig. 3 (only the cooling circuits for the
dipole magnets are not operational yet) we look forward to the completion of
the accelerator in 1988.
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CEBAF
DESIGN OVERVIEW AND PROJECT STATUS

Chrlstoph Leemann

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility*
12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23006

Introduction
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) will be an elec-

tron accelerator facility for nuclear physics research providing continuous beams
with energies up to at least 4 GeV and currents up to 200 /*A. The Vogt Subcom-
mittee of the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee has stated the physics objective
of this new accelerator:

The search for new nuclear degrees of freedom and the relationship of
nucleon-meson degrees of freedom to quark-fluon degrees of freedom in nu-
clei is one of the most challenging and fundamental questions of physics.1

CEBAF's purpose thus is to study the structure of the nuclear many-body sys-
tem, its quark substructure, and the strong and electroweak interactions governing
the behavior of nuclear matter. This requires electron beams of sufficient

• energy to provide the kinematic flexibility required to study the transition
region,

• intensity (current) to allow precise measurement of relatively small electromag-
netic cross sections,

• duty factor to allow coincidence experiments,

• beam quality to allow high-resolution experiments.

This combination of characteristics—high energy, high current, high duty fac-
tor, high beam quality—makes CEBAF a unique tool for nuclear physics research.

The need for such an accelerator was first formulated in 1976 by a panel of the
National Academy of Science2 (G. Friedlander, Chairman); subsequent panels3'4'5'8

reaffirmed the need for and refined the requirements of such an accelerator. In
winter 1982/83 the NSAC Panel on Electron Accelerator Facilities7 (D. A. Bromley,
Chairman) received and evaluated five competing proposals at the requests of NSF
and DOE. DOE adopted the NSAC-endorsed panel recommendation to accept
the proposal by SURA (Southeastern Universities Research Association), developed
under the the leadership of Professors James McCarthy and Richard York of the
University of Virginia.

* Supported by DOE Contract #DE-AC0S-84ER4015
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This proposal originally foresaw a 2 GeV, S-band, disc-loaded, pulsed, room
temperature linac that would reach 4 GeV by one "head to tail" beam recirculation,
and cw beams at the experimental end stations through the use of a stretcher ring.
An internal technology review8 conducted by the author as well as extensive external
review9'10'11 established in summer and fall of 1085 that rf superconductivity had
reached a maturity that allowed large-scale application, as demonstrated by research
progress in the US, Western Europe, and Japan. For reasons to be outlined below,
the 1500 MHz structure developed at Cornell University's Newman Laboratory of
Nuclear Studies13 was determined to be most suitable for the needs of the CEBAF
project. DOE proposed the project in this form to Congress for construction start
in FY '87.

Design Rationale, Performance Objectives,
Concept and Fundamental Choices

A true cw device is the approach of choice to produce a high quality continu-
ous beam; low peak current for a given average current facilitates the achievement
of low emittance, and continuously operating rf systems can be controlled more
precisely in both phase and amplitude, thereby leading to smaller energy spread
and lesser variations of average energy. The conceptually simplest approach would
be a straight linac, and the most mature technology that of room temperature rf
structures operating in the range of 1500 to 3000 MHz. This approach, however,
leads to excessive power consumption and/or high capital cost. At high duty factor,
particularly in cw operation, copper cavities lose their gradient advantage achiev-
able in short pulse operation: at a gradient of 3 MV/m power dissipation in excess
of 100 kW/m not only leads to excessive power demand ( Si 100 MW for GeV
range beams) but also limits achievable gradients below those of superconducting
structures, where 5 MV/m can be viewed as a conservative specification. At this
gradient, assuming cavity Q-values in the 10° range and cryogenic plant efficien-
cies of ~ 10~3, total power dissipation translates into wall plug power of a few
kW/m. This lowers power consumption into a more realistic realm, but even then
a straightforward superconducting linac of 4 GeV would not yet be a cost-effective
approach, with regard to both operating and initial capital expense. This last opti-
mizing step is accomplished through recirculation, i.e., the repeated passing of the
beam through the same accelerating section.

The CEBAF Recirculating Linac Concept

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the CEBAF recirculating linac concept. Four-
pass recirculation was chosen as being close to the cost minimum and of acceptable
complexity. Total accelerator circumference is minimized by splitting the accelera-
tion structure in two equal segments located in the straight sections of the racetrack
configuration. Each segment contains 100 m active length, in the form of 200 five-
cell 1407-MHz CEBAF-Cornell type superconducting cavities, thus providing 0.5
GeV energy gain per segment at a gradient of 5 MV/m. Eight cavities are com-
bined in each cryomodule, each of which is connected to its neighbcr by a warm
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Figure 1. Schematic of CEBAF superconducting, 4-pass recirculating linac.



section containing beam vacuum pipe, vacuum equipment and magnetic elements
(quadrupoles and steering dipoles) to focus and guide the beam (Fig. 2).

The beam transport lines connecting the two linac segments are achromatic
and isochronous, provide matching in all phase space coordinates, and are designed
with generous bend radii and strong focusing to minimize quantum excitation.

The entire machine is operated in true electron linac mode, i.e., with the parti-
cle bunches "riding the crest" of the sinusoidal rf wave shape without longitudinal
focusing, relying on the extreme relativistic motion of the electrons. At the nomi-
nal injection energy of 45 MeV, indeed, total phase slip (with respect to a reference
particle moving at /? = 1) is less than 2°, through four passes, most of which occurs
in the first half of the first pass through the first segment.

The multi-user beam distribution system has three key elements: the injector,
the availability of physically separated beams of different energies in the recircula-
tion transport lines, and the use of rf-separators (deflecting cavities). The injector
creates three interspersed bunch trains, k + 3N,k = 0, 1, 2, and N = 0, 1, 2, 3...,
where bunches with different k can have different bunch charges, i.e., currents. The
rf-separators deflect the beam and septum magnets allow the amplification of this
separation and the extraction from the machine. At an operating frequency of 1000
MHz for the rf-separators and 1500 MHz for the rf system, the separator phases
are independent of N and amount to <f>o, 4>o + 240°, <f>o + 120° for bunch trains
k = 0,1,2 respectively. Of particular usefulness are the initial phases 4>o — 0, lead-
ing to 0°, 240°, 120° resulting in a "straight," "left," "right" distribution (e. g., for
distributing beams of equal energy to three end stations), and <J>Q = 90°, leading to
90°, 330°, 210° resulting in a "one right," "two left" separation sequence.

Beam Performance Objectives

Beams of the order of 200 /zA current and energies up to 4 GeV were established
in 1982 by the nuclear physics community6 as the beam performance objective of the
CEBAF project. After changing technology and design concept, stringent demands
for beam quality can be met (a key advantage) and the high user multiplicity is
naturally "built in."

Performance objectives are:

Energy E [GeV] 0.5 < E < 4.0(6.0)
Beam current [M] I < 200
Duty factor cw
Emittance c cz 2 • 10~9 m
Momentum spread osfE = 2.5 • 10~5

User multiplicity 3 with up to 3
different (although
correlated) energies

The energy of 4.0 GeV is a baseline specification; based on cavity prototyping
experience, we anticipate sufficient enough energy gain per pass to reach 6.0 GeV,
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Figure 2. Elevation and plan view of superconducting accelerating structure. Visible are cry-
omodules, each containing eight cavities, fed alternately from left and right, and the
intervening warm sections.



and all elements are thus designed so as not to prevent this. The 200-/xA total
output current is distributed in controllable ratios between the three end stations.
The emittance is unnormalized and refers to the "full beam" size, i.e., a\ = \ex0x>
The value of c = 2 • 10~9 m at 1 GeV is equivalent to tjy a 10~6 m in "storage ring
parlance," (i.e., ox = cN,x 7/?,). Due to various emittance degrading effects we do
not quote the normalized emittance: e < 2 • 10~° m at E > 1 GeV is not precluded
but not necessarily guaranteed.

Fundamental Design Choices

Among the fundamental decisions in the design of a large recirculating linac
such as CEBAF are the choice of if frequency (which furthermore involves a choice of
approximate operating temperature), the number of recirculations, and the average
radius of the recirculating arcs.

Given the high-technology nature of the superconducting cavities, the long de-
velopment time for each of today's successful examples, and the potential schedule
impact of departures from proven design, the choice of frequency furthermore im-
plies the choice of a very specific design. CEBAF's adoption of the 1500 MHz
Cornell design thus rests first on the availability of a proven design, developed by a
group in reasonable proximity, willing to support a neophyte laboratory to the point
of not only participating in an industrial prototyping program but effectively joining
the CEBAF team. Second, with the envisaged rf-separator extraction scheme, 1500
MHz approaches the lower limit acceptable for the nuclear physics user from the
point of view of optimal time structure of the beam. Lower frequency, of course, has
great attraction with lower impedances or wakefields, scaling as f n + 2 with frequency
for m-pole fields, and alternate extraction patterns have at least conceptually been
devised. Nevertheless, with the modest peak current but high duty factor require-
ments of nuclear physics, 1500 MHz remains a most rational choice from the prime
user's point of view.

The number of recirculations is the result of an optimizing procedure that
not only involves costs, which early in the design may not be known to sufficient
precision, but also judgment with regard to complexity and technical risk. Many
variations of this approach indicate a broad cost minimum between three to six
passes, four being the ultimate choice.

The size of the arcs is determined by the maximum energy and the expected
beam quality, i.e., by how much degradation due to synchrotron radiation is tol-
erated. We decided that single-cell results with gradients in excess of 20 MV/m
justified the assumption that within a decade, 20 MV/m multicell cavities will
very likely be available. Such cavities would allow upgrade of CEBAF's energy to
16 GeV, or more generally to somewhere between 10 and 20 GeV. The arcs were
therefore laid out, loosely packed with dipoles, such that by installation of a more
tightly packed lattice with larger magnetic radius, beams in that energy range could
be transported with satisfactory degradation of emittance and momentum spread.
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The CEBAE Design: Systems Highlight!

Table 1 summarizes the CEBAF accelerator parameters.

Injector

The injector provides a high-quality electron beam that is sufficiently relativis-
tic (nominal 45 MeV) to stay in phase with the rf and the recirculating electron
beams in the first half of the linac. The bunching, capture, and initial accelera-
tion (up to 0.6 MeV) regions are modeled after proven injector designs 13>14. This
beam is then further bunched and accelerated to just over 5 MeV in two five-cell
superconducting cavities in a short cryostat, and then accelerated in two full-sized
cryomodules to the required 45 MeV before injection into the linac. The entire
injector has been modeled with PARMELA, a two-dimensional particle simulation
code that calculates phase and radial properties, including space charge effects, for
an electron beam. Calculations indicate that a bunch of less than 1° phase angle
and 20 keV full width should be obtained at the exit of the injector15. The injector
enclosure has been designed to accommodate two electron guns to provide both
polarized and unpolarized beams.

Acceleration Systems: Cavities, Cryogenic System, and RF System

The accelerating cavities are five-cell, 1407 MHz, elliptical cavities developed
at Cornell University (Fig. 3). The cavities operate in the it mode, and have a fun-
damental coupler on the beam line at one end and an HOM (higher order modes)
coupler on the beam line at the other. The elliptical cavity shape yields low peak
surface electric fields, a good chemical rinsing geometry, and good mechanical rigid-
ity. The HOM coupler has two waveguides for extraction cf HOMs. HOM Q's are
typically in the range of 500 £ QHOM "& 170,000, which represents five orders of
magnitude of damping.

The Cornell cavity was adopted for CEBAF for four important reasons: suitable
frequency, gradients in excess of 5 MV/m in laboratory and beam tests, damping
of HOMs, and technical maturity, i.e., readiness for industrial prototyping.
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Table 1
Design Parameter List

CEBAF Superconducting Radio-Frequency

Beam characteristics
electron energy E [GeV]
average current [fiA]
transverse emittance (05%, 1 GeV)[m]
energy spread (95%)
duty factor
simultaneous beams
simultaneous energies

Linac parameters

concept

number of passes
number of linac segments
segment length (mj
maximum energy gain per pass [GeV]
recirculation time per pass [fxs]
focusing
phase advance per cell (pass 1)
half-cell length [m]
cavities per half-cell
half-cells per segment
vacuum (before cooldown)[Torr]

Cavity parameters

type
frequency [MHz]
electric length (m)
shunt impedance (r/Q)[n/m]
design gradient (MV/m)
design Qo at 2 K, 5 MV/m
typical HOM Q«xternal
clear aperture [mm]
transverse HOM Z"/Q[n/m3]
loaded Q (fundamental mode)

CW Linac

0.5 < E < 4.0 (6.0)
200
2 X 10-*
1 x 10"4

100%
3
<3

superconducting cw
recirculating linac
4
2
235
1.0
4.2
FODO
120°
9.6
8
25
io-9

superconducting
1497
0.5
960.0
5.0
2.4 x 10*
103 to 106

70
< 16.4 x 104

6.6 X 10*
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RF system
number of klystrons 418
klystron power rating [kW] 5.0
phase control <1°
gradient regulation <10~4

Injector parameters
gun energy [MeV] 0.10
injection energy [MeV] 45
average current [fiA] 200
transverse emittance

(at 0.1 MeV)[mm-mr] 1
longitudinal emittance [keV • degrees) <15 n
bunch length [degrees] at 45 MeV <1.0
pulse capability [fie] 0.05 to 10

Reclrculation arc beam lines
number 7
magnetic radii[m] 11.5 to 28.6
phase advance per period 2 JT(5/4)
periods per arc 4

Cryogenic system
total rf load (2.0 K)[W] 2510
total heat load (2.0 K)[W] 3310
system capacity (2.0 K)[W] 4800
total heat load (45 K)[W] 8000

The operating temperature was selected on the basis of a cost optimization
study. Liquid helium refrigeration systems become more expensive (capital and op-
erating costs) as their design temperature decreases. Yet rf heat losses in the cavities
increase exponentially with temperature. For CEBAF the optimum is around 2.0
K, as indicated in Fig. 4.

The cryogenic system for CEBAF consists of a 5 kW central helium refrigerator
and a transfer line system to supply 2.2 K, 2.8 atm helium to the cavity cryostats,
45 K helium at 4.0 atm to the radiation shields, and 4.5 K helium at 2.8 atm to the
superconducting magnetic spectrometers in the experimental halls. Both the 2.2 K
and the 4.5 K helium are expanded by Joule-Thompson (JT) valves in the cryostats,
yielding 2.0 K at 0.031 atm and 4.4 K at 1.2 atm, respectively. The central helium
refrigerator is located in the center of the CEBAF racetrack with the transfer lines
located in the linac tunnels.

The CEBAF rf system consists of 418 individual rf amplifier chains (Fig. 5).
Each superconducting cavity is phase-locked to the master drive reference line to
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within 1°, and the cavity field gradient is regulated to within 1 part in 104 by
an rf control module. Continuously adjustable, modulo-360° phase shifters are
used to generate the individual phase references, and a compensated rf detector is
used for level feedback. The close-coupled digital system enhances system accu-
racy, provides self-calibration, and continuously checks the system for malfunction.
Calibration curves, the operating program, and system history are stored in an
on-board electrically erasable programmable read only memory (E2PROM). The rf
power is generated by a 5 kW, water-cooled permanent-magnet-focused klystron.
The klystrons are clustered in groups of eight and powered from a common supply.

Energy spread and deviation of central energy from nominal operating value de-
pend on control of bunch length from the injector, as well as of phase and amplitude
of the accelerating field. With 400 cavities careful distinction between correlated
and uncorrelaW errors is necessary. It was found that some tolerances for the indi-
vidual control modules can be reduced if a feedback loop for overall amplitude and
phase, based on beam measurements in a high dispersion section of the lattice, is
used. Requirements still remain stringent with maximum uncorrelated rms errors
of a few 10~4 in voltage and at most a few degrees in phase. Correlated rms errors
must be kept to below 2.2 • 10~6 in amplitude and 0.24° in phase.

Figure 6 illustrates that over the entire planned current range, ~0 to 200 (tA,
gradients up to 10 MV/m can be achieved with 5 kW incident power. At the
chosen Qi of ~ 6.6 • 106 a perfect match exists for 200 jtA (through four passes)
at 5 MV/m, and a good match at 10 MV/m; at lower current power is reflected.
Current thinking is to place the klystron cavities at a VSWR minimum, but the
use of circulators is still under investigation.

Beam Transport and Optics

Beam transport channels16 can be classified into the beam switchyard (BSY),
distributing beam to the end stations, and the accelerator internal transport ele-
ments. Looking at the latter, we can distinguish between the linac focusing structure
and the seven recirculation half-arcs, four at the accelerator "east end," and three
at the "west end."

The linac optics are set up as a simple FODO channel with half period length
of 9.6 m with constant 120° phase advance along the full length of the first pass.
Viewed from the linac, all east arcs are essentially "invisible," i.e., they repre-
sent isochronous, achromatic, identity transformations. On the second, and higher
passes, focusing is weaker given the higher particle momentum, and phase advance
per cell is no longer a constant. Therefore, there exists no longer a unique matched
set of /^-functions, and a continuum of input conditions results in a satisfactory
beam envelope through the linac. Correspondingly, the west arcs are tuned to more
general transformations in the transverse phase space while retaining the features
of isochronicity and achromaticity.

The structure of each arc arises from five distinct regions: spreaders, match-
ing/extraction region, arcs proper, matching region, and recombiners. Spreaders
and recombiners are achromatic, vertical, double bends. Originally conceived as
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(a, —a) layouts, the presently adopted version executes the vertical displacement
in a staircase fashion (Fig. 7). This results in weaker quadrupoles to achieve achro-
maticity as well as lower /^-functions, which together reduce sensitivity to quad
alignment errors and vibrations by nearly one order of magnitude. Matching and
matching/extraction sections are straight sections containing quadrupoles to match
/^-functions into (or from) the arcs proper from the spreaders (or into the recom-
biners). Path length adjusting "dog legs" are located in the matching/extraction
regions, and extraction gear is installed in the west region with the east region
remaining for future expansion at a later time.

The arcs proper, isochronous and achromatic, are based upon the second order
achromat principle, made up of a periodic array of cells, synchrotron lattice fashion.
Lower-energy arcs contain fewer dipoles, but have essentially the same focusing
structure. Recent refinements have led to vertical stacking of all arcs with key
elements occupying identical, or almost identical, horizontal locations.

Issues, R&D, and Construction Progress

Key Issues and Challenges

Three categories stand out:

• the technological feasibility—the question of reliable large-scale application of
rf superconductivity—particularly in the context of a "green site" laboratory
and project,

• the beam dynamics feasibility, where the outstanding questions pertain to beam
stability and beam quality,

• operability: the issues pertaining to effective commissioning of this highly
complex machine.

The technological issues are addressed in a three-prong approach. First, the
formation of a strong SRF Technology Division at CEBAF, including key members
of and replacing since July 1, 1987, the formal Cornell collaboration; second, the
buildup of a well-equipped test lab that will serve advanced R&D, support machine
operation and maintenance, and most importantly support construction by provid-
ing processing, testing, and assembly capability, as well as some level of fabrication
capability; and third, an aggressive industrial prototyping program for cavities and
cryostats.

Figures 8 and 9, showing test results for single cavities as well as cavity pairs,
show that expectations have been exceeded by far, with respect to both gradient
and Q values, with the exception of a single cavity that had a lower Q value due to
a well understood and acknowledged processing mistake. All components for a full
cryomodule (i.e., an eight-cavity cryostat made up of four subassemblies, cryounits,
each containing two cavities) have been delivered. A first cryounit is presently un-
dergoing initial cryogenic tests at C3BAF. Tests of a four-cavity subcryomodule
are expected to be completed in May 1988. In the course of this program a number
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of highly desir&ble changes in cryostat design have been identified that include in-
creased clearances for cavity insertion, flexible bellows at the rf feedthrough plate,
improved cavity-support and He vessel-alignment structures, and welded bridging
components in the outer vacuum wall. All these changes are viewed as straightfor-
ward and highly desirable engineering tasks that will greatly facilitate assembly in
production. A full first cryounit of the new design will be tested in August 1988, and
a full cryomodule containing eight cavities will have its tests completed in March
1989. Although this represents a delay compared to previous R&D plan objectives,
the insight and understanding gained are thorough, and the procurement plan for
the construction project is structured in such a way that no overall project delays
are expected.

Beam dynamics feasibility means primarily beam stability but also the ca-
pability to maintain beam quality under the action of a number of potentially
quality-degrading mechanisms. The most important of these phenomena is the
electromagnetic interaction between the beam and the "wall," i.e., the conducting
boundary formed by cavities, beam position monitors, and the vacuum pipe. We
can distinguish multi-bunch and single bunch phenomena, and furthermore catego-
rize into single and multipass phenomena. Typically the distinction between single
pass and multipass is blurred or disappears for phenomena of interest in the case of
intense, widely spaced bunches. For CEBAF the critically important phenomenon
is multi-bunch, multipass BBU.

Two codes have been developed to analyze beam behavior, a 2D simulation17

code and a ID "analytical"1S code based on matrix techniques. Both codes allow the
use of realistic lattices as well as HOM frequency distributions and yield excellent
agreement between them with regard to prediction of threshold current. This is
found to exceed design currents by two orders of magnitude. The 2D simulation also
allows study of subthreshold emittance degradation, an effect found unimportant
at the few hundred pA. level. Figure 10 shows results of these computations. More
detail is to be found in another contribution to this workshop.19

An apparent emittance degradation can occur through coupling between lon-
gitudinal and transverse phase planes, i.e., differential steering from bunch head to
bunch tail. This occurs at the power couplers in the accelerating cavities where
the accelerating field varies across the aperture, and by necessity also in the rf
separators. The cure consists in the adopted "left-right-right-left" arrangement of
cavity power couplers and in the choice of the lowest practical frequency for the rf
separators.

The increase in momentum spread and emittance has been previously men-
tioned. Synchrotron radiation introduces a momentum spread, o\ oc 77/p2, where
7 has its usual relativistic meaning and p is the magnetic bend radius, and an emit-
tance increase, Ae oc iB{)()/p2, where (M) is a measure of relevant lattice properties.
OE and Ae are controlled by generous radii p, and strong focusing leading to a small
value of (X).

Operability is an area deserving early attention because CEBAF is a relatively
complex device. It contains over 1800 magnets, more than half of which are on
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individual circuits; the quadrupoles, steering dipoles, and beam position monitor*
number over 500 each, and the total beam path length is ~5 km with a total phase
advance of ~120 n in betatron space. Combined with a severely beam-loaded rf
system requiring very precise control, this calls for early attention to operational
aspects, issues, and procedures. Early commissioning (e.g., front end test for 50
MeV in 1990) and extensive computer modeling are key ingredients in our approach.
Elements in facilitating commissioning and operations are a very powerful computer
control system and a deliberate design philosophy of "functional modularity," i.e.,
an attempt to maximize one-to-one correspondence between certain components
and particular actions on the beam as exemplified in the arc design.

Recent Accomplishments and Outlook

Preconstruction R&D is actively going on in areas such as magnets, magnet
measurement, injector and rf separator development, beam diagnostics and com-
puter modeling. A first electron beam at 80 keV has been produced, a beam po-
sition monitor has been bench tested, and an initial rf separator design has been
prepared and calculated. An initial version of an accelerator computer model is
in place, and extensive calculations, numerical and analytical, have established an
initial impedance catalog for the full frequency range applicable to CEBAF's short
bunches, i.e., over several hundred GHz, far beyond pipe cutoff.

Experimental end station conventional facilities layout will be finalized in spring
1988 and conceptual designs for the equipment submitted in fall 1988.

Site clearing and preparation are complete; tunnel civil construction will begin
in 1988. The contract for the central helium liquifier is about to be placed, and
cavity procurement will commence in 1988. First 45 MeV beam is expected in
1990. Preoperations and subsystem commissioning will start in 1989 and continue
at increasing effort level through 1992. Commissioning of the full accelerator facility
will begin in 1993.
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SUPKRCONDOCTIHG RF ACTIVITIES FOR KLECTROHS AT SACLAY

B. AUNE - CEN-SACLAY, DPhN/AL - 91191 GIF SUR YVETTE - FRANCE

INTRODUCTION

A group named GECS (Groupe d'Etudes des Cavitis Supraconductricea) hai been
created in Saclay in July 86 to study SC cavities for electron accelerator appli-
cation. Approximately 20 people from Saclay and Orsay are now working inthis
group which uses the technical support from the laboratory of the Saclay Electron
Linac (ALS) ^K The main goals of this group is to design and teat a cavity
with its couplers suitable for electron acceleration in a machine of the CEBAF
type, to build a test laboratory and to test SC cavities made by French industry.
We describe the present status of this work.

DESIGN OF A CAVITY

The RF frequency of the cavity was chosen to be the CEBAF frequency i.e.
1.5 GHz. Numerous studies for the optimisation of the cavity have been done,
mainly concerning the importance of the dipole higher order modes. The main results
are described in ref.UI. Calculations for BBU in a recirculating electron linac
gave estimations for the maximum impedances of these higher order modes 12,31.

A copper model for a 5 cell cavity has been fabricated and the properties
of the modes have been measured without coupler, and compared to the results
of URMEL calculations.

We found very good agreement between measurements and calculations for both
the frequencies of the modes and for the coupling impedances.

Measurements for the dipole modes were made on-axis using two metallic objects
(sphere and disc) and off-axis using three metallic objects (needle L - 5mm,
<f) = 0.45m, sphere <j> = 4mm and disc <f) = 4mm, e = 0.3 mm). We are now considering
measurements off-axis using two ceramic objects of £,.= 140 (needle and disc).

As an example, fig.l gives the frequency perturbation produced by the sphere
at 25mm from the axis calculated from the fields given by URMEL llai and the
measured one llbl, for the TE^j^ ̂71.5mode (1/2 cavity). Table 1 gives a comparison
of URMEL predictions and measurements for some of the dipole modes.

0.0 .5 1.0 l.S 2.0 2.S 1.0 Z

CO FO > l t S K a r . t bHl • - 24.9 M» 1CTA • «««• rff
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HOM COUPLER

Calculations on BBU showed that, in order to accelerate a current of the
order of 100 .̂A in a recirculating linac of final energy 2 to 4 GeV, the external
Q's should not be greater than 10s for dipole modes having the highest coupling
impedance (z"/Q - 105Jti/m3). We have applied the concept of beam tube couplers
to damp these modes and we designed a coaxial coupler, following the work done
at CERN and DESY. The main concern, for a frequency of 1.5 GHz, is the great
sensitivity of the notch filter against mechanical tolerances. We have chosen
to use a two-cell filter design in order to get a large bandwith leading to lower
sensitivity. The attenuation for the fondamental mode should be greater than
40 dB to guarantee an external Q greater than 510^. The frequency of the first
dipole mode ( T & m ) is around 1.75 GHz, and this mode should be damped.
Figure 2 gives an equivalent circuit of the coupler and Fig.3 the mechanical
design. A copper model has been fabricated and tested on a 5 cell cavity. Fig.4
shows the transmission curve calculated from the equivalent circuit analysis
(4a) and the measured curve (4b). Fig. 4c shows an enlargement of central part
of the curve. The bandwith of the filter at 40 dB is seen to be rather large.
For the fondamental mode we measured external Q higher than 1013 by carefully
adjusting the filter.

Table 1 gives some measured values of HOM external Q's on the 5 cell copper
cavity equipped with two couplers.

The Q's for the first 4 passbands are always lower than 105. For the 5 th
band, both calculations and measurements showed than the field level in the beam
tube is very low. As a consequence the Q obtained is very large and the impedance
& X Q is the highest of all the dipole modes. The property of this mode seems
inaependant of the shape of the cell. We are studying a way to solve this problem.

f URMEL

1703
1733
1784
1854
1937

2004
2085
2131
2154
2163

2805
2844

3357
3389

3455
3464
3476

f meas.

1702
1735
1788
1859
1941

2001
2088
2133
2155
2163

2809
2845

3351
3385

3461
3473
3480

L URMEL
Q
0.02
1.69
1.43
21.25
20.90

2.34
11.58
14.20
3.90
0.01

1.58
9.20

2.7
1.0

0.08
0.38
0.28

timeas
Q

0.1
1.5
1.1
20.7
22.2

2.6
12.2
13.7
2.5
0.1

3
10.0

2
0.6

0.1
0.2
0.7

Qext x 104

4.1

0.6
0.45

2.2
5.8
10.8

1.6

4.5

2400

TABLE 1
Comparison between measured and calculated dipole modes
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY - FIRST MEASUREMENTS

A test laboratory for SC cavities is now fully equipped. It has been
installed in an experimental room for nuclear physics which is thus shielded.
A 200 MeV electron beam from the ALS could easily be directed in that room for
further tests on a SC cavity in a horizontal cryostat.

We have in operation two vertical cryostats - one for single cell cavities
and a larger one suitable for testing multicell cavities. The pumping station
is able to tolerate a power dissipation of 2 x 20 W at 1.8K. Temperature mapping
in subcooled helium is available. In addition an installation for measurement
of RRR of samples is in operation.

The first measurement on a SC cylindrical, 1.5 GHz cavity was performed
in May 87.

This cavity was used to measure the RF properties of a small pellet of YBaCuO.
The pellet was simply put in the bottom of the cavity, near a place of maximum
magnetic field. We measured the Qo of the cavity alone and of the cavity plus
pellet for a temperature between 4K and 200 K by letting the temperature increase
very slowly, fig. 5 gives the resulting l/j. VS V'T curves. The transition is seen,
to appear around 95K. From the field level and the Q measured at 4K we estimated
the surface resistance to be of the order of 20m-Q. at 4 K. The fig.5 shows the
dependance of Q as a function of the magnetic field at 4K We were able to reach
a value of 370 A/m, which corresponds to a current density of the order of
2105A/cm2
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An elliptical single cell cavity borrowed from CORNELL was chen used to
test our complete facility.

Starting in November 87 a program for testing several single cell cavities
made by French industry is schedulded. In addition two cavities were bought
to Interatom. The first one was tested at Wuppertal and gave a maximum field
of 10 MeV/m (limited by a quench) and a Qo in excess of 10 1 0.

A 5 cell cavity without coupler should be ready for test in January 88 and
a single cell equipped with HOM coupler next.

FUTURE EQUIPMENT

A laboratory including a chemical facility and a clean room for cavities
assembly is under construction.

An effort to develop temperature mapping in superfluid helium is starting.

We also plan to build a T E Q H cavity to make systematic studies on residual
surface resistance.
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M.Serio, B.Spataro, S.Tazzari, F.Tazzioli and M. Vescovi

presented by F. Tazzioli
INFN-LNF, C.P. 13, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy

On leave from Institute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland

1. Introduction

A program of construction of a test superconducting linac with
low emittance, high peak current and low energy dispersion is in course
at Frascati INFN laboratories. This program is motivated by the consi-
deration that RF superconductivity is very promising in the effort to
achieve the break through in ideas and techniques that seems necessary
to implement new very high energy accelerators.

For electron machines in the TeV range the future is certainly
connected with linear colliders. Actual ideas on the implementation of
these can be subdivided in two main lines, one employing fully super-
conducting accelerating structures*, and the other based on the two-
beam accelerator concept that uses superconducting resonators on the
auxiliary beam line for power generation'2.

Moreover,superconducting cavities are now considered the struc-
tures of choice for high energy CW electron accelerators for Nuclear
Physics .

UNDULATOR

SYNCHRONISM
REGULATOR

3—t 3-E
SC CAVITIES

INJECTOR

25 in

FIG. 1 - Schematic machine layout.-
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An immediate application of this test accelerator, of energy be-
tween 25 and 73 MeV, is the implementation of a Free Electron Laser in
the infrared wavelength region. Such an FEL has applications in mole-
cular physics and medicine.

2.Actual situation of facilities

At Frascati Labs investments have already been made since se-
veral years for projects that use superconducting technologies. Among
these are to be mentioned a superconducting wiggler magnet and a mi-
crowave undulator which are in course of implementation.

For these we have already set up a liquefier/refrigerator capable
of cooling a 60 W thermal load at 4.6°K. This is completed by a system
for recovery and recompression of He gas and a centralized vacuum
system.

Clean air and water facilities are in course of preparation.

3. Project LISA (Linear Superconducting Accelerator)

The structure of the test accelerator complex is shown schema-
tically in Fig. 1. It consists of:

- A 1 MeV injector at normal temperature.
- 4 multicell superconducting cavities with an overall 4.8 m useful acce-

lerating length.
- Recirculation channel.
- Refrigeration and power plants.

The accelerator will be able to deliver a beam of energy between
25(49) and 36(73) MeV depending on the maximum gradient achieved in
the cavities.

The main characteristics of the electron beam supplied by the
accelerator are given in Table I.

Table I - Characteristics of the beam

Energy = 25 to 73 MeV
Average current on a 1 msec macropulse = 13 mA (at 30 MeV)
Peak current in the micropulse = 6 A (at 30 MeV)
Invariant emittance =JTX10~^ m rads
Energy dispersion =<dE/E = 2x10"3.

4. Accelerating structure

The frequency of the accelerating cavities has been chosen after
an international discussion meeting* that took place in Frascati in Oc-
tober 1986.
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The frequency of 500 MHz is a compromise between the necessity
of large stored energy and low beam loading for all possible applications
(colliders, FEL, nuclear physics) and the increasing cost with dimen-
sions. At this frequency there are proven designs and the cavities can
be ordered directly to indust ry .

The accelerating structure for LISA is made of multicell cavities
of massive Niobium with high degree of purity (RRR=180). It is subdi-
vided in 4 cryostats in each of which is placed a 4 cell cavity having the
geometry of the DESY-HERA design4 . The main characteristics of the
cavity are given in Table II.

Table II - Characteristics of the cavities

Frequency =500 MHz

r/QQ = 383 Ohm/m

Number of cells = 4

Useful length = 1.2 m

Accelerating field = 5 MV/m

Qo = 2xlO9 at 4.2 °K.

The contour of the single cells is studied so as to avoid multi-
pacting discharges and all the structure is supported in the cryostat
with a mechanical system that allows tuning to the right frequency a-
gainst thermal variations. We are studying for the cryostat a solution,
different from the DESY one, that will not use massive Aluminium blocks
but lighter bodies to reduce the Helium volume, CERN style. This will
allow easier cool-down and warm-up phases. Another difference will be
the implementation of an independent cryostat for each four-cells cavity.
This will favour the handling of the module and flexibility of operation of
the accelerator in case of trouble in only one of the modules, with only a
modest loss in effective accelerating length per unit mechanical length.

The power loss per unit length on the cavity walls is

Po = E a
2 / ( r /Q o ) QQ

where Eg is the accelerating field, r / Q o is the geometrical characteristic
impedance of the s t ruc ture , Qo is the unloaded quality factor.

In our case (r/Qo)=383 Ohm/m, so for Ea=5 MV/m and Qo=2xl09

at 4.2 °K the power loss per unit length results

P o = 33 W/m

To this we must add at least 2 W/m of static cryostat loss, so for an
overall useful length of 4.8 m and an effective cryostat length of 10 m
the expected power loss is about 180 W.

A 400 W refrigerator is necessary to run the machine at full
energy.
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We intend to buy the superconducting cavities and cryostats
from industry, that has to deliver them after complete chemical and
mechanical cleaning. The only surface treatments that are foreseen in
our Labs are washing with ultrapure (18 MOhm cm) water and He-ion
processing.

5. Machine problems

Having chosen, as a first approach, a 100 KV thermal gun, it is
better to pre-accelerate the particles with a normal conducting structure
until they are well relativistic before injection into the superconducting
structure.

The recirculation channel has been designed achromatic and
isochronous for energy doubling. It has been shown instead that for
energy recovery after interaction with the undulator in the lasing pro-
cess (that gives an energy spread of a few %) a non isochronous channel
gives better performance.

Energy recovery brings also the problem of low beam loading and
small generator coupling and consequent greater sensitivity to the bath
pressure fluctuations.

Beam break-up does not seem a very serious problem at the
envisaged 13 mA current level, given the large iris opening of the cavi-
ties and the suppression of high order modes.

6. Status and time schedule

Funds have been granted for years 1987 and 1988. Preliminary
design of the injector is complete. Offerts for the superconducting cavi-
ties are being examined and orders will be emitted within this year.

Clean water and air facilities will be installed within this year.
We intend to use them immediately to study and develop prototype single
cell superconducting cavities obtained by deposition of Niobium film on
Copper.

Plans for the buildings are in course and works will be given
out within this year.

We plan to assemble the machine in two years from the date of
emission of the first orders.
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SOME THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Vladimir Z. Kresin
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Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with properties of new superconducting oxides
discovered in [1,2] and with mechanisms of high Tc superconductivity.
At present, there are many experimental data which allow us to conclude
that we are dealing with very unusual systems. At the same time, we
should stress that the new superconducting oxides display usual, BCS-type
superconductivity. This means that: 1) the superconducting state is due
to an effective electron-electron attraction caused by some intermediate
field, 2) this attraction leads to Cooper pairing, and 3) the spectrum of
excitations possesses an energy gap.

However, this state has many peculiar features, such as a small
coherence length, non-phonon contribution to the pairing, a multigap
structure, etc.

EXOTIC PROPERTIES OF NEW MATERIALS

A method allowing one to evaluate the main parameters of the new high
Tc oxides has been developed by S. Wolf and the present author [3]. We
have focused on the properties of the La-Sr-Cu-0 compound. One should
note that, according to the interesting paper [4], this compound and
Y-Ba-Cu-0 have a lot in common.

We have developed a method allowing one to use heat capacity data [5]
in order to calculate the main parameters of the system. The reduced
dimensionality was taken into account in a consistent way. We think that
heat capacity measurements are the most reliable source of information,
because these data are not sensitive to the mutual orientation of single
crystals in a polycrystalline sample.

Consider a model containing 2D sheets. Each of them contains a 2D
Fermi gas of carriers. There are a small number of interlayer transitions
which are important if we are concerned with 2D fluctuations. But for
our present purpose we can consider isolated 2D subsystems.

The effective mass can be determined directly from the equation

m* = (3*5*/*) kB-
2aY , (1)

where a is the interlayer distance, and Y = Ce/T.
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As a result, we obtain the following values for Lai sSrn^CuOfl.1

m*=4me, e =0.12 eV, £O=23.5A (m*, ef, and Co are the effective mass,
the Fermi energy and the coherence length, correspondingly). We would
like to stress two inter-related features of the system allowing one to
consider it as a strongly correlated state. First of all, the value of
the parameter «=e(0)/eF (e(0) is the energy gap at T=0K; the parameter a
is negligibly small for conventional superconductors) appears to be
large. This means that a large fraction of carriers are paired. In this
sense, the new high Tc oxides differ in a striking way from the usual
superconductors.

Secondly, the coherence length is small. Such a small value of ZQ
allows one to meet the Anderson criterion ? 0 << I, I is the mean free
path, and observe a multigap structure.

The same result can be obtained if we consider a 3D system with a
cylindrically shaped Fermi surface with Pzmax =

 vla-
The new high Tc materials provide a unique opportunity to observe,

under certain conditions, effects due to the presence of several gaps.
The two-gap model has been introduced by Suhl, Matthias and Walker

[6]. Afterwards it has been studied by Geilikman, Zaitsey and the present
author [7] and by the present author in ref. 8. The difficulty of
observing multigap effects, as well as effects caused by gap anisotropy
are due to the Anderson theorem. Namely, the inequality I « £ 0 (Co
is the coherence length, I is the mean free path) results in the gaps
averaging out into a single one. Interband transitions are the main
mechanism of this averaging.

New high Tc oxides are characterized by a small value of £ 0 (see
above). As a result, for relatively clean samples the criterion £ 0 <l
can be met. Hence, we have a case of very small £0 and the opportunity
to observe several gaps in the presence of overlapping bands becomes
apparent. If we study, for example, a system with two gaps then even in
the weak coupling approximation the ratios a. = e./T (i = 1,2) can

differ drastically from e B C S = 1»76. A situation when a. « 3 .

while B O « BDoC is perfectly realistic. Strictly speaking each sub-
c Bub - • i

group of electrons is characterized by its value of £ = hvF(2Tr<T ) .

Note that the Anderson criterion allows one to determine whether one
is dealing with a multigap case. Indeed, additional doping of these
materials will result in a decrease of I and, subsequently, in I becoming
less than Co wnen a transition to the one-gap picture will take place.
Such a transition can be observed experimentally, because the tunneling
spectrum and the temperature dependence, e.g., of the kinetic coefficients
are different in the one-gap and multigap cases.

Note that anisotropy of the energy gap and multigap structure are
similar phenomena. Both of them are due to a deviation of the Fermi
surface from the spherical shape. A layered structure in the absence of
interlayer transitions has a cylindrical Fermi surface. The small number
of transitions (these transitions are necessary in order to eliminate the
contribution of fluctuations; fluctuations make it impossible for the
superconducting state to appear in pure 2D and ID cases) corresponds to a
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very stretched eclipsoid with a large value of the effective mass along
the "c" axis.

The anisotropy of the Fermi surface does not play a noticeable role
in conventional superconductors because of the averaging into an
isotropic energy gap. This averaging is connected with the same
Anderson's criterion (see above) and is due to the large value of the
coherence length.

The large anisotropy of the Fermi surface along with the small value
of the coherence length make the energy gap anisotropy an important
feature of the new high Tc materials.

A layered structure and large anisotropy do not mean that pairing
occurs between carriers which belong to the same sheet with Josephson
coupling between different sheets. Such a picture assumes that a 2D
superconductor can exist by itself, but its superconducting state would
be destroyed by fluctuations^ In reality, pairing occurs in momentum
space, that is, the states (K, kz) and (-K, -kz) are paired (ic is 2D
quasi-momentum); their wave functions are spread out over the entire
crystal, and the anisotropy is manifested in the anisotropy of the Fermi
surface.

Recent experimental data [9] show the presence of two energy gaps in
Y-Ba-Au-0: e, = 8 Tc, e2 = 2 Tc. It is interesting to note that the value
c - 8 Tc has Been obtained recently by the infrared techniques [10].
This means that the authors [10] have observed the larger gap. The
anisotropy of superconducting properties observed in [11] also is a mani-
festation of the small coherence length.

2D PLASMONS. COEXISTENCE OF THE PHONON AND PLASMON MECHANISM

The problem of one coexistence of the usual phonon and non-phonon
(plasmon) mechanisms has been discussed by the present author in ref.
[12]. Here I would like to stress several important features of the
plasmon mechanism.

1. Low dimensionality and a small carrier concentration makes the
contribution of 20 plasmons very favorable. Reduced dimensionality
along with the presence of overlapping energy bands leads to the
appearance of two plasmon branches: 1) the branch u)(q)~q1'2(q»0),
which is specific to a 2D system. Note that in the short-wave region
which is important for the pairing, the interlayer interaction is not
essential; 2) acoustic branch u~q, which is due to the presence of
several bands.
2. The presence of 2D plasmons is not an assumption. They exist
and in the presence of electron-phonon interaction they can provide
an additional contribution to the pairing. Note that 2D plasmons in
layered systems similar to La-Sr-Cu-0 have been observed experimen-
tally in [13].
3. A hybridization of plasmons and phonons leads to an opportunity
to observe a peak in the reflectance (see ref. 12b).
4. Electron-plasmon coupling increases with decreasing carrier
concentration n.
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Tc in the presence of both phonon and plasmon mechanisms is described
by the expression [12]:

where r = x D^
XDh + XD«^~ * * would 1 i ke t0 emphasize that the

large value of £_0/T_
pl\ that is, large scale of the plasmon

" ph
mechanism, leads to a noticeable change of T with respect to T
even for relatively small x „. Indeed, if x h=2,fi=150K, we
obtain T_ p h= 21K (see ref. [14]). Putting then u /T Ph=20

Dhand assuming x =0.5, we obtain T a1.8T K =38K. Hence, the
coexistence of the phonon and plasmon contributions may provide the
observed high Tc of the La-Sr-Cu-0 sytem.

CONCLUSION

The new high Tc materials are highly anisotropic. A large value of
the ratio G0/ep and the smallness of the coherence length makes these
systems unique. They provide an opportunity to observe multigap struc-
ture and energy gap anisotropy.

High Tc is caused by a coexistence of the phonon and plasmon
mechanisms.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS

K. E. Gray

Materials Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL. 60439, USA

The incredible growth of the field of high-Tc superconductivity
makes it difficult for this paper to be extensive or even up-to-date by
the time it is published. The references list is in no way complete, but
rather gives representative examples known to the author. The
discussion in this paper is restricted to the YBa2Cu3O7.x compound
(denoted also as YBCO) which exhibits superconductivity at about 90 K,
i.e., above liquid nitrogen temperature of 77 K, since such an increase
in operating temperature seems to be the major reason for
considering these materials for rf applications. We start with an
overview of the various fabrication methods, which include bulk
samples made by ceramic processing and thin films made by MBE/
electron beam co-evaporation/co-sputtering/pulsed excimer laser
evaporation/etc. Particularly interesting examples include single
crystals and epitaxial thin films. Although these are not expected to
be useful in cavity applications, they provide us with the best
information on the intrinsic properties of the material, from which we
can project its potential usefulness if these properties can be
duplicated using more practical fabrication methods. This brief review
will include examples of microstructure, traditional superconducting
properties like T<> HC2 and Jc< specific heat, thermal conductivity,
photoemission. infra-red(ir) reflectance, tunneling and Raman
scattering. Four important considerations for rf cavity work will
emerge: the transport critical current density; the energy gap;
impurity phases: and potential surface problems especially related to
oxygen deficiencies.

Crystallographic Structure. The correct stoichiometry of the
high-Tc phase has been worked out[l] by careful phase analysis of the
Y2O3-BaO-CuO pseudo-ternary phase diagram, where it was assumed
that the samples were fully oxygenated. The structured] of the
resulting YBa2Cu3C>7-x for small x is orthorhombic and is shown in Fig.
la. For the location of the oxygen atoms in this structure, neutron
rather than x-ray scattering was required. In particular one should
note the two-dimensional (2D) puckered planes of Cu-O above and
below the Y, and the one-dimensional (ID) chains of Cu-O between the
Ba atoms. As the material becomes more oxygen deficient, i.e., as x
increases, neutron scattering[3] has shown that the chains are
depleted first, and for x~0.25 several groups[4-6] have found that Tc
drops to about 60 K for a range of x values, after which it drops to zero
(see Fig. 2). As x increases beyond about 0.5, there is a transition to a
tetragonal structure(7], shown in Fig. lb, in which the chains have
disappeared and both oxygen sites in the plane between the Ba atoms
are populated with equal probability, albeit less than 0.25 each (see
Fig. 3). As x approaches 1.0, the material becomes semiconducting,
and therefore electrically insulating at very low temperature, but for a
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tetragonal P4/mmm

Fig. 1. The structure of YBCO from neutron scattering[2].
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Fig. 3. Fractional oxygen occupancy resulting from various
quench temperatures[3]. The ID chain sites of the orthorhombic
structure (see Fig. la) are depopulated first and for x about 0.5, the
structure transforms to the tetragonal phase shown in Fig. lb.

range of intermediate values of x, a normal metallic state exists[8]
down to at least 4 K. It is still unclear whether this is in the
orthorhombic or tetragonal phase. Because of the potential for oxygen
deficiencies at the surface, this metallic state is relevant to rf cavity
applications, but at 77 K even the semiconducting state will exhibit
losses since its resistivity is comparable to the normal state.

Ceramic processing. The was the first method employed to
synthesize these compounds and a large variety of procedures have
been successful. Standard ceramic processing steps are involved and
these will be reviewed very briefly. An additional anealing step is
required because it seems necessary[9J to synthesize the material
above 700 °C in which case the tetragonal structure is the stable one
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(see Fig, 1b). Therefore a lower temperature anneal in the presence of
oxygen is necessary to convert to the superconducting orthorhombic
structure (see Fig. ia).

First, non-metallic powders, usually oxides or carbonates, are
mixed together by ball milling or eo-precipitation[10]. After drying,
the material is fired at 950 °C to remove any C or binder and to realize
the solid state reaction to form the tetragonal YBCO structure. In
order to minimize regions which have not reacted, one usually re-
grinds the material and repeats the process. Sintering is used to
consolidate the material and get a higher density.

Pellets are the most usual form of the finished product, however
for applications beyond levitation demonstrations, other forms are
needed. Long tapes can be made by creating a paint-like mixture of
the material! 11] and painting or pouring into flat sheets which are soft
and flexible and can later be fired to a ceramic with superconducting
properties similar to the pellets. If some solvent is evaporated from
the paint, the material can be extruded into wires. In this way, wires
of 0.006 inch diameter have been fabricated with similar
superconducting properties[9]. For more complicated geometries,
slip-casting and injection molding can be used to form enclosed
shapes.

Methods which start with the metallic constituients have also
been tried with some success. Replacing the Y with other rare earths
can lead to miscible alloys of the metals which can be later oxidized.
Also rapid solidification techniques may be useful.

Tne microstructure generally consists of rather large grains (5-
50 microns) which in TEM analysis exhibit no impurity crystalline
phases at the boundaries between two known YBCO grains! 12,13].
However, in the more usual cases of batch processed materials one
regularly finds impurity phase grains and regions at grain boundaries
containing impurity phases including amorphous regions! 12]. The
YBCO grains themselves are twinned! 13,14], usually with a regular
periodicity of 50-150 ran between regions which have the a- and b-
axes of the orthorhombic structure parallel, but interchanged.

Both Tc and HC2. measured with small currents, exhibit high
values which are quite acceptabe for applications. However the
transport J c of between 100 and 1000 A/cm2 is considerably smaller
then traditional superconductors, even at low temperature, and is very
severely reduced! 13] by the application of small fields (see Fig. 4). On
the other hand, J c inferred from the screening currents associated
with the Meissner effect is more reasonable! 15], but still less than
transport measurements on epitaxial films! 16]. Since these films are
also twinned, but without grain boundaries, and the Meissner effect
does not require intergranular currents, one can speculate that the
grain boundaries are the cause of the low J c . Perhaps the transport
supercurrent conducts from grain to grain by Josephson coupling
which is limited and easily destroyed by a small field! 13]. Here,
oxygen deficient regions at the grain boundaries, which are either
insulating or normal metals, could be responsible. In any case,
considerable attempts to improve the transport J c in sintered samples
have been unsuccessful.
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Fig. 4. Critical current density for ceramic YBCO[13].

Specific, heat (Cp) measurements! 17] have shown the expected
jump at Tc which is in reasonable agreement with the expectations of
the BCS theory but difficulty in evaluating the electronic specific heat
at low temperatures in the normal state make a quantitative
comparison hard. A further difficulty has been the presence of a finite
linear termll8] in Cp at low temperatures in the superconducting
state. This implies either an intrinsic difference with traditional
superconductors exhibiting an energy gap or an impurity, normal
metallic phase. There is no evidence for crystallographic impurity
phases, but an oxygen deficient component could give this result.

Tunneling measurements have been made by a number of groups
using the point-contact method described in Ref. 19. In this method a
sharp tip is pushed into the sample, breaking through an insulating
surface layer and eventually probing a superconducting phase.
Although there have been a wide variety of results published, a recent
review[20] concludes that a gap of 20-25 meV is most likely, but there
remains the question of whether the 60 or 90 K phase is being
probedl21], because of the possibility of oxygen deficiencies at the
surface. Raman measurements have identified several impurity phases
(Ba(OH)2, BaCuO2.Y2CuO5 and Y2BaCuOs) on the surface of sintered
polycrystal samples[22J. However these are unlikely to be the origin of
the surface insulating layer found in tunneling because they are absent
on the (001) shiny facet of single crystals which also displayed an
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insulating layer in tunneling studies[21]. Therefore one might
conclude that the omnipresent insulating surface layer is due to
oxygen deficiencies.

The ir reflectivity measurements on sintered polycrystal samples
have consistently been interpreted to shown a smaller gap than the
tunneling, however recent results on epitaxial films[23] indicate about
20 meV in better agreement. Note that ir penetrates to a much
greater depth (microns) than tunneling (a coherence length of 2 nm).

Results of photoemission experiments (which probe 2-5 nm)
have also been puzzling. The small density of electronic carriers
makes the Fermi edge harder to find than typical metalsf24], but even
in samples which were carefully scraped at 77 K, there was no
evidence for the energy gap[25] although the resolution is sufficient
(about 10 meV).

The thermal conductivity of YBCO is similar in magnitude and
temperature dependence to data for other sintered ceramics[26],
reaching a maximum of about 30 mW/cmK at about 50 K, which is
about 300 times poorer than Cu, and falling off as T3 below 5 K.

Single Crystals. Single crystals have been made using a variety of
methods 127-29] including solid state reaction and flux methods. As
in the polycrystal case, TEM analysis indicates twinning of the crystal
with approximately the same periodicity[30]. Because of the difficulty
of attaching electrical leads to the small crystals, mostly magnetization
measurements have been reported. An important advantage of single
crystals is the study of anisotropy which is expected for the highly
anisotropic conduction planes ana chains.

Both J c and the upper critical field slope (HC2'=-dHC2/dT at Tc)
show considerable anisotropies of 5 or greater[271. At 4.5 K with the
field parallel to the c-axis, J c is 3 x 106 A/cm2 for low fields and
remains above 106 A/cm2 to fields beyond 4 T. However, at 60 K this
has dropped considerably to 4 x 104 A/cm2 in low fields. For the field
direction perpendicular to the c-axis, Jc is generally about 10 times
smaller (see Fig. 5). Because of the large value of HC2» measurements
have only been made near to Tc, resulting in values of HC2" of 2.3 and
0.46 T/K for the field perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis[31].
These are interpreted to give values of the inter(intra)planar
coherence lengths of 0.7(3.4) nm.

Fast neutron irradiation of single crystals[32] has resulted in
decreases in Tc which are slightly less than found in typical A15
superconductors for the same fluence, but is accompanied by
dramatically large increases in Jc. This latter fact may result from the
coherence length being better matched to the size of the damage
cascade. Increases in Jc of up to a factor of 3 were found at 77 K for a
dose of 8 x 1017 n/cm2 for which Tc dropped by only 2 K.

It was hoped that tunneling studies on facets of single crystals
would overcome the problem of the insulating layer found on
polycrystal sintered pellets, and thus remove some of the ambiguity of
the results. Unfortunately the results shown in Fig. 6 were similar,
including the surface insulating layer, which reinforces the idea that
this layer is intrinsic to the material and not an impurity phase (see
also the discussion of Raman scattering above).
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interpreted to show energy gaps of 25 and 20 meV respectivelyf20].
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Thin Films. Virtually every technique for making thin films has
been tried on the high-Tc materials[33], Initially MBE and electron-
beam co-evaporation[34] have been the most sucessful and this work
has addressed the important issues of substrate type and temperature
during deposition as well as the subsequent anealing and oxygen
treatments. More recently[35,36] films made by sputtering (usually
using three separate magnetron targets) have been reported with
comparable properties. Generally it is found advantageous to have a
partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber during deposition, but
further heat treatment and oxygenation is often done after transfering
samples to another system. A novel technique using pulsed excimer
laser evaporation[37] has produced reasonable quality films from a
single composite target. Substrate materials include AI2O3, ZrO2. MgO
and SrTiO3, which are arranged in ascending order of preference for
good superconducting properties. Note that for the latter, epitaxial
film growth[16J is possible leading to polycrystalline epitaxial,
textured or even single crystal films which will be discussed in the
next section.

The onset of the resistive transition is usually broad compared to
the best bulk polycrystalline samples, but can be as small as 10 K. Also
the transport J c values are similar to that reported for bulk. Once it
was realized! 16] that epitaxial films could be made on SrTiO3, research
has shifted in that direction.

Epitaxial Thin Films. The main advantage of expitaxial films is
for the study of anisotropy in YBCO which displays conductivity in 2D
planes and ID chains. As a side benefit the films were generally of
much higher quality in terms of Tc, Jc and uniformity. As in the case
of the bulk materials, Jc was often determined from magnetization
measurements, but due to the favorable geometry, transport
measurements of J c were possible at high temperatures! 16]. In the
temperature range where the two techniques overlap there is general
agreement between them.

Transition widths can be only 1 K, and Jo at 77 and 4.2 K
respectively are[16] in excess of 105 and 106 A/cm2 for electron beam
co-evaporation (see Fig. 7) and 2 x 104 and 3 x 105 A/cm2 for
magnetron sputtering[35]. The critical field slope, HC2', is 1.55 and
6.8 T/K for the field parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis[33] in
reasonable agreement with the anisotropy ratio, but a factor of three
larger in magnitude, than the bulk single crystal results reported
above[31]. This is understandable since HC2' normally increases with
disorder, and sputtered films generally show significant disorder.

As mentioned above, ir reflectivity measurements of the energy
gap have been consistently smaller than tunneling measurements and
the expectations based of the BCS theory for the Tc value. Recent ir
data on oriented films[23J have shown evidence for gap values much
closer to the 20-25 meV results for tunneling into poly- and single-
crystalline samples. These are shown in Fig. 8 together with results
on bulk samples which could be interpreted to give smaller gap values.
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Implications for RF Cavities. Four important considerations for
rf cavity applications that have emerged from the above discussion
involve the transport J c . the superconducting energy gap, non-
superconducting impurity phases and surface properties. In usual rf
cavities the rf supercurrents must flow over distances of the order of
the cavity size, and a finite energy gap is required to reduce the
intrinsic losses in the superconducting phase. Large transport J c and
gap are particularly important for operation at 77 K, since that is so
close to the Tc of YBCO. In addition, any non-superconducting, and
non-insulating, impurity, on or near the surface, will lead to increased
losses. This includes the special case of oxygen deficient regions
which may be intrinsic to the YBCO/vacuum interface.

High values of transport J c have been found only for epitaxial
thin films deposited onto SrTiC>3 single crystal substrates. The
anisotropy studies indicate that these high values occur only for
current flowing in the a-b conducting planes (see Fig. la), with a
reduction of an order of magnitude for conduction along the c-axis.
However, values along the c-axis may be large enough for many
applications (see Fig. 5) so that orientation of the crystal axes with the
expected rf currents may be unnecessary. However, bulk samples! 13]
and non-epitaxial films(34] exhibit much lower J c which is likely
unacceptable. Although significant improvements in bulk, sintered
samples seem to be further away, a greater effort with films grown
onto more practical, non-epitaxial substrates can be expected to give
improvements in Jc .

Both the tunneling[20] and ir reflectivity[23] measurements are
consistent with an energy gap of 20-25 meV, with the major question
in the case of tunneling being whether one may be probing the 60 K
oxygen deficient material. If this is true, then a larger gap would be
expected for the 90 K stoichiometric material. However, the real
issue is whether the YBCO surface /vacuum interface can be made
without the oxygen deficient lower-Tc, normal conducting and
semiconducting layers. If not, one expects saturation of the losses at a
level significantly above the ideal losses due to unpaired electrons at
low temperature.

Most of the impurity phases identified in the Raman scattering
study[22] are good electrical insulators except CuO, however the more
serious problems are expected to be related to oxygen deficiencies.
The possible existence of such regions at grain boundaries and free
surfaces has been speculated in the previous discussion. In addition,
analysis of thin film uniformity Has indicated the potential for
clustering of the metallic atoms caused either by high surface mobility
during film formation or diffusion during the subsequent anealing
steps. These problem can no doubt be overcome, but they are much
more difficult if the inside of cavities with complicated geometries
need to be coated.

If surface depletion of oxygen is an intrinsic property of the
YBCO/vacuum interface at room temperature, then it will be difficult to
eliminate these losses in practical cavity applications. Further rf
studies are necessary to ascertain the extent of the problem.

Conclusions. Some of the further research necessary to develop
high-Tc YBCO for rf applications has been indicated in the last section.
Ofparticular importance seems to be the development of thin film
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coating techniques which are practical for cavities and yield single
phase material with good transport J c . The question of surface
depletion of oxygen can be addressed independently and, in any case,
may not be a castrophic problem. These questions represent an
important and interesting challenge for the future.
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Rf AND MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTS ON Y,B«2Cu30y AND U , esSr0 i6Cu0<

S.Sridhar
Physics Department, Northeastern University,

360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

The newly discovered high Ta superconductors1"3 have created tremendous
interest, both as regards their fundamental properties and for possible applications
at rf and microwave frequencies. We have been studying th« electromagnetic
response of the 40K Laj.,Sr,CuO4 and the 93K RE^ajCusOy (RE - Y, Er, Nd, Dy, Yb)
superconductors over a very wide spectral range from rf to optical frequencies with
two broad objectives :

(1) Firstly, to understand the fundamental nature of the superconducting
state, eg. is it the well-known BCS s-wave state or do we now have a fundamentally
new type of superconductor? Electromagnetic probes are of particular significance
for the high Tc superconductors, since they are sensitive only to the electronic
state, unlike other traditional probes of the superconducting state such as
ultrasonic attenuation or specific heat. The latter are strongly influenced by the
phonon system, which is heavily populated at these high temperatures.

(2) Secondly, we are also examining the potential of these materials for
applications at rf, microwave and mm-wave frequencies.

We have carried out measurements of the surface resistance R» and the
penetration depth at 10 GHz and 1MHz. Most of the measurements to date are on
polycrystalline La! 8SSr015Cu04 (LSCO) and YtBa2Cu30y (YBCO). The samples were
prepared by first mixing thoroughly the appropriate oxides (of La or Y and Cu) and
carbonates (Ba or Sr) and reacting at 900 C (for YBCO) or 1000C (for LSCO). The
reacted mixture was then ground, pelletised and sintered at the reaction
temperature. The samples had typical transition widths of less than IK (YBCO) and
2K (LSCO). X-ray studies reveal the samples to be single phase with no evidence of
additional phases. Single crystal and thin film samples are also currently being
studied.

Our first measurements ' of the surface resistance were carried out in a Cu
cavity resonant in the TE0U mode at 9.8S GHz. The cavity was loaded with sapphire
to reduce its dimensions. The sample, in the form of a sintered disc of dia. lcm. and
thickness 2 mm. formed the bottom wall of the cavity. This technique enabled us to
measure R* between T<~ and 0.8To - at lower temperatures, the absorption in the
superconductor was unmeasurable in this configuration due to the large Cu
background. Due to the large thermal contraction of the cavity and the sapphire
dielectric, the frequency shift data could not be analysed meaningfully to obtain the
tempearture dependence of the penetration depth.

In order to eliminate the two main drawbacks of the above technique, viz. *he
limited sensitivity and the inability to measure the penetration depth, we
successfully devised and implemented a novel technique6 which employs a Pb-plated
fully superconducting cavity maintained at 4.2K. The sample was thermally
anchored to a sapphire rod and placed in the center of the cylindrical cavity. The
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sample-sapphire assembly was thermally insulated from the cavity walls, and its
temperature could be varied between 4.2K to as high as 2G0K. The cavity
characteristics are dominated by the sample surface impedance, since the Pb walli,
which are maintained at 4.2K, have negligible absorption. This technique was used
with great success to measure Rs and A\ between 4.2K and 100K for YBCO and
LSCO.

Measurements of the screening properties at 1 MHz were carried out using a
simple variant of the Schawlow and Devlin technique. The superconductor in the
form of a disc was placed in a coil, which formed part of a tank circuit. The
frequency of the tank circuit was monitored as a function of temperature, and
changes in the resonant frequency were directly related to the penetration depth in
the sample.

Normal state properties

It is important to note the unusual properties of the normal state of the high
To superconductors. The resistivity, typically SOO/ifi-cm for the sintered ceramics,
is 2 orders of magnitude greater than that for an elemental metallic superconductor.
Our measurements at 9.58 GHz of the normal state surface resistance yield 0. 44
n/sq, for YBCO and 0.23 Q/sq. Tor LSCO. These values agree reasonably well with
those calculated from the classical skin effect - thus the electrodynamics in the
normal state appears to be just like an ordinary metal in the classical limit.

The high resistivity appears to be intrinsic, and is probably due to a high
degree of electron-electron scattering in these materials.

Due to the high resistivity, the skin depths in the normal state are rather
large - typically 20 fim. at 10 GHz. These values may be compared with 0.66 um.
for Cu at room temperature. At lower frequencies, we find that a 1 mm sample is
completely transparent in the normal state at 1 MHz. Once again these results are
consistent with the classical skin effect.

THE SUPERCONDUCTING STATE

Historically, microwave studies have played an important role in elucidating
the nature of the superconducting state in "low To" materials. Such measurements
yield information7 on the temperature dependence of the gap parameter, nature of
the pairing through the coherence factors and the density of states, and have been
essential in confirming the applicability of the BCS theory.

The principal conclusions of our results*' '6 on R« and \ (se Fig. 1 and 2)
may be summarised as follows :

• The temperature dependence of R, and X for both YBCO and LSCO are
similar, suggesting that the superconducting state is the same in the 40K and the
93K superconductors.

• Near To, the onset of decreasing absorption (i.e. of R,) can be
approximately described by the Mattis-Bardeen formulation of the electromagnetic
response of a BCS s-wave superconductor, however a greatly reduced response of
the superfluid fraction appears to be required, presumably due to strong scattering
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and hence reduced mean Tree path.

A striking feature of the R, data is that the ons«t of decreasing absorption
near To is much more gradual than is seen in the "low To" superconductors. To
realise why this is unusual, one needs to note that at 10 GHz, hw/lcTo ~ 0.12 for
Sn, 2xl0*? for LSCO and 7xlO'3 for YBCO. Since in the BCS theory R, a
(hw/kTo)1 s"2 °, the absorption in the high To superconductors should be about 2
orders of magnitude lower than for a low Tc superconductor, sty Sn, at the same
reduced temperature. Instead we find that R*/Rn is comparable for YBCO and Sn in
the range O.STj and To.

In order to quantitatively understand this aspect, we have devised a simple
extension of the BCS theory which accounts for the observed temperature
dependence near Tc . As is well known, Rs increases strongly with decreasing mean
free path, which may arise due to strong quasiparticle scattering. The principal
effect of increased scattering is to greatly reduce the superfluid response, which
can be quantitatively represented as er,|8ff - cr2/ T) , where a2 is the imaginary part
of the Mattis-Bardeen conductivity (a - o"l-ia2) in the local limit. T] represents the
effects of inelastic scattering, and enters into the expression for the surface
impedance as Zs/Rn - {2i / Or, - i <x2/T) ))U2. The R, data for YBCO and LSCO is
reasonably well-described near To by the above expression5, using BCS expressions
for the density of states and the temperature dependence of the gap, with T} - 63
for YBCO and 43 for LSCO. In contrast, r} - 2 fits the data for the elemental BCS
superconductor Sn. In the "dirty" limit theory, T) - (X.f,/ XL)2 s*> 0.83 (£0 / I), and is
a measure of the reduction in the screening response of the superfluid due to
reduced mean free path. Thus we conclude that in both the oxide superconductors,
the BCS s-wave theory appears to describe the R* data at least to first order near
T.j, provided a greatly reduced superfluid response in invoked.
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• However, when one looks at the temperature dependent data in detail,
structure is observed, in the form of "wiggles" in the temperature dependence of
both Rs and dXs/dt in both YBCO and LSCO, occunng, at the same value of reduced,
temperature (approximately 0.96To and 0.9T.], even though the TVs of the two
materials are widely different. We have observed these features in several samples
and believe these are fundamental, and unlikely to be due to metallurgical
imperfections such as mixed phases. These features are not describable in terms of
a BCS s-wave model, and may imply structure in the temperature dependence of the
gap parameter, or a new description of the quasiparticle excitations in these
superconductors.

• We had specifically designed the low temperature experiment0 to seek for
an exp(-A/kT) dependence of Rs. As displayed in Fig. 1, we observe a rather large
absorption even at 4.2K in both LSCO and YBCO. It is not clear at the moment
whether the large absorption is due to an extra (large) residual resistance, as is
observed in all superconductors at sufficiently low reduced temperatures. However,
the data for R»(T) - Ra(4.2K) cannot be fitted to a exp(-A/kT) behaviour for any
reasonable choice of A. Such a dependence would of course be contained in the BCS
s-wave description, as has been observed in all "low TV' superconductors, and would
also provide an independent determination of the gap parameter.

• Penetration depth The penetration depth data, when plotted in reduced
parameters as \(T)A(Tc) vs T/T5, is identical for both LSCO and YBCO, further
confirming that the superconducting state is the same in both the superconductors
(Fig.2).

However, the data definitely do not agree with the simple (1-t*)""2 behaviour
nor with the detailed BCS form - the latter would predict a very sharp variation
near Tc, unlike the data which is much broader. Our electromagnetic results may
be contrasted with muon spin resonance data, which appear to agree with a BCS s-
wave temperature dependence for YBCO8, but not in LSCO9.

It is interesting to note that the total variation in the penetration depth, and
hence the reactance, is enormous, in going from the normal state to the fully
superconducting state, in contrast to pure metallic superconductors. For instance
X(0)/X(Te) < 10'" at 1MHz and X(O)/X(TC) < 10"2 at 10 GHz, which is to be compared
to > 10"1 for Sn. The electromagnetic measurements do not directly yield the zero
temperature penetration depth X(0). Indirect estimates based upon the modified BCS
analysis mentioned above" yield X(0) ~419 nm for YBCO and 340 nm Tor LSCO, which
are slightly larger than other estimates9.

POTENTIAL FOR APPLICATIONS AT RF & MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

The potential for the utilisation of superconductors in applications in rf,
microwave and ram-wave devices has long been recognised. The main reasons why
superconductors provide attractive alternatives to conventional metallic materials
are :(a) the very low absorption possible in the superconducting state, which finds
applications in devices such as ultra stable clocks, transmission lines, filters, etc.
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and (b) the abi l i ty to withstand high fields without s ignif icant dissipation, which
finds application in cav i t i e s , accelerator s tructures , high power transmission, e t c .

The high T c superconductors , particularly the 93K REiBa 2 Cu 3 0 v are v e r y
at tract ive , s ince refrigeration problems would be great ly minimised at the higher
temperatures invo lved . Our measurements (Fig. 1) of R» indicate the following
relevant features :

(1) the high dc resistivity in the normal state, leading to a correspondingly
high R,, and large X,,. . This is relevant for applications, since the reduced
absorption in the superconducting state has to occur from the rather high values in
the normal state. Since the high resistivity appears to be due to an intrinsic
mechanism, significant improvements in the normal state microwave absorption are
unlikely to occur as material processing techniques improve in sophistication

(2) the improvement in Rs in the superconducting state, is not as dramatic as
one would expect for a pure, elemental superconductor with the same ratio of
W/T-, as discussed earlier. As a consequence, Rs for YBCO is lower than for Cu
only at temperatures below about 70K. Our analysis in terms of the modified BCS
theory indicates that the onset of Rs may be dramatically improved by increasing
the mean free path.

(3) The large values (Fig. 1) of Rs at low temperatures. It is not clear at the
moment whether this is an intrinsic effect, or due to non-superconducting impurities,
such as oxygen-deprived regions. Experiments on single crystal specimens, and also
ceramics processed by different techniques, with attention to oxygen annealing, are
expected to clarify this important question.

A variety of devices are feasible :
cavities, filters, waveguides, microcircuits,
etc.. As a demonstration, we have
fabricated a fully superconduting cavity
made of YBCO, by coating a Cu cavity
with the superconductor in the form of a
powder. The Q of the cavity as a
function of temperature is displayed in
Fig.3. The dramatic improvement in Q
below the transition is clearly observed.
The low residual Q is, we believe due to a
third binding element, and not due to the
superconductor. (The data of Fig.l for R»
would imply a Q of 106 at 4.2K).

The construction of useful devices
requires the fabrication of the materials
in a variety of useful shapes and
configurations, such as bulk monolithic
structures, and structures coated by
different techniques, such as chemical,
mechanical or by vapour deposition.
Given the level of effort presently
focussed on these superconductors, the
fabrication problems are expected to be
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overcome rapidly.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE RF SURFACE RESISTANCE OF THE PEROVSKITE
SUPERCONDUCTORS AT 3 GHZ

M.Hein. N.Klein, G.MUHer, H.Piel, R.W.Roth

Fachbereich Physik der Bergischen Universitat Wuppertal, Western Germany

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discover)" of the perovskite superconductors many experiments to
explore their physical properties have been performed and various potential
applications have been considered. The high critical temperature of more than
90 K obtained with YjBa.? C u ^ O ^ ( Y may be substituted by other rare
earth elements) makes these superconductors interesting for applications in
microwave technology. This has focused our interest on the investigation of
their rf properties. Due to the sensitivity of the rf surface resistance to surface
impurities and remaining non superconducting phases rf measurements are a
good means to provide useful informations about the quality of sample prepa-
ration and about physical properties of the superconductor itself.
This contribution reports on the experimental determination of the rf surface
resistance of YjBaoCugOy.^ and EujBa2Cu;P7_r in the normal and super-
conducting state at 3 GHz. In the first chapter the preparation of the ceramic
samples and initial dc experiments are described. The main part of the paper
describes the rf measurements which are performed in a superconducting
niobium "host cavity" . The obtained results for both the surface resistance
and the high field performance are discussed with respect to the preparation of
the samples and regarding possible applications.

H. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND INITIAL EXPERIMENTS

Stoichiometric mixtures of high purity powders ( ^ 99,99%) of Y0O3 and Eu2O3

respectively, BaCO3 and CuO were ball milled using agate devices. In the case
of our first sample W3-T2 manual grinding was applied. After a heat treatment
in air at 930°C and a final ball milling pellets with 13 mm diameter and 1,6 mm
thickness were pressed with a pressure of 7 kbar. The pellets were annealed in
a pure oxygen atmosphere at 930°C for at least 6 hours and then slowly
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cooled down to room temperature. For each experiment several samples are
prepared under identical conditions, First some measurements are performed to
obtain an initial quality assurance. The diamagnetic behaviour is tested by
placing the superconducting pellet underneath a permanent magnet which rests
on the tray of a sensitive scale . The weight reduction of this "calibration
magnet" is used as a relative measure of the bulk susceptibility of a pellet
(table 1) .
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Fig.l: Temperature dependence of the dc resistance of sample W1-E2
measured by a four point technique with a midpoint of T ^ j = 91.8 K
and a transition width (10 - 90%) of 0.9 K.

The dc resistance is measured using a standard four lead and lock in amplifier
technique . In fig. 1 the temperature dependence of one of our samples is
presented. The transition width from 10 to 90 % of the normal conducting
resistance just above the critical temperature is less than 1 K. Values of both
the transition width AT^ and the critical temperature T^^f measured at the
midpoint of the transition are summarized in table 1.
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III. RF MEASUREMENTS

a) Surface resistance
The rf surface resistance of YjBaoCugOy.j (EujBa2Cu3O^_2) samples was
measured by exposing them to the rf field of a niobium cavity at 3 GHz in a
temperature range from 4.2 to 300 K. The pellet is located in the high magnetic
field region of the cavity (fig. 2) which is cooled in liquid helium. At 4.2 K the
host cavity is superconducting and the rf residual losses of the pellet can be
measured . The sample is just laid on the cavity surface. In order to avoid con-

tact currents between the sample and the
niobium surface the cavity was covered
with a highly insulting laver ofrf input

rf monitor

Fig. 2: Experimental setup for
measuring the rf losses of
superconducting pellets.

s
derived

highly insulting
(thickness:600A) by anodizing. The coo'ing
of the pellet is provided by helium gas at
a pressure of 20mbar inside the cavity.
During the slow warming up of the cavity
the difference between the lower and the
upper resistor thermometers was less
than 2 K. The surface resistance R
G/QQ of the sample has been
from the difference of the inverse Qo

values with and without a sample (fig.
3 a) 2) The geometry factor G of 6800 Cl
t 10% was determined by calibration mea-
surements with samples of well known
resistivity (stainless steel and bismuth).
Fig. 3 b shows the temperature dependence
of the rf surface resistance R s of sample
W7-T6 . The residual surface resistance of
the sample was measured at 4.2 K (dashed
line) when the host cavity is superconduc-
ting. The metallic behaviour of the sample
is well demonstrated by the surface
resistance above 100 K. Using the normal
skin effect formula Rs(300K) corresponds
to a resistivity p(300K) of 400 ttOcm. This
value agrees well with the 600± 150 uQcm
found in the dc measurements ' , especial-
ly if one takes into account the porosity
of the sample which is about 25%.
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In table 1 the preparation parameters , the results of both the dc and rf mea-
surements of all our samples are summarized. For the majority of the samples
values for the residual surface resistance Rs (4.2K) of less than 1 mfl were
obtained.
Even the lowest R,.es value achieved of 0.16 mf) is very high compared to the
nanoohms obtained with superconducting niobium. We attribute this result to
an imperfect microscopic stoichiometry of our ceramic samples. The first
significant improvement of Rres was achieved when the manual grinding of the
powders (W3T2) was replaced by a ball milling procedure (W7T6). The stoichio-
metry of the metal compounds within single grains was measured using energy
dispersive X-ray analysis with a scanning electron microscope. In sample W3T2
local deviations of the stoichiometry from the nominal composition and even
unreacted particles of CuO were found (fig. 4a).
In comparison in sample W7T6 no unreacted particles were found and the
stoichiometry measured from grain to grain was found to deviate from the
nominal compositon only within errors (fig.4b) .
Fig. S exhibits a definite correlation between the residual surface resistance
and the duration of the heat treatment t j + t 2- This supports our assumption
that the residual losses of our samples are partially caused by a poor
microscopic stoichiometry.
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O

Sample
No.

W3-T2
W7-T6
W9-T5
W12-T6
W13-T1
W18-T2
W19-T1
WE1-T1
Wl -E2
OFHC

comp.1'

YBaCuO
YBaCuO
YBaCuO
YBaCuO
YBaCuO
YBaCuO
YBaCuO
EuBaCuO
YBaCuO

- copper

preparation 2 )

tj [h]

16
20
67
98
62
64
20
68

t2tM

6
20
24
152
65
30
20
70

P
[g/cm3!

5.6
4.7
5.1
6.0
5.7

TCM
CK1

90.0
92.0
92.5

93.0
91.8

A T r 3

~CK1

5.5
1.0
1.2

1.9
0.9

> A m 4 '
m

0.081
0.275
0.417

0.116

R,
300 K

370±50
250±30
210±30

200±40
160±30
181±31
142±26
170+30
360+60
13.7

5[m0]
77 K

£25
31±10

£15

£15

£10

£10

£10
• £10

£15

5.3

4.2 K

1.80±0.S0
0.62±0.47
0.42±0.14
0.16±0.03
0.29+0.04
0.3O±0.04
0.55+0.10
0.2±0.1

0.56±0.08
2.5

^max
[A/ml

340±20
690+43
440±55
402+26
563+65
463±31
S40±72
547+36
171±2O

H S 0
lA/ml

3.5
13.8

11
37
0.4S

0.73
0.67

0.79
1.09

0.65

Table 1: Comparison of the preparation parameters, the dc measurements and the characteristic rf superconductivity
parameters at 3 GHz of different samples. Further details concerning the preparation are given in the text.
1) YBaCuO: Y1Ba2Cu3O7_s EuBaCuO: E u j B a ^ ^ O y . g
2) tj : duration of powder annealing in air at 93C C. t 2 : duration of final annealing of the pressed pellet

at 930 ° C in pure oxygen.
3) Am/m: weight loss of a calibration magnet due to dlamagnetic shielding (measured at 77 K) , pro-

portional to the magnetic bulk susceptibility
4) transition width from 10 to 9O% of the resistance in th.* n.c. state just above T c . T C M is the mid-

point transition temperature.
5 ) At field levels below HQ the Q o value decreases weakly with growing H s , at higher field levels QQ

decreases according to QQ (H<J )= Hg"^.



Fig.4: Electron micrographs of Y^Ba2Cu
a) W3T2 (upper) b) W7T6

7_g samples (x 1250)
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Dependence of the residual surface resistance Rs(4.2 K) from the
annealing time t=tj + t2 . The corresponding values for Rg(4.2 K) , tj
and tn are given in table 1.

In fig. 6 the temperature dependence of the surface resistance for W12-T6 is
compared with niobium, Nrt̂ Sn and OFHC copper. The residual surface re-
sistance of the \^&&2l^nZ<^7-h s a mP*e i s more that one order of magnitude
lower than the corresponding value of OFHC copper but still three orders of
magnitude higher than the corresponding values of niobium and l ^ S n res-
pectively. At liquid nitrogen temperatures, however, the quality factor of a
cavity consisting of pure YjI^CugOy.g is at least as high as for a cavity
consisting of any known material and most likely a factor of 10 higher. This
uncertainty results from our present inability to measure the surface resistance
at 77 K with a good enough accuracy.

b) high field performance
The high field performance of each sample was measured at a temperature of
4.2 K. In order to minimize rf heating of the whole sample pulsed rf operation
(pulse length: 100 ytsec, duty cyle: 10"^ ) was applied. A typical measurement
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the temperature dependence of the surface resistance
Rg of Yj Ba2 CU3 O7_s , niobium3', IW^Sn ^ and OFHC-copper . The
dashed lines were extrapolated.The values for OFHC copper values
were scaled from ref. 5 using a f~/0 frequency dependence predicted
by anomalous skin effect theory. The values for niobium above T^
were calculated using normal skin effect theory.
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of the quality factor Q o of the cavity versus the magnetic field H s at the
location of the pellet is shown in fig 7. Up to a field level H s 0 the Qo value
decreases slowly with growing H s . At higher field levels the Qo value decreases
according to QO(HS> * HS~P . At a field level H S m a x quenching of the cavity
field occured.
The Qo value just below H S m a x was more than one order of magnitude higher
than the corresponding value of the normal conducting sample indicating that
most of the sample is still superconducting. Therefore a current density of
about H S m a x / XL exists at the surface of the new superconductor. Measure-
ments of the London penetration depth AL of V lBa 2Cu 3O 7_ s using muon
spin rotation6)give a value of 0.14<jm at4.2K. Using this value the maximum
obtained field of 690 A/m (table 1) leads to a surface current density of
4.9 105 A/cm2. For an accelerating cavity consisting of pure Y^aoC^Cy.g
this maximum field level corresponds to an accelerating field of 0.2 MV/m.
Due to a field enhancement at some parts of the surface of the sample these
values give lower bounds. Due to the poor cooling conditions of the samples
thermal effects are likely to be responsible for the strong decrease of the Qo

values with growing magnetic field (table 1).
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Fig-7: Q o degradation of the superconducting niobium cavity due to the
Joule losses in a VjBa9Cu3O7_§ sample (W13-T1) as a function of the
magnetic field at the surface of the sample.
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In order to improve the cooling conditions and to exclude field enhancement
further experiments will be performed using the samples as endplates of TEOll
cavities. Then the obtained results can be compared with model calculations of
the thermal field breakdown. The low value for the thermal conductivty of
0.02 W/mK (ref.7) for Y1Ba2Cu3O7_j) indicates that for an application in
accelerating cavities surface layers of the new superconductors are required.
One possibility to obtain such layers would be to work with emulsions of
YjBa2Cu3O7_g prepared from reacted and then powdered (ball milled)
YjBa2Cu3Oy_g . It is therefore important to find out if Y^B^^-^^l-h *s

still superconducting after the ball milling process during which the micron
sized particles are exposed to high pressure and temperatures. If super-
conductivity in such powders is destroyed it is valuable to know the annealing
temperature at which the superconducting transport properties are restored. To
obtain these informations we ball milled four of our tested samples, pressed
them into pellets again and annealed them at different temperatures. After
each of these steps their surface resistance was measured at 300 and 77K. The
results are summarized in table 2.

sample

W13-T1
W18-T1
W18-T3
W7-T6

initial
RgCmQ]

300 K 77 K

170±30 c 10
378±59 37+10
315+50 37±1O
2S0±30 31±10

reground

300 K

374±58
1240±190
602±91

2300±300

mO]
77 K

176±28
382±58
221±34
900±100

reannealed
T [°C] Rg[

650
750
850
925

300 K

614±93
428±66
253±41
170±30

mO]
11 K

860±128
315±48
39±10
22±U

Table 2: Performance of superconducting YjBa2Cu3O7_g pellets (first column)
after an additional ball milling and pressing (second column) and
after a subsequent annealing in the temperature range from 650 to
925°C.

It is observed that the superconducting transport properties are completely
. lost after the ball milling procedure. This although a diminished MeiBner effect
could still be found. We interprete this result by assuming that the supercon-
ducting properties of a thin surface layer of the powder grains are destroyed,
whereas the interior of the grains is undisturbed. A restauration of this damage
layer and a contacting of the individual grains to a superconducting ceramic
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pellet was achieved at temperatures between 850 and 925°C under pure oxygen.
After a heat treatment at 750 °C the sample remained normalconducting at 77K
but exhibits a metal like behaviour. In the case of a heat treatment at 650°C
the surface resistance increases with decreasing temperature indicating a semi-
conductor like behaviour which was confirmed by a dc resistance measurement.

IV CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution first rf surface resistance measurements at 3 GHz with the
new perovskite superconductors are discussed. A minimum surface resistance
of 0.16 mQ has been achieved for a Y j I ^ C ^ O ? sample at 4.2K and low field
level. This is more than one order of magnitude lower than the surface re-
sistance of high purity copper but about three orders of magnitude higher than
the surface resistance of niobium and Nb3Sn at the same temperature.
At a surface magnetic field of 690 A/m parts of one sample are still super-
conducting. For an accelerating cavity consisting of pure Yil^CugOy.^ this
field corresponds to an accelerating field of 0.2 MV/m . The high field per-
formance of the samples are probably limited by the bad cooling conditions .
It was observed that after a new grinding and pressing of samples rf supercon-
ductivity was completely lost. A recovery of the sample was achieved by a
further heat treatment at temperatures above 850°C in a pure oxygen atmos-
phere . The initial values of the surface resistance were reproduced.
Further experiments will be performed using perovskite samples as endplates
of a TE011 cavity. Besides these activities further work will be concentrated on
the preparation and rf measurements of surface layers of the new material.
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RF MEASUREMENTS ON HIGH Tc MATERIALS

D. L. RUBIN, J. GRUSCHUS, J. KIRCHGESSNER, D. MOFFAT,

H.PADAMSEE.J .SEARS,Q.S.SHU,S.THOLEN,E.WILKINS*

Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14858

and

R.BUHRMAN,S.RUSSEK,TAE WON NOH

Department of Applied and Engineering Physics, and Materials

Science Center, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14858

1. Introduction

Measurements of the microwave surface resistivity of high Tc materials were

made in a superconducting niobium 6Ghz TEon resonant cavity and a niobium

8.6Ghz TMQIQ elliptical cavity. The TEQU apparatus permits variation of the

temperature of the sample independently of that of the niobium cavity. The Q

of the host cavity thus remains at a high value while the resistivity of the sample

is measured from 4.2K to above the transition (« 100A"). The resistivity of a

1.27cm diameter ceramic pellet is observed to fall from lft above transition to

0.020 ut 4.2K. A set of nine single crystals of total area 6.5mm2 is measured

to have a broad transition near 75K. The surface resistivity of a single 3mm2

crystal is measured in the ellipitical cavity to be < 9.8 X 10~5fi at 1.5K.

* Work supported by the National Science Foundation, with rapplementaiy rapport from the
US-Japan Collaboration.

t NSF #DMR-85-16616,US Army #DAALO3-86-K-0103,and NSF #DMR-84-09823
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2. T^oii Cavity

A TEou niobium cavity was employed to measure the microwave resistivity

of samples of high Tc superconducting material. The samples are introduced into

the high Q cavity via a sapphire rod through a niobium cutoff tube aligned along

the cavity axis. The rod is coupled by a thermal resistor to the helium bath.

A heater at the base of the sapphire rod and thermometers in contact with the

rod control and monitor the temperature of the sample. The heater and both

thermometers are placed well beyond RF cutoff.

The surface currents excited by the TEon mode are exclusively circumferen-

tial and vanish at the joints. Dissipated power is thus restricted to the niobium

cavity and sample surfaces rather than the details of the cavity joints. The port

for the sample introduction is a rather large perturbation and is therefore located

on the cavity axis to preserve the cylindrical symmetry and avoid large spurious

joint currents. The fields at the surface of the sample are presumably well known

except for enhancements due to the annular space between the sample and the

cavity or edge effects from the sample. A disadvantage of the configuration is

that the fields vanish at the center of the cavity. The impact of the resistivity of

the pellet on the cavity Q is thereby depressed. As a consequence, unless the re-

sistivity of the sample is at least an order of magnitude higher than the resistivity

of the 4.2K niobium (10~5fi), the effect on the unloaded Q is not measureable.

Good sensitivity to very low resistivity is provided by calorimetry. The tem-

perature rise of the sample above that of the He bath is measured for a par-

ticular transmitted power. The same temperature rise is reproduced by a mea-

sured heater power. We thus correlate dissipated power with transmitted power.

Knowledge of the effective magnetic field on the sample surface yields a resistivity.

Resolution is limited by background losses (heating of the sapphire and grease,

etc.) to ±10~6n. The apparatus thus permits a measure of the temperature

dependence of the resistivity.
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2.1 CAVITY DESIGN

The TEQU niobium cavity is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity consists of a

5.02cm long by 6.98cm diameter cylinder with removable endplatea. A groove

is placed in one of the endplates to split the degeneracy with the TMm mode.

The geometry factor for the cavity in the TEon mode is 757.511. Two coupling

loops are located in an endplate at a radius consistent with the peak magnetic

field in the TEQH mode. One is fixed while the other remains adjustable during

the experiment. The fixed coupler is set to yield an external Q of 2 x 1010 and

during the tests is used to measure transmitted power and decay time.

A 1.27cm diameter pellet of high Tc material is introduced into the opposite

endplate through the cutoff tube. The sample rests on the end of a 0.635cm

diameter sapphire rod. Sapphire is distinguished by its high thermal conductivity,

low RF losses, and low thermal expansion coefficient. Good thermal contact

between sapphire and sample is guaranteed by a small dab of Apiezon N grease.

A thermometer is located half way up the rod to monitor the temperature of the

rod and the sample. At the base of the rod is a heater to raise the temperature

and an additional thermometer. Due to the excellent conductivity of sapphire

we find the two thermometers agree to within 0.1 —> 0.2K over the temperature

range between 4.2K and lOOif. A thermal resistor connects the rod to the

helium bath. A thermometer is also located in the bath. The combination of

heater, bath, and distributed thermometers provide for a flexible control of the

temperature of the sample without disturbing the cavity. The distance that the

rod extends into the volume of the cavity is externally adjustable. The cavity is

evacuated through the cutoff tube.

2.2 BASELINE MEASUREMENTS

In order to test the precision measurement capability of the apparatus, its

characteristics were studied empty of a sample and also with a niobium sample.

The cavity assembly including the sapphire rod but no sample was cooled to 4.2K.
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The unloaded Qo was measured to be 7.9 x 107 in good agreement with the BCS

value at 4.2K of 7.894 X 107. The impact of losses in the joints and sample

holder clearly have a negligible impact on the cavity Qo- The Qo was found to

be independent of the temperature of the sapphire rod as expected. There was

some heating of the sapphire in the presence of RF indicating dissipation in the

dielectric.

Niobium Pellet

A niobium pellet with dimensions that matched our high Te sample was

mounted for insertion into the cavity. Just as with the high Tc pellet a small

dab of grease effectively glued the niobium to the end of the sapphire rod and

established thermal contact. The penetration of the rod was set so that the

surface of the pellet was flush with the surface of the cavity. We were wary of

pushing the pellet further into the cavity for fear of exposing the grease to the

RF.

The ratio of incident to transmitted power as a function of the temperature

of the pellet yields the temperature dependence of the cavity QQ. Calorime-

try establishes the relationship between Qo and a quantity proportional to the

resistivity of the pellet. The absolute value of the resistivity requires a calibra-

tion of the field strength and is effected by heating the niobium pellet to room

temperature at which its resistivity is known.

In particular the power dissipated in the cavity walls and pellet is

= ^=12RcIHHa + \** f H%da-
We define the effective areas < Ac> and < Ap > so that

±=1-Re<Ae>+
1-Rp<Ap>. (2.2)

The power dissipated in the pellet that corresponds to a temperature rise of AT
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(typically AT « 0.5K) above the temperature of the bath is

< Ap > PtrantQexU (2.3)

where Ptran* and Qext are the transmitted power and the Q associated with

the ouput coupler respectively. Pp is also the power required of the heater in the

absence of RF to raise the temperature to T& = Tj+AT and Tj, is the temperature

of the bath. A measurement of Qo at 2 \ and solution of (2.3) and (2.2) yields

the temperature independent quantity

1R -A - - 1 Pp{Th) 124)
2RC < Ac >- QQ{n) p t { T h ) Q i - (2.4)

Finally a rearrangement of (2.2) and computation of the cavity losses according

to (2.4) gives:

(2.5)

Equation (2.5) is an expression of proportionality of the resistivity of the pellet

and a function of the QQ of the cavity. The constant of proportionality is < ^ > .

The Qo is computed from the ratio of incident to transmitted powers which are

measured as a function of temperature according to:

Qo(T) = , Q
f
inp • (2.6)

Qinp is the external Q corresponding to the input coupler and P{ the incident

power. The relative measurement error in the QQ from one point to the next is

a fraction of a per cent. Knowledge of the resistivity of niobium at 4.2K and at

room temperature, (9.6 x 10~6n and 0.059(1 respectively) permits the solution

of (2.5) for < Ap > and the proportionality becomes an equality. Note that in

the BCS theory resistivity scales as an exponential function of the energy gap

and the inverse temperature. Therefore the constant < Ap > is irrelevant to a
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measure of the energy gap and no prior knowledge of resistance is required to

determine the gap.

The measured resistivity of the niobium pellet versus temperature is shown

in Fig. 2. The errors are a consequence of uncertainty in the field distribution at

the pellet, systematic uncertainty in absolute determination of the transmitted

power, and systematic uncertainty in the calibration of dissipated power with

respect to pellet temperature. Point to point error is due to random fluctuations

in the measurement of the transmitted power. The prediction of BCS theory is

computed1'1 and there is good agreement with the data as indicated in Fig. 2.

1431067-015

E
o

0.10 0.20

F i g . 2 . Surface resistance of a niobium pellet. The points corresponding to the

measured resistivity of the niobium are accompanied by error ban. The smooth curve

indicates BCS theory.
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3. Sintered Y-Ba-Cu-0 Pellet

A sintered ceramic pellet of high Te material was prepared by grinding and

sintering the raw materials several times. An SEM micrograph of the 1.27cm di-

ameter pellet is shown in Fig. 3. The crystal morphology was uniform throughout

the pellet and there were no large holes. Using EDS it was determined that the

yttrium, barium and copper content were in the stochiometric ratios of 1:2:3.

The oxygen content was not determined. One region of the sample was found

to contain finer grains than elsewhere and EDS analysis of the region indicated

that it was barium rich and copper poor.

F i g . 3. SEM micrograph of sintered Y-Ba-Cu-0 pellet.
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The transition temperature Te was determined by an inductive measurement.

The magnetic coupling of a pair of coils with the high Tc sample placed between

the coils was measured as a function of temperature. The transition to the

superconducting state is evident in Fig. 4 at about 87K and is consistent with

the observed RF transition.

1431087-016
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Fig . 4. A transition in the AC flux linkage of two coils with the high Te material

between them occurs at 87K.

The pellet was placed in a location in the cavity identical to that of the

niobium pellet for which the field distribution was measured. That the niobium

and high Te pellet are identically located is guaranteed by matching the cavity

frequency. Again thermal contact is assured by Apiezon N grease between pellet
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and sapphire rod. Decay time and thus Q is measured as a function of the

temperature of the pellet and the resistivity of the sample is extracted from

the data according to (2.5). The results are shown in Fig. 5. The errors are

predominately due to the uncertainty associated with measuring decay times. All

measurements are at fixed transmitted power and therefore at fixed field level.

(The Qext of the output coupler is also fixed.) The ratio of transmitted to incident

power yields a more self consistent and reproducible measurement of the cavity Q

than does the decay time. However it was desireable to measure the temperature

dependence of the Q at a fixed field level and variations in transmitted power were

thus not tolerable. For comparison, niobium and Y-Ba-Cu-0 data are plotted

simultaneously in Fig. 6.
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F i g . 5. Resistivity of Y-Ba-Cu-O sintered pellet. Representative error ban are in-

dicated. Error is associated primarily with the fluctuations in the measurement of the

decay time.
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A strong magnetic field dependence of the resistivity of the sintered pellet at

fixed temperature is observed. The data for A.2K are indicated in Fig. 7. For

the measurement of the field dependence helium gas was admitted into the cavity

and the RF duty cycle reduced in order to prevent heating of the pellet. There

was no observed dependence of the resistivity of the niobium pellet over the range

of magnetic fields accessible with our apparatus. The temperature dependence

of the resistivity (Fig. 5) is determined at a fixed magnetic field level of about

LOG.

1431087-014

0.00 0.20

F i g . 6 . Data for the high Te pellet appear in the upper left of the figure. In the

lower right are the data for the niobium pellet. The apparatus is capable of yielding

resistivity over a range of five decades.
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Fig . 7. A strong field dependence of the QQ of the cavity is observed at 4.2K.

3.1 ENERGY GAP

We assume that for T < Tc the resistivity is described in terms of the energy

gap A according to R - Rret oc e~A/*r«. Rrct is a residual resistivity that we

approach asymptotically as T -> 0. Then log(i? - Rrei) oc -A/kTe. A fit to the

data are shown in Fig. 8. Error bars are indicated at the extremes of the points

used in the fit. The fit yields a value of 2A/kTe = 2.4 ± 1.0 which is consistent

with a gap measurement13' based on the infrared reflectivity of similarly prepared

samples.
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F i g . 8 . Surface resistance of the Y-Ba-Cu-0 pellet with residual subtracted. Repre-

sentative error bars are indicated.

4. Single Crystals

Ten single crystal flakes of Y-Ba-Cu-0 were prepared in crucibles using the

technique described by Schneemeyer, et. al.1*1 These crystals had the correct yt-

trium.barium and copper compositions. They were not annealed in oxygen after

extraction from the crucible and were probably oxygen deficient. The crystals

were planar with the c-axis of the orthorhombic structure perpendicular to this

plane. The crystals were typically about lOfim thick. Some aluminum parti-

cles were embedded in the crystal flakes. The source of the contamination was

probably the alumina crucible in which the crystals were grown.
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Nine crystals of total area 6.5mm2 were placed on the end of the sapphire rod

in the TEQU cavity. A small amount of paraffin fixed the crystals to the rod and

provided thermal contact. The cavity Q was measured as a function of crystal

temperature. The data are shown in Fig. 9. There is a broad transition about

75K. The field distribution at the surface of the crystals is critically dependent

on the highly irregular crystal boundaries and is essentially unknown. In addition

there can be significant RF dissipation in the paraffin and the sapphire and in

consequence we did not extract a surface resistivity from the data.

A complimentary experiment using an x-band {8.6Ghz) elliptical cavity yields

an upper limit for the resistivity of a single 3mm2 crystal at 1.5K. The experi-

mental technique is similar to that used by Hein et. al.'*1 The crystal was placed

I07
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•

8°K

• i

1431087-010
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F i g . 9 . The Q of the cavity rises rapidly as the single crystals become superconduct-

ing. The dashed line indicates the Q that is attained if the crystals and paraffin on the

sapphire rod are replaced by a 1.27cm diameter niobium pellet at A.2K.
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in a high magnetic field region of the cavity and the cavity cooled to 1.5K. Cold

helium gas was added to the interior of the cavity to assure that the crystal was

kept cold in the presence of RF. We measured the difference in the perturbed

and unperturbed Q.

Consider that Pasa = Pfiake + Pnt06ttim, where Pasg is the total dissipated

power and Pfiake and Podium the power dissipated in the crystal flake and the

niobium respectively. Normalization with respect to OJU where U is the stored

energy yields:

1/Q =< Aflake > Rf + (< Acav >-< Aflake >)Rcav, (4.1)

where < Aflake >= " JfU*'u—- and similarly for < Acav >. Rf and Rcav are

the resistivities of the flake and cavity walls. A measurement of the Q of the

unperturbed cavity gives 1/QO =< Acav > Rcav. Then (4.1) can be solved for

the ratio

<Aeav>

The ratio defined in (4.2) is determined by measurement of the effect of a per-

turbation in a 1500Mhz elliptical copper cavity. The perturb&tive effect of the

crystal flake in the 8.6Ghz cavity is reproduced by a titanium alloy foil cut in

the same shape as that of the crystal with dimensions scaled to match the larger

copper cavity. The resistivity of the foil is 90 times that of copper. Now we

measure Qo a Rd Q where Rf is the resistivity of the foil and Rcav the resistivity

of copper and substitution into (4.1) gives ^ ( ' * * ^ = 1.27 x 10~2. Finally we

invert (4.1) and solve for Rf.

We measure in the x-band cavity ^ = *$£i$ • Again Q corresponds to cavity

including crystal flake and Qo the unperturbed cavity. Then Rcryttal = 6.13 x
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102iEcov = 9.8 x 10~5n. We estimate the measurement error of about 15% to

be due almost exclusively to uncertainties in measuring decay times and input

coupling.

In the T£bn cavity the crystal was exposed to a range of magnetic fields and

no Q dependence was observed thus demonstrating that there was sufficient cold

helium gas in the cavity to prevent RF heating of the crystal. Limitations of

the technique include uncertainty in the resistivity of niobium at 1.5K and losses

through the boundary between crystal and the surface of the cavity.

5. Conclusions

A method was developed to measure the temperature dependence of the

microwave surface resistance of 1.27cm diameter high Te pellets from 100K to

4.2K. A superconducting niobium host cavity is maintained at 4.2K throughout

the measurement providing a baseline resistance of 10~5fl. Using a niobium pellet

the method has proven to give reliable values of absolute surface resistance down

to a few xlO~sn. It is estimated that resistance values down to a few xlO~6n

can be determined by calorimetry in the same apparatus.

A sintered high Tc pellet was measured and the residual resistance of 0.02ft

and an energy gap of 2A/kTc = 2.4 ± 1 determined. The surface resistance is

observed to depend strongly on magnetic field and to increase sharply to the

normal conducting value of 1.00 in a field of 15G.

Characterization of single crystal material has started. A broad transition

near 75K is observed and a residual resistance of 10~4fl measured.
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RF MEASUREMENTS ON HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

J.R. Del ayen, K.W. Shepard, K.C. Goretta,
and R.B. Poeppel

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, 60439

INTRODUCTION

The rf surface resistance of high-Tc, oxide superconductors was measured
at 77K and frequencies near 300 MHz. Samples of YBa2Cu307_x were manufactured
in the form of long thin rods (~2 mm diameter and -400 mm long) which were
used as the center conductor of a half-wave resonant coaxial line. This
approach provides a resonant system in which all but a few percent of the rf
loss takes place in the superconducting sample. Thus, high-resolution
measurements can be made with the entire apparatus immersed in liquid
nitrogen, unambiguously establishing the temperature at the surface of the
superconducting sample.

SAMPLE FABRICATION
Superconducting YBa2Cu307_x powder was synthesized by calcining a mixture

of Y203,BaC03 and CuO. The raw powders were first ball milled in methanol for
16 hours and then dried. The dry powder was then screened through a 30-mesh
sieve, and then mixed with a small amount of xylene-lOfc stearic acid. This
mixture was then pressed into pellets and calcined in air at 900°C for 48
hours. The calcined pellets were then ground, screened, again pressed into
pellets, and then sintered in air at 950°C for 24 hours. The sintered pellets
were crushed and then impact milled to a final average powder size of 3-5 pm.

The superconductor powder was ball milled in a slurry of organic binder,
plasticizer, dispersant and solvent. Once mixed, the slurry was tape cast and
then partially dried. This casting was then extruded through a metal die.
The extrusion was heated slowly in air to 35O°C 1n order to burn off the
organics. After holding at 350°C for 4 hours, the extrusion was heated to
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950°C and held for 2 hours for sintering. Oxygen was introduced during
cooling at about 600°C, and the extrusion was cooled slowly in the furnace to
about 250°C. The extrusion was then removed and stored in air at room
temperature prior to testing.

Smaller samples were prepared and fired simultaneously with the longer
samples used for rf measurements and showed the following properties:

Midpoint Tc: 88.3 - 89.5 K
Transition width: 0.9 - 1.5 K
Critical Current 80 - 130 A/cm2

Resistivity 400 - 900 yfl-cm
(extrapolated to Tc)

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup, shown in Figure 1, consists of a cylindrical

copper enclosure, 10-cm in diameter and 80-cm long, into which samples,
located inside a fused quartz tube, are lowered. For the low temperature
measurements the copper enclosure and the quartz tube were filled with liquid
nitrogen providing excellent cooling of the sample and unambiguous knowledge
of its temperature.

The samples were in the shape of thin, long cylinders. Diameters ranged
from 0.6 to 1.9 mm and lengths from 300 to 442 mm.

The rf mode used in the experiment is the one where the sample acts as a
half-wave resonant coaxial line. In such a mode, most of the losses take
place in the center conductor (the sample) and the geometry shown can measure
sample Rs 100 times lower than that of Cu (outer conductor).

By lowering the samples in a quartz tube many samples can be rapidly
evaluated during one cooldown, and direct comparison with Cu can be made by
using a Cu sample of the same geometry.

RF MEASUREMENTS
The results of the rf measurements around 300 MHz are summarized in

Table 1.
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RF PROBES

COPPER

QUARTZ TUBE

SAMPLE

(~1mm # \
~4O cm LOHGj

RF PROBE

RF PROBE

Figure 1. Experimental setup for the measurement of the surface
resistance of oxide superconductors. In the rf mode used,
the sample acts as a half-wave resonant coaxial line. The
outer conductor is made of copper, and the whole system is
filled with liquid nitrogen.
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The surface resistance of the high-Tc samples decreased by a factor of

270 between 300 and 77 K and were a factor of 4 lower than that of Cu at 77 K.

Although no quantitative information has yet been obtained, the surface

resistance increased rapidly with increasing surface rf magnetic field even at

the relatively low fields achieved during the experiments (less than a few

gauss).

Table 1

Sample
Cu

Diameter 2 mm
Length 332 mm

#1
Diameter 1.9 mm
Length 332 mm

#2
Diameter 1.85 mm
Length 442 mm

#3
Diameter 0.58 mm
Length 300 mm

300 K
Frequency R,.

(MHz) (mn)

408 118

77 K
Frequency Rs

(MHz) (m)

342 1.75

342 0.44

278 0.45

380 0.41

PLANNED EXPERIMENTS

The surface resistance of high-Tc superconductors will be measured with

the same setup at and around 77 and 4.2 K by changing the pressure in the

dewar. Measurements of Rs as a function of frequency will be done by

gradually shortening the length of a sample.
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RF AND MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS AT LOS ALAMOS ON OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS

A. Migliori. D. W. Reagor, D. E. Peterson, J. 0. Willis,
Z. Fisk, and R. C. Smith

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Los Alamos National Laboratory has made a substantial commitment to
develop oxide superconductors for RF and microwave cavity applications.
The program involves materials development, complete microstructure
characterization, static thermal and electical characterization, RF loss
measurements and microwave complex-conductivity measurements. Of the
high-frequency techniques, three are nearing completion and one has
produced preliminary results. Those still under development include a
3 GHz Nb cavity capable of 4 K operation, a LN2-cooled 2.25 GHz copper
cavity having a Q of 2 x 104, capable of operation from 15 K to 300 K, and
a picosecond-laser/photo-diode driven microstripline technique which will
provide complex conductivity information from 20 GHz to 200 GHz and from
10 K to 300 K. Because all of the techniques employed sense the impedance
of the samples, their sensitivity to intrinsic properties such as
conductivity or surface resistance is dependent on sample geometry.
However, for easily handled samples, the Nb cavity can detect losses at
least four order of magnitude lower than copper, the copper cavity can
detect losses two orders of magnitude lower than copper and the
microstripline can detect losses comparable to copper. The technique which
has produced results is a coaxial microwave bridge. In this work we report
results of measurements on sintered samples using the bridge; future work
will concentrate on films.

The coaxial microwave bridge is based on standard microwave techni-
ques, discussed for waveguide bridges by one of us1 elsewhere. The
implementation of such a bridge in coaxial transmission lines provides two
unique advantages over a waveguide bridge. The first is that a coaxial
bridge can be operated over a frequency range limited in practice only by
the bandwidth of the attenuators and splitters. For our bridge, this range
is a full decade in frequency, from 2 GHz to 20 GHz, as contrasted to the
usual 40% bandwidth for waveguide. The second advantage is that the
sample, which terminates one arm of the bridge, and the reference arm are
arranged with an open/short asymetry. That is, our samples, which are
typically of low impedance compared to the characteristic line impedance,
approximate a shorted termination. Thus by providing an open termination
for the reference arm, a 180° phase shift between the arms of the bridge
occurs, and a frequency-independent bridge balance is obtained. This is to
be contrasted with a waveguide bridge in which the sample must be placed
some distance away from a shorted termination, and the effective phase
shift must, therefore, vary with frequency. All bridges are sensitive to
the actual impedance of the sample terminating one of the arms. For our
bridge, samples within an order of magnitude or two of 50 ohms are measured
with greatest precision. For example, in a copper-film sample having a
resistance of 50 ohms, we could detect variations in conductivity of 1 part
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in 1000 or better. For more typical samples in the 1 ohm to 10 ohm range,
our sensitivity is somewhat lower.

The small size and Favorable geometry of the coaxial bridge enables us
to use a simple flow cryostat to cool both the sample and reference arms.
Helium consumption averages about 0.25 L/H. and temperatures from 9 K to
320 K are easily achieved. An electronic controller and Copper/Constantan
thermocouples provide 0.5 K stability and 2 K accuracy.

The material measured by us in the bridge was YBa2Cu30x prepared by
standard techniques.2 The sintered sample was characterized using
resistivity and susceptibility measurements. The resistive transition
temperature was 92 K with a width of 2 K, while the development of
shielding currents was complete by 50 K where 80% of the sample shielded
the sensing field. The sample was cut into a bar 0.2 cm by 0.02 cm by
0.005 cm using a diamond cutting wheel. Gold pads were evaporated onto the
ends of the sample to facilitate attachment to the bridge. The sample was
attached to the end of the sample arm using silver paint. The intrinsic
resistivity was 10""3 ohm-cm, which resulted in an impedance of about 1 ohm
for our sample. DC contact resistance was 15 ohms per pad.

Measurements were performed from 6.5 GHz to 7.5 GHz and averaged to
minimize the effects of the small residual frequency dependence of the
bridge balance, and from 40 K to 310 K. To minimize systematic errors,
data were taken both with the sample in and with a shorting wire in place
of the sample. The losses with the shorting wire were small compared to
any of the data with the sample in. The results are shown in Fig. 1.

Because the real part of the conductivity of a superconductor at is
expected to be frequency-independent while the imaginary part az is
expected to vary inversely with frequency (a direct consequence of the
frequency-independence of the London penetration depth), measurements at
higher frequencies can be reliably extrapolated to lower frequencies. It
is, however, easier to measure losses at higher frequencies where inertial
screening of the quasi-particles by the supercurrent is lower. It is
instructive to compare the results on YjBaaCuoOx in Fig. 1 to the losses of
a hypothetical Cu sample of the same dimensions. The microwave loss is
equal to a geometric constant times the surface resistance. For Y1Ba2Cu30x
the resistivity just above T is approximately 1000 times higher than that
of Cu at the same ̂ temperature. The corresponding surface resistance
(proportional to o ' ) would therefore be higher by a factor of
approximately 30. By 78 K the surface resistance of the superconductor has
fallen by a factor of almost four. At 40 K, the drop is a factor of ten.
The residual losses at low temperatures then appear to be comparable to
those of copper. The residual losses, however, are not intrinsic to the
supreronducting material, but relate to contact resistance, sample
preparation, surface finish, and other defects, thus there is potential for
substantial improvement. We note that the dc contact resistance of the
gold pads is nearly completely shunted by capacitance effects at 7 GHz,
establishing that excellent contact can be made at high frequencies even to
a sintered sample.
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Fig. 1. Microwave loss at 7 GHz of sintered Y1Ba2Cu30x in dB vs.
temperature.

Although the preliminary results presented here are for bulk sintered
samples, we would hesitate to suppose the future bright for sintered
materials at high frequencies. Films, because of their better surface
properties are the obvious choice. Our future efforts will reflect this.
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SUPERCONDUCTING RF AND BEAM-CAVITY INTERACTIONS

Joseph J. Bisognano

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23606

Introduction

Beam-cavity interactions can limit the beam quality and current handling capa-
bility of linear and circular accelerators. These collective effects include cumulative
and regenerative transverse beam breakup (BBU) in linacs, transverse multipass
beam breakup in recirculating linacs and microtrons, longitudinal and transverse
coupled-bunch instabilities in storage rings, and a variety of transverse and longitu-
dinal single-bunch phenomena (instabilities, beam breakup, and energy deposition).
The superconducting radio frequency (SRF) environment has a number of features
which distinguish it from room temperature configurations with regard to these
beam-cavity interactions. Typically the unloaded QB of the lower higher order
modes (HOM) are at the 10° level and require significant damping through cou-
plers. High gradient CW operation, which is a principal advantage of SRF, allows
for better control of beam quality, which for its preservation requires added care
with respect to collective phenomena. Gradients are significantly higher than those
attainable with copper in CW operation but remain significantly lower than those
obtainable with pulsed copper cavities. Finally, energy deposition by the beam into
the cavity can occur in a cryogenic environment. In this note those characteristics
of beam-cavity interactions which are of particular importance for superconducting
RF cavities are highlighted.

Q Dependence of Collective Effects

The Q dependence of the various beam-cavity interactions provides a funda-
mental differentiation which is in many ways more basic in the underlying acceler-
ator physics than whether the phenomena occur in a linear or circular accelerator.
At one extreme are coupled-bunch effects (cumulative and multipass BBU and stor-
age ring coupled-bunch instabilities) which are exacerbated by high-Q modes. For
bunch-to-bunch coupling, wakefields must linger for at least the duration of the
bunch spacing, and, moreover, a long or CW train of bunches can coherently excite
a mode for a time of order Q/w. A mode Z/Q is essentially a geometric property of
a cavity and is insensitive to wall material or de-Q-ing efforts through couplers. It
describes the single-pass excitation of a cavity mode by a beam bunch. On the other
hand, Z = {Z/Q)Q describes the coherent summation of multiple excitations over
the filling time of the mode. Therefore, it is the impedance Z = (Z/Q)Q, not Z/Q,
which determines the average current limits for tolerable emittance degradation or
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the onset of exponential growth, and the coupled-bunch phenomena are extremely
sensitive to Q. At the other extreme are single-bunch, single-pass effects which are
driven by the short-time behavior of wakefields.

For short bunches (nanoseconds to picoseconds) in a single pass, the inherently
short sampling time results in lost frequency resolution (smearing of hundreds of
megahertz to hundreds of gigahertz) which effectively averages frequency dependent,
possibly high-Q impedances over the mode spectrum. In addition, for picosecond
linac bunches, the wakefield at short times is dominated by the impedances at fre-
quencies well above cutoff where modes can be expected to overlap. Thus, it is
the impedance Z/Q, not Z, which determines the peak current limits for toler-
able emittance degradation or the onset of exponential growth, and these limits
are insensitive to Q. An intermediate regime is found in pulsed operation where
transients are important for bunch trains shorter than the filling time of the higher
order mode in question.

Transverse Single-Pass, Multi-Bunch BBU

A train of bunches passing offset through an accelerating structure can excite
transverse deflecting modes through a longitudinal electric field which increases
linearly off axis for such modes. For a low energy beam, the excitation can be strong
enough to deflect the beam significantly during transit through a single structure
into regions of higher longitudinal field and increased coupling. Therefore, there
can be closure of a feedback loop within a single structure: an excited cavity mode
deflects a beam which in turn further excites the mode. Stability comes from
the damping of the fields through wall losses and couplers. This effect is known
as regenerative beam breakup, and for a standing wave structure has a threshold
current given by [l]

/ t h = (1 )

where Z" is the transverse impedance per unit length, L is the length of the RF
structure, E is the beam energy and k is the wavenumberof the HOM. Above thresh-
old, there is exponential growth of the cavity excitation; any offset will ultimately
grow to the point of destruction of the beam. Since SRF structures usually are only
a few cells long to prevent the appearance of trapped modes, the dependence of the
threshold current on the square of the length lessens the importance of this current
limit in practice. At a few MeV, however, an undamped (Q ~ 109), gigahertz SRF
cavity would be limited to currents typically of the order of a milliampere. Note
that the threshold current depends on Z", not Z"/Q, and is therefore inversely
proportional to the damped Q.

A second form of beam breakup, cumulative BBU, occurs in a multi-cavity
accelerator [2]. Suppose bunches enter the first cavity offset. The first bunch expe-
riences no additional deflection, but subsequent bunches experience deflection due
to the excitation of preceding bunches. The level of excitation varies with time
depending on the relative frequencies of the bunch train and the excited HOM. For
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a CW beam, the strongest level of excitation occurs when a harmonic of the bunch
frequency is a half-width away from the HOM frequency. When this frequency re-
lationship is not satisfied transient excitation can exceed that of the steady state;
the cavity mode fills coherently until there is enough time to resolve the frequency
difference between the bunching and the mode frequencies. After this time, the
level of total excitation can decrease. Now consider a series of cavities. Excitation
of, say, cavity n produces enhanced deflections at cavity n + 1 ; the resulting exci-
tation at cavity n + 1 produces further enhanced deflections at cavity n + 2, and
so on. A series of cavities, therefore, produces an amplification of an initial offset
at the first cavity. Displacements between cavities can also be amplified. Note,
however, that in this sequence there is no closure of a feedback loop; an excitation
of cavity n enhances the field in cavity n + 1 and not in cavity n. There is no
exponential growth in time. Reduction of initial offset or of cavity misalignments
proportionally reduces the maximum beam displacement, both for pulsed and CW
beams. Cumulative beam breakup is also present in multipass linear accelerators at
currents below the multipass BBU threshold discussed in the next section. Figure
1 shows the displacement of bunches at the exit of a four-pass recirculating linac
as a function of bunch number. Note the transient behavior which settles down
to an equilibrium steady state. For this case, the mode frequencies and bunching
frequencies are not harmonically related, and the transient behavior is considerably
stronger than the steady-state equilibrium. Since this steady state is a forced oscil-
lation of the cavity, the cavity excitation is at a harmonic of the bunching frequency
for equally spaced, equally charged bunches. Thus, all bunches receive the same
kick, the phase of which depends on the relationship between the bunch harmonic
frequency and the HOM frequency. This kick in principle can be compensated with
DC magnetic elements. Clearly, HOMs which are near harmonics (within a half-
width) of the bunch frequency are of most concern. For user flexibility, bunches can
be differentially loaded to provide, for example, different end stations of a linac with
different bunch current [2]. For example, a 1500 MHz bunching could be differen-
tially loaded at 500 MHz to form three classes of bunches (1,4,7,10,...), (2,5,8,11,...),
and (3,6,9,12,...). Since the basic periodicity of the system is at 500 MHz, HOMs
neighboring on harmonics of 500 MHz are now of particular importance. For 500
MHz harmonics which are not also harmonics of 1500 MHz, each of the three classes
of bunches receives a different kick. The resulting offset cannot be corrected by DC
elements, and thus there is an effective emittance increase during transport through
the linac which requires an RF device (e.g., RF separators) to sort out. For average
currents at the hundred microampere level, this effect is negligible. Similar consid-
erations would apply to repeating trains of bunches as found in some linear collider
scenarios.

Multipass Phenomena

When a linac beam is recirculated through the accelerator structure, the feed-
back system formed by the cavities and beam is closed. Suppose that the first cavity
has an excited HOM which deflects the beam. Recirculation brings the beam back
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through that first cavity for one or more passes. Since the lattice can translate the
deflection into a transverse offset, the excited mode can now be enhanced as was
the case in regenerative BBU. The feedback loop is closed and expontential growth
can occur at high enough currents. In addition, many cavities can participate in
this instability if HOM frequencies overlap; that is, there is also a cumulative aspect
to this effect. We refer to this combination of regenerative and cumulative BBU
as multipass beam breakup. Figure 2 shows again bunch displacement with bunch
number, but now at a current above the threshold for multipass beam breakup.

Multipass beam breakup in linacs and coupled-bunch instabilities in storage
rings are both caused by the interaction of the beam bunches with high-Q higher
order modes. The basic difference is that multipass beam breakup involves an
infinity of bunches each of which undergoes a finite number of passes, whereas
the coupled-bunch instability involves a finite number of bunches each of which
undergoes essentially an infinity of passes. Also, given the isochronicity of typical
recirculating linac lattices, only transverse deflecting modes are important in linacs,
whereas both longitudinal and transverse modes can drive instabilities in storage
rings.

This distinction between the many versus infinite passes strongly affects the
threshold character of the instability. For the transverse coupled-bunch instabilities
in storage rings the growth rate is given by [3]

where

( X
[ -]«,O +OO / j f \ 3 ° - I P»B+«+«'J.-J I {"l/R)

-i eff 0=—do ^ '
p=—00

(2b)
and

i/j- = p«6 + 3 + vx. + aua . (2c)

where / is the bunch current, rib is the number of bunches, a is the internal mode
number, s is the bunch-to-bunch mode number, a is the rms bunch length, Z is the
transverse impedance (Z"/k) and v± and ut are the betatron and synchrotron tunes
respectively. If the Im (w) > 0 the system is unstable, irrespective of the magnitude
of the current h. As long as the impedance has the correct frequency behavior, the
threshold current is zero if there is no damping provided by synchrotron radiation
or internal bunch frequency spread (Landau damping).

The growth rates and threshold current for multipass beam breakup are given
by solution of an eigenvalue equation [5]
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where

h (CL) = Sn{tl)mn(wnT)
nK } 1 + ^ ( n ) ^ - 2 ffn(n) cos(wnr)

(3bJ

and

is the transfer matrix for [x,px) from pass I to pass »

Z'n = transverse impedance of cavity/unit length
Mo = number of bunches in one recirculation

t = cavity length

fb = - = bunching frequency
T

np = passes

no = number of cavity sites

I = average beam current

The inverse of the threshold current appears as the eigenvalue. To find thresh-
olds for instability, a plot of complex current eigenvalues has been found use-
ful. First the coherent frequency ft is swept in real frequency with an arbitrar-
ily small imaginary part corresponding to growth. For no cavities there are no
families of eigenvalues, with the actual threshold current corresponding to the
smallest possible real value obtained. Figure 3 illustrates the simplest such plot
for a single cavity in two passes. The lowest positive current crossing gives the
threshold current. Note that there is now, in contrast to the storage ring situa-
tion, a finite value of current below which there is stability. Figure 4 illustrates the
eigenvalue structure for a multicavity, multipass linac.

For an HOM of a single cavity, the threshold current is inversely proportional
to the transverse impedance Z or the mode Q as was the case for the storage ring
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coupled-bunch instability. In contrast to the storage ring there is a non-zero thresh-
old current for multipass beam breakup in linacs even when there is no synchrotron
radiation damping or Landau damping.

Single-Bunch, Single-Pass Effects

In addition to the coupled-bunch phenomena which have been described so far,
there is a large class of single-bunch, single-pass effects which limit the peak current
(more precisely, bunch charge and length) handling capabilities in storage rings and
linacs. In a single pass through an RF structure, there is insufficient time for the
bunch to experience the long-term ringing associated with the high Qs characteristic
of superconducting cavities. Thus, these current limits are not particularly sensitive
to the success or failure of damping the HOM Qs. However, there do remain some
features of the collective phenomena which distinguish superconducting cavities
from room temperature ones.

Because of the efficiency of the cavities (maximization of shunt impedance is
not as crucial as with room temperature cavities) and the requirement of coupling
through the beam pipe to avoid sites for multipactoring and breakdown, a typical
RF cavity has a large aperture. This increase in opening reduces the coupling
impedance of higher order modes; for transverse modes this coupling can be an
order of magnitude below that which would be expected for an optimized room
temperature cavity. Secondly, although the gradient achieved in SRF cavities is
larger than that which can be achieved in C W room temperature cavities (less than
an order of magnitude), it remains significantly less than that achieved in pulsed
room temperature cavities. Thus, for CW operation, SRF machines have a clear
advantage from an impedance point of view over room temperature machines, since
the SRF impedance per megavolt is lower. However, in comparison to pulsed, room
temperature linacs, the situation is not as clearcut where the SRF cavities offer
less impedance per unit length, but depending on gradient, may in fact offer more
impedance per megavolt.

The longitudinal single-pass loss factor kn is given by

k\\ = — I du e «a " Z\\((v) (4)
II tf I II • * * *

where a is the rms bunch length. Since the higher order mode impedance is in-
tegrated, the loss factor depends on the Z/Q (which is proportional to the area
under the resonance) rather that Z (which is the peak value of the resonance). For
sequences of bunches, the integral is replaced by a sum over the harmonics of the

bunching frequencies multiplied by e~&~ . For high frequency modes which overlap
the results of the summation and integration are comparable. The contribution of
high-Q, nonoverlapping modes, however, becomes quite sensitive to the harmonic
relation between the HOM and bunching frequencies. The power deposited in a
single pass is given by
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P = hQbk{\ (5)

where Q& is the bunch charge, and /& is the average beam current.

For the CEBAF 5 cell 1500 GHz cavity this loss factor is estimated to be about
9 V/pC [6] for a a = .25 mm bunch. For the typical bunched beam at 800 pA (200
ftA by 4 passes) there is a loss of 4.8 V and an associated average power deposition
of 3.8 mW. The peak current in this case of about 250 mA. For such a cavity used in
a single-pass FEL configuration, however, peak currents of 500 A would be required.
The voltage loss would then be 9375 V with a power loss to the cavity of 15 kW
if the 1500 MHz bunching were retained. Clearly, we would then be dealing with
power losses that cannot be released in a cryogenic environment. A small fraction
of this power dissipated in stainless steel would not be acceptable. Higher order
modes would need to be extracted, and care would have to be taken to pin down
where HOM power extracted through beam pipes would be deposited.

In addition to energy loss, energy spread is induced by the variation of the
wakefield across the bunch. At 5 MV/m gradient, the induced energy spread is less
than 1% for a 1 mm long bunch at peak currents of 500 A in a typical 1500 MHz
cavity. With adjustment of the RF phase to remove the linear part of the variation,
residual spread at the 0.1% level can be expected. Improvement of achieved gradient
directly improves the residual energy spread.

There are analogous transverse emittance degradation effects in linacs, and fast
head-tail instabilities in storage rings. In linacs, alignment errors are amplified; for
example, for a 1500 MHz cavity it is found that such amplification can be less than
unity at 500 A peak current without the introduction of stabilization through energy
spread. Given the smooth, large aperture design of SRF cavities, the contribution of
bellows, valves, and other discontinuities gains relatively more importance than for
small aperture, room temperature cavities, and care must be taken to minimize the
strength of such impedance sources. For storage rings, current limits are improved
with the substitution of superconducting cavities for room temperature cavities, as
discussed above, because of their higher gradients and wider opening, which results
in considerably lower transverse impedance per unit gradient.
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Summary

DC FIELD EMISSION

Ph.Niedermann

Departement de Physique de la Matiere Condensee, Universite de Geneve,
24,quai E.Ansermet, CH - 1211 Geneve 4, Switzerland.

The field emission project at the University of Geneva aims on the one
hand at the understanding of the physical mechanism of the Enhanced
Field Emission (EFE) which today is still unclear [1], and on the
other hand at the controlled production and elimination of field emit-
ting sites.

Our experimental system [2,3] basically consists of a UHV apparatus
including Scanning Auger, SEM, and a specially constructed precision
sample manipulator allowing to obtain field emission (FE) scans over
12 mm diameter cathodes at fields of 100 MV/m and higher. Also, FE
sites can be localised with micrometer precision and analyzed in situ.

With this experimental facility, the effect of heat treatment on niob-
ium has been studied [3,4], and it has been found that heat treatment
at high temperatures (> 1000°C) reliably reduces EFE. Completely
emission-free cathodes at 100 MV/m are regularly obtained. Heat
treatment at 600°C < T < 800°C makes new FE sites appear, even from
emission-free cathodes. These emission sites are predominantly carbon
(graphite) and MoS2 particles. While the graphite emitters seem to be
activated from residual contaminations present on the surface prior to
heating, the MoS2 particles are possibly created by local segregation
of impurities from the bulk.

Experiments on artificially deposited graphite and MoS2 particles
[5,6] have shown that it is possible to locally create emitters which
are similar to the "natural" emitters: field enhancement factors 3 of
100 and higher from micron size particles or submicron features can be
obtained. Typical emitting particles of these materials have been
found to reflect the two-dimensional crystal structure: they appear as
thin, bright flakes under the SEM.

At present, we plan to do experiments with a Scanning Tunneling Micro-
scope which is now being installed in our apparatus. This instrument
has been designed for in-situ studies of micron-size features pre-
viously localized on a large area surface with the possibility of a
subsequent "200m" down to nanometer resolution. The very much
increased spatial resolution should give new insight into the nature
of field emitting sites on broad area surfaces.

1. R.J.Noer, "Electron Field Emission from Broad-Area Cathodes",
Appl.Phys. A 28, 1-24 (1982).
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Introduction

Field emission is the most serious problem we face today to achieve higher
gradients in superconducting accelerator cavities. Both multipacting and thermal
breakdown, which used to be dominant problems of the past are well understood and
under control in accelerating cavities designed for velocity of light particles.
Experience at CERN, Cornell, DESY, KEK and Wuppertal show that FE is now the
usual mechanism limiting achievable accelerating fields for single and multi-cell
structures[l]. Experience at Argonne for structures used to accelerate heavy ions
shows that field emission is also the predominant limitation after He processing to
overcome low-level multipacting is complete[2]. Peak surface electric fields between
12 and 30 Mv/ra and peak surface magnetic fields between 200 and 600 Oersted are
achieved in full scale structures corresponding to accelerating gradients between 5 and
12 MeV/m[l]. In single cell cavities peak surface electric fields upto 60 Mv/m and
magnetic fields upto 1050 Oe have been achieved[3]. When compared with the 200
Mv/m dc surface fields achieved with e n / size, clean, heat-treated Nb surfaces [4], and
with the 2400 Oe theoretical if critical magnetic field capability of Nb[5], it is clear that
there remains much room for improvement with Nb cavities.

A high speed/super fluid FE temperature mapping system

Use of a temperature mapping technique to locate and analyze emission sources
has been well established. Since the last workshop, two major advances have taken
place in this technique: a) operation in superfluid He and b) reduction of the time to
acquire a map at a single field level from 30 minutes to 15 seconds[7].

For high field studies, operation in superfluid He is necessary, especially for
frequencies > 500 Mhz. In subcooled He temperature diagnostics, the low heat transfer
coefficient of subcooled He as well as the higher operating temperatue (2.2 K) can force
the rf surface temperature to increase unstably at high fields due to BCS losses[8]. As
an added benefit, heat flow calculations and thermometer response calibration
experiments show that the spatial resolution of superfluid thermometry is increased by a
factor of 2.5 over subcooled He thennometry[9].

To obtain a map in a few seconds, the outer wall of the cavity is covered with a
large number of thermometers at fixed locations rather than mechanically moving a
smaller array over the surface. With improved acquisition speed, it is now possible to
study local heating as a detail function of field level and to study the time dependent
behavior of emitter heating.

At Cornell, we are using this system in conjunction with single cell 1500 Mhz
cavities to study the statistics and properties of emitters as we vary the surface treatment
(See Fig. 1). We have started to explore heat treatment and are studying He processing.
A similar system is under preparation for 3000 Mhz cavities at the U. of Wuppertal[10J.
This system also includes an X-ray detector array placed adjacent to the cavity[3].

Details of the fast/superfluid T-mapping system have already been described in
refs. 7. We will concentrate in this paper on some of the salient results obtained with
the system. Much data still remains to be analyzed to extract information on number
density of emitters, their p and emissive area values.

A method to determine P values for individual emission sites has been worked
out. In the past, the detailed shape of the T-map at a fixed azimuth and fixed field was
analyzed to extract the (5 value[6J. This method worked well at 500 Mhz for Ep
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Fig. 1 High speed superfluid temperature mapping system for a 1-cell 1500 Mhz cavity.
Printed circuit boards bearing 19 thermometers each are placed 10° apart around cavity
outer wall.
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between 10-20 Mv/m because changes in p influence the shape of T-maps sufficiently
to extract p. At 1500 Mhz, our calculations show that between 15-30 Mv/m, P does
not affect the shape significantly. Instead we use our capability for rapid T-maps to
make several T-maps at increasing field levels and from these to determine P from the
slope of the Fowler-Nordheim plot of ATpg^/E2 vs. 1/E. This technique for
determining P is confirmed by adopting ah analogous procedure using calculated T-
maps. To obtain a "calculated T-map", we first calculate field emitted electron
trajectories (Fig 2a), following similar previous computational efforts. By smearing the
power deposited by the impacting electrons to simulate heat flow through the Nb wall,
we then calculate the corresponding T-map for an emitter with a chosen p at a chosen
location. The procedure is repeated for several field levels andihe corresponding
calculated T-maps shown in Fig. 2b. A F-N plot of AT_eak/Er vs. 1/E from these
maps is shown in the companion Fig 2c. A p value is determined from this slope and
found to be 20% lower than the starting p. The procedure has been repeated for several
fields between 15 -30 Mv/m, always showing a linear F-N behaviour and a consistent 15
- 25% underestimate of p. Therefore P values from experimental T-maps are uniformly
scaled up by 20%. Individual emitter T-maps at particular field levels can also be fit in
detail to obtain p, but this procedure is more painstaking.

Another important consideration enters into the analysis for P from experimental
T-maps. To separate heating produced by impacting electrons from heating by other
sources (eg. dielectric or resistive losses) we plot AT vs. E over a large field range as
in Fig. 3a. At low fields we usually observe a linear behavior such that AT goes to zero
at zero E. When FE starts, we get departures from a simple linearity. The true FE
heating AT is obtained by subtracting out the linear component due to other losses. This
subtraction influences the determination of P, especially for emission that is weak
compared to other heating. A F-N plot for the FE component of AT is shown in Fig 3b,
from which a J3 value of 325x1.2 = 390 is determined. In cases where He processing
reduces emission, we find the heating to return to the linear behavior as shown in Fig. 4,
justifying our procedure for linearly extrapolating the other losses into the non-linear
FE emission regime. E^ losses also influence the shape of the FE induced heating
profile, so that aJetailed comparison of the shape with trajectory calculations needs a
point by point E subtraction.
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Fig. 2 (a) Trajectories of field emitted electrons emanating during one rf period from a
field emission source on the cavity surface located near the nmTirnim electric field. The
peak surface field for this calculation is 23.7 Mv/m
(b) Calculated heating profiles for various field levels at a fixed azimuth due to impact
of field emitted electrons. A p value of 500 is assumed for the emitter.
(c) Fowler Noidheim plot of the calculated peak temperature increment AT. p value
determined from the slope is 376.
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Fig. 3 Maximum temperature increment at a particular azimuth as a function of E .
Two components of heating, one due to field emission (FE) and the second due to other
losses are visible in (a). The field emission component increases non-linearly above
15.5 Mv/m. (b) Fowler-Nordheim plot of FE component for heating at the same
location. The slope gives a p value of 325x1.2 (see text).
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Fig. 4 Heating due to field emission and other losses at a particular location during
various phases of He processing. Note that the FE heating returns to a E z behavior
when the processing is successful. This observation is the basis of subtracting E^ losses
to obtain the FE heating component alone when both are present.

Emitter Switching

The most serious problem that we have encountered with FE in our cavities is the
frequent switching of sites to highly emissive states. In some instances, the switching
manifests itself as an abrupt increase in heating as the field level is increased. One
example is shown in Fig. 5. In many cases, however, the switching is accompanied by a
spontaneous decrease in the cavity field level. Even though the field decrease does
reduce emission from the swtiched site, the emission continues at a level higher than
before the switch. P values are observed to be enhanced substantially. We refer to this
phenomena as state II . Before this severe switch sets in, field emission is labelled as
pertaining to state I. When state II sets in, a correlated jump in the current collected by
the rf antenna is also observed, along with increased heating at specific locations. One
example of state n is given in refs. 7. Here the time dependence of FE induced heating
is shown at the onset of state II. Another example is discussed in this report in Fig. 6.
Comparison of a state I with a state II map at about the same field level shows the
emergence of at least two stronger sites, one at the top iris near 230° and another at the
bottom iris near 90°. A superposition of the temperature profiles at fixed latitudes, both
top and bottom, shows in detail the emergence of the state II sites (Fig. 6b). As will be
discussed below, heat treated cavities are also observed subject to state H. Fortunately,
He processing does have a beneficial effect on emission in state II.
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Fig. 5 (a) Temperature map at 31.5 Mv/m after a minor switch. The evolution of
emission at the switched site is shown in (b) for increasing E, the switch is apparent
near 30 Mv/m. For comparison (c) shows the evolution of heating at a regular site
where no switching is observed.
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Influence of Heat Treatment on FE

One of the most interesting questions regarding FE in if cavities is whether heat
treatment of cavities reduces emission and permits higher fields, as suggested by the U.
of Geneva dc FE measurements.[4] Recent tests on high purity Nb 3 Ghz cavities show
that the field level (E_) for the onset of FE ranged from 1.0 to 21.0 Mv/m for
chemically prepared surfaces, whereas for a heat treated surface which had been
subsequently handled in a dust-free manner, the onset values ranged from 6.5 to 42
Mv/m. The highest field reached after rf and He processing was 16.3 to 52.5 Mv/m for
chemically treated surfaces and from 44.6 to 58.9 for heated surfaces followed by dust-
free handling. These results are just above the threshold of statistical significance for
demonstrating the beneficial effect of heat treatment. [3]

A comparison of emission maps between a heated and chemically treated surface
helps to strengthen this trend. Fig 7a. compares a temperature map of a 1.5 Ghz
chemically treated cavity (#LE1-2O) at the highest field level reachable after processing,
24 Mv/m, with the map (Fig 7 b) at the same field level on the first test on the same
cavity after heat treatment at 1200 C. There is a substantial reduction in the number and
severity of emisssion sites. Only one site is clearly identifiable after heating, whereas 8
sites have been clearly identified for the chemical treated surface. Their P values and
maximum AT values are listed in Table 1. Note that for the chemically prepared surface
test, only 78% of the total cavity area was covered because in the early stages of
development of the new diagnostic system, the complete set of thermometers were not
available.

Above this field level (24 Mv/m), state II emission increased the severity of the
loading drastically in both cases. However for the fired cavity it was possible to use He
processing to raise the field level to 31.8 Mv/m, when the map shown in Fig. 7c was
taken. We are still in the process of analyzing the number and properties of the emitters
present at this le^el, but the map clearly shows that in State I the total emission heating
is still far below that visible if Fig. a (State I) corresponding to the chemically prepared
surface.

Table 1

Emitter properties at 24 Mv/m, chemically prepared surface. The fit P values should be
increased by 20% as discussed in the text.

Location

10°,
30°
90°,
120°
200°
220°

200°
250°
260°

bottom

bottom
rt

j

i i

i i

top
t i

II

Fit J3
(rnK)

427 ± 26

1140+ 200
477+100
685 ± 90
?

234± 30
468+ 116
372± 48

~ AT (max, FE) Comments

450
Rf Processed
80

200
220

E2 component very large

250
160

160
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Fig. 7 (a) Temperature rriap at 24 Mv/m for a chemically prepared surface for cavity
LE1-20, after He processing to reach the emission limited field level. Detail
examination of this map reveals about 8 emitters (P values are given in Table 1). Only
28 out of 36 boards were available in the early stage of the thermometry developmen:
project when this experiment was performed, (b) Temperature map of the same cavity
at a comparable field level after heating at 1200 C. Note the significant reduction in
emission in comparison, no He processing, (c) Map obtained near the highest field
level 31.8 Mv/m, after He processing.
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Another set of comparisons between heated (1100C) and chemically treated
surfaces on a separate cavity, #LE1-21, is shown in Fig 8. For the chemically treated
case, the highest field we were able to reach was 21 MV/m, limited by heavy emission
in state II as compared to a maximum field of 34.3 Mv/m for the heated case, also
limited by state II. In both cases He processing was also applied. The first map (a) in
Fig 8. was taken near the highest field (18.3 Mv/m) we were able to reach in State I for
the chemically prepared case, and this should be compared with maps taken in state I for
the heated case at 19.8 (Fig. 8b), 24.3(Fig. 8c) and 31.5 (Fig. 8d) Mv/m each. At 31.5
Mv/m, the field emission loading in the heated case is finally comparable to the loading
at 18.3 Mv/m, as judged by the integrated area under the temperature maps. At 34.3
Mv/m, the total area in the heated case increases by another factor of 3. A count and
analysis of emitter properties for these tests is in progress.

Both cavities therefore show improvement in FE loading when viewed in terms of
the maximum achievable fields or by comparing the temperature maps. The
disappointing feature, however, is the persistence of state II, even after heat treatment,
continuing the need to He process to overcome this serious problem.

Effect of Exposure to Dust-Free Air

Another interesting question is how the emission properties of a surface which
can reach in excess of 30 Mv/m are affected after a controlled exposure to 1 arm. with
filtered dust-free air. We tested this question using cavity LE1-21 which was fired
(1100C) and He processed to exceed 30 Mv/m. Fig 9. compares State I T-maps
before(a) and after(b) exposure u. a field level of 32 Mv/m. The maps show that the
exposure did not inundate the cavity with new sources. However, emission activity
previously observed in certain areas had increased. The integrated area under the maps
showed a 50% increase with exposure . As an example, Fig.9 shows in more detail the
effect at locations 60° (c vs. d) and 100° (e vs. f). Here AT is plotted for increasing field
levels. After exposure, increased FE heating is clearly visible above the linear E
losses. These results suggest that the dominant sources of FE are not in clean air, but
that existing emission sites may be influenced by exposure to gases.
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Fig. 8 (a) Temperature map of
chemically prepared surface for
cavity LEl-21 at 18.3 Mv/m after He
processing applied, (b) Same cavity
map after heat treatment at 1100 C at
19.8 Mv/m. (c)and(d): Maps at
higher field levels after He
processing. At 31.5 Mv/m emission
for fired surface is comparable to
chemically prepared surface at 18.3
Mv/m.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of maps before and after exposure to dust-free air at 32 Mv/m
Emission at some sites is enhanced, as shown for example at 60° and 100° bv
comparing (c) with (d) and (e) with (f).
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He and Rf Processing

It has been well established by other workers that He processing is an effective
remedy against FE[11]. Using a sequence of temperature maps during processsing it
has also been shown that individual emitters can be suppressed^]. We have confirmed
this effect on several tests, one example is discussed here in detail. Cavity LE1-21
showed heavy state II emission at 16.6 Mv/m during the first test after firing as shown
in map a of Fig. 10. Immediately after admitting He the first map (b) showed the
sudden loss of several major emission areas, dropping the integrated power by a factor
of 5. Further increase in field level increased the emission at one of the dominant sites,
until it also was eliminated, allowing the field level to jump up to 21.5 Mv/m (map e )
when the integral power dropped by a factor of 2.5. As the field level was increased
new emitters were visible (map f), but these too were successfully processed until 30.8
Mv/m. After the processing it was found that 31 Mv/m could be achieved continuously
in State I.

The detailed heating (AT) at five of the processed sites is plotted as a function of
E 2 in Fig. 11 before and after He processing. Processing of sites located at 20°, 40°,
90°, 180°, and 320° is presented. Before the He was admitted all the sites were clearly
emitting between 12 and 16 Mv/m. Immediately after He admission there was a
substantial drop in the emission from 4 out of 5 sites, but one site (90°) increased. On
further processing between 15 and 16 Mv/m, this emitter too processed away
accompanied by an abrupt increase in field level to above 20 Mv/m. As this emittter
processed, the emission increased substantially before dropping abruptly. Between 26
and 30 Mv/m, emission at three of locations shown re-intensified and then processed
away. It is not clear whether new emitters at the same locations were visible because of
the higher field or whether the older emitters were active again.

To summarize, He processing reduces emission at most sites, but occasionally,
admission of He can enhance emission at some sites. Perhaps this is due to
contaminants in the He condensing on existing sites. Following this possibility, we are
about to embark upon special efforts to clean the He gas before admission into the
cavity.

RF processing has not been found to be as beneficial as He processing, in
agreement with similar observations from other workers. One example of rf processing
is described in Fig. 10. Emission is reduced at this emitter but not eliminated as seen
when the field level is raised.

Reduction of FE on Temperature Cycling

Very often we have observed that after rf or He processing under heavy FE
loading, cycling to room temperature increases the onset field for the appearance of
State II by about 10%. For example after He processing to achieve 31 Mv/m in state II,
we cycled to room temperature. On cooling down we were able to achieve a
comparably high field but in state I. Fig. compares the emission heating at the same
field level before and after the cycling. Futher testing showed that a maximum field of
34 Mv/m could be reached in state I for this follow-up test. These results suggest that
heavy processing somehow conditions a site and that further room temperature heating
assists the process. When put together with the observations that admission of He can
occasionally enhance emission at specific sites, and that controlled exposure of a cavity
to dust-free air promotes emission, the importance of the role of condensed gases in the
emission process is re-inforced.
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Fig. 10 (a) Map showing heavy emission in State II at 16.6 Mv/m just before the start
of He processing. (b)-> (e): Progress in He processing in state II. Note change of AT
scale in (e) when emitter at 90° is successfully processed.
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Fig 11 Detail behavior at various field levels for individual emitters that successfully
processed as visible in Fig. 9. In 4 out of 5 cases shown emission decreased on first
admission of He. But at 90°, emssion first increased substantially before successful
reduction.
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Fig. 12 Example of rf processing. Emission heating is abruptly reduced as the field
level increases.
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Conclusions

Results with 3000 Mhz heat treated cavities have shown that overall FE loading is
less after heat treatment and high fields can be reached more frequently. To improve
our understanding of FE behavior in rf fields from cold surfaces, a high speed,
superfluid He, thermometer based diagnostic system has been completed. A study of
the behavior of FE in heat treated cavities has been started for 1500 Mhz cavities using
the high speed/superfluid He thermometry diagnostic system. Heat treatments at 1100
and 1200 C have been tried and in both cases FE loading has been observed, including
switching of emitters to a high emissive state. Surface Electric field values of 34 and 31
Mv/m could be reached, limited by heavy FE in state II. Comparison of T-maps
between heat treated and chemically prepared surfaces at comparable field levels show
that FE loading is reduced after heat treatment, but to reach higher fields than with
chemically prepared surfaces, He processing was still necessary.

Our studies indicate that condensed gases play an important role in FE, so that it
would be a worthwhile attempt to look for comparable phenomena in dc FE studies.
We have also established that a Nb surface which can withstand a field of 30 Mv/m
does not degrade on exposure to dust-free air, so that this avenue is not a rich source of
emitters. We must look elsewhere for the sources of our regular field emitters.

For the future we plan to continue heat treatment at higher temperatures. We also
plan controlled exposure of a high field cavity surface to clean methanol and clean
water to determine if either of these are rich sources of emitters.
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Non-Accelerator Applications of Rf Superconductivity
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I. INTRODUCTION

Particle accelerators for Elementary Particle or Nuclear Physics were from the
beginning of the study of superconductors in high frequency fields the prime
target of application and the main origin of funding for our field. It is, however,
interesting to note that one of the first important applications of rf supercon-
ductivity was demonstrated by the initial operation of a Free Electron Laser at
Stanford [1] , an application which does not point in the direction of High
Energy Physics. The application of a superconducting cavity in an oscillator of
extremely low phase noise, the SCSO at Stanford gives another excellent example
of a non accelerator application. The progress in superconducting FEL's is
discussed in A. Schwettman's contribution to this workshop and the work on
the Superconducting Cavity Stabilized Oscillator is published since long [23.
The last review on non-accelerator applications of superconducting cavities
[83, does not yet contain the use of a superconducting cavity in a "Single Atome
Maser' [4 3 where the interaction of a single atom with one mode of a supercon-
ducting cavity at 21.5 GHz comprises an interesting experiment for the study of
basic maser interactions. This experiment was already mentioned in the last
workshop at CERN [3, 63. A similar experiment at 68.4 GHz is presently under
preparation and its superconducting cavity work is reported at this workshop [53.
The discovery of the high Tc superconductors has stimulated a new discussion
about various potential applications. In our contribution we specifically want to
concentrate on a special class of application to passive Rf devices and systems
[7,83. Electronic components {Josephson devices etc.) are not considered.



Whereas the surface resistance Rs of normal conducting (n.c.) copper at room
temperature is given by

/ f o . s
Rnc - Rnc (f^) (M w l t h Rnc(fo _ 3

(f: frequency, fo: reference frequency)

(2)

holds for superconducting (s.c.) materials at a given temperature. Taking fQ =
3 GHz as reference frequency the surface resistance is reduced relatively to
copper at room temperature for niobium at T = 4.2 K by a factor of about 10"*
and for Yt Bag Cu3O7_s at T * 77 K by a factor of about 10~2 [93.

As shown in the next sections the very low value of the s.c. surface resistance
may lead to significant improvements if at least one of the following properties
is of prime importance:

1) Frequency response = frequency dependence of impedance and/or transfer
function of a device.

2) Efficiency = ratio of 'used' power (with respect to the particular function
of the device) to total rf input power.

3) Signal-to-noise ratio.
4} Sensitivity of measurement system for material parameters.

If a device has to meet certain requirements with respect to one or more of
these properties, one could be faced with a situation where normal conducting
(n.c.) structures are insufficient and one has therefore to take s.c. as a possible
solution into account. There are two cases which should clearly be distinguished:

(a) Extreme properties (e.g. filters with extremely small relative bandwidth)
which in no case can be achieved with normal conducting devices.

(b) 'Normal* properties which can be achieved in the decimeter-wave region
with normal conducting devices of relatively 'large* size but which are
required to be offered by a miniaturized components in this frequency
region or by millimeter- and submillimeter-devices.
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II. COMPONENTS WITH SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THEIR
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

General consideration:

A wide class of rf-components such as nondispersive and dispersive trans-
mission-lines, filters etc. are designed to produce the desired transfer function
as a non-dissipativ reciprocal two-port between resistive terminations. Their
properties may be represented by the complex valued transmission coefficient
S21(f), which relates the outcoming wave at port 2 to the incident wave at port
1 (magnitude and phase, time dependence exp (jut)). With

S21(f) = exp [-a(f)-j<p(f» (3a)

a(f) denotes the insertion loss, while the group delay T g r is given by

1 3 b l

Since in the ideal non-dissipativ case no power is absorbed within the two-port,
a(f)>0 is due to the fact that power is reflected back to the source. But because
all real components exhibit unwanted dissipation due to metallic, dielectric and
sometimes radiation losses a(f) and T (f) differ from the (theoretical) functions
for lossless structures. In many components this difference does not consider-
ably affect the function, but in some components dissipation can lead to a
severe and therefore not tolerable degradation in system performance. To
obtain a crude first approximation about the order of degradation by loss
effects the 'equal uniform dissipation approximation HOT can be utilized.

With this approximation, where the unloaded quality factor Q of all elements
composing the two-port is taken to be equal, the insertion loss a(f) of the
lossy two-port turns out to be related to the insertion loss a(f) and group
delay Tgr(f) of the lossless two-port by

a(f) = a(f) + 27rf Tgr(f) ^ . (4)

This leads to the important conclusion that the influence of dissipation losses
onto the insertion loss is "amplified1 by the group delay Tgr. Hence, components
with a large value of f-Tgr are extremely 'sensitive' to dissipation. As examples
for such components narrow bandwith filters, pulse compression filters, disper-
sion-free transmission lines for very short impulses and cavities for oscillator-sta-
bilization are considered.
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The (unwanted) dissipation losses in a component of the two-port are quantita-
tively represented by the unloaded quality factor

W
Qo(f) = 2*fy- , (S)o (

where W denotes the maximum stored energy. The average dissipation power P
is in general the sum of (metallic) wall losses P w and dielectric losses Pd . In
the case of open structures (e.g. microstrip circuits) additional radiation losses
P r a d occur. With

Qo
= Q w Qd+ Qrad

where Q w , Qd and Qrad belongs to wall, dielectric and radiation losses respec-
tively, a necessary condition for a useful application of superconducting ( Q w =
Q ^ c ) instead of normal conducting ( Q w = Q-^c) wall material is the domi-
nance of the n.c. wall losses:

Q w of a component (n.c. or s.c.) is proportional to ZQ/RS and is monotonically
increasing with the relative size D/X (D: typical linear dimension, X = c/f, Zo =
377 0):

Q w = — F (?) with 4 - F(x) > 0 . (8)
w R, X dx

The meaning of the parameter D/X is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where a resonant
circuit serves as example. For D/X * 0.5 it is realized by means of a fundamental
mode cavity and for D/X » 0.5 by a (oversized) higher order mode cavity. To
reduce the relative size below 0.5 (miniaturization) a stepped inpedance coaxial
resonator (D/X * 1/8) or a lumped element circuit may be utilized.

For the purpose of a principal discussion of the size dependence the function
F(D/X) in eq. (8) may be approximated by

F(D/X) * Fo • (D/X)v with 1 * v < 3, (9)

where the constants Fo and v depend on the particular structure of the circuit.
If for a component (e.g. the resonant circuit of a filter) Q w is specified accor-
ding to the considerations given above, for n.c. circuits

Z o

(JLL Wv
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HOM-cavity
with D>1.5A

0.01 0.1 1

Fig. 1:
Realization of a resonant circuit for the same resonance frequency by means of
components with different relative size. A: lumped element circuit, B: stepped
impedance coaxial resonator, C: fundamental mode cavity, E: Higher order
mode cavity. Curve at the left part shows the corresponding unloaded Q factors
for the normal conducting case.

and for s.c. circuits

is required. Fig. 2 indicates the principal meaning of this requirement using
Q w / F o = 104- v = 1 and R / c (3 GHz) * 1<T2 R,nc (3 GHz) as numerical example.
For f - (D/Xo) - combinations belonging to region I this requirement can be
met with normal conducting material. In region II superconducting material
must be used and in region III the requirement can not be fulfilled.

From Fig. 2 three distinct cases where superconductivity has practical importance
can be deduced:
(A) Structures (relative size D/X * 0.5, non-overmoded) in the millimeter - and

submillimeter - wave region with moderate Q w values ( Q w * 1 000 -
10 000) (see point A in Fig. 2).
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(B) Miniaturized structures (D/X« 1) for 'relatively low' frequencies (e.g. deci-
meter waves) with normal Q values (point B in Fig. 2) have to be taken into
account, if a size in the order of X/2 is not permitted.

(C) Structures with extremely high Q values (Q > 10 *• ) which in no case can
be achieved with normal conducting devices. It is necessary to realize these
structures in decimeter wave region with D/X * 0.5.

Fig. ^ Realizibility of a
device with a given Q w

value as a function of fre-
quency and relative size D/X.
Requirements can be fulfilled
with normal conducting
material in region I, with
superconducting material in
region II and can not be
fulfilled in region III.

Bandpass filters with narrow band width:

From system theoretical considerations one finds that in the neighbourhood of
frequencies where Ida/dfl obtains large values (transition region) Tgr(f) becomes
very high, too. Therefore dissipation leads to strong degradations near the
transition region.

For a bandpass filter composed by N resonators the insertion loss at center
frequency fo which would be zero without dissipation becomes (see also Fig.3)

NN
£ * 4.34 ia
d B Af

Here the Q o n are the unloaded quality factors of the resonators and the
coefficients gn depend on the filter type ('shape' of the frequency response)
but are independent of Af [11,12]. If both a low value of ao and an extremely
small bandwith Af/fo are required Q o n values which cannot be obtained with
normal conducting structures may result (example: l»o

results in Q o n * 430 000).
1 dB, Af/fo = 2 • 10"s
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a/dB

—without dissipation
— with dissipation

Fig. 3
Degradation of the frequency
response of a bandpass filter due
to dissipation loss
loss at center frequency fo).

(ao: insertion

Possible applications of filters with extremely low values of the product
ao* Af/fo are (1) receiver preselector filters to avoid intermodulations in the rf
stages by a strong signal which is closely spaced In frequency [13].
(2) phase noise reduction in multiplier type microwave sources.
These oscillators use multiplier chains to generate stable microwave signals
from quartz crystal stabilized sources (with e.g. f = 5 MHz). One disadvantage
of this principle is that phase noise is increased by multiplication. The SSB
phase noise to carrier ratio is increased by 20 log n after a frequency multiplica-
tion by n [14]. To reduce this effect an extremely narrow bandpass filter could
be used to narrow the spectral width (and therefore the phase noise) in the
microwave region [15].
Some results on superconducting filters may be found in [13, 16-18]. The experi-
mental results reported in [17] turned out to be wrong due to measurement
errors [18].

Pulse compression filters:

In radar techniques frequency modulated (FM) pulses ('chirp') with a large time
bandwith product x'Af are used because they provide both good range resolution
and high energy [19]. At the receiver a pulse compression (p.c.) filter with a
dispersive group delay characteristic that has an inverse relationship to the
FM-function is needed. P.c. filters can be realized in a number of different
ways, e.g. with ultrasonic delay lines, optical signal processors etc. [19]. If an
extremely wide bandwidth is required a microwave p.c. filter (folded type
meander line as slow wave structure [19,20], tapped delay line [21]) may be a
proper design.

For large compression ratios the proper differential group delay T m a x " T
g r m l n

is in the order of the time duration AT of the uncompressed pulse, so that
for the maximum group delay Tg I . i m a x > AT must hold.
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From eq. (4) the maximum insertion loss due to dissipation - being largest
where the delay T g r is maximum - turns out to be

a m a v / d B * 5.5 • 10* • - 2 - • — • L (11)
•max' GHz

A typical p.c. filter with a center frequency of f =5 GHz for frequency modula-
ted pulses with a duration AT= 1 us and a bandwidth Af = 1 GHz may have a
compression ratio of 1000 leading to a compressed duration AT'= AT/1000 = Ins.
For this example aQ value greater than 27 000 is required from eq. (11) if
a m a x is not allowed to exceed 10 dB. Because this low dissipation cannot
be obtained with normal conducting structures pulse compression filters are
potential applications of superconductivity. Gondolfo et al. [221 demonstrated
this possibility with a superconducting meander line [lead, 7 = 4.2 K] and
achieved less than 16dB/iis insertion loss.

Dispersion free transmission line for very short impulses:

In some applications very short impulses (fast transients) have to be transmitted
over relatively large distances. If the transfer function of the transmission line
is except for a linear phase term frequency dependent (dispersive) the temporal
waveform is distorted (e.g. rise time altered to a lower value) along the line.
This leads in certain applications to a degradation of system performance. In
a digital circuit e.g. it results in speed limitations. An ideal distortion free
transmission line requires the phase velocity and the attenuation of the line to
be independent of frequency. If (in theory) lossfree transmission lines are
considered one finds that only TEM modes have a constant phase velocity. But
if for the TEM mode dissipation loss is also taken into account a frequency
dependent attenuation and group delay results which leads to pulse distortions.

If the input signal to a lossy n.c. TEM line is a step function the output signal
will due to distortion exhibit a nonzero rise time Tr given by

Tr * 128 T ( g ) 2 A2 (12)

with T = eo /x % 1.7 " 10~7 ps for copper. D denotes a typical transverse dimension
and 1 the length of the line whereas A is a shape factor. For a coaxial line
with outer and inner diameter of the conductors given by D and d = D/3.6
respectively A = 1 results.

In order to avoid higher order mode propagation for the transverse dimension

2 D/Xm l n = T) < 1 ( rj : miniaturization factor) (13)

must hold. If the transmission of an impulse with a time duration AT is considered
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and the crude approximations Tr < AT and fmM - c/\mln - TI/AT are introduced
into eqs. (12) and (13) one obtains for a normal conducting copper transmission
line at room temperature

ATjt.5
ps

'max i s t n e maximum allowed length with respect to impulse distortion. If for
very short impulses (e.g. rise time in the order of 10 to 100 ps) the maximum
length U m a x * 0.3 to 10 m) obtained from eq. (14) for n.c. lines is not sufficient
for the particular application, a superconducting line may be taken into account.
Nahman [23] investigated the possibility of a superconductive coaxial transmission
line (1.6 mm diameter, T = 4.2 K, Pb conductors) as a delay line for nanosecond
pulses. At 1 GHz the losses predominantly caused by dielectric losses leading
to an attenuation in the order of 1 dB/km. Mikoshiba et al. [241 also deal with
a s.c. coaxial line. They point out that a difficult problem arises from periodic
impedance irregularities resulting due to multiple reflections in high nondissi-
pative attenuation for particular frequencies. McCaa and Nahmann [253 as well
as Voges and Petermann [26] have calculated losses in superconducting trans-
mission lines. Since it can be expected that the difficulties due to dielectric
losses and multiple reflections can be overcome, transmission lines for very
short impulses seem to be important applications of superconductivity.

Superconducting cavity-stabilized oscillators:

All oscillators exhibit unwanted random phase fluctuations (phase noise). This
short term frequency instability is commonly characterized by a function which
describes the spectral density of phase noise as a function of the offset from
carrier frequency (SSB (single side band) phase to noise carrier ratio) [27].
Some applications have such strong phase noise requirements that not even a
synthesized microwave source can satisfy its requirements.
Examples:
In a Doppler radar typically a 'small' echo from the desired moving target
which is shifted in frequency according to its velocity has to be separated from
strong echos of undesired stationary objects (clutter). In this situation the
ability of a radar to resolve targets with a small Doppler shift is limited by
the phase noise of either the transmitter or the receiver local oscillator.
In digital communication systems phase modulation is often used to transmit
digital signals. Here the phase shift of the carrier is switched between different
values which are related to different "numbers' to be transmitted. As a result
of local oscillator phase noise the digital phase detection makes an incorrect
decision if the phase error exceeds the minimum phase step of the modulation.

A cavity with a high Q factor may be used in different ways to stabilize oscilla-
tors. It can be employed to built a frequency discriminator for an automatic
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phase control loop (cavity, balanced mixer, phase modulator). In this case the
phase noise reduction is mainly determined by the noise level of the control
loop and the unloaded Q-factor of the resonator.

The resonator may also be used as a 'transmission stabilizing cavity [28]',
where the cavity serves both as frequency dependent susceptance stabilizing
the oscillator proportional to the unloaded Q-factor and as a very narrow-band
bandpass filter leading to a further noise reduction.

A number of papers dealing with superconducting cavity stabilized oscillators
(see also [81) exist. Stein and Turneaure in 1972 [29, 30] reported very good
short-term and medium-term stability (ay ~ 10"15 in the time interval 10-1000s).

III. EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT BY S. C.

Accelerator cavities:

The ratio of power delivered to the beam ('used power') to the total rf power
fed into the cavity is dramatically increased by using s.c. Since this application
is discussed elsewhere it is not further considered here.

Electrically small and superdirective antennas:

An antenna may be considered as a 'mode transformer' which provides the
transition from the guided wave in the transmission line to the radiating modes
in free space. If the geometrical size of an antenna is small compared with the
free space wavelength X ("electrically small') the 'coupling' between the waveguide
mode and the radiating modes is 'very small', too. A parameter which describes
this coupling quantitatively is the radiation resistance Rrad defined by

Prad = 0 S l 2 Rrad' 05)

where I denotes the magnitude of the rf current flowing into the antenna and
P r a d denotes the radiated power. For a dipole with length 1 much less than X

and for a small loop antenna with loop area A

Rrad - (A/X2)2 (16b)

holds.
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Since furthermore a large amount of stored energy W Is associated with an
electrically small antenna the equivalent circuit (see Fig. 4) is given by a low

P=>
matching

network

Efficiency 11 =

equivalent circuit
R Rrad

Prad

Fig. 4:
Electrically small antennas (dipole
and loop antenna) with correspon-
ding equivalent circuit.

radiation resistance in series with a high reactance (capacitive for the dipol and
inductive for the loop antenna). The ohmic resistance of the antenna is represen-
ted by R. To provide maximum power transfer into the antenna a matching
network has to be inserted between the transmission line and the antenna. At
room temperature the ohmig resistance is much larger than the radiation resist-
ance. That means that the power fed into the antenna is mainly dissipated and
only a 'small* amount is radiated. So the efficiency can approach very low
values. With a superconducting antenna R can be reduced to be less than Rrad.
Walker and Haden C31] studied experimentally a s.c. loop antenna. Whereas the
efficiency at room temperature was about 1% they obtained an efficiency of
nearly 100% by cooling down the structure (antenna and matching network) to
4.2 K.

Besides the input impedance another important property of antennas is their
ability to concentrate radiated energy in particular directions (directional
antennas). This property is quantitatively described by the directivity which is
the ratio of the radiation intensity in the main direction and the mean radiation
intensity. An array is a special kind of a directional antenna. It is a group of
single antennas (radiation elements), which are coherently fed from a single
source. Assuming for the sake of simplicity that the single elements radiate
isotropically the radiation pattern is produced due to the interference of the
contributions of all elements. The angle dependency of the radiation pattern is
based on the fact that the differences in the path lengths from the elements
to a point in the far field change with the angle. Angles where the contributions
add constructively or destructively can be Influenced by the amplitudes and
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phases of the currents which are fed into the radiating elements. These ampli-
tudes and phases are determined by the associated branching network (see
Fig.5 ). If the elements are situated along a line with fixed spacing (total

a)

Jit i
bj

— element

branching network

c)

t
. D = - § - A - * ,

I t
tli tl

C(Q)

d)

ni
•!!!•

Fig. 5:
Principle of a superdirective
array
a) Array with 3 elements
b) Simple example for a

desired radiation pattern
c) Realization of the radia-

tion pattern by means
of a normal directive
array with D=2X/3

d) Realization by means of
a superdirective array
with D=2X/15.

•3iss=536P0

length of the array D»X) and all elements are fed with currents equal in phase
and magnitude a high directive pattern with a 3 dB beam width A0 given by

sin(A0) * X/D

and a main beam directed orthogonal to the array results. From this equation
one could conclude that a high directivity can only be realized with an antenna
being large in comparison to the wavelength. But this conclusion is not true
because one can (in theory) obtain any desired directivity value with an antenna
of any size and therefore also with an array of transverse dimension D«X [323.
An array with a directivity superior to the directivity of an array with equal
currents in all elements is called a superdirective array [32,333.

The principle of a superdirective array may easily be explained by means of the
array shown in Fig. Sa. It is composed of 3 isotropic radiating elements. For
sake of simplicity it is assumed that a radiation pattern like the pattern shown
in Fig. 5b is to be realized.

From a simple interference consideration the radiation pattern C(0) is found to
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be given by

C(0) = const • llj + 2 I2 cos (7tDsin0/X)|2 .

To obtain C(0 = ±7i/2) = 0 the currents have to be chosen according to

I2 = -I, / (2cos(:rD/X).

The last equation shows that one can find a solution for any D.

(a) For D = 2X/3 one obtains I2 = I t, leading to a normal directive antenna(see
Fig. Sc). The radiation intensity for the direction 0 = 0 is given by

C{0) = const. • 9 |I,|2.

(0) For D = 2X/1S one obtains I2 = -0.547 ^ (Fig. 5d) and

C(0) = const. • 0.009 II,!2.

Hence the current |Ij| has to be chosen 31,7 times greater for case (|3) as in
case (a) to obtain the same radiation intensity.

Figs. 5c and 5d illustrate this result and indicate the typical feature of super-
directive antennas. They utilize large and alternating element currents. If the
ohmic resistance is assumed to be the same in each of the 3 elements the
ohmic losses are in case (£5) about 536 times as high as in case (a). That clearly
shows the advantage which could be offered by a superconducting structure [34].

If the dimension D is kept constant, but more than 3 elements are used the
directivity and therefore also the beam width can (in theory) be arbitrarely
increased. But in practice close constraints have to be taken into account due
to the
(1) sensitivity of the array to small errors in the magnitude of the currents and

geometrical parameters (e.g. distance between elements).
(2) reduced frequency bandwith.

Electrically small antennas and superdirective antennas are of interest t o those
applications where antenna dimensions comparable to the wavelength are unaccep-
table.
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IV. IMPROVEMENT OF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO WITH S.C. PASSIVE
COMPONENTS

The weakest signal that can be detected by a receiving system is usually deter-
mined by the amount of noise which is accompanying the signal. This noise has
its origins in the noise present at the input of the receiving system as well as
in the noise which is generated within the system itself. The latter contribution
is described by the noise temperature T f f (in K) or the noise figure

F = 1 + T e f f / 290 .

If the receiving system is composed of a passive network (transmission lines,
power dividers, switches etc.) and a low-noise amplifier the overall noise proper-
ties may be considerably degraded by the losses in the passive network. To
study this effect and the improvements obtainable by cooling the passive network
a cascade of this transmission line and an amplifier is considered (Fig. 6).

If the effective noise temperature (in K) of the amplifier is denoted by Ta, the
(physical) temperature (in K) of the transmission line by T and the loss factor
by L, with

L = exp(2ocl)-l (1 = line length, ex = attenuation constant)
one obtains

T e f f = LT+ (L+l)Ta . (17)

The degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by

efr In
where T is the noise temperature of the source connected to the input of the
receiving system (e.g. antenna temperature).
The first term in eq.(I7) is due to the contribution by the lossy line itself
whereas the second term represents the contribution by the amplifier increased
by the attenuation in the transmission line. Equation (17) indicates that a reduc-
tion of the noise temperature can be attained by reducing the (dissipative) loss
factor L or the physical temperature T of the transmission line or by a combina-
tion of both measures.

Fig. 6:
Configuration consisting
of a transmission line and

o.T To ( S N R ) i - < S N R > 2
:

input and output signal-to-
noise ratios
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Cooled front end of a high sensitive receiver:

In certain applications as e.g. in radio astronomy the received signal level is
extremely low. Therefore cryogenically cooled low noise amplifiers (e.g. Maser)
are used. To avoid a degradation of the SNR due to large transmission line
networks (especially with array antennas) and other passive components (switch
etc.) between the antenna and the first amplifier {'front end') these part of the
system is cooled, too. Because this part is usually cooled to a temperature T
of about 20 K the components are still normal conducting. Therefore the
quantity L in eq. (17) which represents absorption loss is not extremely reduced
and the improvement in noise figure is due to the fact that T is an extra factor
in eq. (17).

With a new hight Tc~superconductor a much larger noise reduction could
perhaps be obtained with a temperature of about T * 80 K, because in this
case both L and T decrease considerably.

Long distance s.c. communication cable:

In a communication system the signal-to-noise ratio at the end of a transmission
medium e.g. a cable, has to exceed a certain level to assure that the information
contained in the signal can be extracted. A given value of (SNR)2 determines
the maximum length of a cable between two amplifiers. If one considers a s.c.
cable as a long distance transmission medium, one has to take into account
that such a cable has to compete with an optical fiber line. Because with
optical fibers attenuation as low as 0.15 dB/km are attained there seems to be
no need for this application of superconductivity.

V. SENSITIVITY OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM TO MATERIAL PARAMETERS

A well known measurement technique is to insert a small sample of a material
into a cavity and to determine the dielectric (complex permittivity) and/or
magnetic (complex permeability) of the material from the shift in resonance
frequency and quality factor of the cavity. The use of s.c. resonators instead of
n.c. resonators at room temperature increases the sensitivity of the method by
several order of magnitude [35-381. This enables to determine much smaller
loss tangents (up to tan 8 = 10"9) as well as much smaller changes in the real
part of the permittivity or permeability.
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ABSTRACT

A high Q niobium cylindrical millimeter wave cavity needed for maser
experiments using Rydberg atoms has been realized. After machining and electron

beam welding, the internal dimensions are adjusted by chemical polishing. Fine

tuning is obtained by plastic deformation. Each step is controlled by microwave

transmission. The obtained Qo in the TE l 2 1 mode at 68.415 GHz ranges from 3 x 107

t o3x 10° at 1.7 K.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, Rydberg atoms made possible new experiments on

matter-radiation coupling in the millimeter and sub-millimeter wave range [1,2]. For

instance, masers with a threshold down to a single atom at a time in the cavity have

been realized, either in a pulsed [3] or c.w. regime [4]. More recently, it has been

shown [5] that it should be possible to operate a c.w. two-photon maser on a

millimeter-wave transition between Rydberg levels having the same parity, in a very

high Q superconducting cavity. The feasibility of this new type of maser is related to

the fact that the two-photon transition amplitude is greatly enhanced if there is a

relay level of adequate parity with an energy close to the average of the transition

initial and final levels ones. Such coincidences do occur in alkali Rydberg spectra for

easily accessible levels of cesium and rubidium.

An experiment, owing to the realization of such a c.w. two-photon maser, has

been achieved at Ecole Normale Superieure de Paris [6]. The 40 S 1/2 -» 39 S 1/3

transition at a frequency of 2 x 68 4158 MHz has been selected due to the easiness of

c.w. excitation of rubidium Rydberg states by means of laser diodes [2]. In spite of

the very convenient position of the relay level for this transition, this maser is above

threshold with easily accessible atomic fluxes (10*/s) only in a very high Q (10*), low

order closed cavity [5].

In this paper, we describe the preparation of -3 high Q superconducting niobium
cavity, precisely tuned (within 1 kHz) to the atomic frequency.

2. DESIGN OF THE CAVITY

The size of the cavity has to be in the millimeter range. Therefore, its shape

has been chosen cylindrical due to fabrication considerations at this scale and since

programs like URMEL [7,8] allow to calculate electromagnetic multipole fields in

those cavities. The Rydberg atoms beam will cross the cavity along its axis.

Therefore, the chosen cavity mode should have non-zero transversal electric field on

the axis, there should be no change of sign of this field along the path of the atoms

and this field should be as independent as possible from the off-axis position of the

atom beam due to always present alignement errors.
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All TE, , modes fulfil those conditions. If we had chosen n= 1 the cavity

would be extremely small causing even severer tolerance problems, a value too large

would settle the used mode in a nearly continuous spectrum of other modes where

identification problems arise especially for the preparation measurements in a normal

conducting states. Therefore, the TE,?. mode was chosen, where the cavity

dimensions are in the order of 7 mm.

The only parameter left free is thus the D/L ratio, where D is the cavity

diameter and L the cavity length. The highest Q for the same surface quality is
o

obtained for D/L = 1. On the other hand, the selected mode TE,-. should be far
enough from the closest other modes in order to prevent an accidental coincidence

between one of these modes and a one-photon transition sharing a level with the

two-photon maser one.

The cavity shape with the cut-off tubes trapping the mode field but allowing

the atoms beam to pass through the cavity was studied with the computer program

URMEL [7], Also the coupling strength of the lateral wave guide couplers was

estimated with those data.

Based on this study a brass model at 5 GHz [9] was built and measured.

Especially the mode polarisation due to the lateral wave guide couplers and the

coupling strength for different positions of the ports was examined since this can only

be estimated with URMEL. A compromise between all requirements was found for

D/L = 1.03, the cavity dimensions being thus D = 7.78 mm, L = 7.55 mm. The

geometrical factor G turns out to be 1010 Q.

A cut drawing of the cavity is shown in fig. l(a). The atomic beam is fed in the
cavity through the cut-off tubes (diameter d = 1.7 mm). They allow also to couple
microwave in and out of the cavity to monitor, by transmission, its resonant
frequency and to measure its loaded quality factor Q, and the transmission
coefficient T. The fig. l(b) shows a real niobium cavity from the first series cut into
two halves where machining and welding quality could be studied.

3. PRODUCTION AND FREQUENCY TUNING

Due to the tight absolute frequency tolerance welding shrinkage and machining

errors are of primordial importance. The niobium cavities were made from two

parts: the end piece with the cavity body and the opposite end piece, with cut-off
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tube and coupling port. The two cavity parts have to be chemically etched (see e.g.

ref. [10]) before welding to remove the damaged layer of ~ 100 urn which has a bad

superconducting behaviour.

A first set of cavities was machined, electron beam welded (full penetration
with 5 mA at 90 kV) and fitted with coupling ports. Their mechanical dimensions
were recorded during the different stages of fabrication and the frequency was
determined. This process allowed to adjust the dimensions for the next set to hit the
desired frequency within machining tolerances. Since the remaining error was
removed by chemical tuning (see later) a cavity which has volontarily a slightly too
high frequency was aimed at to have enough margin for the chemical removal.

We have fabricated two sets of cavities, one (set "A") with coupling ports

matched for the normal conducting state (d = 1.76 mm and 1 = 1.8 mm) and the second

(set "B") for the s.c. state (d = 1.76 mm and 1 = 4.65 mm) which have unfortunately

such a small transmission that they cannot be measured any more in the normal

conducting state (sect. 4).

The two cavity parts (n.c. state) were mechanically held together and were

measured and etched in several alternating steps to learn the change of frequency

with the chemical etching. The chemical etching was done with a slower acid

mixture (1 : 1 : 2 HF, HNO3, H3P04) than the standard one ( 1 : 1 : 1). At 20°C an

etching rate of 4.4 urn per minute was found corresponding to -40 MHz per minute.

The smallest step which could be realized was 5 MHz. Once this behaviour known

from easy measurements at room temperature on the set "A", the final cavities (set

"B") were carefully etched anticipating the known welding shrinkage and thermal

contraction since a measurement was not possible in this state. The two parts were

welded together followed by rinsing with high purity dustfree water. Then the

cavity's frequency was checked at 2 K. Finally, the desired frequency (~ 10-50 MHz

below the atomic frequency 68 416 MHz) is reached by successive chemical etchings

followed by 2 K measurements.

To be prepared for possible accidents, four of the final cavities were produced

and tuned, only one having a frequency slightly (68 100 MHz) too low at the end of

the operation. However, this cavity could be properly retuned (IB of table 1) by an

inelastic deformation applied at room temperature.
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To increase the surface quality of the cavities they can be annealed at high

temperature (1850°C for 3 hours) in a ultra-high vacuum environment. This heat

treatment evaporates any residual material deposited in the cavity and reduces thus

the surface resistance. To study a possible frequency shift due to the thermal

treatement, two cavities were treated first and only a negligible shift was found but

the Q-values increased non-negligibly. The best cavity showed after the treatement

a Q -value of 3.3 x 10* (table 1).
o

The fine tuning of the cavity to the actual atomic frequency (the atomic

transition linewidth is only 20 kHz), is performed by a slight elastic deformation of

the cavity walls: a force is applied on the 0.S mm thick cavity walls in a direction

perpendicular to the polarization of the electric field (fig. 1). It increases the cavity

resonant frequency by 1 kHz per angstrom. The obtained maximum frequency shift is

~ 100 MHz (10 v- deformation). When the force is released the tuning comes back to

its initial value.

CAVITY MEASUREMENTS

The r.f. measurements at 68 GHz are performed using a Millimeter-wave Scalar

Network Analyzer (MSNA 27-155 Sielux). This equipment permits the measurements

of transmission coefficients over a wide dynamic range (> 50 dB) from 27 to 155 GHz,

with a remarkable accuracy (0.1 dB up to -30 dB, 0.3 dB up to 50 dB). Its internal

source can be locked by an X-band frequency stabilizer (MOS 3106 Microwave

Systems), providing an analysis linewidth of 200 Hz (at -3 dB) at 68 GHz, allowing Q,

measurements up to several 108, and the absolute frequency can be determined with

a 6 Hz accuracy by a mere X-band counter with an external 10 MHz exact frequency

reference given by a long wave receiver for standard frequency (Adret 4801 A).

The microwave is fed into the cavity through the left-hand side waveguide,

orthogonal to the cavity axis to allow a free path for the atoms. This waveguide is

terminated by a \ / 4 choke providing optimum coupling to the small tube (the field

polarization being orthogonal to the plane of the figure). The microwave reaches the

cavity through the small tube, acting as a waveguide below cut-off, and is therefore

attenuated. The output coupling is symmetric and introduces the same attenuation.

The overall transmission coefficient T is related to these attenuation factors which

can be characterized by coupling quality factors Q i (input) and Qg (output). In our
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symmetrical geometry we have Q = Q , and the loaded quality factor Q. obeys the
law Qj~x = Q~x + 2 Q"1. The transmission T is given by T = 4 (Q./Q )a.

For a given intrinsic quality factor Q , T depends only on Q of the ports and
thus only on the small tube diameter d and on the length 1 separating the cavity wall
from the edge of the coupling waveguide. Room temperature measurement on
different couplings in brass-made cavities permitted to confirm the estimation.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental variations of T versus 1 for a given d = 1.5 mm,

whose slope agrees well with estimations done with URMEL. Fig. 3 depicts T as a

function of d for 1 = 2.5 mm.

The presence of the coupling tubes increases the effective volume of the

cavity, and therefore lowers its resonant frequency. The dependence of this

frequency detuning versus d can be calculated when assuming 1 = °°, and has been

measured for transmission low enough for this approximation to be valid. The

corresponding results are shown in fig. 4. For all these data, the agreement between

calculated and experimentally determined values is quite correct.

Due to experimental limitations (we use a 4 He cryostat), the cavity

temperature cannot be much lower than 2 K. The corresponding best possible Q
o

value, as predicted by the BCS theory [11] or determined by interpolation between
previous experiments at 21 GHz and 81 GHz [12], is of the order of 2 x 10* at 2 K. In

order to get a QL value close to QQ altogether with a reasonable transmission, we

choose to work around T = IO~2, i.e. Q. = 0.9 Q and Q = 18 Q . As Q does not
I - O 1 O 1

depend upon Qo> this corresponds to T = 7.7 x 10~ia (10 LogT =-111 dB) for
Q = 5000. Extrapolating the results of figs 2 and 3, one gets such a coupling for

o

d = 1.76 mm and 1 = 4.65 mm. As the Q value for niobium at room temperature is

1850°C, the transmission of the cavity is only 10 LogT = -113 dB at 300 K, much too

low to be measured. With the coupling geometry suited for obtaining a high Q, the

helium cooling is necessary for any measurement.

Fig. 5 presents the transmission of a cavity versus frequency. These data have

been obtained at 1.7 K after chemical polishing, and annealing. The observed value
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of Q|_, as deduced from the resonance line width, is 9 x 107. The transmission is
10 LogT = -10 dB. From these values one gets Q = 5.8 x 10" and Q = 1.3 x 10". Let

1 O

us stress that this Q. value is large enough to perform the two-photon maser

experiment.

Fig. 6 presents the variation of R = G/Q for this cavity as a function of
S O

temperature (crosses). As Q does not depend upon temperature, these data are

easily obtained by monitoring the cavity transmission at resonance as a function of

temperature. The straight line in fig. 6 represents the BCS theoretical value for R .

The experimental values are close to the theoretical ones at 4 k. For lower

temperatures, the influence of parasitic residual surface resistance (due to defects)

increases, and the observed Q values are lower than the theoretical limit (residual

resistance 18

This residual resistance is greatly reduced by the thermal treatment. The

circles in fig. 6 present the values obtained, with the same cavity, after annealing.

The residual surface resistance is now only about 6 uQ, yielding a Q value of
o

1.7 x 10* (the observed QL is mainly limited by the coupling). The optimum Q values
obtained for 4 different cavities are listed in table 1.

5. CONCLUSION

We have shown the practical feasibility of superconducting cavities with a well

determined frequency around 70 GHz, and a Q value close to the BCS theoretical

limit at 2 K. These cavities make possible the realization of a c.w. two-photon

maser. They could also find some interesting applications in the field of microwave

technology, for instance to build sources with high spectral purity, which are in high

demand for optical frequency synthesis systems.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 (a) Cut drawing of the Nb cylindrical cavity.

(b) Photo of a real Nb cavity from the first test series cut into halves.

Fig. 2 Variation of the transmission coefficient T at resonance (in dB) versus the

distance 1 of one of the (equal) coupling ports from the cavity (fig. 1).

The diameter of the coupling holes is fixed at d = 1.5 mm. The slope of

this curve corresponds well with estimations using URMEL.

Fig. 3 Variation of the transmission coefficient T at resonance (in dB) versus the

diameter d of the coupling holes, their common length being fixed to

2.5 mm.

Fig. 4 Variation of the resonance frequency due to the increase of the effective

volume when increasing the diameter d of the coupling hole.

Fig. 5 Observed transmission through one cavity (2 B) after annealing cooled at

1.7 K. The line shape is purely Lorentzian.

Fig. 6 Surface resistance measured with one cavity (2 B) versus inverse absolute

temperature 1/T (T = 9.2 K). The crosses are the observed values before
c

annealing, the dots after annealing. The solid line corresponds to the
theoretically predicted law RJQ] = 2.3 x 10~ a exp (-1.93 T /T) at 68 GHz.
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Surface Resistance of Superconductors—Examples from Nb - 0 Systems
P. Palmer

Outline

0. Introduction
1. BCS Resistance

Two fluid model
Frequency and temperature dependence
Mean free path dependence (anomalous skin effect)

2. Residual resistance
Resistive losses
Tunneling losses
Direct phonon generation

3. Effects of Oxygen
Room temperature exposure (no effect)
Oxidized surfaces heated to 325*C
Energy gap
Dependence of RF properties on heating temperature

Trapped magnetic flux

Introduction

The observed surface resistance of most superconductors can be
written as the sum of tiro terms.

Robs = ^ C S + Rres
The first term is the surface resistance predicted by the BCS theory,

2 —A/T{m2,a2} which is roughly proportional to (w /T)e ' . The second term
is a sample dependent empirical constant called residual resistance
which dominates at low temperatures where the BCS resistance approaches
zero. Typical values for the residual resistance of clean niobium range
from 2 to 100 nfl, depending mostly on the details of surface
preparation.{k5}

This paper is divided into three sections. The first section
describes the BCS theory of surface resistance in terms of a simplified
two-fluid model. The second section describes several possible causes
of residual resistance including normal conducting materials, tunneling
across cracks in the surface, and direct generation of phonons by the RF
electric field. The last section describes recent experiments having to
do with the effects of oxide layers on surface resistance. Layer* grown
in pure oxygen at room temperature were found to have little or no
effect, but if these layers are heated to temperatures near 300*C, they
can alter both the BCS resistance and the residual resistance. Heated
oxide layers also increase the dependence of the residual resistance on
ambient magnetic field.
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1. BCS Resistance

This section describes several features of the BCS part of surface

resistance in terms of a simplified two-fluid model. The section is

divided into 3 subsections. The first one shows that the two-fluid

model gives a useful although inexact approximation to the current

density in a superconductor as calculated by Mattis and Bardeen. The

mathematics is somewhat tedious here, so the important characteristics

of the model are listed in the last paragraph of this subsection. The

remaining subsections use this model to describe the dependence of the

BCS resistance on frequency, temperature, and mean free path.

Two fluid model:

The expression for the current density, J, as a function of the

vector potential, A, was calculated by Mattis and Bardeen,{m2} for u «

T < Tc/2 as:
o

rn U u\ e No f ira-Afr')1Ifw.R,T)e~R/1 dr'
[1] J(r,«) = 5 J — — 4

2K\Z
 J R4

where R = r-r', R = |1|, 1 is the mean free path, and N is the density

of states, dN/d|p|. The superconducting properties are contained in

,A
[2] I(w,R,T) = -ix [l-2f(E+V")l X [g(E) cos(oe9)-i sin(oe2)] e

Vl,W 2 2

j» iae.

- iirJ{[l-2f(E+htf)] X [g(E) cos(oe2)-i sin(oe2)] e
 L

-[l-2f(E)3 X [g(E) cosiaej-i sin(ae1)] e *} dE

where e = (E2 - A 2 ) 1 / 2 , e = ((E+H«)
2 - A 2 ) 1 / 2 , g(E) =

2 2
(E +A +HwB)/eieo» a = R/hvr» v* i s tlle fermi velocity, and f(E) is the

E/T -1
fermi function, (1+e ' )

The normal and superfluid parts of this expression may be separated

as follows. If I(w,R,T) is real, then J is out of phase with the

electric field, E = i(tf/c)A, so no dissipation will occur. On the other

hand, for a normal metal,

[3] I(«,R,T) = -iTh«e~iRw/vf

Upon fourier transforming to real time, the exponential becomes

5(t+R/v.), which has the simple interpretation that a delay of R/v. is

required for electrons to travel from r' to the point where the current

is measured. For small T and w,the first integral in [2] reduces to

-x/A , which is part of the supercurrent. The second may be rewritten

as
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[4] I(w,R,T) ~ JT [l-2f(E)] [g(E)-l] sinCaCe^eJ) dE

r" At(&\ ~ia(% ) h w

+i,rJ h« ^ [g(E)+lJ e dE dE
A

[g(E)~l] e L * dE

where derivative approximations have been used for f (E+w) and e.. The
first term in [3] is real and represents the supercurrent, which is
independent of w. This term is also much larger than the other two so
that the field pattern in the superconductor is determined primarily by
just the supercurrent. The second term is similar to [3], except that
the fermi velocity has been replaced by s = dE/dp where E =

2 2 2 1/2 2 *
(A +v- (p-p.) ) . The approximation, E = A + p /2m where p = p-p»
and m = A/v. , gives s = p/m . (The mass is anisotropic in the sense
that it is more easily accelerated in its direction of motion than in a
transverse direction, but much can be explained without taking this into
account.) Note also that the number of normal electrons is reduced by a
factor of df/dE -(1/T) exp(-A/T). The third term in [3] is very
strange, but it is always smaller than the second term, and it falls off
rapidly for R > f.

The two fluid model for T < T /2 may be summarized as follows. The
c

electro-magnetic fields are determined almost entirely by the
supercurrent. The supercurrent density and the magnetic field are
independent of U, and, for 1>>£, they are independent of 1. The number
of normal electrons is relatively small, since it contains a factor of
df/dE - (1/T)e ' . The normal electrons have an effective mass, m =
A/v» and a velocity given by (p-Pf)/n , where p. is the fermi momentum.
These velocities can be arbitrarily slow near the fermi surface.
Frequency and temperature dependence:

Many approximations use a frequency dependence of u , which comes
from the fact that E is proportional to u. (V X E = i(w/c)B. For any
linear relation between E and the normal current, J , the losses, J #E,
are proportional to E .) A correction to the u dependence arises due
froc> the slow moving "normal electrons" which rarely scatter during a
single RF cycle.

A group of electrons having the same speed (s) but traveling in
random directions will have a mean time between collisions of T = 1/s
where 1 is the mean free path. The average velocity, <v>, is much
smaller than s. In the presence of an oscillating electric field, E
exp(-iwt), the average Telocity obeys
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d<v> e E e"
dt ~ •o

, or <v> = eS/a* -iwt

If the number of electrons is dn, then the power loss is Re (J'B )/2:

2m

as anticipated, this expression depends on u for s < 1«; otherwise it
has the same form as the standard expression,
[6] P = ff|B|2/2 where a = ne2r/m.
The losses in the superconductor may be found by integrating over [4]
using dn = N (df/dE) dp. For simplicity we approximate df/dE =
(1/T) e~A/T for A < E < A+hw , and df/dE = 0 otherwise.

P =
2m
- N
* o

*
m v.

p/m*l

or

[7] P =

* 2Where the thermal velocity, v. , is defined by m v. /2 = T.
Table 1 compares formula [7] with detailed calculations from the

program by Halbritter.{hi} The formula has been normalized to agree
with the program at T = 1 and f = 31.6 Mhz. We have used the same
parameters used by Halbritter for niobium, except that a mean free path
of 300A is used. These values are Tc = 9.2, A(0) = 17.1*, XL(0) = 360A,
and v. = 290,OOOm/s. At 4 degrees, we used A(4) =17.02* in our formula,
in accordance with the BCS theory.

Table 1
Comparison between formula [7] and Halbritter's program.

(Surface resistances in Ohms)

mp.

1*
1*

2*
2*

4*
4*

Method

program
formula

program
formula

program
formula

31.6 Mhz.

3.45xlO"15

(same)

9.98xlO"12

1 O9.24x10""

4.50xl0"10

3.52xlO~lu

1 Ghz.

1.82x10
2.23x10

-12
-12

5.70x10
6.08x10

r9

-9

2.73x10
2.35x10

r7

-7

10 Ghz.

7.57x10
1.41x10-10

2.85x10
3.96x10

1.55x10
1.57x10

r7

-7

-5
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At the highest frequency and lowest temper&ture, the formula is off by a
factor of 2. Otherwise the errors are no more than 30X.

Anomalous Skin Effect:
The preceding section assumes that the electron mean free path is

small compared to the penetration depth, X, so that the field acting on
a given electron depends only on time. The anomalous skin effect occurs
when this is not the case. We will make a crude estimate of this effect
by considering electrons that are diffusely reflected from the surface
and then travel a distance, 1, before having a collisions. The electric
field is approximated as being equal to its full value at depths up to
X, at which point it drops to zero. Figure 1 shows the effective mean
free path, L(0), for two such electrons. For 6 > cos~1(X/l) - */2-X/l,
the electron travels the full distance inside the penetration layer, so
1(0) = 1; for smaller angles, L(0) = l/cos(0).

Figure 1. Effective mean free paths for 1 > £.

At low frequencies, the logarithm in [7] varies slowly with 1, so that
power loss is roughly proportional to 1, as in equation [5]. The
anomalous dissipation is then proportional to the average length,

where 9 is the angle between the electron trajectory and the normal to
the surface, and dfl = 2t sinff d0.

,JT/2 , T/2+-X/1
[8] 1 .. = 1 sin0 d0 + X tan0 d0 = X ( 1 + log(l/X) )

eff J JT/2-X/1 }0

Most of the losses here are due to electrons traveling nearly parallel
to the surface. If the mean free path is very long, then the low
frequency approximation, u < vfc/l is no longer valid. Since the
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collision time is now longer than the RF period, further increases in 1
have little effect. For niobium at 4* these cutoff values for 1 are
v./w = 30,000 angstroms at 10 Ghz, or 600,000 angstroms at 0.5 6hz.
Figure 2, Taken from Martinez and Padamsee,{m4} shows surface resistance
as a function of mean free path calculated with Halbritter's program.
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The logarithmic curve can be seen at low frequencies, and the upper
limits are in approximately the right place. Formula [8] goes to zero
at 1/X = 1/e. Extrapolating the straight line in figure 2 back to zero
gives X = 120 angstroms, which is off by about a factor of three, but
not too bad considering the approximations that have been made. Of
course [8] is not valid for 1 < X. In fact, if 1 < f, both the normal
current and the supercurrent are proportional to 1, so that the surface
resistance is proportional to 1 ' . This results in a minimum in the
surface resistance near 1 = (;. Figure 3 shows this minimum in the
curve, along with our data at 8.6 Ghz. The estimate 1 = 20A*(RRR) has
been used to relate the mean free path to the purity of the niobium.

2. Residual Resistance

The BCS theory predicts that the surface resistance of a
superconductor goes to zero at T=0, but, in practice, this never
happens. Instead the resistance approaches some finite value called the
residual resistance. Common causes of residual resistance include
contamination layers or inclusions of normal metal or lossy dielectrics,
trapped magnetic flux, and cracks or splatters from welds. Other
possible causes include damage from machining, surface roughness, grain
boundaries, direct generation of phonons by the RF field, and oxide
layers that have been damaged by heat or electron impact.{tl,t2,m3}
Although many causes have been suggested or identified, there is little
or no quantitative information about how much each of these mechanisms
(with the exception of trapped magnetic flux{p3}) contributes to the
residual resistance of a carefully prepared surface.

Resistive losses:
Probably the most common cause is the presence of normal conducting

or lossy dielectric materials in the cavity. Even assuming that these
losses are due to simple joule heating, P = Re (ff|E| )/2, there is a
wide enough variety of possible behaviors that even this simple
mechanism is hard to identify. Metallic materials cause higher losses
if located in a high current region of the cavity. The frequency
dependence of these losses depends on the size or thickness of the
normal material. If the dimensions of the material are greater than its

-1/2own skin depth, then the losses are proportional to U ' . If the
thickness is small compared to the penetration depth of the
superconductor, then losses are proportional to |E| at the surface of
the superconductor, which varies as V . Very small amounts of normal
metals can cause significant losses. A typical S-band cavity that is
uniformly coated with material having a resistivity of 1/ff = 1 ftft cm
should have a residual resistance of - 5 nfl per angstrom of coverage.
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An unresolved question is the extent to which thin surface layers
will be driven superconducting by the proximity effect.{si} The
calculation of McMillan{ml} indicates that the surface layer will
superconduct with an energy gap which is less than that of the
superconducting substrate by a factor on the order of (1-t/f), where (
is the coherence length in the substrate. However, this calculation
describes the energy spectrum of electrons that travel back and forth
between the superconductor and the normal layer. Since—especially if
there is an anomalous skin effect—significant losses are due to
electrons travelling almost parallel to the surface, it remains unclear
whether or not the proximity effect can eliminate the residual
resistance of a normal layer.

Dielectric layers can cause losses in the high (perpendicular)
electric field regions of the cavity. The displacement current, J = -
iwE/4ir, travels through this layer causing losses, P = Re(|J| /2a),
where a describes both the real current and the displacement current:
a = or1 - iwe/4*. The losses are then proportional to

R (/) /(^V/ie2)^ ^ 2

Note that the frequency dependence of these losses can vary between u
and w dependir^ on which part of the conductivity dominates.

Electron tunneling across cracks:
Another mechanism which might contribute to residual resistance is

(single particle) tunneling across grain boundaries or cracks in the
surface. Figure 4 shows an idealised crack with width, w, and depth, d.
Most cf the current detours around the bottom of the crack so that

T».r

Figure 4. Idealized model of a crack in a cavity surface.

the magnetic field penetrates into the crack. The electric field then
follows form the "curl B" equation so that the voltage across the crack
is V = wd(dB/dt) [inks units]. Significant tunneling will not occur
unless w < ..1000A, and the voltage is more than twice the energy gap, V
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> - 3mV. Using a depth of 0.1mm and a frequency of 1 Gha, we find that
the RP magnetic field must reach -300 gauss for tunneling losses to
occur. (In a typical accelerator cavity, this corresponds to an
accelerating field of ~10MV/m.)

The power dissipated by these junctions is probably small. For a
given junction resistance, R, the current is (V-3mV)/R, and the power is
VI = V(V-3mV)/R. A lew estimate for R is 20tl-[(lmm) /A] where A is the
area of the junction. Since only the top portion of the crack has
adequate voltage across it, the effective area is less than d times the
length of the crack, so typical power losses are on the order of a few
microwatts for a 1 cm long crack. This estimate is based on many
speculative parameters, but, since almost any cavity will dissipate
several watts at a field of 300 gauss, it seems unlikely that tunneling
contributes significantly to these losses. Nonetheless, as Amato{a3}
pointed out, this effect may be observable since the nonlinear
conductivity of the junctions should generate third harmonics of the
resonant frequency.

Direct phonon generation:
Direct generation of phonons by RF electric fields has been

investigated by several authors {h3,p2,k3,s2} as a possible cause of
residual resistance. The most recent calculations, due to Scharnberg,
find less than one nil for frequencies less than 4 Ghs. However, for
higher frequencies and relatively long mean free paths (>1000A), the
results become comparable with experimental values. Figure 5 shows
residual resistance as a function of RRR for the UHV fired cavities

0480987-020

20 400

Figure 5. Residual resistance of niobium at 8.6 Gh» as a
function of niobium purity (RRR).
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described below. The curve through the figure is interpolated from
Scharnberg's graphs. Although the data is not completely convincing, it
should be interesting to see if other researchers find an increase in
high-frequency surface resistance with RRR.

3. Effects of Oxygen

Oxide layers have long been suspected of contributing to residual
resistance. Niobium oxidizes quickly in air, forming an oxide layer that
grows to 10 - 15 A in a few seconds, and then grows more slowly,
reaching a thickness of 50 100 A after many days. XPS studies{gl,kl}
have shown that this layer consists mostly of an oxide which has roughly
the same stoichiometry as NbgO_. There may be an interface layer of
lower oxides between the pentoxide and the metal, but this interface is
so thin that the XPS data cannot be unambiguously interpreted. Possible
contributors to residual resistance include NbO, which (if present)
behaves like a normal metal with a transition temperature of -1.3*{h2},
and NbnOg, which may become a lossy dielectric if it deviates from
stoichiometry.{g2}

The principal goal of our recent research{p5} has been to measure
the influence of oxide layers on the residual resistance of niobium by
comparing the surface resistance of oxidized and oxide-free surfaces. A

FLEXIBLE BUS BAR

Nb SLEEVE

CAVITY

VIEWPORT

Nb CLAMP

CONFLAT
FLANGES

RF FEEDTHRU (KYOCERA)

SUPPORT BAR
0.01" COPPER
FOILS

600 AMP
FEEDTHRU

WATER COOLED
ELECTRODES

ALL METAL
VALVE

INNER VACUUM

Figure 6. Ultra-high-vacuum furnace used to remove oxide
layers from inner surface of cavities.
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procedure for cleaning the niobium was developed based on studies in the

literature{f1} and on our own Auger measurements.{p4} The native oxide

layer was removed from the surface by heating to 1100*C for 20 ninutus.

At this temperature, the oxygen was absorbed into the bulk; however,

sulfur sometimes precipitated to the surface at the same time. The

sulfur was removed by heating to 1400* for one minute.

Figure 6 shows the ultra high vacuum furnace used to heat cavities

to these temperatures. A current of up to 350 amps passes through the

feedthrough and the flexible bus bar, down the top cutoff tube, through

the cavity and the lower cutoff tube, and out through the cavity flange.

The 0.062* thick niobium sleeves around both cutoff tubes conduct heat

and electricity so that the cavity becomes the hottest part of the

furnace. The spring-supported flexible bus bar keeps the cavity from

being crushed by thermal expansion. After firing, the seal was broken

at "A" (fig.6), the all metal valve was closed, and the cavity was taken

to the cryostat for testing. Transfer from the furnace to the cryostat

took about an hour.

Room temperature exposure:

The first group of measurements were done in order to determine

the influence of oxide layers on residual resistance. Cavities were UUV

fired at T > 1100*C in order to remove the oxide layer, and then

repeatedly exposed, first to argon as a control, and then to oxygen.

Each pair of exposures was of greater duration and/or pressure than the

preceding pair; and each exposure, as well as the initial firing, was

followed by a cryotest. The results are shown in Table 2. With the

TABLE 2
Residual resistance as a function of successive surface treatment

Cavity # 2
Run# Surface Condition Residual Resistance RRR
9 BCP, Fired 0 1400C 6.2 n-ohms 42
10 Exposed .02 torr Ar 5.9 •

for 2 min.
11 .02 torr 0 - 2min 8.4
12 .1 torr Ar - lhr 7.5
13 (same as 12 - retest) 9.6
15 .1 torr Q - lhr 7.1
16 .1 toor 0 - 45hr 21.2 (leaked?)

Cavity # 4
19 BCP, Fired Q 1400C 7.6 160
20 .1 torr Ar - 16hr 5.8 •
22 .1 torr 0 - 16hr 7.7 •
23 .1 torr Ar - 48hr 8.6 »
24 .1 torr 0 - 48hr 7.3 •
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exception of one measurement, there is no evidence of any change. There
is good reason to suspect that the high value obtained on run 16 was due
to a leak in the cavity. On the next test, after chemical polishing and
firing, this cavity exhibited strange nonexponential decay curves. A
few thermal cycles later, a leak was found with a helium leak detector.

In order to find an upper bound for the influence of oxygen
exposure on residual resistance, we have compared the residual
resistance of all the fired cavities before and after their first

exposure to oxygen. These data are shown in Table 3. Wherever multiple
o

measurements are available, their average (weighted I/a ) is used. Our
final conclusion is that these oxide layers contribute less than 1.5 nil
to the residual resistance.

Table 3
Change in R after first exposure to 0 ores A

Run
Unexposed

9,10

19,20,21

32,33

45,47,48

60
Aver

# s

Exposed

11
22
34
55
64

aee fweishi

1
16
16
2
2

;ed:

Exposure
to Oxygen

min.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.

I la2]

at 0.02
at 0.1

at 0.2

at 0.1

at 0.15
1

torr

torr

torr

torr

torr

Change

(nil)
+2.4 * 2.6
+0.6 * 3.0

+1.1 * 2.0

-1.1 * 1.7
-1.9 * 2.1
-0.1 * 1.5

Surface resistance of cavities heated to 325*C:

Upon finding that exposure to oxygen did not affect the RF

performance of the cleaned cavities, it became necessary to make sure

that the cleaned cavities were actually oxide-free. Although Auger

measurements{p4} showed that most of the native oxide was absorbed at

1100*, it was hard to assess the contamination that occurred in between

the cooldown from T > 1000*, and the cryotest. The technique of heating

the (evacuated) cavities to 325*C for 10 minutes was developed to get

around this problem. At this temperature, the surface oxides decompose,

and the oxygen diffuses into the metal, creating an oxygen-rich layer

which is a few thousand angstroms thick. These layers showed a reduced

BCS resistance and an increased residual resistance, which provided an

indirect measurement of the thickness of the original surface oxides.

Three cycles of measurements were made to compare the surface

resistance of oxidized and unoxidized cavities, which had been heated in

this manner. Each cycle consisted of the following surface treatments,

with a cryotest following each treatment: buffer chemical polish and

rinsing, oxide removal by firing at 1200 - 1400*C, heating to 325* for

10 minutes, exposure to 0.1 torr oxygen for 2 to 18 hours (the time

doesn't seem to matter), and reheating to 325*. The unoxidized cavities

were sometimes heated twice in order to collect additional data.
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Surface Treatments
O48OSB7-OOI

Figure 7. BCS resistance tit 2*K as a function of successive
surface treatments, o: cavity 4 runs 31 through 37, D: cavity
4 runs 38 through 43, A: cavity 6 runs 44 through 58.

Surface Treatments C480S87-002
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Figure 8. Residual resistance as a function of successive
surface treatments for the same cavities shown in figure 7.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the effects of these treatments on the BCS

resistance at 2*K, and on the residual resistance. When oxidized

surfaces are heated to 325*C, the BCS resistance decreases by about 20%,

but the residual resistance increases by about 50 nfl. These two effects

cancel each other near 2 degrees . The oxide-free cavities were usually

not affected by this heating. Since the oxidized cavities cavities were

probably covered with about 15 angstroms of Nb~O_, this implies that

oxygen contamination of the UHV fired surfaces probably does not exceed

one or two monolayers.

The last column of figure 8 shows a single measurement in which a

final exposure to oxygen reduced the residual resistance of a cavity

which had been first oxidized and then heated. This might suggest that

the residual resistance of the heated cavity was due to a layer of

suboxides that was then converted to the dielectric, Nb^CL, by exposure

to oxygen. However, no such layer was found by Kirby et al., using XPS

measurements.{k6}

Energy Gap:

It is surprising that no significant variations in the energy gap

were observed. It is well known{dl} that dissolved oxygen lowers the

critical temperature of niobium by ~1* per atomic percent (which was

observed), and that the BCS theory predicts that the energy gap is

O48O787-OI3

17.5°

17.0°

1 16.5°

16.0"

*;

Figure 9. Energy gap for cavities with various surface
treatments (error bars not shown).
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related to the critical temperature by A = 1.76 T . Furthermore,
variations in the gap have been reported under similar
circumstances{p6}.

Figure 9 shows gap values grouped according to surface preparation
of the cavities. Note that there are two groups of data for each heat
treatment, depending on whether or not the cavity had been exposed to
oxygen after the treatment. Figure 10 shows the mean and the error in
the mean for each heat treatment. The various heat treatments alter the
energy gap by less than 1 percent.

0480787-014

Figure 10. Average energy gap for the heat treatments shown
in figure 9.

Although no change in the gap was observed, heating an oxidized
cavity did reduce its RF transition temperature (T ) by a few tenths of
a degree. The significance of these data are somewhat unclear since
the influences of concentration gradients and proximity effects are not
known, but it does seem safe to assume that RF measurements sample a
depth no greater than the normal skin depth, which, in this case, is
equal to 2 /im/CRRR)1'2 , where RRR is the local residual resistivity
ratio.
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The RF transitions for several cavities are shown in figure 11.
All of the cavities which were oxidized and heated have T values below

c
9 . Two of these cavities were then chemical polished to remove the
oxygen-rich layer, after which the T was remeasured. These pairs of
points are indicated by identically shaped data points. Several other
chemical polished or heated cavities are indicated by round dots. The
temperature calibration may contain an offset of one or two tenths of a
degree, but the changes in temperature should be within the error bars
shown. It was necessary to expose the cavities to air in order to make
these measurements.

• A

1 1
8.7"

Oxidized
Warmed

••
i

And

1
9.0"

0480787-008

A
• • •

1 1 1

9.3"

Chem.
Polished

Figure 11. RF transition temperatures for several cavities
after oxidation and heating to temperatures near 300*C, and
after chemical polishing. •: Cavity #4 after run 43. A:
Cavity #6 after run 58. o: Other cavities.

Dependence of RF properties on heating temperature:
A single cycle of measurements was made in order to determine the

effects of heating to different temperatures. While the reproducibility
of single measurements has not been checked, at least some of the trends
in the data are probably correct. The cavity was first cold polished
and fired, then oxidized, and then heated to successively higher
temperatures with a cryotest following each of these procedures. Figure
12 A and 12 B show the BCS resistance at 2 degrees, and the residual
resistance after firing and oxidation, and after heating to three
successive temperatures. The BCS resistance declines upon heating to
250*C, rises almost back to its original value at 280*, and then falls
again at 350*. At some still higher temperature, the heating will make
the surface oxygen-free, and the BCS resistance should return to its
original value. The residual resistance has only a single psak at
around 280*.

Bob Kirby et al.{k6} have done an XPS study of the behavior of
oxidized niobium near 300*. The samples, which had RRR values between
100 and 200, were UHV fired in the same manner as these cavities and
exposed to 0.1 torr of oxygen for 2 hours. XPS measurements were then
taken while the niobium was slowly heated to 375* over a period of 20
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0480767-010
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250 300 350
Heating Temperafure (°C)

Figure 12. BCS resistance at 2*K (A), and residual resistance
(B) for an oxidized niobium cavity after heating in vacuum to
successively higher temperatures. Square points show values
prior to oxidation.

minutes. Their results may be summarized as follows. Before heating,
the niobium is covered with about 13 angstroms of NbgO,.; no other oxides
could be detected with certainty. Between 100* and 200*, the NbgOg
begins to break up into oxides with nearly the same stoichiometry, such
as NbO2, but most or all of the oxygen remains within -20 angstroms of
the surface. At around 250*, the oxygen begins to dissolve into the
nearby bulk metal, and by 300*, the oxide layer is almost completely
gone. At no point in time was any significant amount of lower oxides
such as NbO observed.

The curve through 12A was calculated based on these XPS results and
on the diffusion equation, which governs the motion of dissolved oxygen
moving through niobium metal: {pi}

if D m S
where c is the oxygen concentration, x is the distance from the surface,
and D is the diffusion constant, which depends only on the (Kelvin)
temperature.
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D(r) . 0.02.

A particularly useful solution to the diffusion equation is

2
where 5 is the time integral of the diffusion constant, / D dt ; and A

is the total amount of oxygen per unit area, / c dx.
This solution describes an oxygen profile that begins as a delta
function at the surface. At 250* or more, the diffusion length (5)
grows to more than the superconducting penetration depth (-350
angstroms) in only a few seconds, so the prefactor, k/Silf, gives the
concentration in the region of interest. Note also that the diffusion
constant increases so rapidly with temperature that the results for the
cumulative heatings shown in figure 12A are nearly the same as the
result for a single heating at the indicated temperature. The curve
through figure 12A was calculated using Halbritters program (fig. 3) and
the concentration from [9]. 5 was calculated using a time of 200
seconds at the indicated temperature (allowing 100 sec. for the oxides
to break up and begin to dissolve); and A was found by assuming that the
initial layer of Nb^Of. was 13 angstroms thick, and the fraction, f, of
that layer which dissolves at a given temperature is given by the fermi-
type function,

1
f = f265*C - Texp[ 15.

which is in reasonable agreement with the XPS measurements. The curve
fits the data well enough to believe that the general explanations given
here may be correct.

Trapped magnetic flux:
One of the most thoroughly documented{p3} causes of residual

resistance is magnetic flux which is traped in the cavity walls during
cooldown through the critical temperature. A theory for type II
materials{g3}, based on the motion of flux lines in the metal, predicts
a residual resistance of roughly R = R (B/H o ) , where R is the

res n c« n
normal surface resaistance, and B is the magnetic flux density
penetrating the superconductor. This value is in tolerable agreement
with experiment, however, in many cases of practical interest the
problem is more complicated, due at least in part to the difficulty of
determining the fraction of the ambient field that actually is trapped
in the cavity walls. For example, Lyenis{ll} found that the
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Figure 13. Increase in residual resistance due to ambient
magnetic field applied during cooldown. Inset shows points
near origin.

residual resistance could be reduced by an order of magnitude if t;he
cavities were cooled very slowly (~10~ deg/min) through the transition
temperature, while niobium-sputtered copper cavities at CERN{al} show no
field-induced residual resistance at all.

Figure 13 shows residual resistance of two different cavities as a
function of ambient magnetic field during cooldown. The results are
only reproducible to about * 40%, but they show two distinct curves,
both of which are roughly linear. The lower curve, with a slope between
0.3 and 0.6 nO/nilligauss, was measured on a cavity which had an RRR of
280 and an oxide free (fired) surface. The upper curve, with a slope of
about 3 ntl/milligauss, was measured on a cavity cavity with an RRR of
about 100, which had been chemical polished, rinsed, and then evacuated
and baked overnight at an unknown temperature (maybe 200*C).
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Kneisel et al.{k3} observed a similar phenomenon on niobium

cylinders which had been cooled to room temperature very slowly (-12

hr.) after UHV Firing. Residual oxygen or CO in the furnace presumably

contaminated the cavity surface during this cooldown. The effective

penetration depth measured as a function of DC magnetic field, showed an

irreversibility due to trapped flux. This effect was much smaller on

samples that had been cooled roughly three times faster.
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INTRODUCTION

The benefit of superconducting cavities for accelerator applications depends
on the field and Qo levels which can be achieved reliably in mass producible
multicell accelerating structures. The increasing number of accelerator projects
which will be using superconducting rf technology reflects the progress in the
understanding of field and Qo limitations and the subsequent improvement of
the fabrication and preparation techniques during the last ten years. Design
values for the accelerating field between 5 and 10 MV/m and for Qo between
10̂  and S*10" seem to be justified now for cw electron accelerators using
superconducting niobium cavities. Further progress on both parameters is
desired especially for linear collider application.1

The presently observed field and Qo limitations are caused by anomalous
loss mechanisms which are not correlated with the intrinsic properties of the
pure superconductor but rather due to defects or contaminants on the supercon-
ducting surface. Depending on the shape and the mode of operation of an
accelerating structure, for typical cavities the above mentioned design values
correspond to peak electric and magnetic surface fields up to 25 MV/m and
SO mT and to a residual surface resistance above 60 nO, respectively. Despite of
the strong field emission loading observed often at these moderate electric
surface fields 2, the existence of emission free niobium surfaces up to about
200 MV/m has been shown by dc field emission studies.3

The ultimate performance levels of clean superconducting cavities built from
high purity Nb will be given by the rf critical magnetic field H c

r f and the
surface resistance Rs of the superconductor. Since Rg has been discussed in
the previous talk4, in this talk I will review the knowledge about Hc . In other
words I will address the question: What do we know about the fundamental
field limitation of superconducting Nb cavities and how can we achieve operating
field levels close to it ?
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Obviously measurements on single cell cavities are best suited to investigate
this question in a direct way. Therefore, in the first part I will give a short
survey of the maximum surface magnetic fields achieved in single-cell Nb
cavities. It is remarkable that some of the highest values up to 160 mT have
been already achieved during the seventies with small cavities fabricated from
bulk Nb , but these values have been obtained only for a few cavities out of
large production series. Todays accelerating structures are built from high
purity Nb sheets using deep drawing or spinning of half ceils and electron
beam welding. The result of test series on such cavities5"' will be summarized
and the influence of the purity of the Nb sheets8 on the reliability of the
achievable field levels will be demonstrated.

As soon as the field emission loading of superconducting Nb cavities can be
significantly transferred towards higher field levels, either a better thermal
stabilization or a size-reduction of the remaining defects will be required again
for a further approach towards the fundamental field limit. Therefore the
results of model calculations9 for the thermal breakdown induced by very small
defects and for the transition to the defect free case will be discussed in the
second part.

In the last chapter I will discuss H c " of Nb on the basis of the Ginzburg-
Landau theory.10 This will lead to the superheating magnetic field Hsj, as the
most probable candidate for H c

r . We will see that not only the purity but
also the homogeneity of the material should become important for the perfor-
mance of superconducting Nb cavities at field levels beyond 100 mT. Measure-
ment results of the upper critical field HC2 for different grades of commercially
available Nb sheet material" will be given and the influence of high temperature
annealing on the homogeneity will be discussed.
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RESULTS ON SINGLE-CELL NB CAVITIES

As we all know the maximum achievable field levels of real superconducting
Nb cavities are normally limited by anomalous loss mechanisms like multipacting,
field emission or thermal breakdown induced by large defects. These phenomena
are of a very local nature and have been identified by the extensive use of
diagnostic techniques like thermometry in subcooled helium.12 Unfortunately,
the fundamental limit for the rf critical magnetic field Hc

r** is covered by
these phenomena so that any tes t result will give us only a lower bound for
H, r f

Because of the increasing probability for the occurence of such limitations
with larger surface, the highest values of the peak rf magnetic field H p have
been measured in single-cell cavities. A complete listing of all published record
values beyond 80 mT which have been achieved with different fabrication and
preparation techniques in various laboratories is given in Tab.l .

Tab. 1
Freq.
[GHz

10.5

9.7

9.5

8.6

8.6

8.6

8.6

4.S

3.7

2.9

1.5

: Single-cell Nb
Mode

TEotl

TEoil

TMoiO

™ 0 1 0

TMoio

™010

™010

™010

TEoil

™010

™010

Shape

Cyl.

Cyl.

Cyl.

Cyl.

Cyl.

Muffin

Ellipt.

Spher.

Cyl.

Spher.

Ellipt.

cavity records with H c
Fabrication/Preparation

Bulk,EBW/HTA

Bulk.annealed/EP.OP

Bulk,annealed/EP.OP

Bulk,EBW/CP,HTA

Bulk.EBW/CP.HTA

Sheet.EBW/EP.HTA.OP

Sheet.EBW/HTA.CP

Sheet.EBW/CP.HTA

Bulk,EBW/CP,HTA

Sheet,EBW/CP,LTA

Sheet,yttr.,EBW/CP

i 8 0 mT
H P

[mT]

96

159

149

108

106

160

1251

104

81

97?

105

Laboratory

SLAC

SIEMENS

SIEMENS

HEPL

SLAC

CORNELL

CORNELL

GENOVA

KFK

WUPPERTAL

CORNELL

Year

1971

1973

1974

1970

1973

1979

1985

1979

1974

1987

1987

Ref.

13

14

15

16

17

18

5

19

20

7

21

Abbrevations: EBW: electron beam welded: H(L)TA: high (low) temperature
annealing; EP: electropolishing; OP: oxypolishing; CP: chemical
polishing; yttr . : postpurified with Y; t : limited by field emission
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On first sight one may conclude from these best results only that H c " Is at
least 160 mT and that it is much more difficult to reach field levels beyond
lOOmT for frequencies below 5 GHz. If we accept H c " as a characteristic
material property with no intrinsic frequency dependence as long as a sufficient
low bath temperature is chosen, we can try to learn more out of the history by
looking on the results in more detail.

First of all. different kinds of observed field limitations have to be recognized.
Most of the listed records at X-band have been limited by quenching, i. e. a
sudden ( * ras ) drop of Qo by several orders of magnitude. At lower frequencies
usually electron loading has dominated in most of the tests. While multipacting
barriers which scale linearly with frequency " are avoidable with spherically or
elliptically shaped cavities", field emission is stili preventing us from achieving
Hp • 100 mT regularly. Other field configurations as f. e. the TEQJJ - mode may
provide a possibility to extend Hp values close to H c

r ' at low frequencies too,
if the thermal stabilization of defects is sufficient. In a few cases the loading
of the Q value at high field levels by anomalous losses have led to a global
heating of the inner cavity surface instead of local quenching. An interesting
alternative to avoid breakdown caused by anomalous losses has been investigated
at SLAC using very short (*•• 1 ^s) rf pulses of high (% 0.5 MW) power. With
this method Hp values up to about 130 mT have been achieved in a superconduc-
ting Nb cavity at 2.9 GHz.*1

The influence of different fabrication and preparation techniques on the
maximum achievable Hp has been the subject of extended discussions for a
long time. It is remarkable that for all records listed in Tab.l at least one
stress annealing of the Nb ( T ̂  1200 °C) has been included. This Is especially
true for the SIEMENS cavities, since their cavities made out of cold-worked
material never exceeded 40 mT.'5 Furthermore, later attempts at the same
laboratory to reproduce similar good performance values with cavities fabricated
from sheet metal using spinning and EBW failed (H p *. 73 mT):55 This might be
a hint that such economic fabrication methods have introduced new classes of
defects in our present Nb cavities. Surface roughness is expected to become
important at least for very high Hp because of local magnetic field enhancement.
It is therefore not astonishing that the maximum values for H p around 160 mT
have been achieved only with electropolished surfaces. The main disadvantage
of EP compared to CP consists in small polishing rates. Recent improvements
on the EP-technique with polishing rates up to about 1 ^m/min have been
made at Wuppertal.26

If we accept quenching in peak magnetic field regions as the ultimate form
of rf field limitation in high Qo superconducting cavities, the fundamental
question for its physical origin arises. Generally there are two options: Thermal
instabilities due to local areas of enhanced losses and magnetic instabilities
due to microscopic regions of low Hc . For field levels below 100 mT thermal
instabilities have been proven to be responsable for breakdown by mode mixing
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experiments at Cornell as well as by subcooled thermometry. But this does
not mean automatically the same to be true at higher fields. There are a few
hints for a possible magnetic breakdown at the maximum field levels of Tab.l ,
f.e. strong bath-temperature dependence of the breakdown field IS and varying
breakdown locations'8 at similar field levels in the same test. Furthermore a
locally reduced H c " should show up as a small defect occuring above a threshold
field level. Such Q-swltches have been observed quite often in superconducting
cavities, but can be originated also thermally { f.e. welding beads ).29

Comparing the results of the test series at Cornell on X-band muffin-tin
and on eiliptically shaped cavities it is remarkable that both have been fabricated
from 0.5 mm thick reactor grade Nb. This should help avoiding quenching
mainly for very small (<50 nm) defects where an efficient heat transfer from
high magnetic field regions to the helium bath will become more important, as
we will see in the next chapter. For the eiliptically shaped cavities most of the
observed quenches can be explained by the assumed presence of large normalcon-
ducting defects since there is a clear correlation between Hp and the thermal
conductivity (~ RRR) of the Nb wall (Fig.l) which have been systematically
improved by HTA. Nevertheless some exceptional high values of Hp in both
series cannot be explained with high thermal conductivity alone.

1,000 -

CO
V)

2
X

100
1000

RRR

Fig. 1: Dependence of the breakdown fields of elliptical 8.6 GHz cavities on the
RRR of the Nb wall.5 Arrows signify that quenching was not reached due
to strong field emission loading. Continuous lines show results of ther-
mal model calculations for 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 mm defect radius, resp.
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The dominant role of large normalconducting defects for the performance of
low frequency cavities has been overcome by improved thermal stabilization.
This has been proven statistically by the results on many single-cell and multi-
cell cavities fabricated from high purity Nb. In Fig.2 this is demonstrated by
the results of all measurements on single-cell 3 GHz cavities of spherical
shape performed at CERN and Wuppertal."'7 Each data point corresponds to a
different cavity or at least to a fresh surface obtained after a chemical polishing
of about 20 jim. The expected square root dependence (1) of the achieved
accelerating fields on the RRR of the Nb wall can be clearly recognized.
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Fig. 2: Performance of superconducting 3 GHz single-cell cavities fabricated
from Nb of different purity.

The competition between quenching and field emission loading as the present
field limitation of low frequency cavities is demonstrated in Fig.3 , where three
typical Q (Hp)- curves measured on the same 3 GHz cavity are shown. While
the original cavity built from medium purity Nb (RRR =80) exhibited in four
tests a maximum quench field level of Ea= 12 MV/m. postpurification with
yttrium resulted in accelerating field levels up to 23 MV/m reproducibly limited
by field emission loading. After a final HTA at 1200 °C the purity of the Nb
degraded significantly, as shown by thermal conductivity measurements on
small samples (Fig.4). Consequently quenching reappeared, clearly proving the
major role of the Nb purity for the thermal stabilization of still present defects.

Nowadays spherically or elliptically shaped accelerating structures are fabrica-
ted always from sheet metal without additional machining of the inner cavity
surface to reduce costs compared to the seventies when some cavities have
been machined from bulk Nb or preformed parts. Furthermore the surface
preparation techniques have been simplified as far as possible. On the other
side, the improved purity of the Nb sheets have resulted in a high reliability of
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Fig. 3: High field performance of the same 3 GHz cavity for different purity
levels measured at 1.6 K. Arrows indicate quenching.

the achievable accelerating fields. It cannot be excluded, however, that we have
simplified our techniques too much for achieving high Qo values and field
levels beyond 100 mT. The best results achieved with modern techniques on
single-cell cavities are still far below the expected H c " (Fig.5 ). Therefore, we
have to try some of the old techniques again in systematic test series on
single-cell cavities built from high purity Nb if we want to develop improved
superconducting accelerating structures for linear colliders.
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THERMAL MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR SMALL DEFECTS

One of the major reasons for the improved performance of the present
superconducting accelerating structures compared to those of the seventies has
resulted from the deeper understanding of the quenching phenomenon by thermal
model calculations. In 1983, Padamsee published the scaling law for the threshold
field Hq at which a thermal instability caused by a large (> SO nm) normalcon-
ducting defect of radius rD and surface resistance RD occurs30:

Hq ~ yX(T)/(rDRD) ( 1 )

The strong dependence of Hq on the thermal conductivity X(T) of the cavity
wall has led to the prediction that substantial increases in quench field levels
should be possible by the improvement of the purity of the Nb sheets. In the
superconducting state the Cooper pairs don't contribute to the heat transport.
Therefore, the electronic thermal conductivity Xej(T) increases strongly with
temperature and dominates for T > Tc/2, while at lower temperatures phonon
conductivity can become important especially for high temperature annealed Nb
(see Fig.4). Both Xej and the electrical conductivity in the normal state depend
on the mean free path of the electrons and are therefore measures of the total
impurity content. For Nb the convenient relationship to the residual resistivity
ratio RRR*4X(4.2K)mK/W can be derived.0 For large ( r D *50 pm) defects and
medium purity (RRR £ 300) the scaling law (I) can be simplified by replacing
X(T) with RRR.

The range of validity of the simple scaling law (1) is limited because of
several reasons, which can be best understood if one tries to solve the two -
dimensional heat balance equation analytically (rotational symmetrie assumed)
as done by Tiickmantel.31 Here I will mention only the two basic reasons: Firstly,
the dissipated rf power in the surrounding Nb which increases with the surface
resistance Rs( Tj, w) is negligible compared to that in the defect only for large
defects and secondly, for increasing RRR and Hq there is of course the funda-
mental limit H c

r . Therefore, at Wuppertal we have performed thermal model
calculations with high resolution9 using a variable mesh (Fig.6) to get a conti-
nuous transition to the defect free case, where the heat balance equation can
be reduced to one dimension:

Q = 1/2 R s(Tj,o) H2 = X(T)/d [Tj - T o ] ( 2 )

Tj, To, and d are the temperatures on the inner and outer side and the thickness
of the wall, respectively. Because of the Kapitza resistance RK there is a tempe-
rature difference between the outer side of the wall and the helium bath:
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The main difficulty for any calculation of Hq consists in an appropriate
recognition of the temperature dependent quantities X, Rs, and RK especially in
the vicinity of a defect, because they influence the threshold of the thermal
instability very sensitively. For the here reported calculations we have used
measured data for X(T) and RS(T) of our Nb and literature data for RK(T).3!

There is a main difference between the defect free and the defect case as
demonstrated in Fig.7, which originates from the fact that above a certain Tj
the heat production in (2) increases faster than the cooling capability. This
leads to a sudden increase of Tj in the defect free case, while for large defects
the temperature of the surrounding Nb approaches Tc for increasing field level
rather slowly. We can interprete this also as the difference between the expected
magneto-thermal breakdown at Hc

r^ and the local thermal breakdown due to
large defects.

1

Fig. 8: Maximum tolerable rf power dissipated in a defect just below the quench
field level as a function of the defect radius for different Nb purity (RRR).
( Parameters of the model calculation as in Fig.7 )
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In Fig.8 the numerically calculated maximum tolerable rf power Pto] just
below Hq is displayed for the transition region of small defects. As expected,
the approximate proportionality of Ptoj to rD and RRR holds only for large
defects. Inserting of this result in (2) by replacing Q with rDRRR/7trj| and Rs

with RD leads directly to the square root law {1). For decreasing size the
defect accepts continuously less rf power due to the increasing contribution of
the rf losses in the surrounding Nb. The initial slope of the Ptol^rD^ c u r v e s i s

higher for better thermal conductivity due to the enhanced lateral heat flow.

The resulting dependences of Hq on rn and RRR are shown in Fig.9 and
Fig.10, respectively. Obviously the improvement of our cavities will become
more difficult the smaller the remaining defects are. Moreover the payoff of a
further purification of the Nb sheets will be less efficient for higher RRR
values. The extrapolation of the curves in Fig.10 suggests that a reasonable
limit for the RRR of our Nb cavities should be somewhere between 1000 and
2000 if the reduced mechanical stability of high purity Nb is taken into account.
From the latter point of view an enhanced postpurification of the inner cavity
wall resulting in purity gradients over the cavity wall seem to be a promising
alternative.

2000

rD[|im]
Fig. 9: Calculated dependence of the quench field level on the defect size for

different grades RRR of the Nb purity. ( Parameters as in Fig. 7 )
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2000

1000 RRR
Fig. 10: Calculated dependence of the quench field level on the purity grade RRR

of the Nb for various radii (jim) of defects.t Parameters as in Fig.7)

Nevertheless in addition to the research for a better thermal stabilization of
the defects we must try to avoid defects too, since any defect will contribute
to the residual losses of the cavity. This is especially true at high field levels
because of the additional losses dissipated in the Nb vicinity of a defect due to
its increased temperature. The numerical results shown in (Fig.ll) provide
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some qualitative conclusions for the QO(H)-dependence of superconducting
Nb cavities, if we assume that defects are still present on the surface. Since Tj
increases less for smaller defects and higher thermal conductivity, less degra-
ding Qo( H )-curves should result automatically from such surfaces. This effect
is reduced however for lower frequencies and lower bath temperature due to
Rs(T.w).

[K]

10

0

I I * I M| I I t I I I I II I M l | I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

n III i i i mi l 1 I > M i l

10 rn[jim] 100

Fig. 11: Maximum temperature of the inner surface next to the defect of size
rD just below quenching for different grades RRR of the Nb purity.
(Parameters as in Fig.7)

So far all of the here discussed results have been calculated for the constant
set of parameters f = 3 GHz, TB =1.4 K, RD =8 • 10~3 Q, d = 2 mm, and a typical
phonon peak contribution to X(T) of about 10 W/mK. For large defects all of
these parameters except RD are only of minor importance for the resulting H
The chosen value of RD corresponds to the surface resistance of normal conduc-
ting Nb at 3 GHz and cryogenic temperatures. For other materials and frequencies
the results in Figs.8-10 can be scaled in good approximation with (1), i.e. equal
Hq results for equal products of r^R^.
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For smaller defects the influence of the parameters f. TB. d and Xpn on Hq

cannot be neglected anymore, so that careful recalculations are desirable. Since
there is a continuous transition from the case of very small defects (rD £l(im)
to the defect free case, these dependencies can be discussed by the correspon-
ding results of the model calculations (Fig.12) where no lateral heat flow has
been taken into account. At reasonable operating bath temperatures TB*1.3K
field levels close to H c " can be achieved only for frequencies below 10 GHz.
For frequencies above 1 GHz there is a strong bath temperature dependence of
H_ in nucleate boiling helium due to the BCS surface resistance of Nb. The
addition of a homogeneous residual surface resistance 'Rres leads also to a
significantly reduced H_ ( dashed-dotted lines in Fig.12 correspond to R,.es of
3, 10, 30, and 100 nO, respectively). In superfluid helium the influence of X_n

on Hq becomes nearly as important as the RRR value, but a reduced wall
thickness of d = 0.5 mm has given only small improvement factors for Hq of
less than 12 % at X-band frequencies. The decreasing H_ for increasing TB at
low frequencies results from the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic
critical magnetic field (5). For Nb Hc =195 mT has been assumed as the funda-
mental limit Hc

r .

1 0 f[GHz]

Fig. 12: Frequency dependence of the breakdown field Hq in the defect free case
for different bath temperatures and thermal conductivities of Nb.
( full line: RRR = 40; dashed line: RRR = 90 ; d = 2 mm )
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CRITICAL RF MAGNETIC FIELD OF NB

For all thermal model calculations presented in the last chapter it has been
assumed that the transition to the normalconducting state occurs at the thermo-
dynamic critical magnetic field Hc , which is related to the condensation energy
gain in the superconducting state"

g n - g s = l / 2 « o H | ( T ) ( 4 )

where g is the free energy density. The temperature dependence of Hc can be
well approximated by

Hc( T) = Hc< 0 ) [ I - < T/Tc )
2 ] ( 5 )

Literature data of Hc(0) for Nb vary between 193* and 199J6 mT. While in the
absence of an external magnetic field Hex^ the thermodynamic phase transition
at Tc is of second order, i.e. without a discontinuity in the entropy, the expul-
sion of a H e x t due to the Meissner effect leads to a first order phase transition
at a reduced temperature of approximately*

Tc( H) = Tc | / l - H/Hc(0) ( 6 )

Such first order phase transitions are always combined with a latent heat due
to a discontinuity in the entropy and need nucleation centers. Therefore, a
metastable subcooled normalconducting (H < Hc ) or superheated superconducting
(H Hc ) state can occur depending on the presence of nucleation centers.

For the further discussion of the superheated superconducting state it is
helpful to realize the difference between type I and type II superconductors on
the basis of the Ginzburg-Landau theory. The magnetic flux penetration requires
boundary regions with an interfacial energy e per unit area ofi7

s * no/2 [ I Hc
2 - >. H e x t

2 ] ( 7 )

The first term in (7) describes the condensation energy in the surface layer of
the thickness £ which is the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length. The energy is
lowered by the penetration of the magnetic field into the superconductor with
the depth X. Obviously the energy balance (7) requests either minimum (type I)
or maximum (type II) boundary area depending on the Ginzburg-Landau para-
meter x = X/5. The exact separation between the two types of superconductors
results from the microscopic theory at X = 1/-J2.*

The positive surface energy for type I superconductors (7) implies the
persistence of the Meissner state above Hc up to an external field Hŝ

9, the so-
called superheating field, where £ just vanishes. From the one-dimensional
Ginzburg-Landau theory Hsj, has been calculated numerically as a function of x
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with high accuracy40as displayed in Fig. 13. For the extreme limits of x analytical
expressions can be derived:

H s h = 0.

Hsh = csh Hc

Kc for x « 1

for x » 1

( 8a )

( 8b )

While the one-dimensional theory results in csn= 1J", spatial fluctuations of x
can lower the superheating field in the type II regime significantly to csn= 0.745.41

In Fig.13 the resulting phase diagram42 including all critical fields is given.
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Fig. 13: Phase diagram of superconductors42in the transition regime of type I and II.
The normalized critical fields are shown as a function of x.
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The occurence of the metastable superheating state is more probable for rf
than for dc and ac fields, because the nucleation time of flux lines («10~^ s ) 4 3

is much longer than typical rf periods. Critical rf magnetic field levels beyond
HC(T) for type I or HC1(T) for type II superconductors have been measured in
cavities rather rarely. With coaxial Pb cavities H£f(4.2K) = 74 mT at 20S MHz'2

and 66 mT at 7S0MHz " compared to HC(4.2K) = 53 mT have been obtained,
while the maximum values achieved in X-band cavities of H^(1.4K) = 160 mT U1S

for Nb and 100 mT for Nb3Sn li clearly exceed HC1(T), respectively.

The best experimental verification of as H£ results from measurements
at 90 and 300 MHz on small samples of Sn-In and In-Bi alloys near T^46 In
these test series x has been systematically varied from values below 0.1 up to
about 1.8 by alloying the pure starting materials Sn and In with small amounts
of In and Bi, respectively. The dependence of x on the impurity content which
determines the residual resistivity po [pOcmJ in the normal state is given by
the Gorkov-Goodman equation *7<8

x = xo + 0.0075 Vy p. ( 9 )

where xQ is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter of the pure metal and Y [erg/cm^K~]
is the coefficient of the electronic specific heat. The measured values of H£*
fit well to the calculated ones for H ^ in both type I and II regimes as shown
in Fig.14. Furthermore the observed temperature dependence of H£' for pure Sn
and In can be explained by rf-stimulated vortex nucleation at the supercon-
ducting to normal phase transition, and the frequency independence of H£*
suggests that above Hsjj the nucleation time of the normal phase is small
compared to the rf period.*2

4.0

1.0
0.9
0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

LEGEND-' he' vs K ol 90 MHz

• hr
c'(l = I.O) By Exiropolation

SnI, |MEISSNER STATE|

Absolute Error Bar

.06.07.08.09 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.91.0 fc 2.0 2.5

Fig. 14: Normalized critical field dependence on x. Compared are measured data
for H£f near Tc with calculated values for H s h (see Fig.13 )*
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Strictly speaking the Ginzburg-Landau theory is valid only for temperatures
close to Tc. Nevertheless for rf applications the question arises how to extrapo-
late H s n at lower temperatures. A straightforward answer results from the
Ĥ MT) measurements on Pb shown in Fig. 15. Obviously the superheating effect
is reduced significantly for T Tc/2 due to the Increased x as expected from
theory (see 8a).

I I I I I I ! I I

T/Tc
Fig. 15: Temperature dependence of the normalized rf critical field of Pb measured

at 205 MHz.42 The solid curve results from the empirical relation49 for Pb
x(T) = 0.514-0.274 (T/Tc)2 and Fig.13.
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In general a reduced superheating effect at lower temperatures must be
considered for any superconductor because of the different temperature depen-
dencies of the penetration depth and the coherence length:33

X(T) = X(0)/ ]/l-(T/Tc)4 ( 10 )

( 11)

While near Tc both diverge with ( T c - T ) * which results in a constant x,
at lower temperatures the Ginzburg-Landau parameter must be generalized.
This leads to three different definitions for x(T) which are appropriate for the
generalization of the GLAG theory at all temperatures Mi51:

HC2(T) = / 2 x,(T) HC(T)

dM
dH HC2 1.16 {2 x^T) - 1)

HC1(T) = 1/V2 lnx3(T)/x3(T) HC(T) for x »1

( 12 )

{ 13 )

( 14 )
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Fig. 16: Generalized Ginzburg-Landau parameter Xj(T) and xo(T) normalized to x
as deduced from magnetization measurements on pure Nb samples.52
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Despite of the unsolved question which one of the three Xj(T) has to be
used for the calculation of H s n in (8a), we can get at least an estimation of
H£f from the existing data of Xj(T) for Nb (Fig.16). All three normalized para-
meters Xj(T)/x show a strong increase for lower temperatures up to values
between 1.5 for Xg50 and 2.3 for x2

K at about 2 K. The corresponding reduction
of the superheating effect in the interesting temperature range should not be
as strong as for Pb (see Fig.lS) because of the higher values of xo «0.8 S2iS4

and Y = 0-73erg/cm3K2M which give (9) x * 1 for reactor grade Nb (RRR = 40)
and x*0.8S for high purity Nb (RRR = 300). Inserting the resulting Xjd.SK)
between 1.28 and 2.2S in Fig.13 provides an estimation of H£?(1.8K) between
170 mT and 200 mT for low and high purity Nb, respectively.

At this point we should keep in mind that for accelerator applications not
only high field but also high Qo levels are requested. Therefore a possible Qo

degradation at field levels close to H£* must be considered (see Fig.17). Such
Qo drops might be caused by spots of locally reduced riff. In addition to the
overall purity the homogeneity of the Nb becomes important in that respect.

100 200 300 400 500 600

Fig. 17: Additional losses measured by the normalized reciprocal Qo for increa-
sing peak field level in a coaxial 205 MHz Pb cavity at 4.2 K.*2
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The homogeneity of Nb can be controled by inductive Hc 2 measurements
which are very sensitive to x variations. In Figs. 18-19 the result of such measure-
ments 1t on Nb samples of different purity levels and after various treatments
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Fig. 19: Idem as Fig.18 for different treatments: 10h annealed at 1300°C (left)
and 10 h post-purified with Ti at 1300°C (right column)

are shown. Obviously the commercially available sheet material exhibits broad
transitions to the normal state of at least AHC2 = 100 mT independently of the
purity level. While a recristallization at 850°C under vacuum (p<10~6 mbar)
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reduces the transition width of the same samples to about SO mT, very sharp
transitions of less than 10 mT result from additional annealing at 1300°C as
well as from post-purifying of raw material with Ti !5 at the same temperature.
These features can be explained by the assumption of either locally enhanced
stress or inhomogeneously distributed residual impurities of the cold-worked
raw material. Since the main effect occurs not at 8S0°C but at 1300°C where
the diffusion length of the main impurity oxygen is increased significantly 9,
the latter explanation seems to be more reasonable.

The homogenization of Nb sheets by high temperature annealing becomes
even more evident if the onset Hc2 values of the transitions in Figs.18-19 are
plotted versus the inverse RRR values (Fig.20) which have been measured
directly by the suppliers. Two of the three as-recieved samples deviate drastically
from the expected linear relation (9), while after recristallization the literature
data are confirmed within error bars. This demonstrates that the control of
the x homogeneity of the Nb could be helpful to improve H^ in cavities.

0.08 -
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0.3 0.4

H c . I T )

0.5

Fig. 20: Dependence of the Hc2 onsets in Fig.18-19 on the inverse RRR values of
reactor grade (circles), medium (triangles) and high purity (squares) Nb
samples before (full marks) and after (open marks) recristallization.
The solid lines result from literature data5*-57.
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CONCLUSIONS

Since about twenty years superconducting Nb cavities have been developed
now for accelerator applications. Test series on single-cell cavities have always
provided an appropriate means to investigate the field and Qo limitations.
While in the seventies the absolute highest performance values could be achieved
with a few X-band cavities using rather expensive fabrication and preparation
techniques, in the eighties the reliability of the results on economically produced
cavities especially at lower frequencies has been much improved by introducing
the round shape, the thermometry in subcooled He , and the thermal stabilization
of defects. For a further progress on superconducting cavities it is quite a
challenge to combine the advantages of both periods, i. e. to try some of the
old techniques again on single-cell cavities built from high purity Nb especially
to overcome the presently dominating field limitation by electron emission. In
addition a still better thermal stabilization and size reduction of the remaining
defects as well as improved diagnostic techniques M are required to come
closer to the fundamental magnetic field limitation. At present we cannot
quote the ultimate field levels of Nb cavities experimentally, but measurements
of the critical rf magnetic field on Pb and small alloy samples strongly suggest
the superheating field as the upper limit. In this case the scaling of the theory
with literature data of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter results in maximum
achievable magnetic surface fields at 1.8 K of about 200 mT for Nb. The H c 2

measurements on Nb samples have shown that the improvement of the homo-
geneity of the raw material will be helpful to achieve magnetic surface field
levels beyond 100 mT reliably.
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PREPARATION AND HANDLING OF SURFACES

FOR SUPERCONDUCTING RADIO FREQUENCY CAVITIES

D. Bloess

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION

Three questions have to be answered in surface preparation and handling.

(a) Which surface does one actually have in the cavities? Although one knows
reasonably well, which surface is produced by a certain surface treatment on a
small sample, it is far from evident that a similar surface is obtained in an
actual cavity. The bigger the cavity, the more the obtained result will differ
from what is observed on a sample. How can one examine in detail the surface
without cutting all cavities to pieces?

(b) Which surface does one need? It is easy to ask for a clean surface of pure
niobium on one side and vacuum on the other, but it is impossible to do. So,
what does one really need?

(c) How does one obtain what one needs. Does one have to increase the effort, or
can one even relax it. For example, is it necessary to use analytical grade
chemicals, or does one even require higher MOS-grade chemicals?

The compromises to which one may arrive will of course depend on many other
factors like safety regulations, the size of the cavity, the necessary performances,
the manpower and space available, the number of cavities required, the schedule of
the project, etc.

Fortunately, surface treatment for s.c. cavities knows only one simple rule. If
one observes this rule strictly one will be successful, if not, one will fail! The rule is
C L E A N L I N E S S . This means:

- clean material (high purity niobium without inclusions),
- clean (analytical grade) polishing chemicals and solvents,
- ultraclean (semiconductor grade) rinsing water,
- ultraclean (class 100) assembly environment.

In general, if one applies the same working practice as the semiconductor
industry, one will produce surfaces that are less clean than silicon wafers, due to the
shape of the cavity (an inner surface is much more difficult to clean than a flat
wafer); due to its size and due to the material (niobium is hydrophilic which makes
the water with all the dirt in it stick to the surface).
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2. INSPECTION OF THE SURFACE

Inspection of a defective cavity can be very frustrating. In our case almost
exclusively a telescope is used in order to see what went wrong. Understandably,
only in very exceptional cases is a cavity cut and the defective region examined
under an electron microscope. A telescope can give only limited information on what
went wrong on the surface.

As an example, in one case with a Nb-Cu 4-cell cavity, we only decided after
the third unsuccessful test in the cryostat, and each time with a new niobium layer on
a freshly polished copper surface, to cut the cavity and to examine more closely the
suspected area around the equator weld. After having cut the cavity, one was able to
see with the naked eye, that a long fissure on the weld was the reason for all our
trouble.

For an efficient inspection it is important to approach the surface with the
optical system. This means, to be able to use a microscope in situ instead of a
telescope. The other important point is to be able to vary the illumination.

Normally, because we have temperature maps, we know with a precision of a
few square centimeters where a defect is. One inspects this reg'on with a telescope
and normally one finds something. Unfortunately, if one looks onto other parts of the
cavity surface one may find quite similar structures which did not show up on the
temperature map. The question is: did one really find the defect?

Sometimes, however, there is no doubt. For example, one finds a particle of a
few tenths of a millimeter diameter, with a halo around showing that this particle has
been heated by the r.f. field; and then, one might even get this particle out and
analyze it under an electron microscope. One will frequently detect such "exotic"
elements like calcium, sodium, potassium, aluminium and, if one has the necessary
equipment, also oxygen, carbon, chlorine and others. Then one just knows, that
somewhere in the process of surface preparation, a particle of dirt has slipped in.

On the other hand, and this should not be underestimated, nearly everything
that we know about the inner cavity surface has been learned in this painstaking way.

3. CHEMICAL OR ELECTROCHEMICAL POLISHING

All formulations for chemical or electrochemical polishing seem to produce the
same results. Wether one uses chemical polishing with little or more phosphoric acid
or electrochemical polishing depends more on the size of the cavity and the local
legislation for waste disposal than on r.f. performance. The last results obtained at
KEK, however, may prove me to be wrong and should be watched with care. Because,
probably for the first time, two 5-cell cavities with a big surface (500 MHz) have
reached fields of 8 and 10 MV/m with little r.f. processing. Perhaps electropolishing
together with ultraclean water rinsing is an advantage [1].

A small cavity can be plunged into a mixture with little phosphoric acid,
because it cart be manipulated rapidly and the generation of nitrogen oxides is
manageable. In bigger cavities one has to buy time by adding more phosphoric acid.
Above three parts of phospfioric acid the reaction becomes very slow and the mixture
has to be stirred to obtain homogeneous surfaces.
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In some countries the use of nitric acid is forbidden by law for ecological
reasons. In these cases one has to make use of electrochemical polishing, which uses
sulfuric acid instead of nitric acid.

The real concern in chemical polishing of niobium is without doubt the safety
aspect. All formulation for either chemical or electrochemical polishing that I know
of, use hydrofluoric acid, a very dangerous substance. This is the reason why we have
fully automatized our polishing installation for multi-cell cavities.

Operating manually more than three valves sequentially will lead sooner or
later to mistakes which, with 6001 of acid mixture, can create a disaster.
Redundancy has been built into our system. In case of power failure, compressed air
missing or valve malfunctioning, there is a possibility to empty the cavity without
engaging in dangerous manipulations. In addition, we use a mixture with two parts of
phosphoric acid, which gives us time to think in case of any unforeseen problems.

I think, only one other point is of some importance. After the polishing
operation the cavity should be rapidly rinsed with large amounts of demineralized
water to avoid phosphate stains. One minute between finishing the polishing and the
rinsing seems to be tolerable. As an experiment at CERN has shown, phosphate
stains do not noticeably change the cavity performance. In a 500 MHz single-cell
cavity big (approximately 100 cm2) phosphate stains have been produced voluntarily
in order to measure the influence of those stains. After only fifteen minutes of He
processing an accelerating field of 8.5 MV/m was reached. The regions of the
phosphate stains did not show up on the temperature map.

A. ULTRAPURE WATER

The semiconductor industry has shown the benefit of using water of the highest
possible purity for rinsing of silicon wafers and chips. The use of all organic solvents
on unprotected semiconductor surfaces has been eliminated, because organic solvents
cannot be produced with the same purity as water. Water is not removed by drying,
but centrifuged or blown away. This is easy with the small and hydrophobic silicon
wafers [2].

Although our requirements may be much less stringent, i t is now evident that
the high quality rinsing water that we use at CERN has definitely increased the
reliability of our cavity preparation. Without going into details, let me point out
some of the important problems associated with installations of ultrapure water.

4.1 Ionic contamination

The ionic contamination is measured by the resistivity of the water. For
excellent water one obtains 18 MOhms • cm at 25°C which corresponds to ionic
concentrations below 1 ppb. This level can be achieved by using nuclear grade mixed
bed ion exchange resin. So as not to exhaust the resin too rapidly, it is advisable to
use a first stage of demineralization with a reverse osmosis unit.

4.2 Total organic carbon

Total Organic Carbon (TOC) should be a major concern in a water installation,
because organic contaminations on our cavity surfaces are probably responsible for
most of our field emission problems. Typically, 0.1 ppm of TOC is what the
semiconductor industry demands [2].
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The measurement of TOC can be done by oxydation with either potassiun
permanganat, UV light or electrochemically. The TOC determination requiring quite
some experience and expensive instrumentation, it would generally be preferable to
have these measurements done in specialized laboratories (nuclear power stations and
semiconductor manufacturers always have well equipped water laboratories).

Organic compounds can be removed effectively with activated charcoal filters.
We use these filters with a lot of hesitation. We have already had them removed a
few times and then reinstalled again. The reason for this is, one wants to get the
TOC down by using filters of pure carbon but, if such a filter breaks, then one has an
important TOC problem.

It is probably better to use special scavenger resins on top of the mixed bed ion
exchanger. Scavenger resins are chemically and by their structure very similar to ion
exchange resins, except that they do not have a functional ion exchange group. These
resins absorb by their very large surface, foreign dissolved substances. It may even
be sufficient using a reverse osmose unit at the input of the water purifying system
because reverse osmosis efficiently removes all molecules bigger than water
molecules.

4.3 Particulate matter

Measurement of particles can be done with particle counters (which are not
very reliable for submicron particles in liquides), or by clogging of calibrated filters
and by inspection of these filters with a microscope (which is not easily done with a
normal SEM installation). Q.S. Shu [3] has very thoroughly investigated particulate
contamination in water and organic solvents. He finds, for example, that it is easier
to produce organic solvents with low particulate contamination than water. This
would make an additional rinsing with e.g. methanol useful.

Particulate matter can be removed by membrane filters. One normally uses
pore sizes of 0.2 urn. Membrane filters are said to be very reliable as long as a
regular check of filter integrity by a standard bubble point test (measuring the
pressure at which air starts bubbling through the water-imersed filter) and visual
inspection of the filters is done [4]. It is also important to have a filter at the input
of the system. For even better filtration, which might become necessary to reduce
field emission, ultrafiltration may be the answer. But there is a much higher pressure
drop across an ultrafiltration unit than across a membrane filter.

4.4 Bacteria and algae

Bacteria and algae grow everywhere in a pure water system. It has even been
observed that macrophages grow through filter pores much smaller than the bacteria
size [2]. Bacteria and algae on the surface of a cavity would probably give rise to
field emission. Hence, it is necessary to keep the water system as sterile as
reasonably possible.

The bacteria count can be measured by wetting a calibrated nutrient strip (e.g.
Bio-sampler from Millipore) under sterile conditions with the water. After 24 h in an
incubator, colonies have developed from single germs and can be counted easily. One
should not find more than one colony per milliliter.
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In semiconductor industry a water installation is sanitized daily with hydrogen
peroxide. We have in our water installation an UV lamp for sterilization and do a
sanitizing of the system twice a year. Also, in order not to import germs into the
system, an input filter is advisable.

4.5 Other problems

In some regions the input water can be heavily charged with substances like
silicon oxide, iron, humic acid, detergents etc., which have the tendency to foul up
the ion exchange resin.

Before buying a water purifying unit it is advisable to have the input water
analysed. One should also get some information as to whether the water always
comes from the same source, or whether during the seasons the origin changes from
surface to deep well, because such a water will have quite different analytical values.

Most of the problems can be cured by a carefully operated reverse osmosis unit
at the input.

4.6 Recommended material for ultrapure water systems

Great care has to be taken in the selection of materials for a water purifying
installation. High quality polypropylene, Viton, PTFE, PVDF, high quality quartz,
aluminia ceramics, and where unavoidable, stainless steel, are compatible with our
use. The water should circulate at least four times a day through the installation.
One should make sure that no pockets and dead ends exist in the circuit. Never,
never use silicon grease! Silicon grease can cover the surface in such a way, that a
chemical polishing will not attack at that place, dirt will be glued onto the niobium,
and there is no easy way to remove it (wiping the spot repetitively with tissues and
lots of aceton may help).

5. CLEAN ROOM

A clean environment for the final assembly of the cavity, as long as the cavity
is still open to air, is absolutely essential. Not only is it necessary to execute all this
work under laminar air flow of class 100, but in order to obtain the clean working
conditions, the executing personnel has to be well trained. Their work should be
monitored at least occasionally with a particle detector.

The integrity of the final filters should be checked regularly. With a particle
counter one can detect any defects of the laminar flow wall. This may turn out not
to be sufficient.

At CERN we have observed that drying of ultrapure water on a mirror
sometimes leaves residues. First we suspected impurities in the water. Further tests
showed that no residues were left, if dried under vacuum or under a laminar flow in
another building. Some aerosols can pass the laminar flow filters, and are absorbed
by the water flakes in the cavity and probably also absorbed on the cavity surfaces.
The drying water can then concentrate the absorbed compounds and finally leave
visible quantities of mainly organic deposits on the surface.

It is therefore important that the air inlet is not near to pollution sources like
car exhausts, welding machines and others; and maybe an additional carbon filter is
advisable.
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The exposure to air, even under class 100 laminar flow, should therefore be kept
to a minimum. Since the beginning of this year all cavities at CERN have been dried
by vacuum pumps. Of course, care has to be taken that no backstreaming of oil from
the pumps occurs.

Mounting couplers, vacuum system and connection to the accelerator beam tube
is done with a mobile laminar airflow filter. This operation is the most critical step
of the whole assembly, as it is difficult to perform with the same precautions.
Nearly all of the tests in accelerators show a significantly reduced performance with
respect to what has been obtained in the laboratory with the same cavity before [5].
One of the reasons is probably this last step of preparation.

6. ELECTRON EMISSION

If, after initial problems, one has finally learned how to work cleanly, and if one
uses high thermal conductivity niobium, then all problems should be overcome except
one and that is electron field emission.

All cavities fabricated at CERN with high thermal conductivity niobium, and
where no evident failure in the preparation was made, were limited by field
emission. One 4-cell 350 MHz cavity has even been formed with helium and r.f.
processing for more than 70 h. The field is still progressing, but very little. One can
say, and this is confirmed by the experience of almost all laboratories, that field
emission of electrons is the limiting factor of cavity performance today. Although
for higher frequencies, due to the smaller surfaces involved, it seems to be easier to
obtain higher surface fields.

One can estimate that a few hundred atomic layers of even lossy dielectric
material, a few atomic layers of metal or hundreds of particles in the 10 y. range, will
not catastrophically reduce the cavity performance due to local or global heating.
This is dirty compared with the standards of the semiconductor industry. But already
a few monolayers of e.g. the right metal oxide, as known from oxide cathodes, or
submicron carbon particles, as has been shown in experiments at the University of
Geneva [6] can give rise to strong electron emission. This, on the other hand, is very
clean even for semiconductor standards and perhaps impossible to be obtained
reliably in our case with our present methods.

Nevertheless, there are observations that give some hope. Sometimes, although
never with a multi-cell cavity (for one interesting exception with multi-cell cavities
see ref. [1]), it has been possible to raise the field to values between 8 and 10 MV/m
with little r.f. processing.

This would mean either that there are only very few emitters and what one
observes is simply Poisson statistics, or that there is a parameter somewhere in the
surface treatment which is still escaping. In the first case, already a moderate
improvement of cleanliness would reduce the electron problem appreciably. In the
second case one has "just" to find this parameter.

There are a few treatments one should try. Small particles that are on the
cavity surface in regions where the first rinsing water dries are practically impossible
to remove with a moderate pressure (around 5 bar) water jet. Also, ultrasound in the
normal frequency range of 20 to 50 KHz is quite useless. High pressure water jets
(-100 bar) and high frequency (500 kHz to 1 MHz) ultrasound has proven effective
for removing these small particles.
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At the last workshop Viet Nguyen Tuong from Orsay reported on the use of UV
irradiation of the cavity surface in an oxygen atmosphere [7].

Once sputter-cleaning of the surface has been tried at CERN and since the first
test gave bad results it has been given up. For better results the material for the
sputtering anode has to be carefully selected (niobium oxidizes strongly and oxide
scales are formed). A better way of mounting and dismounting under clean conditions
has to be found and the argon-oxygen mixture should be replaced by a gas mixture
without free oxygen. The sputter cleaning, as it is applied by D.C. Weisser [8] who
uses instead carbon dioxide as a mild oxidizing gas, is very promising.

If one uses very short (very approximately 1 v-s/um penetration) laser pulses,
but with a very high power density (109 W/m2) as is possible with a Nd-YAG laser, a
very intense plasma is ignited on the surface which literally blasts the surface clean.
If the pulse length is short enough the metallic niobium below will not melt [9]. The
disadvantage is that a mirror has to be brought into the cavity with all the risk of
creating new electron emitters, and due to the small focus of the laser beam (10 to
100 urn diameter) and to the limited repetition frequency (a few kHz) only square
centimeters, or at the maximum, square decimeters can be treated.

Finally, heat treatment can reduce electron emission as Niedermann from
Geneva University has shown [9]. Unfortunately, at first one gets a deterioration at
moderate temperatures (800°C). Then, at temperatures above 1200°C one can
observe a remarkable improvement. Such a treatment would pose a real problem for
many cavity constructions, being as solder joints, stainless steel flanges etc. would
not withstand this temperature; and the treatment would even have to be done with
couplers and windows mounted in order to avoid a contamination after the treatment.

7. CONCLUSION

High quality niobium with good thermal conductivity has more or less
eliminated the quenches due to material defects. Today, superconducting r.f.
cavities are limited by electron loading, r.f. and He processing give reliably a limited
and slow improvement. However, no safe cure is known for this phenomenon.

Much cleaner working conditions seem to be neccessary but difficult to realize.
Better rinsing with higher quality water or organic solvents under higher pressure or
high frequency ultrasound may still give some improvement. Sputter-cleaning, UV
ozone application and heat treatment may help to get rid of small emitters which
cannot be avoided with rinsing because of the residual contamination of the rinsing
liquids.

During the assembly and installation of the cavities a part of the obtained
performance gets lost. The last rinsing, sputtering or otherwise cleaning operation
should therefore be done as late as possible. The cleanliness of these last steps of
preparation of multi-cell cavities has to be improved.

Better diagnostics may help to understand the electron loading in cavities and
the the reason for frequent detonation of cavity performance in accelerators.
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